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Chinese Pronunciation Guide 

I have used the Pinyin alphabet, adopted in the People's Republic of China 
and the Un i t ed Nations as a standard for romamzing Chinese, for 
transcribing Chinese words in this book. The guide below takes Chinese 
syllable-by-syllable, and then divides each syllable into the initial sounds 
(consonants and semi-vowels) and final groups (vowels and nasal 
consonants.) Don ' t worry: it's not as complicated as it sounds. Chinese 
syllables also have distinctive tones; but they are not necessary for the 
purposes of this book and I have omitted them. 

Initial sounds 

b 

P 
m 

f 

d 

t 

n 

1 

g 
k 

h 

J 

q 
X 

zh 

ch 

sh 

r 

z 

c 

s 

y 
w 

b 

p 
m 

f 
d 

t 

n 

1 

g 
k 

kh (Scottish 'loch') 

jy CJeeP') 

chy ('cheap') 

shy ('Asia') 

jr ('drain') 

chr ('train') 

shr ('shrink") 

r ('pleasure') 

dz ('adze') 

ts ('Tsetse fly') 

s 

y 
w 

Final g r o u p s 

-a 

-ai 

-ao 

-an 

-ang 

-o 

-ou 

-ong 

-e 

-ei 

-er 

-en 

-eng 

-i 

-ia 

-ie 

-iao 

-iu 

- in 

-ing 

-ian 

-iang 

-long 

'father' 

'buy' 

'cow' 

'pen' 

'lung' 

'saw' 

'so' 

'Mao Tse Tung' 

Fr Monsieu 

'pay' 

'err' 

Zhou Enlai 

Deng Xiaoping 

'see' (See note) 

'yard' 

'veah' 

'miaow' 

'you' 

'seen' 

'Ming' 

'yen' 

'Chiang Kai Shek' 

Too voong' 

-u 

-ua 

-uo 

-uai 

- U l 

-uan 

-un 

-uang 

-ii 

-iie 

-iian 

-un 

'blue' 

'one-to-one' 

'war' 

'why' 

'wav' 

'one' 

'soon' 

'Wang' 

Fr 'Tu' 

Fr 'Tue' 

Yuan 

Vietnamese: 

'Neuven' 

Note: The final syllable [-1] prolongs the sound of the letters before it. So after z-, 0 , s-, it is 
'-zzz' (like a bee), and after zh-, ch-, sh- and r-, it sounds like 'err', and after j - , q-, x-
and all the others it is '-ee'. 



Traditional Chinese Dynastic Time Chart 
(dates for pre-Zhou times are speculative) 

Xia 
Shang 

Zhou 
Western Zhou 
Eastern Zhou 

Spring and Autumn 
Warnng States 

Qin 

Han 

Three Kingdoms 

Western Han 
Xin 

Eastern Han 
Wei 
Shu 
Wu 

Western Jin 
Eastern Jin 

Sixteen Kingdoms 

Northern and Southern 
Dynasties 

Southern 
Dynasties 

Northern 
Dynasties 

Song 

Qi 
Liang 
Chen 

Northern Wei 
Eastern Wei 
Northern Qi 
Western Wei 

Northern Zhou 
Sui 

Tang 

Five Dynasties 
& 

Ten Kingdoms 

Liao-Jin 

Song 

Later Liang 
Later Tang 

Later Jm 
Later Han 

Later Zhou 
Ten Kingdoms 
Liao (Khitan) 
Jin (Ruzhen) 

Xixia 
Northern Song 
Southern Song 

Yuan (Mongol) 
Ming 

Qing (Manchu) 
Republic of China (Nationalist Period) 

People's Republic of China 

- 2 2 0 0 - -1700 BC 
-1700 - ~ 1 1 0 0 BC 
- 1 1 0 0 - 7 7 1 BC 

770 - 256 BC 

7 2 2 - 4 8 1 BC 
4 0 3 - 2 2 1 BC 
221 - 206 BC 

206 BC - 9 AD 

9 - 2 5 
25 - 220 

220 - 265 
221 - 263 
222 - 280 
2 6 5 - 3 1 6 
3 1 7 - 4 2 0 
304 - 439 
420 - 479 
479 - 502 
502 - 557 
557 - 589 
386 - 534 
534 - 550 
5 5 0 - 5 7 7 

535 - 557 
5 5 7 - 5 8 1 
5 8 1 - 6 1 8 
6 1 8 - 9 0 7 
907 - 923 
923 - 936 
936 - 946 
947 - 950 
9 5 1 - 9 6 0 
902 - 979 

9 0 7 - 1 1 2 5 
1 1 1 5 - 1 2 3 4 
1032 - 1227 
9 6 0 - 1 1 2 7 
1 1 2 7 - 1 2 7 9 
1279 - 1368 
1 3 6 8 - 1644 
1 6 4 4 - 1 9 1 1 
1 9 1 2 - 1 9 4 9 

1949 - present 
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Preface 

Harlech, North Wales, 1995 

It was the summer holiday and we took the children to Harlech Castle. 
After paying the entrance fee and extracting the children from the souvenir 
shop, we found ourselves in the keep, the grass lawn mowed to bowling-
green neatness and a tidily-kept pebble path running under the walls. 
The children wanted to go up the dark, winding stone steps onto the 
ramparts. 

And so, ha l fway up the narrow staircase, I came to the archer's 
window. About two metres high, it gave a view onto a segment of the 
town below and a sliver of sea beyond it through a narrow slot no more 
than twenty centimetres wide. 

The children ran on ahead, and I stayed behind to sit by the window. 
The castle wall at that point was nearly three metres thick, made of 

roughly hewn stone mixed with rounded boulders from some nearby beach 
or stream-course and held together with cement. The opening on the 
outside was narrow, but on the inside there was over one and a half metres 
— enough for two bowmen to stand and watch the world pass below. A 
sharp draught of salt-laden air blew through the opening and into the 
stairway behind me. 

I sat on the ledge of the window. From behind me came the voices 
of excited children as they clambered over the iron cannon standing in 
the keep below. From above came the scream of gulls and the occasional 
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cawing of a raven. Through the opening of the window, however, sounds 
were distorted and strange: a mixture of traffic, the waves on the beach, 
and the odd, incomprehensible human sound. 

But the window was strategically placed and the view was clear. The 
gloom inside the walls made the view outside unnaturally bright by 
contrast. From where I sat, I watched the cars pass on the road below, 
the train arriving from Dyffryn Ardudwy, people flying kites on the beach. 
I started to think about how different my restricted view from this archer's 
window was from the view my wife and children would be enjoying from 
high on the ramparts above me. 

For them, of course, there was plenty to see; but how to decide what 
to look at? So many things to grab the attention. There was the courtyard 
below with the ruined castle chapel on one side, and the town of Harlech 
and the hills on the other. As soon as their attention in one direction began 
to flag, something would grab it from another. Above, below, three 
hundred and sixty degrees around: an embarrassment of choice. 

And yet my restricted view had its own interest. True, I could not 
see above and below; and making the best of the narrow field of view by 
sticking my head near the opening, I might steal thirty degrees at the most. 
But there was a satisfying sort of focus. I was forced to wring more out of 
what I could see. How many people were taking the train? Were there 
more people on the train than I could see driving along the road? Why 
did they choose to take the train, anyway? 

That railway line, which passed before the archer's window of Harlech 
castle, had been there for a hundred and fifty years or more. A mere shadow 
of its former self, along that line, before the days of Doctor Beeching, the 
Cambrian Coast Express had run. In the 1950s and 1960s, it had been the 
lifeline for the Butlins Holiday Camp at Pwllheli and given city-dwellers 
in Liverpool and the industrial Midlands their first taste of a holiday away 
from home (as well as bringing me each year to visit my grandparents in 
Chwilog). Before that, it had brought thousands of Edwardian visitors to 
the fashionable resorts at Barmouth and Aberystwyth. Lloyd George, the 
Prime Minister, would have taken it to travel from the Houses of 
Parliament in London to take his holidays at the family home in Llan 
Ystymdwy. Once, my mother told me, the train had jumped the rails at 
the cliff outside Barmouth and dozens of people had died. 

Before the railway, a road had run along the coast, bringing the 
Methodist ministers to set up their ministries in Criccieth. Catholic pilgrims 
would once have passed on their way to the holy island of Bardsey along 
the coast — rich, poor, holy men and sinners. All that and more could 
have been witnessed from that drafty archer's window, deep in the walls 
of Harlech castle, had someone wished to keep a record. 
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So when I am asked, 'Why such a narrow subject as the history of 
archery in China?', I know the answer. I just see in my mind that narrow^, 
little window and all that had passed in front of it. 

The Great Wall of China has windows like that, too. 

Shanghai, China, 1997 

It was November 1997, and I sat in the study of Professor Li Pu, one of 
China's leading experts on paleography. Before us were piles of brown 
envelopes containing manuscripts ready to be entered into his computerized 
database of the 'oracle bones' Chinese script of the Shang period, three 
thousand five hundred years before our times. 

'How long is this archery book of yours going to be, then?' he asked. 
'I was thinking of about twelve chapters,' I answered. The Professor 

laughed dryly. Professor Zang, his associate, grinned as well. 
'Professor Li could write twelve chapters on the ancient history of the 

bow and arrow without drawing on any material other than the Shang 
oracle bones.' 

His boast was completely true. This 'narrow' subject has left tracks 
throughout Chinese history, art and literature. The task of picking up the 
numerous pieces and putting them into a rational order is the challenge 
— not searching for scarce materials. China has had its own Robin Hoods 
and William Tells. More than that, archery has underlain superstition and 
mystic rituals from the dawn of recorded history — the period of Professor 
Li's oracle bones. 

Archers and archery have at times determined the course of Chinese 
history, just like the longbow at Crecy did for the English. The bow, the 
crossbow and the horse have formed the major ingredients of Chinese 
military thinking over centuries — long after gunpowder was in common 
use. For ancient Chinese civilization, the arrow in the hand of the mystic 
archer played an elemental role in folk belief like that of the thunderbolt 
in the hand of Zeus. Knowledge of archery was so well ingrained among 
literate Chinese in ancient times that the great philosophers such as 
Confucius and Lie Zi readily drew on archery technique to illustrate their 
arguments. 

The Chinese and the English share a long romantic history of archery. 
Yet in the English-speaking world, traditional archery is alive and well 
while in China it is dead. In 1800, traditional archery held a much stronger 
place as a gentlemanly sport in China than it did in England. Yet now, 
traditional forms of archery and bow-making are a popular hobby and sport 
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in the English-speaking world while in China, no one remembers how 
to pull a traditional Chinese bow, let alone make one. Why? 

This book is a history of China from the earliest times until 1950. It 
is nearly all there. Most of the great figures of Chinese history, literature, 
philosophy and art have walked past the archer's window. Through the 
narrow slot, we can eavesdrop on their conversations and read their 
writings. We can gain a view of the long epic of the history of the Chinese 
people — a history as the guards cradling their crossbows in the towers 
along the Great Wall might have seen it as they huddled against the cold, 
wormwood-laden draft blowing from the mountains and steppes into the 
stairway behind them. 



Chinese Thumbrings 

) ) ( ( 

^vS, , // 

Outlines of the rings in the photograph above 

Thumbrings were made out of all sorts of precious and semiprecious stones, and in a wide 
variety of profiles. The form you can see in the bottom row was favoured from the Zhou 
penod through to the Han Dynasty. Those in the middle row. with a feature in the outside of 
the cylinder were favoured in the Ming Dynasty, while cylindrical rings with smooth outsides to 
the cylinders were in vogue in the Qing Dynasty. Of all the nngs produced, the great majority 
were for decorative purposes only. Serious archers preferred rings made of leather, horn or 
bone, few of which have survived. 



Arrowheads 

The craftsmen of China and the adjoining steppe-lands created a large variety of arrowhead 
designs. Those on the bottom right, made from bone, flint or obsidian, are Neolithic. The 
remaining arrowheads below the second row are of bronze, spanning the period from Shang 
through to the end of the Han Dynasty. Some are for crossbow practice, some for hunting or 
warfare and some designed to be dipped in poison. Those in the top two rows are made of 
iron. Two are whistling arrows used for conveying signals on the battlefield. Two were intended 
to carry a burning ball of pitch for starting fires. The large, broad heads were favoured for 
killing game. Because of the long time-span and the wide geographical distnbution of arrowheads 
for weapons, booty and trade, it is rarely possible to be certain of the geographical origins of 
each type. 



Han Dynasty Archer 

This pottery figure dates back to the early part 
of the Han Dynasty. Following the fashion 
which grew up around the time of the first 
Qin Emperor's Terracotta Army, this figure 
would have been just one of a small army 
placed in a grave to show the importance of 
the person interred in it. He is dressed in an 
infantryman's leather body-armour, and there 
is a slot in both hands where a wooden 
model bow and stnng would have fitted. (He 
also has a small, box-like quiver strapped to 
his back.) Note that the position of his feet 
are at right-angles to each other. The length 
of his bow-arm is an artistic effect to give the 
impression of stretching the forearm forward 
'as if propping up Mount Tai'. 

Tang Dynasty Archer 

This figure represents a mythical tomb 
guardian posing with a bow and arrow. There 
is a slot in both hands where a wooden 
model bow and string would have fitted. 
Figurines such as this, glazed in white, ochre 
and green, were popular funerary items dunng 
the Tang Dynasty. Although the pose is 
stylized, the hand and arm positions and the 
armour are faithfully reproduced. It was 
fashionable to put the features of fierce 
foreign tribes on these figurines rather than 
those of the Han Chinese. 



Ming Dynasty Huntsman on Horseback 

This glazed tomb-figure is of a Ming noble in a warm jacket seated on a patient steppe pony. 
His bow is drawn ready to shoot. His leather bow-case is across his left thigh and he has a 
quiver of arrows strapped to his waist on the right. The artist has paid attention to the detail of 
his technique, with the arms straight and the head erect. 



Qing Heavy Bows forTesting Strength 
in the Examinations 

These two bows, one strung and one 
unstrung, were made in about the middle of 
the nineteenth century. They would have 
been used for physical training and for testing 
candidates in the examinations, and were 
never intended to shoot an arrow. The stnng 
is made from cow intestine, cut into lengths, 
twisted together and dried. This material 
could easily withstand the strain of up to 
100 kg at full draw. 

Traditional Chinese Pellet Bow 

The Chinese pellet bow was intended to 
knock down birds without killing them. 
Proficient archers could knock down a bird 
in full flight. The bow is not heavy to draw 
and no horn is used in its construction. The 
outer parts of the string are made from single 
lengths of split bamboo, while the inner part 
is made from two parallel whipped silk cords 
with a bamboo pocket tied at the centre and 
decorated with shark skin. The pellets are of 
baked clay. This bow was made in 1998 by 
Ju Yuan Hao of Beijing. 



The Archery Examination 

This gouache painting on rice-paper was made for the export trade. The artist has captured the essentials of the military examination in infantry archery held 
within the walls of the military yamen, although he did not understand how the bows were strung! On the right is the presiding officer marking the candidates 
by putting red marks against their names. He is assisted by two marshals. Two candidates are taking the examination, and to the right, a target judge drums out 
a signal to indicate if the shot hit or missed, while an assistant collects the spent arrows. The target is of the regulation type, with small pennants to show the 
effect of the breeze. 



Soldiers Practising Archery in the Street in Peking 

This illustration was printed in The Graphic Magazine in 1878. The artist has gone to great lengths to capture the details of the bows and arrows as well as the 
technique of the archers. The colouring was added recently and may not be authentic. 



Traditional Chinese Equipment for Horseback Archery or Hunting 

This equipment is what would have been used by horseback archers in the mid-nineteenth 
century. The bow is a horse-bow (smaller and lighter than an infantry bow) with a bow-case 
and quiver. Towards the bottom is a jade thumbnng with its box. The small, doughnut-shaped 
leather box was used to store spare strings for the bow. The arrows, fletched in the traditional 
Chinese style, are modern. 





On the day dingmei, we asked the Oracle about an elephant 
which came to the place where we crossed the river. 
The Oracle said that it should be shot by the King. 

Simulated oracle bone inscription based on original oracle bone 
calligraphy from the Shang Dynasty (1300-700 BC). 



Introduction 

From Sticks and Stones to an Idea 

The archaeological records of almost any civilization will show how early 
man was able to control the latent power of a bent stick. This latent power 
itself is no mystery: a short walk through any woodland, dodging to avoid 
a slap in the face from a pushed-back branch gives a good pointer to the 
principles involved. 

The arrow is a projectile weapon, and the bow a projector. The arrow 
shares strategic features in common with projectile weapons such as javelins 
or thrown rocks; but distinct from hand-held weapons such as spears, 
swords or bludgeons. 

Trying to use a projectile weapon quickly brings the user face-to-face 
with a few strategic questions: 
1. once the weapon has left the user's hand, it is no longer under his or 

her control (at least until the time of radio-controlled rocketry); 
2. the weapon's ability to do damage is a function of its weight, speed 

and sharpness and it is constrained by not being able to inflict multiple 
blows; 

3. its power falls off with distance; and 
4. projectile weapons are more easily lost or broken than hand-held ones. 

When you consider these four questions, it is easy to see where the 
bow and arrow excel. The bow can develop a uniquely strong projective 
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force when used in conjunction with a light projectile like an arrow or 
small stone. N o other 'primitive' projective weapon — for instance the 
projectile thrown by hand, the sling or atl-atl which relies on release of 
centrifugal force, or the blow-pipe which relies on air pressure — can 
come anywhere near the projective force of an arrow fired from even a 
relatively simple bow. Only the gun (essentially a chemically-assisted 
blowpipe) can exceed this projective force (and the gun has only been 
available since about the 14th century and only became accurate and reliable 
in the past one hundred years). 

Given the advantage of high projective force, the arrow is more likely 
than any other weapon to overcome the first disadvantage because it can 
provide a relatively flat trajectory in many situations, and is thus best suited 
to translate the aiming skill of the user into a direct hit on the target. The 
fact that you can release a shot from an almost motionless posture adds to 
this ability to aim accurately, as well as allowing the archer to ambush his 
quarry silently. 

The arrow in conjunction with the bow provides the best balance of 
weight, speed and sharpness of all pre-modern (i.e. before the advent of 
modern firearms) weapons, outdoing them in terms both of accuracy and 
penetration. Being light, the arrow can also benefit from feathers used to 
provide extra stability during its flight. So defensively, the arrow provides 
the greatest 'get-him-before-he-gets-you' value, while offensively, it 
provides the greatest 'get-him-before-he-gets-away' value. 

The arrow certainly cannot inflict multiple blows; but the bow and 
arrow have got one of the fastest arming recycle times of any pre-modern 
projectile weapon. This means that the bow and arrow can do better than 
other weapons in simulating multiple blows. While mass arrow production 
has always presented difficulties — especially in the era of massive warfare 
— it is certainly easier for the hunter to set out with thirty arrows than 
with thirty spears. 

The significance of this ability to hunt down prey without moving in 
close for the kill can be seen strikingly if you look at Neanderthal Man 
who flourished over a period from about 200 000 BP to 30 000 BP, 
when archaeological remains show no evidence of the development of 
bows. Studies of Neanderthals who lived about 50 000 years BP showed 
that they suffered numerous debilitating injuries which were presumably 
sustained during hunting activities.1 Whoever first gained the technology 
to overcome the risks of serious hunting injuries by immobilizing prey or 

1. See Gore, Rick, 'Neandertals'. In National Geographic, Vol. 189 No . 1, January 1997, 
pp. 25 and 27. 
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predators with multiple arrow hits (perhaps with arrows coated in powerful 
sedatives or poisons) might have been in a position to enjoy a longer life, 
and perhaps a more relaxed lifestyle with more time to indulge in invention 
and creative thought. 

To say that the bow had a critical role to play in human development 
is probably to overstate the case. Writers on primitive archery have pointed 
out2 that primitive people have very successfully hunted deer-sized animals 
with no bows; and when Europeans arrived in Australia, Tasmanians were 
hunting by throwing spears. But in China we know that much bigger prey 
— elephants and rhinoceros — formed part of the hunter's catch into early 
historical times.3 Since even in early times there was population pressure 
on the very limited areas of habitable productive land in the central parts 
of China, it is reasonable to suppose that a culture with effective bows 
would have enjoyed a competitive advantage. 

Although we have little pictorial evidence from the dawn of civilization 
in China, it is reasonable to speculate that early Chinese man used multiple 
arrow wounds to slow down large animals, so that they could be finally 
killed off with short weapons. The bow and arrow presented one of the 
best solutions to the disadvantage that other projectiles have in not being 
able to inflict multiple blows. And if arrows were used in hunting during 
the early historical period when elephants and rhinoceros were the prey, 
then it seems reasonable to assume that poisons or sedatives were an 
important element in the success of the hunt, rather like the sedative dart 
is used by game wardens today. 

The fall-off of power over distance has always been the foremost 
challenge of the Chinese bowyer, and the solution found in Asia (although 
no one knows where it originated) and refined by Chinese bowyers over 
thousands of years is the composite recurve bow. 

'Composite ' means that the body of the bow is made from a fusion 
of different materials. In ancient Chinese civilization, these materials were 
mainly wood, horn and sinew. In modern times, such materials have been 
replaced with wood, glass fibre and carbon fibre. 

'Recurve ' indicates that at rest, the bow has a curvature opposite to 
the curve when the bow is strung. This means that greater latent power 
can be stored in the bow than can be stored by bending a straight stick. 
The earliest pictures forming part of the most primitive stage of Chinese 
writing, about 3500 years before the present, show bows which are clearly 
recurved. (See Chapter 6 page 88.) 

2. Comstock, Paul, 'Ancient European Bows'. In Tlie Traditional Sawyer's Bible, Vol. 2. Bois 
d'Arc Press, 1993, p. 83. 

3. For Oracle bone inscriptions, see &fti% • « ? # Z ^ ' & I D N O . 37375, 10222. 
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From Idea to Technology 

Remains of composite bows have been discovered in frozen graves in 
Siberia which can be dated back to the late stone age.4 It is worth thinking 
about the technological input needed in the making of these sorts of bows. 

First, as anyone who has tried to develop skill in archery will tell you, 
success lies in being able to replicate the performance of the materials in a 
consistent fashion shot after shot. As I remarked earlier, the archer loses 
control of the medium after he or she has loosed off the shot; so the best 
assurance of translating the archer's skill in aiming into a successful hit is 
to provide the archer with some confidence that his or her arrows and 
bow will perform in a consistent manner each and every time. 

Modern materials and manufacturing techniques can ensure this up to 
the minutes t tolerances. Clearly, improvements in the ability to 
manufacture arrows which shared similar characteristics would have had a 
great impact on the development of the bow and arrow for more distant 
and more accurate shooting. So whether we are talking of China or 
anywhere else, the evolut ion of the bow and arrow from a merely 
marginally advantageous projectile weapon into a weapon with the range 
and accuracy to allow the user to gain substantial mastery over his or her 
environment required the development of sophisticated construction 
techniques providing consistency in the product. 

Another important thing is the combination of materials. 
At the simplest level, an arrow can be no more than a stick sharpened 

at one end. But separate civilizations all over the world have independently 
come up with a product which has a harder, sharper, slightly heavier 
element at one end, and some sort of stabilization at the other. 

The former has to be found in the sharpest workable materials available 
at the time. In very ancient times, that meant stones and bones. The latter 
has in nearly all cases come down to feathers — whether through the idea 
of the 'what does for a bird will do for an arrow', or from the more 
scientific realization that the best stabilizer needs to be light, and to lay 
down well as the arrow passes the bow-stave (and the archer's hand), while 
popping back up again afterwards to provide the stabilizing effect. 

W e should not underest imate the challenge and technological 
sophistication needed to put these elements together into a durable product 
which can withstand the violent forces involved in firing an arrow from a 

4. 'The Genius of China', Catalogue of an exhibition of archaeological finds of the People's 
Republic of China at the Royal Academy, London, Times Newspapers, 1973. Catalogue 
Text by Professor William Watson. Page 65, description of exhibits 61 and 62. 'Neolithic' 
is defined in the text as '7000-1600 BC'. 
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moderately powerful bow — not to mention holding together when the 
arrow pierces the target. At the least, it requires the ability to create 
consistently sized and weighted arrowheads out of stone or bone, the ability 
to make a fine cord to bind the head onto the bow shaft, and the ability 
to make an effective glue to seal the binding and stick the materials 
together, as well as to fletch the arrow. (In primitive Asian archery, glue 
has largely been unable to meet the challenge of fletching arrows: in most 
cases the arrows are set into splits in the cane of the arrow shaft or bound 
on with thread.) 

Of course, an arrow falling far short of this sort of specification can 
be used to some extent, but the development of technological ability to 
produce largish numbers of well-made, consistent, durable arrows is a must 
before the bow and arrow can fulfil its real potential as an offensive and 
defensive weapon. The Siberian grave discoveries and the earliest Chinese 
characters suggest that this technology had become well-developed even 
3500 years ago. 

Archaeological Evidence 

Unlike the frozen wastes of Siberia, China's climate makes it difficult for 
bows and arrow shafts to be preserved. The earliest evidence of the use of 
the bow, therefore, has to be inferred from arrowheads. 

Arrowheads are a common feature of early archaeological sites, and 
in some places, they can be easily found on the ground.5 However, at the 
very early stages of human development — particularly the old stone age, 
many stone implements were too rough to allow archaeologists to be sure 
whether they were arrowheads, or some other type of sharp tool. Thus in 
the earliest sites inhabited by humans in China, the Beijing Man site at 
Zhoukoudian (M • /£) and the Lunggubo ( f i # ^ ) site in Sichuan (possibly 
the earliest site at about two million years),6 there is little in the stone 
implements discovered to indicate what special use they might have been 
put to. 

5. If you should be so lucky to come across an arrowhead or other archaeological remains, 
please do not pick them up and take them away. You should report them to your local 
museum or library with a precise report of where you found them. Some countries have 
laws requiring that such finds be handed over for preservation and study. Even if there is 
no such law, it is good to make sure that archaeologists have a chance to study your find 
to see whether it contributes to scientific knowledge. 

6. <+H£ft£S*>SS*£*# : «+Sfrft^?l» (Rffl • AKft W± • 1995) > JC 2 ° 
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By the middle of China's stone age period, at around 20 000-10 000 
years BP, archaeologists in China have found stone implements which show 
some of the distinctive features of arrowheads: lightness, sharpness, 
narrowness and signs of attachment to a shaft.7 Sites with arrowheads from 
this period are not so common in China, but some have been excavated, 
for example, at Shayuan (t^lfi) near Dali (7vl?) in Shaanxi Province. 

It is from the Neolithic period, spanning 20 000 to 10 000 years BP, 
that we see unequivocal evidence from a mult i tude of sites of the 
development of sophisticated arrowheads. And it is to the very end of this 
period that the Siberian composite bows also belong. 

Somewhere in the last 10 000 years was the period from which the 
earliest memories of Chinese history are recalled in folklore. And it is in 
this folklore that we take up our story. 

7. However, such features are also often found in fishing spears. 
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There go our chariots, built so strong; 
Well-paired our horses fly along. 

Here come our chariots, looking fine; 
And see our horses sleek in line. 

Hey! Our young Lord hunting goes, 
Hunting, roving! 

Tlie bucks, the does, how swift they run! 
How yearns our Lord to fell him one! 

Our horn-faced bows curve back so strong, 
We'll put them to good use ere long! 
Our chariots drive the males around, 

Their hooves resounding on the ground. 
Headlong, raising clouds of dust, 

We'll pace them 'till the time is just. 
The bucks and does, how wild they rush, 

In their stampede across the brush. 
Our chariots cut an old male off, 

See how he thunders through the rough! 
Now I have him singled out: 
See how he falls to my arrow! 

Poem of tlie Stone Drum of Qin Kfii-B'JBSijff+l!"^.-) 

The 'Stone Drum of Qin', excavated in the Tang Dynasty, bore ten 
anonymous poems carved in exquisite calligraphy dating from the state 
of Qin in the Spring and Autumn Period (about 760 BC). The present 
sample is based on a rubbing done in the Nothern Song Dynasty. The 
translation is based on an interpretation by Guo Moruo. 



The Legendary Archer 
Heroes 

Archers are romantics. That has been no less the case in China than in 
the West. From China's earliest folklore, there are tales of the feats of the 
great archers. Like the Greek Legends, the tales from the Bible and the 
oral traditions of Africa and America, it is likely that Chinese folklore recalls 
some of the beliefs and folk culture of prehistoric times.1 

The Inventors 

It is a tradition in Chinese culture to assign an 'inventor' to objects and 
activities which are culturally significant. Chinese society shows its respect 
for certain things by ascribing their invention to some character venerated 
in Chinese history (or respect for the person by ascribing to him an 
important invent ion) . Bows and arrows have been ascribed a very 
distinguished pedigree. 

First, though, let's have a look at how Chinese history has traditionally 
been set out. 

The first attempt to create an organized chronology of Chinese history 
comes with the Great Historian Sima Qian (rJ]|§8|) in his Annals of History 

1. W% : i^mmmrim» OtlP : ES**± - 1993) > H 6 ff. 
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(AfE) at the beginning of the first century BC. Sima Qian's History records 
a period of the 'Five Emperors', followed by a dynasty named Xia (IE), 
followed by a Shang (l§i) Dynasty. Over the past one hundred years or so, 
historians have tried to approximate the following western dates with these 
dynasties: 

Period name 

Five Emperors (If^f) 

Xia(H) 

Shang (^) 

Approximate years BC 

2800-2400 

2400-1900 

1900-1100 

You should not give too much credence to these dates: just note that they 
seek to place the period covered by Sima Qian's account into the period 
following the end of the late Neolithic. Although the Great Historian has 
passed us the names of the Five Emperors as well as a chronology of the 
Xia and Shang reigns, it is not until the Shang period that we have clear 
archaeological evidence to support the oral traditions and the records of 
Sima Qian. 

Nevertheless, the oral traditions as well as the ancient Chinese 
characters which record ideas and names from the earliest historical periods, 
deserve our close attention as they give away clues on attitudes, cults, 
customs and theology that are important to our understanding of the place 
that the bow and archers held in Chinese culture and history. 

The period of the 'Five Emperors' and the Xia have never yielded 
literary records:2 it is over those periods in which the Chinese writing 
system must have developed, because by the Shang period, we have 
archaeological evidence3 of a mature Chinese writing system which refers 
directly to the Shang Kingdom. 

The Chinese 'Five Emperors' are regarded by some as semi-mythical 
figures.4 Stories about them are early, possibly allegorical literary works 
on the creation of the world, the invention of everyday things, and the 
taming of evil by good. The stories contain clues that could relate them 
to some cultic practices, and such practices are also suggested in certain 

2. Some pre-Shang forms of writing have been preserved, but they are not consistent and 
have never been deciphered or linked conclusively to later forms of Chinese writing 

3. $ 1 : {fp^XX^m (±.M • #M*tfilKtt • 1995) . H3 • 
4. See for example, *J»1 : C+fflttlSffilw) (f&U • E S # t t t H » ± ' 1993) • H 14 ° 
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names which have been preserved in historical records. But these traces 
are very indistinct. 

The Yi Xi Ci (HRl? ) 5 says that the Yellow Emperor, Yao and Shun 
invented the wooden bow and arrow. These three were among the 'Five 
Emperors' whose names were: 

H# 
KIIS 

^ # 

m 
¥$ 

Huang Di 

Zhuanxu 

Diku 

Yao 

Shun 

You will come across Chinese history books (mostly published in the 
West) which put detailed dates against these five; but in fact as with the 
more general historical setting mentioned above, there is no way to know 
when exactly they lived, or whether in fact they were anything more than 
mythical characters, perhaps based on famous tribal leaders from the mists 
of China's Neolithic past.6 It is just as impossible to say whether or not any 
one of these ever 'invented' the bow and arrow. The Sumerian script which 
predates the Chinese writing system contained words for 'bow' (pana, pan, 
ban: bow (pa, 'branch', + na, 'pebble, stone') and 'arrow' ti . . . ra: to shoot 
an arrow ('arrow' + ' to stab'), ""ti-zu: barbed arrow ('arrow' + 'teeth; 
flint').7 So maybe the earlier use of the bow and arrow was in the Sumerian 
culture. But having written the terms down earlier proves nothing. 

However, the story I am telling in this book is about what Chinese 
people traditionally believed about the bow and arrow: not about what was 
scientifically true. So we should not mind whether such accounts are true or 
not. They are accounts which add to our understanding of Chinese archery 
and its place in Chinese culture and the Chinese mind, and that is enough. 

The Yi Xi Ci goes further than saying that these three were the inventor 
of the bow and arrow. It claims that they subjugated their empire with 

5. A commentary on the Yi Jing said to be by King Wen of the Zhou ( M K T ) , and believed 
to have incorporated a later commentary by Confucius. See Shaughnessy, Edward L., / 
Ching: Tlie Classic of Changes, New York: Ballantine Books, 1997, pp. 204-205. 

6. ftisr: i^mmmm (&u • esmttbw± • 1993) • JC 14 • 
7. Lexicon of Sumerian Logograms Version 2.1 by John A. Halloran. I N T E R N E T 

publication (1998) at http://www.primenet.com/~seagoat/sumerian/sumerlex.htm 

http://www.primenet.com/~seagoat/sumerian/sumerlex.htm
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them. Such a claim would only be made by people who thought that the 
bow and arrow was a particularly powerful weapon in comparison with 
others in the ancient Chinese arsenal. It is in fact a recognition — at least 
among the Zhou Dynasty generation which produced the authors of the 
Yi Xi Ci — that the bow and arrow was a powerful agent of social change. 
Indeed, the whole section of the Yi Xi Ci in which this mention of the 
bow and arrow occurs relates the major innovations — agriculture, hunting, 
harnessing of draught animals and building — which distinguished 
'contemporary' society as understood in ancient China from 'primitive' 
society which preceded it. 

Another claimed inventor of the bow is Fu Xi ({£16) .According to 
the Tang Dynasty Hidden Classic of Tai Bo (Af iPsH) ,8 Fu Xi is said to 
have made a bent stick into a bow. Fu Xi is not just reputed for inventing 
bows and arrows. It was he who was said, according to the Yi Xi Ci, to 
have invented nets and traps for catching animals and fish. 

Fu Xi's powers of scientific observation led him to invent the graphical 
signs which form the basis for the Yijing (4§§£) (sometimes known as the 
I Ching or Book of Changes). The Yi Xi Ci is a commentary on the Yifing. 
It says that Fu Xi drew on his observations from afar of the heavens and 
the earth, and how the markings of birds and animals blended in with the 
environment, and observed his own body close-up, then drew inferences 
from his observations about the latent tendencies in all things. These he 
distilled into the 'Eight Tri-grams' (ASh) which ultimately became the basis 
for divining the future, adopted alike by Taoists and Confucians, and still 
practised among superstitious people (not just in China) today. 

The inventions of implements and techniques traditionally attributed 
to Fu Xi, including the bow and arrow, form a different category from 
the metal weapons or war, whose invention is traditionally attributed to 
an arch-villain, Chi You (lj.7t). While Chinese tradition tends to treat Chi 
You as an agent of disorder and destruction (although the tradition is not 
very consistent), Fu Xi is always regarded as a sage, and his inventions are 
associated with the pursuits of the literati — hunting, fishing, ritual archery 
and divination — rather than the warrior class. 

This is a tentative clue indicating that in early Chinese society, the 
bow and arrow held a distinctive place among weaponry, perhaps belonging 
to a category of agents for more positive social change. 

Other works have ascribed the invention of the bow and arrow to 
other characters in Chinese history:9 

8. M ' ^ S : ( H ^ ^ c f ) ° It was written somewhere between 713-779 AD. 
9. See Werner, E. T. C , Chinese Weapons. Reprinted by Graham Brash, Singapore, 1989. 
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Work 

Shan Hai Jing (\UMM.) 

Gu Jin Xing Zuan ( f i"4**) 

Sun QmgZi&mf) 

Mo Zi (ST-) 

Invention ascribed to 

Shao Hao (^Jl) 

Zheng Guan Hu (JEWLM) 
Qing Yang (t€PD 

Chui (fl) 

Yi(5?) 

The Exponents 

The folk-tale involving archery which comes to the mind of most Chinese 
people is the story of Yi (5?) . In fact, the story is two stories rolled into 
one, rather as if Robin Hood and William Tell had both had the nickname 
'Hood', and people had come to regard them as a single historical character. 
The Chinese folk tale, even from quite early times, contains elements of 
confusion between, firstly, the character Yi, who shot down nine rogue 
suns with a bow and arrows, and a second character who usurped the 
throne during the Xia Dynasty, only to be assassinated himself by a 
scheming minister. 

Most Chinese scholars have, however, realized for a long time that 
the story of 'Yi Shooting the Sun' and 'Yi Usurping the Throne of Xia' 
refer to two separate personalities and events. The first story seems to 
belong entirely to the realm of mythology, while the second is at least 
clothed in the clothes of history. 

An important Chinese literary work in which Chinese folklore has 
been distilled and set out in an organized way, the Shan Hai Jing Oil #112), 
may represent fragments of records built up by officials in the Western 
Zhou Dynasty (1027-771 BC), because it is arranged like a geographical 
gazetteer covering an area which was roughly similar to the area ruled 
over by the Z h o u kings. It contains many accounts of magic and 
shamanism, and describes some rites similar to those named in the 'Rites 
of Zhou ' . The book also brings together traditions from the remnants of 
the Shang/Yin Dynasty, and important folk-tales of Chu (T§) , which is 
consistent with what we would expect to find in the records of the Western 
Zhou kings.10 Here are three references from the Shan Hai Jing. 

io. ^mm•• {(\h-ms>mm><*#;^«tbw±• i986> > i w 
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From Shan Hai Jing: Within the Oceans 

The Emperor Jun presented Yi with a red bow and reed fowling arrows 
with which to support the mortal world." Thereupon Yi for the first 
time concerned himself with the troubles afflicting the mortal domain. 

From Shan Hai Jing: South o f the Outer Oceans 

- 0 # £ • 

Yi battled with Zuochi on the plains of Shou Hua, and Yi shot and killed 
him. East of the settlement of Kun Lun, Yi took up his bow and arrows, 
and Zuochi took up a shield and they did battle for a day. 

From Shan Hai Jing: South o f the Great Wasteland 

In the centre of the Great Wasteland, there is a mountain called R o n g 
Tian; the sea's waters approach it from the south. There was a man named 
Zuochi, and Yi killed him. 

T h e s e a c c o u n t s f rom t h e Shan Hai Jing deal w i t h Yi ' s ba t t le w i t h 

Z u o c h i . Z u o c h i was a s e m i - h u m a n being wi th three-foot front teeth like 

chisels, and he was on ly o n e of t h e foes defeated by Yi . A n o t h e r b o o k 

w h i c h conta ins m a n y C h i n e s e folk-tales is the Book of the King of Huai 

Nan (ftililT-), compi led at the beg inn ing of the H a n Dynasty . H e r e is an 

extract concern ing the feats of Yi, the Archer, together wi th an annotat ion 

by the late H a n Dynasty annota tor Gao Yu: 

11. In early historical times, a bow and red arrows were presented like a medal as a token of 
appreciation for services rendered to a king or duke. 
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Book of the King qfHuai Nan 

«mm? • tmm 
"&&itTZ% • mts&mw • m • mmmmn? • « i t» •• "&%<& 
&. #*r • M-0^7LA • ,#7ca • mmm • mfiw - m^idz^m; 

'Yi, cleared the world of all its evils: he died and became a hero. ' Gao 
Yu's note on the Chu Zhen section of Huai Nan Zi: 'This is the Yi m 
the Emperor Yao's time. He was an outstanding shot, able to kill the 
nine birds [leaving a single sun in the sky.] He was the sage extraordinary 
who bound up the Great Wind, killed Yayu (a spirit with a man's face 
and snake's body), severed the head of Jiuying (a water and fire devil) 
and shot the Great Water Sprite. This is not [the historical character] 
Duke Yi of Youqiong.' 

T h e r e c o rd in the Book of the King of Huai Nan is p robably the mos t 

w e l l - k n o w n o n e about Yi , the legend of Yi shoot ing the suns. 

In the days of the Emperor Yao, ten suns rose together in the sky so 
that the plants of the earth were parched and shrivelled. Yao ordered Yi 
to shoot at the ten suns. Yi hit nine of the suns, so that the nine ravens 
in the suns died and their feathers and their wings fell to earth. 

E l s e w h e r e , Huai Nan Zi j u s t relates that Yi shot d o w n n i n e o f t h e 

suns, leaving one to shine in the sky.12 

A n o t h e r famous w o r k of Ch inese l i terature w h i c h is r ich in anc ien t 

folklore is the poetry of Q u Y u a n 053)1 )̂ . Q u Y u a n lived b e t w e e n 340 and 

278 BC. A minister of the State of C h u (M) unde r King H u a i ( S ' H T ) , Q u 

Y u a n was r e n o w n e d for his upright behaviour and outspoken opposit ion to 

self-seeking court iers w h o toadied to the C h u cour t . H e ended up be ing 

ignored by King Huai , w h o presumably preferred being told what he wanted 

to hear, and Q u Yuan w e n t into exile in the deep south of the country , o n 

the border w i th the Y u e (®) tribes. There he wro te a famous cycle of poems 

12. mmm • KH> =" xw • m+s - mm+BMLm • &&&$> • *±*i+0 • w& 
* # - 0 J?/& •" 
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which strung together folklore, shamanistic behefs and historical allusions to 
sing of the tragedy of his own plight, and condemn false patriots. 

In the end, legend has it that he committed suicide by drowning 
himself in a river. This event is still remembered every year in Chinese 
folk culture at the Dragon Boat Festival. 

Qu Yuan's poetry is intense and complex in the way it weaves together 
the themes of nature, shamanism and folklore. Here are some extracts 
dealing with Yi the Archer: 

®$LM®Z^. 
WJrJit^g ? 

n^-zMW- > 
msammz ? 

Yi of the Yi Tribe descended from among the heavenly emperors, and 
Usurped the throne of the people of China. 
What right did Yi have to shoot the Great Water Sprite, and 
Take his wife Luopin as his own? 
Armed with his great bow with carved tips, and his powerful thumbring, 
This is how he shot and killed the Giant Boar. 
To what avail did Yi cook it and offer its meat to Heaven? 
For the Emperor of heaven did not heed his valour. 
Indeed, Zhuo took Yi's wife Chunhu (Chang E), 
And this greedy woman, [also] called Xuan Qi, plotted with Zhuo. 
To what avail Yi's power to shoot an arrow through armour? 
For those two plotters destroyed him in the end! 

This passage is a good demonstration of the way that even in the time 
of Qu Yuan, the legend of Yi the Archer had rolled together more than 
one personality. (In the opinion of the commentator Jiang Liangfu, four 
personalities were being combined into one in this passage.)13 

i3. # ^ * ; immmmi} mm • nmtmm • WM) > w 314-315 
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The fragment just quoted, in common with the other passages in the 
poems of Qu Yuan, and those of the King of Huai Nan and the Shan Hai 
Jing, offers jigsaw pieces of the legend of Yi the Archer. To put the whole 
story into a more coherent whole, I shall try to synthesize the Legend14 

into a narrative which brings together the different strands, together with 
other pieces of the background of ancient Chinese mythology. The sources 
of the strands range from the Zhou to the Han dynasties; but the event of 
which they tell are those of the dawn of Chinese civilization, before 
formally-recorded history. 

In my narrative, however, I will exclude the tale of Duke Yi of 
Youqiong. He is a separate character who deserves a study of his own 
later on in this chapter. 

The Legend of Yi the Archer 

At the dawn of time, in the days of the Heavenly Emperor Yao, the 
mortal world was visited by marauding monsters who wrought 
destruction and brought misery to the people of China. 

The first of these disasters affected Ten Suns. Ten Suns was none 
other than the son of the Heavenly Emperor Jun WTO and his consort, 
Xi He (Hfn). Ten Suns resided in the great Fusang (i£#) tree, in a valley 
of hot springs in the farthest east. The Fusang tree had nine side branches 
and one branch at the top; one head of Ten Suns lived in each branch.13 

Each day, his mother, Xi He, rode out in a chariot drawn by six dragons 
across the heavens, carrying one of the heads of Ten Suns to bring light 
to the world.16 

But one day, the suns became infected with nine ravens who nested 
in each of them. Thereupon, the ten heads of Ten Suns all came out 
and shone side by side at the same time. Such was their heat that plants 
withered and died, and the world was afflicted by drought. 

The second disaster was Zuochi (UlSf) . He was a man-monster 
armed with enormous, chisel teeth, r and he could fight with weapons 
like a man. 

The third was Jiuying (A®) . Jiuying was a spirit of fire and water 
with nine mouths who was a scourge to mankind. 

14. Based on the information in MM '• «It'ilttHSata&» > H 218-236 -
15. «LL!'«M • mftWS> ' 
i6. e t S T • xxm • 
i7. nmi •• mnj- • *mm> • 
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The fourth was the Great Wind Sprite (fifH) who destroyed people's 
homes. 

The fifth was Yayu (Hftf also MM) . Yayu was a monster wi th a 
dragon's head and snake's body.18 

The sixth was Xiushe (f|Ftb), the giant python who could eat an 
elephant and would regurgitate its bones after three years.19 

The seventh was Feng Xi (MWd , the Giant Boar. This great brute 
was a glutton which devoured all in its path. 

The Heavenly Emperor had pity on mankind, and so he gave his 
servant, the Archer Yi, a cinnabar-red bow and wooden fowling arrows 
with the power to defeat monsters. So it was that Yi concerned himself 
for the first time with mortal affairs. 

He descended to earth and did battle with the monsters, defeating 
Zuochi, cutting off the head of Xiushe, binding up the Great Wind with 
a tethered arrow, and killing Jiuying in combat, slaying Yayu and the 
Great Boar. 

Then he put on his strongest thumbring, and pointed his great bow 
with carved jade tips to the heavens and shot at nine of the heads of 
Ten Suns, the son of the Emperor of Heaven, so that the ravens shed 
their wings and their black feathers fell to the ground. After that, nine 
of the sun-heads never appeared again, and a single sun remained to light 
the heavens. 

N o w Yi's wife was Chang E (S4K). While on his adventures, Yi met 
the Empress Mother of the West, and persuaded her to give him some 
of the herb of eternal life. But Chang E was greedy and on discovering 
this, she stole the herb and made off with it to the moon, where she took 
on the form of a toad and lived there forever, deserting Yi. 

Further on his travels, Yi ventured into the land of the Water Sprite. 
Usually, the Water Sprite lived as a spirit at the bot tom of the Great 
Yellow River. From time to time, however, he would rise from there, 
take on the form of a white dragon and menace the people of China 
with great floods. It so happened that at the time Yi was nearby, the 
Water Sprite had transformed himself into a white dragon and was 
ravaging the countryside. Yi immediately took up his great bow and fired, 
hitting the Water Sprite in the left eye. 

The Water Sprite was mortally wounded , and he called to the 
Heavenly Emperor, 'Yi has wronged me! Kill him for me!' The Heavenly 
Emperor asked, ' H o w did you come to get shot?' The Water Sprite 
replied, T happened to be swimming in the guise of a white dragon.' 
The Heavenly Emperor said, T commanded you to patrol the depths of 
the spirit world. Had you done so, how would Yi have harmed you? 

18. «Ul«M • J S f t & » o 
i9. {\urnM. • mfams> ° 

file://{/urnM
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But instead you transformed yourself into a wild beast. As such, mortals 
would be bound to shoot at you — what could be more natural? Can I 
really hold Yi to blame?' Thereupon, Yi sought out the Water Sprite's 
wife, the spirit of the Luo River, and took her as his own wife.2" 

That is the legend of Yi the Archer. Before leaving the legend, I should 
like to draw some thematic threads from it. 

The first is that the archer, with a cinnabar red bow, had the power 
to fight supernatural monsters. This cinnabar-red bow U!£*§) and reed 
fowling arrows come up in other tales and early songs, and seem to be 
potent magical implements. 

The second thread is the linkage between the archer Yi and the 
controlling of natural calamities. The first is a drought caused by the ten 
suns in the sky at the same time. The second is floods caused by the Great 
Water Sprite. The marauding white dragon might indeed be an allusion 
to the frothing billows of a raging flood torrent. The Chinese word for 
unstringing a bow is mi (3?); it is based on the symbol for a bow. Even in 
modern times, the word for warding off drought is mi ban (Pflp). 

The third thread is that the ultimate authority, the Heavenly Emperor, 
regards getting shot by an arrow is a befitting fate for someone such as 
the Water Sprite, who changes his colours and fails to perform his assigned 
duties. The Emperor refuses to punish Yi for shooting the Water Sprite 
in such circumstances. Shooting uncompliant officials with a bow is another 
cultural thread that we shall be able to pick up later. 

The fourth thread is that Yi the Archer is not an easily-controlled 
entity. His activities sail very close to the wind. He shoots at the errant 
son of one of the heavenly emperors whose own command he is fulfilling. 
He goes off on an escapade of his own to obtain the herb of eternal life, 
and loses his scheming wife in the process. He goes on another escapade 
hunting down the Water Sprite, and then ends up going off with the Water 
Sprite's wife, having lost his own. If this is heroic behaviour, it is certainly 
ambiguous in parts. 

This last thread might seem at first sight like a modern attempt to 
moralize. But I would not be alone in throwing doubt on Yi's heroic 
character. The main content of Qu Yuan's famous poetic cycle of songs 
is allegories from tales of those who appear to be one thing but in fact are 
quite another. This was his oblique way of chiding his patron, King Huai, 
for favouring toadying courtiers while distancing himself from honest but 
outspoken ministers. Qu Yuan asks: 

20. state: mm • 
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miam 

mm • ̂ m ••" wmrns ?mm® ?" 

What was achieved by Yi's shots at the suns? What was gained by making 
the ravens shed their feathers? 

Qu Yuan poses this rhetorical question at the end of a section of his poem 
'Some Questions for Heaven' (^Fnj) , underscoring the strangeness of these 
events. In the following section, he answers his own questions (in the 
passage I previously quoted) drawing out the negative aspects of Yi's 
behaviour (consciously or unconsciously combining two separate stories 
for the purpose of pushing home the point). Qu Yuan's literary strategy 
here is to play up the ambiguous nature of Yi's character: an apparently 
trustworthy servant who is, nevertheless, not under sufficient control to 
carry out his tasks reliably. Ultimately, Yi himself falls prey to actions just 
hke his own: failing to control those around him properly and falling victim 
to a false minister he had wrongly trusted, who finally makes off with his 
wife. 

These themes will recur. 

Duke Yi of Youqiong ( W ^ J i t # ) 

The second of the stories ofYi is put within the framework of historical 
fact. N o evidence has come to light that the events in the story are true: 
but unlike the legend we have just looked at, the tale of Duke Yi of 
Youqiong contains no elements of the supernatural. It therefore has the 
potential to belong to historical fact. 

The tale is set in the Xia Dynasty. This is an enigmatic period: Chinese 
writers have from the earliest times treated the Xia as a true historical 
period, yet clearly it predated the invention of a consistent writing system. 
There are therefore no contemporary records of it, and scientific evidence 
of the period is indirect. Chinese archaeologists are not able to say for 
certain that sites that have been excavated belonging to the Erlitou C I 
3j!) and Yueshi (rS^) cultures, which span the same historical period as the 
Xia Dynasty, directly relate to it.21 The final link to the traditional historical 
record remains to be made. 

21. mmuim • i^mat^m m% •• R M A K * » ± • 1995) . M 18-19° 
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T h e earliest literary w o r k to give details of D u k e Yi o f Y o u q i o n g is 

the Zuo Zhuan (7x.\%), a c o m m e n t a r y o n a very terse his tory of the state 

of Lu. 

»!IB 
The Zuo Zhuan: Fourth Year o f Duke Xiang 

" RVWIlZ • H4f $Jg3r ° " &B : " /g^Hftl ? " StH : - ^KZU 

MS*ISUR - * s t s • ffiH - ffin • mmmmmm • «?a. fswR^an1 

$ ' ffiBH/5«*^ • RPifct • M&snu&etH ° UMTJifcft • mm 

^•lt • w»sea • * * * m * ( £ ) £ « * £ ? • £ • ? * » * * . JES*S 
H • JS#ffiMfc > fEH^S • fkWRm - #f i i tB^fMT^TK " 

'In the annals of Xia it is recorded that there was one Duke Yi of 
Youqiong . . .' 

'What about Duke Yi?' asked the Duke (Zhuo of Jin). 
['At that t ime, ' (Wei Feng) replied,] ' the Xia Dynasty was in 

recession. Duke Yi left Chu and moved to Qiong Shi. He usurped 
dominion over the people of Xia, and took up sovereignty over Xia. 
But he relied completely on his mastery of archery, and never steeped 
himself in civil affairs. He lost himself in the joys of the hunt. Thus he 
disregarded the virtuous officials such as Wuluo, Boyin, Xiongkun and 
Mangyu, and instead took into service Han Zhuo . Han Z h u o was a 
minor functionary of the house of Boming, and Lord Boming had 
demoted and then dismissed him. Yi of the Yi tribe took him in, trusted 
h im and then made him into his personal minister. Z h u o ingratiated 
himself with the ladies of the Court , and was liberal with rewarding 
people outside it. He gained the confidence of the people, while 
continuing to encourage Yi to devote himself to hunting. In time, his 
confidence tricks bore fruit, for he had the whole state under his sway: 
all were taken in by him both domestically and internationally. Yi 
remained oblivious to all this, and returning from a hunting trip one 
day, his family retainers assassinated him and cooked his flesh, intending 
to force his sons to eat it. But they could not bring themselves to do so, 
and were put to death at the gate of Qiong. Thus the reigning line of 
Xia lost control and the remainder escaped to shelter with the house of 
Ge. Zhuo took up with Yi's wife and fathered Ao and Yi. He relied on 
trickery and deception and was not virtuous towards the people . . .' 

H e r e is an archer of a m u c h less hero ic character than the Yi of the 

p rev ious l egend . It is easy to see w h i c h parts of this a c c o u n t Q u Y u a n 
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adopted for his poetic allegory. The 'hero ' of this tale has no more to 
commend him than his mastery of archery. He has no civil administrative 
skill, was easily hoodwinked by an evil minister and lacked any self-
discipline. 

It is worthwhile to notice one feature of this tale which arises in other 
contexts later: Yi, the great hunter, becomes the hunted. He is ambushed 
and killed by his own retainers just as he himself would hunt down a wild 
animal. And just as a hunter of his time would cook his prey and sacrifice 
it as an offering to Heaven, Yi's own killers, in a horrible parody of the 
hunter's meat sacrifice, cook him to serve to his sons. Such a fate, which 
cut off ancestral protection for his successors, appears from time to time 
in ancient Chinese literature. It signifies in this case that the Great archer 
came to one of the most repugnant ends that traditional Chinese society 
could then devise.22 

Added to this misery is that his own sons were murdered for refusing 
to eat his meat, thus cutting off the lineage. It is this tragic tale which Qu 
Yuan combined with the heroic deeds of the mythical archer Yi, to create 
a parallel to his own plight. 

Into this story, another great archer is injected. The Song Dynasty 
classical scholar Zhu Xi (%-M) (1130—1200) claimed that the ambush in 
which Yi was murdered was led by his star pupil, Pangmeng(l! l l ! ) ,23 

Mencius S T ) records Pangmeng as follows:24 

Em 
s«*#fT# > mnzm ° s^Tti#&ice > nmmw • ^T-H : "^ 
*3?4% w • 

Pangmeng studied archery under Yi, and absorbed everything that Yi 
could teach him. But he became consumed with the idea that only Yi 
in the whole world could shoot better than him, and so he killed Yi. 
Mencius said, 'Yi must also share some blame in this.'25 

22. For more on this theme, see Lewis, Mark Edward, Sanctioned Violence in Early China, Albany 
NY: University of New York Press, 1990, pp. 207-209. But another interpretation is 
that the cannibalistic consumption of part of the corpse of a dead father in order to absorb 
his potency and establish a son's right to succeed him was a normal social custom. See 
Granet, Marcel, Chinese Civilization. English translation. London: Routledge, Kegan and 
Paul, 1930/1950, p. 217. 

23. Also written from the Song Dynasty on as ' itw. '• 
24. «ST • !H*T» • 
25. Presumably because Yi had taught Pangmeng archery technique but not humility and 

non-competitive spirit as demanded by Confucius. 
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Little more is recorded about Pangmeng; but despite the fact that his 
name went down in Chinese cultural history as a man who murdered his 
own teacher, books on archery bearing his name in the title continued to 
be published into the Han Dynasty. A famous classic work, the Lu Shi 
Chun Qiu ( S f t # $ 0 quotes Yi and Pangmeng as examples of consummate 
archery skills, to exemplify that it is useless to possess great skill in the 
wrong circumstances:26 

raa 
4^3? - mm • mmut. mm& • nw*m*& • 
Supposing a pair like Yi and Pangmeng stood before us with the great 
bow named Fanruo, and they had no bow-string, then they couldn't hit 
a thing! 

Archery and Folklore 

The folklore fragments I have quoted above all come down to us through 
literary works either dating from, or heavily revised during the Han 
Dynasty (207 BC — 220 AD). So they are records of folk memories 
originating perhaps as many as 1500 years before the time they were 
recorded in the form (more or less) that I have quoted. Seen like that, we 
can say that they represented to the Han Dynasty authors what the Greek 
legends represent to Western culture. 

But then, there is no reason why they should not have been as potent 
a cultural force among the Chinese of the first century BC as the Greek 
legends are to authors of our own time. 

The legend of Yi is very close in content to a folk legend of Mongolia: 
the Tale of Erkhii Mergen, the Archer.27 Similar stories also exist among 
the national minorities of Guizhou in south-west China. In all these 
folktales, a bird is present (infecting the sun in the Chinese legends and 
blocking one of the archer's arrows in the Mongolian one.) The connection 
of a bird with the sun is also reflected in the 'sun-bird' (PJBit.ll) which 
brought the fire of the sun to earth, and could be attracted by the use of 
a concave bronze mirror. A three-legged sun-crow (HJSLM was also 

26. «gf t#f* • *fl|> (m.H • S S ; # M • 1995) > HllOl • 
27. See Metternich, Hilary Roe, Mongolian Folktales. Boulder CO: Avery Press, 1996, p. 51 
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believed to be the familiar of the Queen Mother of the West ( K f ) and 
is often depicted in Han Dynasty funereal art. 

A possible explanation for this crow/bird-sun relationship may be 
sunspots. There has been speculation (mainly among non-scientists) of a 
link between sunspot activity and warm climate. In September 1997, the 
'Columbia University News' reported: 'Satellite measurements of solar 
brightness analysed by a Columbia University researcher show an increase 
from one cycle of sunspot activity to the next, indicating the Earth is 
absorbing more energy from the sun over the long term. The finding could 
well mean the sun is contributing to global warming.' [Sic] 

It is possible to speculate that maculae on the sun's surface, which might 
have coincided (randomly or otherwise) with severe droughts, were thought 
at some early time to have been caused by a bird getting between the sun 
and the earth. The only way to get rid of a flying bird was to shoot at it; 
and so the imagination would quickly connect to a mighty archer armed 
by the Sage King Yao with fowling arrows. 

Another thread linking the archers in the Yi legend was unpredictability 
and irresponsibility. Both in the legendary Yi story and the story of Duke 
Yi, the archer is represented as a person without restraint. Later, we shall 
see that archery became connected with a process of developing self-
discipline and restraint. Furthermore, there was a tradition linking archery 
'black magic' and lack of restraint. 

The overall image, then, left in the mind of the archer at the start of 
the first millennium was heroism tinged with danger. Of course, we must 
beware of the trap that Confucian writers have left for us: precisely that 
undisciplined heroism is tinged with danger. That is one of the very 
messages that the Confucian philosophy would like to impart. 

My view is that the versions of the legends which have come down 
to us other than through the Confucian filter — for example the south
west Chinese minority folk-tales and the Mongolian version which features 
the bragging Erkhii — suggest that the legend already inherently contained 
the component of lack of restraint and irresponsibility. This in turn formed 
fertile ground for sowing the seeds of Confucian philosophy to the effect 
that great power in the hands of one man is a dangerous phenomenon 
that needs strict control. 
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The reeds grow dense there, 
Yet with one shot, 

He can take five boars! 
Behold our leader, Zou Yu! 

Tlie artemisia grows dense there, 
Yet with one shot, 

He can take five hogs! 
Behold our leader, Zou Yu! 

Zou Yu' from the Book of Songs «SfH • HlX») 
Anon. Zhou Period 
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The Archer's Magic 

Whi te Magic and the Rain Dance 

At the time the legends reviewed in the second chapter were first written 
down, people already believed they were describing events over a thousand 
years before their own time. From the period of creative literary activity 
starting towards the end of the Zhou Dynasty (771 BC), and carrying on 
th rough the Spring and Au tumn period (770-475 BC, the t ime of 
Confucius) and the Warring States (475-221 BC, the time of Qu Yuan), 
the legends of Yi the Archer and Duke Yi of Youqiong were probably 
already disjointed fragments. Alternatively, some coherent written accounts 
might have survived, but have been lost during periods of turmoil of the 
Warring States period or the repression of intellectuals which took place 
in the Qin Dynasty (sometimes known as the 'burning of the books' by 
Qin Shi H u a n g ( # i p i ) . 

But these legend fragments and the ancient characters in which the 
Chinese language was written still carry clues to what was possibly a cult 
based around archery, archers and the bow and arrow. In this chapter, we 
shall look at what clues about this ancient magic are lurking in ancient 
Chinese literature. To do that, we shall need to look into the way Chinese 
characters are written as well. 

In the last chapter, we saw that at least two personalities had the name 
'Yi'. One Chinese scholar, as we saw, identified four appearances of 'Yi ' , 
in various guises, although we would have to admit that there is no way, 
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at such a distance in time, that we can really be sure which legendary 
characters merge into which. 

There is a strong possibility that Yi (W), regarded in the legends we 
have been looking at as a single personality or a pair of personalities, 
might have been a whole category of people. One of the variant ways of 
writing Yi 3sf) is listed in Xu Shen's (fFtlO dictionary, the Shuo Wenjie Zi 

(lir.Jtftl^) as being 'an archery official of Emperor Diku whose line was 
wiped out by Shaokang of the Xia' (in?#|ilLll'til > K'J>M'ti$.Z ° ) . Mencius 
S T ) , a pupil of Confucius, mentions Yi in the context of teaching 
archery.1 The Eastern Han Dynasty (24—220 AD) commentator, Jia Kui 
(WJlU , wrote: 

Yi's lineage were archery officials under the early kings. There was an 
Yi in the reign of Di Ku, and another one in the reign of Yao: Yi was 
an epithet for 'marksman'. 

A number of writers have, therefore, concluded that in the earliest times, 
all outstanding archers were called 'Yi'.2 

A strong possibility exists then that the legends of Yi form a 
commentary on the activities of a class of people connected with heroic 
archery: perhaps a guild of shaman practitioners in prehistoric times who, 
by the time of the first historical dynasty, the Xia, had already been 
absorbed into the court hierarchy as an official class. 

If this was the case, then what type of activity might these shaman-
officials have been involved in? 

The legendary Yi, you will recall, was sent by Heaven to rid the mortal 
world of scourges and monsters which were making life miserable for the 
people of China. Let us just look at the list again, this time adding a bit 
more background on the associations of each of the seven scourges together 
with the Water Sprite. 

1. <Sf • f*T±> : "&Z&AM > i f t*T« ° " 
2. IfjSft) : m±ffl¥tfJ-%it%l{®) • S f l ' M 302 ffi •> In Mongolian history, great 

archers bore the title 'mergen'. 
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N a m e 

Shin ( + 0 ) 

Zuochi (H®) 

Jiuying (A3|) 

Dafeng (7CM0 

Yayu ( R » 

xiushe mm 

Fengxi ( i tH) 

Hebo (M{6) 

Description 

ten suns in the sky 

a semi-human with teeth 
like chisels 

a spirit of fire and water 
with nine mouths 

the great wind 

a monster with a dragon's 
head and snake's body 

a giant python 

a ravenous giant boar 

the Water Sprite 

Association3 

drought, parched crops 

a marauding border tribe 

a marauding border tribe 

destroyer of homes 

a cloud god who 
commands drought 

a wild animal which can 
devour livestock 

a rain god who commands 
floods 

inundation by the river 

O n this basis, you can clearly see that Yi's targets, personified by 
monstrous characters, were natural disasters as well as human and animal 
predators who afflicted the people of China in ancient times. Affording 
heavenly protection against them would have been a natural area of activity 
for tribal shamans. Add to this — from the legend quoted in Chapter 2 
— the fact that the Heavenly Emperor gave Yi a cinnabar-red bow and 
reed fowling arrows to fight these scourges, and this establishes the shaman's 
credentials for heavenly authority. In later Chinese literature, fabulous bows 
appear, disappear and reappear, suggesting that there might have been a 
continued recollection of the powerful ceremonial bows of the shamans. 

Mark Edward Lewis, in Sanctioned Violence in Ancient China describes 
a reference in an annotation to the Rites of Zhou (IWJIf) that 'on the day 
the army was to set out, the general received a bow and arrow from the 
king. The general drew the bow, and the army gave a great shout. The 
Grand Musician listened with the pitch-pipes and divined the results of 
the battle.'4 Here again, a bow is an instrument in shamanistic activity. 

So far, we have the clue that the Legend of Yi revolves around a theme 
of an archer-superhero with heavenly authority and a heavenly weapon 

3. Ki^fn , ibidem, pp. 305-307. 
4. Lewis, Mark Edward, Sanctioned Violence in Early China. Albany, NY: University of New 

York Press, 1990, p. 229. 
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fighting off the natural disasters of ancient China, and the clue that Yi 
was not an individual but a category of archer-officials in the ancient royal 
courts of China. Can we find further clues to the activities of these possible 
archer-shamans? Yes! But to find them, we have to take a minor digression 
to look into the Chinese writing system itself and its history. 

How Chinese Is Wr i t ten 

From the examples of Chinese dotted in Chapters 2 and 3, you can see 
that Chinese is written in characters which each fit into an equally-sized 
rectangular box like this: 

I t \>x 

In modern Chinese, each one of these characters carries some meaning, 
has its own pronunciat ion and is always just one syllable. In ancient 
Chinese, most characters represented one whole word (although many 
words had to be written with more than one character). In very ancient 
Chinese, some characters may have been pronounced as more than one 
syllable (but nobody is quite sure about that). 

Although Chinese characters look like a tangle of straight lines with 
the occasional curve, when you get used to looking at a few of them, 
you will see that many of the characters are made up of groups of smaller 
elements which may be separate characters in their own right. Have a 
careful look at these examples: 

m M -* M m 

When Chinese people read characters, they recognize the character 
as a whole. Although they realize that some of them are made of groups 
of other characters, they do not have to look inside each character as they 
read: they just recognize the whole character as a word or part of a word. 
The only time a Chinese reader is concerned with the internal elements 
making up an individual character is when he or she needs to look one 
up in a dictionary, because the internal elements of a character are used 
in most dictionaries to create a listing order. 

When we try to look at Chinese characters to find clues about what 
the shaman archers were up to, we will only be looking at ancient Chinese. 
So for our purposes, we can say that each character is just one word 
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(although that will not be strictly true all the time — especially writh names 
of people, animals and places). 

Earlier in this chapter, I mentioned the dictionary of Xu Shen. His 
dictionary, the Shuo Wenjie ZiiMJCf&'^F) — literally 'An Explanation of 
Writing and Analysis of Characters' — was written in the Han Dynasty in 
around 100 AD. It is the earliest surviving attempt to look at the internal 
components of Chinese characters and to explain their history and their 
cultural environment. It is a very important resource for modern scholars 
because it analyses sound groups which have long since disappeared, and it 
records many details of the cultural environment of Xu Shen's time which 
are no longer available to us. His explanations of sound groups also throw 
light on a system of puns relating certain characters to myths and legends/ 

Today, however, we have a number of advantages that were not available 
to Xu Shen. Xu Shen's research into the history of Chinese characters was 
mainly based on an archaic form of Chinese script called 'seal characters'. 
Here are examples of the character she, to shoot, in its modern form, in the 
Han Dynasty form that Xu Shen usually saw, and in the 'seal script'. 

Modern Han6 Seal7 

I , I _ ! 

We now know that a thousand years before Xu Shen's time, there 
was already a highly developed form of Chinese writing used to record 
the results of fortune-telling based on reading heat-induced cracks in bones 
and tortoise shells — the 'oracle bone script'. Dating from this early period, 
there were also inscriptions on bronze vessels: Xu Shen would certainly 
have been aware of the latter, but he would not have been able to lay his 
hands on a large enough sample of such bronze inscriptions to base his 
encyclopaedic work on. Nowadays, however, as a result of a hundred years 
of archaeological and palaeographic study, we have over 60 000 examples 
of the ancient oracle bone characters to help us. 

So the characters that Xu Shen thought were 'ancient' had in fact 
already developed over a thousand or more years into a very stylized form 
which had obscured a number of significant elements in the even older 
characters. 

5. For example, iW.~X • ̂ M) • " S ' H ^ H ^ - t H . " 
6. mm • w^xx^m (±m • *ttthw± • 1995) • 1326 ° 
7. imm^m (±m •• +*m#tirftfK* -1919) > MM±.M 15 • 
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Xu Shen explained, on the basis of the seal script, that the character 
for 'to shoot an arrow' was made up of an element showing a body, and 
an element showing an inch. He interpreted 'inch' as meaning 'a measure 
of distance' and 'body' as meaning 'close to one's self, and so he explained 
the origin of the character as: 

A bow or crossbow is fired from your own body and strikes the target 
at a distance. 

But if he had had access to the thousands of oracle bone (OB) 
characters and inscriptions from bronze sacrificial vessels that we have 
available to us today, he would have seen a character over one thousand 
years older than the seal script he examined, which gave a different, but 
very clear picture: 

Modern Seal Han Bronze OB 

It m h M i* 

N o w if we look at the sequence from the right to the left, which is 
approximately the order in which these character for 'shoot' evolved, then 
the earliest form is clearly just an arrow ready to shoot from a bow. In 
the bronze inscription character, there is also a hand holding the string 
(this form also appeared in the OB script). But somewhere in the process 
of the development of the very stylized seal script, the left-hand component 
has become confused with a component which signified 'a body', and the 
right-hand component — the hand — has become confused with a very 
similar character which indicated 'an inch' (the length of one thumb). 

With our 20/20 hindsight, we might have pointed to the Han Dynasty 
character for 'shoot' and said it looked just like a hand with a bow and 
arrow. Xu Shen would have disagreed. He would have pointed out quite 

reasonably that in his time, a bow was written as ? and body as Q . Clearly, 

the 'ancient' seal script glq shows a body on the left, not a bow. And 

that is not a hand to the right, he would have added, but an outstretched 

thumb, indicating 'an inch'. 
You will have guessed from this example that some time in their early 

development, many Chinese characters must have been derived from simple 
pictures of objects. That was true to a large extent, but the OB characters 
are in no sense an 'embryonic' form of Chinese picture writing. Used over 
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a period from about 1700 to 1000 BC, they were already highly developed 
and systematic. The very earliest forms of Chinese writing (of which no 
one has yet discovered an example) might indeed have been simple 
pictures; but by the time of the earliest OB characters, the following ways 
were already being used to represent the words of the spoken language: 
• a simple picture denoting the meaning of the word 
• one or more simple pictures used to express an abstract word8 

• a simple picture borrowed to represent a completely different word, 
but with the same or a similar sound 

• one character indicating meaning combined with another to give an 
indication of the sound of a word. 

H o w Early Chinese Characters Were Formed 

t) *-« 

3+^-4 

i 

m + It -~ it 

a simple picture (OB) 

two simple pictures used 
to express an abstract 
word (OB) 

a s i m p l e p i c t u r e 
borrowed to represent 
a w o r d m e a n i n g 
something completely 
different but with the 
same or a similar sound 
(OB) 

one character indicating 
meaning combined with 
a n o t h e r to g ive an 
indication of the sound. 
(Seal script) 

Bow, arrow: ^ ' ^ 

To shoot: I t 

the word for an arrow, 
w h i c h had an anc ien t 
dialect pronunciation like 
tjien was b o r r o w e d to 
indicate a lunar calendar 
s e q u e n c e (^) w i t h a 
similar sound, jien. 

' "s m e a n i n g " s p e e c h ' 
c o m b i n e d w i t h ' I t ' 
pronounced she makes 'Mf 
pronounced xie, meanin 
'to take one's leave'. (The 
ancient sounds were more 
similar to each other.) 

8. A reader of the manuscript of this book has encouraged me to abandon this analysis as 
outdated, preferring instead the analysis by William G. Boltz in 77ie Origin and Early 
Development of the Chinese Writing System, New Haven, CT: American Oriental Series 
Vol. 78, American Oriental Society, 1994. Part of Bokz's thesis is that the principle of 
'one or more simple pictures used to express an abstract word' cannot, and did not ever, 
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The Character of the Archer 

> p l 'Yi' is written in Chinese with a character which contains no images 
~s I of bows or arrows. You can see the character at the beginning of 
these lines. You know enough now about reading Chinese to see that 
the upper left and right positions contain two identical elements while the 
bottom element looks like table legs. Interestingly, this character has no 
meaning other than to denote the great archer or the archer class to which 
he belonged. 

yK] The upper elements are actually a single character meaning ' long 
-* -J feathers'. The bottom element is a simplified version of the character 

jian (ff). In the Shuo Wen, Xu Shen explains that the 'long feathers' points 
to the meaning while jian indicates the sound. The differences in the 
modern sound can be traced back to a sound mutation in ancient Chinese.9 

^Ff" There are at least two alternative Chinese spellings of 'Yi' — that is 
"^ to say, alternative characters used for writing the word, which later 

somehow became obsolete. In the one on the left, you will recognize the 
character for bow underneath, while on the top is the same phonetic 
element, jian. 

J\5\ The other form (on the left) you will now be able to work out for 
*7? yourself. So in ancient China, before the forms of characters had 

become standardized, it was possible to write 'Yi' in one of at least three 
ways. But different scribes had managed to reach a consensus that 'Yi' was 
related to long feathers, the bow, and something which used to sound like 
yi (but now sounds lake jian). None of this should bewilder us. All written 
languages have passed through phases of variants in spelling (just as different 
spellings of English have become established on either side of the Atlantic). 

The Chinese scholar Professor Zang Kehe has analysed what underlies 
these elements.1" We have already seen feathers in the legend of Yi related 

operate. Instead, he argues that all compound characters contain at least some degree of 
phonetic value. While I accept that there are many more examples of semantic-phonetic 
pair characters than Xu Shen or subsequent scholars have found (because the phonetic 
significance of some elements became obscured over time), Boltz's arguments do not 
persuade me that the idea of semantic1 + semantic2—* semantic' never operated and could 
not operate. In my view, if semantic elements had achieved a sufficient level of abstraction 
to act as semantic signifiers for phonetic elements, that would suggest that they could act 
just as well as semantic modifiers for other semantic elements. 

9. ^mimxm} •• 'jma^itTtM - WAmm °" 
io. «£fn: mxm^mx\mm> • W299fF. 
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by the King of Huai Nan: "'0 ^TL-SJ ' WMKMM ° "(the ravens in the 
suns perished and their black feathers fell to the ground). Somehow, it 
seems quite natural for a hunter to adorn himself with the feathers of the 
birds he shot out of the sun. Logical also for later shamans recounting the 
legend to elaborate the tale with symbolic feathers. 

t=f=r Every summer, according to Xu Shen, there was a ritual of music 
"~J and dance for the purpose of praying for rain, dedicated to the 'Red 

Emperor' — a symbol of drought." The character for this rain dance is 
on the left. The top part of this character is an element which represents 
rain (M) while the bottom part represents the sound. This character also 
has an old variant form which Xu Shen records, written as W. You can 
see the feathers at the top of the variant character. As we did with the 
variants of the character for 'Yi', we can conclude that in ancient times, 
the essential element in the idea of the rain dance was either rain or feathers. 
This is logical, given that Yi shot the birds in the sun, and their feathers 
fell to earth and the drought caused by the ten suns ceased. 

In fact, another old dictionary of Chinese sounds from the Song 
Dynasty, the Ji Yun (ftll.) explicitly states,12 'Yu (3?) , long feathers bound 
together: what people doing the rain dance ritual used to hold.' Another 
piece of evidence appears in a much older source, the Rites of Zhou:13 

mnm 
m$$)&mn > wmnmuzmz • n.^n • tmn^-mzm °i4 

The Master of the dance teaches the feather dance: he leads and they 
dance in prayer to the north, south, east and west. He teaches the dance 
of the short feathers: he leads and they dance in the sacrifice to ward off 
drought and parched crops. 

Professor Zang Kehe has shown that the sound element (ft) in the 
character 'Yi' in some other ancient characters with meanings related to 
drought or rain dances.1 ' (As I mentioned earlier, there is a category of 
Chinese characters with two elements, one indicating the category of 

11. tft««i!Jr.3t«^» : " * : XS^TlftifWfJTttMtH • " 
i2. mm • £ £ > : " # : mm& • ^&0Ffi •" 
13. J l i f « # ' B • & M » : ••-P.UPJJH^ " ( T h e female shaman: when there's a drought. 

she dances the rain dance.) 

i4. nft«*fi' • mm' 
i5. jssfn: mxm^MXimM} > m 302-303. 
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meaning and the other the category of the sound. The latter — the sound 
category — nevertheless tended in ancient times to point to sound groups 
with related meanings. This means that by studying the strucmres of ancient 
characters, we can sometimes find two levels of related meanings.) 

Professor Zang also discusses an old character, now written as jin (W), 
which meant both 'approach' (si) and 'arrow' (fu) .'6 The old oracle bone 

character is u , which clearly depicts a pair of arrows pointing something 
looking much like a sun ( 0 ) . As long as the bot tom part of the oracle 
bone character is the sun, then this character is a nice illustration of the 
association in the minds of scribes 3500 years ago of arrows with the sun. 
(It is not so easy, however, to understand why this association would have 
led to the meaning 'approach'.) On the other hand, if the element at the 
bottom of the character was in fact some sort of container (some versions 
of the OB character omitted the line or dot in the middle of the 'sun', 
making it 'a container'), then there is another explanation for this character: 
it is simply the word jin ( # ) , also written 'W , which just means 'to insert 
an arrow into a quiver'.17 

;>}>} If looking at the association of arrows with the sun in Chinese writing 
H is productive, it would be interesting to see if there is an association 

of birds or 'long feathers' with the sun. At first, this does not look too 
promising. The character on the left, xi, has the feathers on the top, but 
the element on the bottom is bai(&), 'white' . Xu Shen's Shuo Wen says 
this character is derived from 'feathers' and 'white ' , and means 'birds 
fluttering at daybreak'. Once again, however, the oracle bones tell a 

different tale: the character xi is written as u or n , the feathers with a 
sun, and with an alternative form without the dot in the middle if the 
lower element, which usually — but not always — served to distinguish 
the 'sun' element. Furthermore, the character, when used in oracle bone 
texts, meant 'to reduplicate'.18 Recall that in the legend, the combination 
of the ravens with the sun caused the suns to multiply; so it seems possible 
that this pair of characters supports the idea that feathers were associated 
with the sun in the sense of 'multiple' or 'reduplicated', and arrows were 
associated with the sun, perhaps in the sense of the solution to the multiple 
sun problem. 

The Rites of Zhou lists the duties of officials in a Utopian state. It lists 
the activities of a number of craftsmen whose work was related to archery, 

i6. &&m •• <&xm¥MXimm> • m 298-299 • 
17. (mn • m^m • passim. 
18. t r S t * : ttXiSttm (*Jt : * ? l » £ E P « f f • 1995) > Ji 794 ° 
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and I shall cover it in some detail in Chapter 6. It also describes a curious 
official post whose main duties were frightening off'scary birds'. 

MUM 

mm • n%%m •• m& 
H R ^ I t B + ^ A - STjyOMR > WmXBZ^&MBZ&fcffiZ ° 
gttm»$m±mz^mu%:%iz • 
The Ting clan: responsible for shooting any scary-sounding birds which 
enter the State. If the bird or beast cannot be seen, he shoots it with the 
bow for ending the solar eclipse and the arrow for ending the lunar 
eclipse. If it is in ghostly form, then he shoots it with the bow called 
'Great Yin' for ending the lunar eclipse and the crooked arrow for ending 
the lunar eclipse. 

This indicates that at the end of the Warring States period, there was 
still a belief in spirit birds who could harm the state. What is more, bows 
and arrows were used to remove infections of the sun or moon which, if 
we infer from the juxtaposition of uses in this quotation, were thought to 
be caused by ghostly birds. (The Han commentator, Zheng Xuan (HP"20 , 
explains that 'scary birds' are birds which make scary sounds in the night 
and which people take to be evil omens.) 

It is far from safe to say, at this great distance in time, how all these 
elements fitted together. But the elements seem to be there. Few other 
themes in Chinese folklore, literature or history are so intertwined in the 
ancient Chinese writing system. This alone suggests that while writing was 
developing in China between about 1700 BC and 300 BC (that is, up to 
the time when the first Emperor of the Qin Dynasty tried to standardize 
it), the idea of feathers, arrows and the sun seem to have been associated 
together in the minds of the early scribes in the royal household. The 
legend of Yi the Archer may therefore have been one of the influential 
cultural themes among the aristocracy of that period. This is consistent 
with the idea that the legend formed the background to a regularly-
performed ritual involving a shaman with feathers, recalling the feats of 
Yi, in a prayer to the Emperor of Heaven to prevent drought. 

All that said, there can be a strong argument against this theory of legend 
intertwined with the writing system. Scientific students of the evolution 
of writing systems observe quite rightly that writing systems develop to 
impart information. Attempts to represent fairy tales in pictorial form in 
the internal workings of Chinese characters would be highly inefficient, 
open to speculative readings and would not survive the rigorous needs of 
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a proper writing system — particularly the highly efficient and developed 
system that the Shang oracle bones represent. 

This is a fair comment. But what if the writing system has, as one of 
its primary objectives, the performance of magic and ritual? Supposing the 
system had developed as much as a way to impart information to heaven 
and the ancestors as from writer to (mortal) reader? 

The writing system of the Shang period as we know it now existed 
within an environment almost entirely connected with mystical purposes. 
Oracle bone laundry lists may have existed, but we have never found them: 
the script we know is connected with oracle bones and ritual bronze vessels. 
These vessels themselves were rich in visual puns and allusions. Is it not 
likely that the writing connected with these early periods (and frequently 
inscribed on the vessels) was also able to incorporate puns and allusions? 
No te how the element 'evil ' (l̂ l) remains stubbornly absent from the 
phonet ic formulation of Shang period characters while its opposite, 
'propitious' (rf) is widespread as a phonetic element. Would we expect such 
an avoidance of inauspicious elements in a culture if it had ceased regarding 
the internal make-up of graphic/semantic combination of elements within 
characters as significant? 

The Black Magic of Psychopaths 

During the Xia (JC) Dynasty, and into the Shang (S) Dynasty, elaborate 
superstitious rituals abounded. It was during the Shang-Yin period that 
the oracle bone script developed, and oracles were sought at every juncture 
to predict the outcome of people's actions. Arguably, the oracle bone 
inscriptions were not inscribed to seek the response of the oracle: they were 
often intended to report the outcome of divination. 

If there was 'white magic' associated with archery, there was also 'black 
magic' . 'Shooting at Heaven ' ( l t ^ ) , was particularly associated with 
psychopaths and despotic rulers who wished to express their disregard for 
the discipline of Heaven. I call the practice 'black magic' because in the 
stories which tell of it, the main characters describe themselves as 'masters 
of the spirit world'. They are psychopaths who disregard their advisers with 
their conventional admonitions to heed the rituals and practices of Heaven 
and good government, and instead align themselves with 'the devil'. 

The first account is by the Great Historian, Sima Q i a n t ^ J M S ) , and 
is about the Shang King Wu Yi (BSCD . (Wu Yi's name is found repeatedly 
in oracle Shang bone inscriptions and he was beyond doubt a historical 
personality.) 
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^r^cLmM • fa®A • mzAn • mzn • ^Ah'u • ?m*m • ^fi# 
z. &$* • sift. • cpm*f2 • ^fa'-ft̂ " • RiMnnrnzw • BS • 

W u Yi was a despot. He had a puppet figure made and called it 'Heavenly 
Spirit ' . He used to compete with it and made people make it move 
around. The 'Heavenly Spirit' would lose and Wu Yi would berate it. 
He made a leather bag, filled it with blood, raised it high up and shot at 
it, ordering everybody to 'shoot at Heaven'. One day, W u Yi was out 
h u n t i n g b e t w e e n the Ye l low and W e i R ive r s w h e n a v io len t 
thunderstorm blew up, and Wu Yi was struck by lightning and killed. 

In the above account , W u Yi seems to be making a puppe t to satirize 

t h e i m p o t e n c e of heaven . Spirits w e r e represen ted by vo t ive statues o r 

totems. By mak ing a likeness of a 'Heavenly Spirit ' which cannot compe te 

wi th h im, W u Yi is showing off his o w n superiority over Heaven . 

T h e n e x t tale is also f rom Sima Q i a n , and c o n c e r n s t h e ant ics o f 

ano ther psychopath , Song W e i Z i OfcWr?). 

nmm- «na> • *mTiH:* • mm •• 
5ftfn—¥ • g^^T • %%m• MM • mkm • W H W E 
w• n^ - mhmm ° ^mi^m > mm^z • &B •• "it^" • mm 
mx • m&n^m^z • T^itMt a •'«*"• = "^nuuumh • T^I 

In the eleventh year of Duke Yan, [Song Wei Zi] declared himself king. 
He defeated Qi to the east taking five walled cities; he defeated Chu to 
the south taking three hundred miles of territory; in the west, he captured 
the army of Wei, and so he ended up with both Qi and Wei as enemy 
states. He filled a tanned leather bag with blood, hung it up and shot at 
it, commanding all to 'shoot at Heaven'. He indulged himself in sex and 
alcohol; if any of his courtiers tried to make him see reason, he shot 
them on the spot. The feudal lords all nicknamed him 'Tyrant Song' 
and said 'Song is trying to do the same thing the despot Zhou did. W e 
can't let this carry on.' They therefore asked Qi to make a surprise attack 
on Song. 
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Song Wei Zi, as is normal in Chinese historical accounts of the final 
years of a dynasty, is accused of debauchery and ignoring affairs of state. 
But the account also makes clear his despotic and irrational side. The feudal 
lords compared him to the tyrant Jie, the last emperor of the Xia Dynasty 
and his attempt to defy Heaven through shooting at a bag of blood is 
compared to a similar act by another end-of-dynasty despot, Zhou. (This 
Zhou (M) was the last emperor of the Shang Dynasty — not the same Zhou 
as the Zhou (IS]) Dynasty which followed the Shang.) 

Another passage in Tlie Records of the Great Historian throws more light 
on this episode. The text is a part from the work which is thought not to 
be by Sima Qian, but was probably written in the same period. Most of 
the account, which is part of a discussion between a king and a sage adviser 
on the use of violence in government, is in the form of a rhyme which 
might indicate that the account is quoting from an old oral history. In 
quoting the text below, I have taken a mild liberty with the layout, and 
bracketed some of the wording, to restore the original verse and metre. 

Mum® 
mmz 
rnumm 

unLum 

mutt® 

Your Highness, don't make yourself out to be King Tang Wu (Wu Yi), 
or try to emulate Jie and Zhou. Those two turned violence into a national 
institution and treated it as commonplace. 
Jie made a tiled hut [to shelter the spirits], 
While Zhou made a puppet companion; 
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Zheng kindled silk to burn it. 
He gave himself over to wastage and debauchery. 
His levies and taxes were disproportionate, 
His slaughter and savagery were irrational, 
He slaughtered men and beasts alike, 
And tanned a leather bag to hold their blood [using both as targets]. 
He vied with Heaven in governing through violence. 
Running counter to the rites of the four seasons, 
He preferred to consort with evil spirits, 
Those who gave wise counsel were put to death, 

While whispering cronies were kept close at hand . . . 

Jus t o n e m o r e literary extract abou t this piece of black magic , w h i c h 

gives m o r e flavour of those anarchic times and their superstitious practices. 

Th i s t i m e , t h e a u t h o r is Liu Xiang(f! |[°I) , w h o w r o t e a famous quas i -

historical accoun t in his Warring States Papers19 (HtHIIS). 

at • mn • «««*» • * I T 
mm^-z^. wite£t«N$£» • ®.$.&ZB •• "/NW£E • >mAT"° 
m±AM - TJIMSB • vm&mtztt • ^icgm - &mzmi% • $!t 
Ai'gm • #?ttSitij^'«^ • H : "m%.ATz%.w • mm%m • B • uh 
smzmiTrsW• mmziz > mm-$zm; M A A ® • m^muz. 
s t t > M A ^ • tt&umzn > mmmft« H # M A B . ws.mm • 
In the time of King Kang of Song, a sparrow hatched a great eagle in a 
nook in the city wall. The oracle who was called in to interpret it said, 
'Something small has given birth to something huge: this means that you 
can dominate the world.' Kang was greatly pleased, and went ahead and 
annihilated the state of Teng, made an attack on Xue and took the lands 
to the north of the River Huai. The more he did, the more he believed 
in his own power: he wanted to complete his domination of everything. 
He whipped the earth and shot at heaven, and he cut down the votive 
images of the gods of the earth and crops, and burned them to ashes 
saying, 'This is how I shall dominate the spirits of the whole world!' He 
abused any elders who remonstrated with him saying 'I have made a 
special crown without a visor as a sign of my courage!' Once, he split 
the back of a hunchback, and cut the feet off a man who was crossing 
the river one morning. His citizens were appalled. The state of Qi heard 

19. Not exactly 'papers' but the contemporary equivalent bamboo strips bound with hemp 
to form pages for writing on. 
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what was happening and launched an attack. The people scattered and 
the city walls were left unmanned. The king fled to the citadel of Duke 
Ni, but the invaders caught up with him and killed him. [Moral:] He 
looked good fortune in the face and didn't act appropriately, so luck 
turned to misfortune. 

Kang in this story goes far beyond conventional bad statecraft: he splits 
the spine of a hunchback, and cuts off the feet of another man (apparently 
to investigate whether his bone marrow had frozen in the cold water!). 
This story is interesting because it describes the actions of a true psychopath: 
not just the sort of immoral actions of which histories are prone to accuse 
kings at the ends of dynasties. 

So this is a form of black archery magic tied in Chinese culture to 
psychopathic despots. They share a common determinat ion to put 
themselves above the conventional pantheon of spirits, perhaps by 
consorting with darker spirits. An analogy with those who 'hear spirit voices 
speaking in their heads' suggests itself. 

Once again, the Chinese archer appears in an uncertain light, a 
personality split between heroism and darkness. 

The Book of Changes 

Whether or not it is possible to believe that the structure of ancient Chinese 
characters gives clues about the practices of the society in which they 
developed, clear clues exist in the literary sources to suggest that archery 
formed a part of a form of magic representing or celebrating not only the 
domination of men over the physical world, but also harmony with the 
supernatural world which created the elements governing wind, drought 
and flood. 

In Chapter 2, we saw that the Yi Xi Ci (HiKiff) attributed the first use 
of the bow and arrow to the legendary Sage Kings. The Yi Xi Ci is an 
appendix to the Book of Changes (HID , an ancient manual of divination 
using yarrow stalks. The Yi Xi Ci's conclusion is that the use of the bow 
and arrow to dominate the world was characterized by the quality of the 
hexagram guai or *3fE (K) . The quality ofguai is 'out of proper adjustment': 
something which can be put to right by a small adjustment and which does 
not involve a major upset (for example, the loss of a horse, which in due 
course will come home by itself; or the chance meeting of a senior person 
in the street without the proper ritual; or a woman seeing her male relative 
by her sister's marriage, which is only a minor infraction of chastity). 
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The hexagrams are formed from upper and lower segments, and those 
for guai are //' (S$P above and dui (JnL) below. Li and dui in turn symbolize 
fire and water, or drought and rainfall. The implication is that the firing 
of the bow is the 'small adjustment' which can make the difference between 
drought and rainfall. 

The bow (3iH) , as referred to in the Yi Xi Ci, is part of a rhyme group 
linked to the words for 'gourd' (MM) and 'vase' (M) . The gourd/vase is 
linked through Xu Shen's dictionary with the magic property of being 
the mixing flask for good and evil (SL5J:) , and is an analogy for the crucible 
for all the opposing elements which made up the Chinese creation myth, 
including heaven and earth, light and heavy and all the opposing elements. 
In fact, the words used in this section of the Book of Changes, w?iR^ can 
be a pun on another pair of words, ' IS^c' , which means 'a vase and arrows' 
— that is a ritual game in which players compete to toss an arrow into 
the narrow neck of a vase (fiSfjt) which may have also been used for 
divination.2" I believe that this series of puns in the Book of Changes is 
another indication that the bow and arrow symbolized the agent for 
'tipping the balance' of nature to bring about good or evil, drought or 
rainfall. Likewise, tossing an arrow into a vase symbolized a human enquiry 
into the mix of good and evil in the crucible of creation, represented by 
the gourd or vase. 

Practitioners of this magic or divination could express the desire for 
harmony between humans and the elements, for example by shooting 
arrows in four directions and overhead, as was done by youths reaching 
puberty. O n the other hand, the archery could be directed at a bag of 
blood, and express disharmony with the elements: indeed, a determination 
to dominate Heaven. Thus, the bow and arrow were imbued with qualities 
straddling two extremes and the character of the archer represented a 
character balanced between the two. 

20. See how the game is portrayed with the flavour of divination in Zuo Zhuan. (CSiflP 
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Perfect your body and let it be your bow; 
Straighten your thoughts 

and let them become your arrows; 
Decide what is right and let that be your target. 

Now set up your form, aim and release! 
How can you miss? 

From the Legalist Teachings (CffinPfe n ' i^MWi}) 
of Yang Xiong ( $ $ ) (53 BC - 18 AD) 
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The Archers' Rituals 

The first two chapters have looked at dynasties of Chinese history which 
have left no written historical records of their own. I have not made any 
particular attempt to establish an objective truth about historical events in 
those times. Instead, I have drawn on folklore, later historical narrative 
and some suggestive relationships between Chinese words and divination 
symbols to draw conclusions about magical themes and early attitudes to 
archers. 

The next period on the historical time-line of China is the Zhou (JW|) 
period. The orthodox view of the Zhou period (c. 1100 BC - 771 BC) is 
that its founders restored China to the pristine glory of the 'sacred ones' 
( 1 1 ) — the earliest kings I described in Chapter 2. One important element 

recorded about courtly life in the Zhou period was the practice of extensive 
rituals. These included a number of archery rituals. 

The difficulty in studying the Zhou archery rituals is not that they are 
not recorded: indeed, there are profuse and detailed records, as we shall 
soon see. The problem is in ascertaining to which period the recorded 
rituals really belonged. Documentary evidence for the early period of 
Chinese history is in fact very thin. It was alleged that enormous quantities 
of historical records were suppressed during the reign of the first Emperor 
of all China, Qin Shi Huang (flfelk) . The great Historian, Sima Qian, 
admitted that the only historical records he himself had to work from were 
some seigniorial annals of the state of Qin itself. All the rest depended on 
oral traditions and other indirect sources. 
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Sima Qian wrote in the Han (§|) Dynasty, and most historical works 
from Sima Qian onward have been mainly concerned with establishing a 
coherent narrative which conformed in full to the preconceptions of the 
time that the historians lived in. Unor thodox history was considered 
worthless, and historical research and textual analysis was mainly devoted 
to presenting and reinterpret ing history in terms of contemporary 
expectations. 

So if we have details of the Zhou archery rituals today, it is important 
to understand that: 
• they are later reconstructions, and 
• they have been idealized towards later standards. 

That's the bad news. The good news is that the first emperors of the 
Han Dynasty (when these rituals were being researched and restored) were 
overwhelmingly concerned with re-establishing the ancient rituals of the 
first Zhou kings so as to legitimize their reign as far as possible in the eyes 
of Heaven and the people they ruled over. So it is arguable that every 
effort was made to get the contents of the rituals right. That was no easy 
task: different schools vied with each other to gain imperial favour by 
reconstructing different 'authentic' versions. 

Confucius claimed to know about the rituals of the Xia and Shang: 

Ml\M 

mm • Aft»?LTH : "ic« . mmz > ft^iMi. m§. > mmz > 
^T^am • xw,r^$k& • £ . nmmmzz •" 
From the Analects, Confucius said, 'I can quote you from the rites of 
the Xia, but there is insufficient from the Ji nation (which followed it) 
to lend credence to it. I can quote you from the rites of Yin, but there 
is insufficient from the Song nation (which followed it) to lend credence 
to it. There are neither written records nor historical scholarship sufficient 
to confirm them. If there had been, I would have given credence to it.' 

Chinese scholars now accept that the texts of the rituals that have passed 
down to us do not represent original texts from the Zhou. Nevertheless, 
they accept that fragmentary written records of Zhou rituals did exist in 
the early Han Dynasty, and the Han reconstructions were probably based 
upon them.1 

1. For example, see t§ A¥ • <&«§*£> (± j$ : ± 7 * * If i h » ± > 1994 ) > l 4 - 5 » 
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W h a t W e r e 'Rituals' 1 

In Ancient China (up to about 1000 BC), society was sharply divided into 
an aristocracy who participated in the government, headed by a king or 
other leader, and a peasantry who tilled the fields and served the aristocracy. 
This statement is a great simplification of a society of which we have only 
the very slightest knowledge; however, in the earliest days of agricultural 
society in China, before the development of commerce and a business class, 
it is well accepted that Chinese peasants were under a degree of control 
by the ruling class that seems unimaginable today. 

However, a degree of mutual consent is evident. While the peasant 
class provided labour and military manpower to the rulers, they benefited 
from management, infrastructure development and defence organization 
that the ruling class provided. Huge tracts of China were uninhabited 
wastelands, home to many species of unfriendly wild animals (tigers, wolves, 
rhinoceros, elephant, wild boar and possibly other large animals long since 
extinct). The peasant class no doubt gained from the organization and 
protection of the ruling class, considering their alternative of eking out a 
living in a wilderness surrounded by unfriendly fauna and rival tribes 
looking for land to settle or pillage. The ruling class, for example, had the 
expertise to flush out low-lying areas with controlled flood water and then 
replace the weeds, which would not grow on sodden soil, with rice which 
flourished in it. The peasantry provided the labour for such efforts and 
benefited from the improved livelihood that increased tillable land thus 
made available. 

In this social system, rituals were partly a form of religious observance 
among the aristocracy and partly a social rite of submission. They form a 
system of social practice which Chinese people regard as a unique attribute 
of Chinese culture.2 The peasantry would also have had their forms of 
religious observance, but they are scarcely recorded. 

The Chinese philosopher Xun Kuang (ItHft), born around 335 BC, gave 
the following explanation of the basis of'ritual': 

Km 

ir • m^t^Tf- • ^PJJSL • mm • &3.mm\&. mmmvAftz. ei 
mAz& > £rA£* ; ffiafe&Ti? > $#*ffi^afc • mmmm& • &n 
ztmns. ° 

2. mmm •• ((^mm-^mimm «•# = mm&mt • ms) > n 409 • 
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What is the origin of Ritual? It is said humankind innately has desires. 
When a man cannot obtain what he desires, then he is bound to seek it. 
If in seeking what they desire men are unrestricted and unregulated, then 
they are sure to fight to get it. Fighting results in chaos, and chaos results 
in all resources becoming used up. The Early Kings abhorred chaos, so 
they developed Ritual to bring order out of chaos, to discipline mankind's 
desires and to provide what they sought. Thus they brought into being 
a system in which desire did not lead inexorably to an exhaustion of 
supply, and where supply would not fail to keep up with demand: instead 
the two developed hand-in-hand. That is the origin of Ritual. 

This encapsulates (with the hindsight of the fourth century BC) the 
aims of the ancient Chinese social system. In a society such as the one I 
have just described, living on the edges of a wilderness, trying to eke out 
an existence from next to nothing, ritual was the very fabric binding 
Chinese society together. According to tradition, ritual was, at the time 
of the Zhou, a practice confined to the aristocracy. For the peasantry, we 
know only of months of hard drudgery or semi-hibernation in locked 
hamlets, interspersed with brief annual festivals of unbounded indulgence. 

The Archery Rituals 

Four main types of archery rituals were practised. The first was the Major 
Archery Ritual (AM) presided over by the king or other ruler. The second 
was the Hospitality Archery Ritual (JCtt) held in honour of visiting 
dignitaries; the third was the Yan Archery Ritual ($£%i) held at official 
banquets and finally the Archery Ritual of the Shires (MM) held in the feudal 
fiefs to select archers to be supplied for the service of the royal household. 

The archery rituals certainly had a military element. Starting from the 
Western Zhou (1100-771 BC), armies were raised from the peasantry in 
the areas surrounding the centres established by the Zhou kings and the 
fiefs. Land was administered in units based on ninths in the shape of the 
Chinese character jing (a well) which looks like a tic-tac-toe game: ' # ' . 
Depending on whose ideology you believe,3 either the peasants were 
divided into groups of eight households to till nine fields in the shape of 
the tic-tac-toe board with the produce of the centre field being offered in 
tribute to the feudal lord and the remainder retained by the peasants; or 

3. mm •• i^m^pm&dtM : imwnwmmi&#.< i989> > i 7 -
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else the nine fields were the basis for administering the whole system of 
tributes with the peasants getting next to nothing. Either way, this system 
also formed the basis for raising a peasant army in the Zhou period. 

If the state was not under threat, then the Zhou court divided the 
year up for practice of civil, quasi-military and military skills. 'Quasi-
military' was the hunt, which served to hone military skills during 
peacetime when they were not directly needed to defend or expand the 
realm. The fruits of the hunt, rather than being immediately consumed, 
were used for sacrifices to the ancestors who, from ancient times, were 
the entities underlying Chinese religious beliefs. Whether in the battlefield 
or in the chase, the bow and arrow represented the greatest empowerment 
of the individual over his environment. 

Zheng E (IPif) (Song Dynasty) wrote: 

Mzum - mmm&mztif • nmux • mnmm&^ztif • nm^. • 
Archery was a central skill: practised during attendance upon the ruler 
or receiving guests or holding banquets, it is counted as a civil skill; when 
used in the hunt of the expansion or defence of the realm, it ranked as a 
military service. 

Xue Pingzhong (^Prf1) wrote: 

kzm ° 
Archery is a duty of males. The power of the bow and arrow, its potency 
over everything, has long been known. The early Rulers, when 
performing rituals and religious service, used archery; when they 
entertained guests, they used archery; when they held banquets, they 
performed archery. The purpose of employing the bow and arrow? in 
this way was so that officials and ministers, in their ritual or civil 
encounters, would not forget their military duties. 

Added to this was a belief (which I would surmise predated the Zhou 
and may have permeated both the aristocracy and the peasantry) that the 
bow and arrow represented the domination of men. China had, over a 
period since Neoli thic times, transformed into a male-dominated, 
patriarchal society. Whether this was by a process of domination by a 
patriarchal tribe or by social evolution, is unknown. The ritual expressing 
this involved a father presenting a bow and six arrows to his son. The son 
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then performed a ritual in which he fired the arrows to the ground, in 
the four directions and then skyward and at the ground.4 

One concept is particularly familiar to all Chinese people who have 
read the classics: that is that the Zhou period put weight on six basic skills 
( A l l ) : ritual, music, archery, chariot driving, writing and arithmetic (-rH ' 
7^ • M - WL - H - WO . These were taught at the 'lower schools' U\^), where 
the curriculum included the 'five forms of archery' ( E f t ) , known as: 

'The jing ("well") character (#) form of wielding the bow' 
Xiangchi' 
'White arrow' 
'Yanzhu' 
'Three-in-a-row' 

There will be many quotations from texts later in this book which 
attempt (with greater or lesser success) to explain these mysterious terms. 

Archery had its ancient association with ritual magic, dominance over 
the enemy and control over the balance of natural forces. It was, moreover, 
a symbol of masculinity and perhaps even virility and fertility. It also had 
its association (as we saw in Chapter 2) with indiscipline. The associations 
that had arisen between the six basic skills was: 

• ritual (fU) to establish rank in the hierarchical structure of Chinese feudal 
society; 

• music (HI) to establish discipline in movement and mental approach; 
• archery (M) to establish both power and submission of the individual's 

power to feudal authority; 
• chariot driving (IX) which was an exercise in control and teamwork; 
• writing and reading (llr) which was an essential element in civil and 

military administration; and 
• a r i thmet i c (jfe) w h i c h was an essential e lement of bo th civil 

administration and military strategy. 

In the Ming Dynasty, Zhou Kongjiao (IWl?Llft) wrote: 

WIAM 

MU&mZXA > m&AT^mmZM^L • *#ii:± > MttWMIk ° AZ 

zmAvm - m±zitmmm\\>M • immzm^^^nvm • M#t* 

4. m • TBSPI = " # # > f ! T ± • tUftMA-TN . *fA • ife - H * . *nmi7Zfc ° 
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^^*^itb • Mi6#^ • m^mmmz\i • w^wm&fc. 

Archery was the superior service in military affairs, the means by which 
the world could be dominated and the state defended. When members 
of the aristocracy were educated in ancient times, they placed top pnonty 
on archery and chariot driving. If a man received an injury during his 
life, that would put an end to it; otherwise no one ever abandoned 
archery or the study of it. If there was entertaining to be done, they 
used archery; if there were religious rites to be performed, they used 
archery; and if they had to make a distinction between the abilities of 
two members of the aristocracy, they used archery to do that too. No-
one was admitted to archery unless he had been tested in ritual and music; 
and no-one was admitted to religious observance involving music and 
ritual unless they had also been tested in archery. When resident in the 
administrative centres of the state, they used archery to practise music 
and ritual; when abroad they used it to practise military skills. As the 
aristocracy engaged in this pursuit incessantly, there were many who were 
skilled in it. Thus there was never a shortage of candidates for posting 
to settle and defend the borders of the realm. 

This description explains the notion that the relationship between the 
'six skills' was not that they were set out in descending order of importance, 
but more that they were developed in a bot tom-up fashion, with ritual 
being the most fundamental. 

The main description of these rites is contained in a Confucian classic, 
the Book of Rites (HrH), which in its present form probably dates from the 
Han Dynasty, but largely reflects practices originating in the Zhou Dynasty 
and developed during the Warring States period. The archery rituals, in 
common with many other rituals of the Book of Rites, can be divided into 
three segments: the outer segments consisting of a ritual preparation and 
purification common to all categories of rituals, and finishing with a ritual 
sacrifice and consumption of wine and food. The main substance of the 
different rituals is in the centre section. 

The Archery Ritual of the Shires was held either once every three 
years in the Shires (W , or twice a year in the prefectures (:I'H) . The triannual 
shoot marked the graduation rite from the shire schools and was presided 
over by the sheriffs, with the shire elders as officiating guests. The biannual 
shoot was presided over by the prefect and took place at banquets held in 
the spring and autumn. 

To quote from the rituals in full would be very lengthy, and it is 
enough to get a feel for them if I just illustrate with part of the central 
section of the Archery Ritual of the Shires in which the Master of Shooting 
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demonstrated the requirements of the ritual competition, followed by the 
first phase of the competition itself— a sort of warm-up, in which the 
competitors shot but no score was kept. 

To visualize the process, the ritual is in the form of a contest between 
three pairs of archers who have been seeded by age, seniority and skill. 
The seeding process may have taken place in another associated ritual, the 
Ritual of Taking Wine in the Shires (fSPl^Sff), which was intended to 
rank the aristocracy by age and seniority. The ritual takes place in an 
imposing hall with an expansive courtyard surrounded by a wall. The hall 
is in fact a school known as a xiang (l¥) or xu (/¥) (a name which changed 
over time). Towards the northern end is a roofed pavilion with a raised 
floor, giving the impression of a theatrical stage. In this pavilion sit the 
host and chief guests in special reserved places between the two main 
columns supporting the roof. Access to the pavilion is gained by two 
sets of stone steps on the south side of the pavilion. Towards the southern 
end of the courtyard a single target butt is set up. The target face is covered 
with a cloth. To one side of the target is a small screen sheltering the scorer. 

The ritual which is described seems enormously elaborate, but in fact 
was probably no more so than a passing out parade at West Point Military 
Academy or a game of cricket at Lords. 

Yi Li ( M ^ ) : The Archery Ritual of the Shires (BMW.)5 

Hill 

HlSf^T^ffi > iSffi • ifc± • TJlftfi^S • ffl - * • m > ?X^TRtH ' * 
mm& > ft mm > PFT±MT*T«B : -<§Asyi»w^ffit" • mm 
B • "£*ig. a r ^ iwr • ^Mmwm±mtm^T±A. B : na 
MTm > *af" • 

The three pairs wait to the west of the hall facing south: their approach 
is on the east side. The Master of Shooting comes over to the west of 
the hall, bares his left arm and shoulder, puts a thumbring on his right 
thumb, puts on an arm-guard and then picks up a bow from the west of 
the steps. He holds four arrows together between his right forefinger and 
middle finger, with his thumb hooked around the string, the arrows at 
right-angles to the string, arrowheads level with the grip. He goes up into 
the hall by the west steps, and facing north at the top of the steps, he 

5. ftAT- = « « t » H ) ± (±7* : ± « t f SitjJKtt > 1994) > W 158-167 ° 
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addresses the guest: 'The bows and arrows are ready. The assembled 
officials invite you to shoot. ' The guest replies: 'I have no skill in 
shooting. As you request to start, please proceed.' The Master of Shooting 
then proceeds to the Eastern Steps, faces north-east and addresses the host: 
'We have asked the guest if we may commence the shooting: he agrees.' 

n%$mmm • ^iiBM^T*ft#t#§ • nm®® > wttitm • ICHAA 

^IfTHJT • Aft^T • im • ̂ I tTltffl . A4K± o ± A ^ A 
ft ] * # ; * « 

The Master of Shooting climbs down from the hall by the west steps, 
and instructs the competitors to collect their archery equipment: they 
do so, all from the west of the hall. The Pnncipal Guests' and the Sheriffs' 
bows are placed against the west of the training hall, the arrows below 
the bows with their nocks pointing northwards. The other bows are 
placed against the west of the hall, the arrows on top of the bows; the 
Hosts' bows and arrows bows are placed against the east side of the east 
training hall. 

mm 

T-" • ̂ T f t a ; "TJ5|£W ° 

The Master of Shooting does not put down his bow and arrows, but 
takes them to divide up the competitors into pairs at the west side of 
the hall. Standing to the south of the pairs, he faces north and addresses 
the senior archer of each pair: 'You will be paired with Y as his senior' 
and to the junior archer: 'You will shoot with X'. 

3jEfefiA • nm&m • ^ T M S - * £ * S T 3 I • nmx^m^^mf 
m*' ft»#EkffiA^»ffTMUt • nm' 

The Toastmaster doubles as Master of Ceremonies. He orders the target 
face to be unfurled. The competitors undo the bindings and turn up the 
lower left side of the target and tie it so as to conceal the face. The Master 
of Ceremonies instructs the Scorer to place the signalling flag against the 
centre of the target face. The Scorer comes from the west side, kneels 
to take the flag, places it against the centre of the target face, then retires 
to his place. 
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mjEmni: > ^ ^ T R I S ^ T T • smmm/ jA - p$gffipw > ^ T 

T h e Master of Music moves over to the west side, instructs the 
competitors to assist the [blind] musicians6 to move down off the podium. 
The competitors guide the musicians to the positions they occupied at 
the start, going down the west steps, passing the south-east of the east 
steps, and after going three arrow-lengths past the hall, they face west, 
go up to the north and kneel. The Master of Music faces north and stands 
to the south of them. 

MM 

m%immm%:Mfir=m • &%%mmwm% > & • =mwm. * * - « • * 

ifiif̂  

The Master of Shooting still holds four arrows together [between his 
right forefinger and middle finger] so as to direct the three pairs: 'Each 
of you take up a bow and arrows, deferring to your [senior] partner, 
each pair in turn. ' T h e three pairs then all bare their left arms and 
shoulders, put their rings on their right thumbs and put on their arm-
guards. The officials then hand over the bows, grasping the grip in their 
left hand and the string in their right, and then handing over the arrows. 
The three pairs all take the bows, place three arrows in their belts, and 
grasp one [in the left forefinger at right-angles to the bow and string]. 
The Master of Shooting first stands to the south-west of the scoring tally, 
facing west. The three pairs then all proceed to their positions, from the 
west side of the Master of Shooting, standing on the south-west side of 
him facing east, then go up on the north side and wait there. 

• ! • ) • 

m%n$.m±TE.mzit.»JEMR-^ > mm • gmimm • mm ° ft 
itm • mum&fa' £Hij[&ffl*r • t^mtmm«imm • WSMM > T 
A£ • it • m%* > iftIE£ • T*J5! • ®M > m*A ° &3 » *& • £fi 
& > mmm • m^ftm > mm^rnkm > mitm. &m-^&z. mmm 

6. Traditionally, court musicians were all blind. 
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Archery ritual and preparation of sacrifices (from a bronze vessel of the Warnng States 
period). Drawing by Roy Collins. 

The Master of Shooting stands to the north of the three pairs, facing 
east, one arrow in hand and three inserted in his belt. He salutes and 
comes forward, salutes to the north when he comes level with the steps, 
and salutes a third time level with the steps, and salutes again on going 
up onto the podium. If [the shooting] is in a provincial archery hall, 
then he makes a circuit to the inside [north] of the pillar; if it is a county 
level archery hall, then he passes to the outside [south] of the pillar. When 
he draws level with the left shooting line marker, he salutes towards the 
north. When he reaches his own marker, he salutes again. He places his 
left foot aligned with the marker: he does not stand with his feet parallel 
to each other; then he turns [to face south], looks at the centre of the 
target, and looks down to align his feet in a ' T ' with the marker. The 
flag is not moved [away from the target face]. The Master of Shooting 
demonstrates the motions of firing off all four arrows. He takes up a bow 
without holding any arrows, hooks the string with his right hand and 
salutes facing south. He goes through all the motions of saluting in the 
same way as when going up to shoot. Coming back down he returns to 
a position south of his original one and proceeds to the west of the hall, 
takes one more arrow and holds it at right-angles to the bowstring, then 
proceeds to the west of the steps, takes a rod and sticks it in his belt, 
then returns to his place. 

7. To discipline the contestants with 
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mmfirm%&.i&&.&&. • m%mm < fystfiwf^ ° tii-Mi • ̂ ±mm 
m • f£±si3* • ti*rs(si • ±is»ti - AI«EA > *ti • #*&«». a 
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The Master of Ceremonies instructs the Scorer to take up the flag and 
stand with his back to the target. The Scorer approaches the target, takes 
up the flag and stands with his back to the target and waits. The Master 
of Shooting turns, walks up to the west of the senior pairs, orders the 
senior pairs to start shooting and returns to his place. The senior pairs 
move forward and salute, the senior contestants [in each pair] walk on the 
left, side by side [with the junior of the pair]. Level with the steps they 
salute towards the north; when they reach the steps they salute again, then 
the senior contestant goes up three steps and the junior follows him, 
leaving one step between him and the senior. The senior contestant goes 
up onto the podium and moves a little to the left so that the junior can 
move up. The senior contestant salutes and the contestants walk in pairs. 
They both walk over adjacent to their respective markers, face to the 
north and salute, move onto their markers and salute again. Then they 
both align their left feet with the markers, turn, look at the centre of the 
target, align their feet in a 'T ' with the marker and wait. The Master of 
Ceremonies proceeds to the west of the hall, bares his left arm and 
shoulder, but does not put a ring on his right thumb, nor puts on a breast-
guard. He grasps his bow, goes over to the south of the Master of 
Shooting, goes up by the west steps, walks around the pillar, passes behind 
the senior contestants and stands facing south-west between the two 
markers. He grasps the grip of the bow in his left hand and the tip of his 
bow in his right and raises the bow towards the south in order to make 
everyone stand clear of the target. The scorer takes the flag and responds 
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to the command by calling out continuously until he has got to the 
scorer's shelter; then he kneels, faces east, puts down the flag, then stands 
up and waits. The Master of Ceremonies comes out to the south of the 
junior contestants, turns to pass behind them, goes down by the west 
steps, returns by his original route, passing to the south of the Master of 
Shooting, proceeds to the west of the hall, and puts down his bow, then 
pulls his left sleeve back down, returns to his place and stands to the south 
of the Master of Shooting. The Master of Shooting comes forward, 
crosses the path of the Master of Ceremonies in front of the steps passing 
each other to the left, and from below the podium to the north-east of 
the west steps looks up at the contestants and instructs them, 'No shooting 
at the Scorer! N o intimidating the Scorer!' The senior contestant salutes 
and the Master of Shooting retreats back to his place. Then the shooting 
starts. The senior contestant shoots first, he then takes an arrow from his 
belt and holds it against the bow, then the junior contestant shoots. They 
shoot in turns in this way until they have fired all their arrows. The scorer 
calls out the score from a kneeling position, calling out in a high pitched 
voice "when he holds the flag high, and in a low tone when he holds it 
low. [The Scorer] sings out a hit or miss, but does not count the score. 
The shooting finishes and all grasp their bows without any arrows in hand, 
salute to the south and then salute just as they did when they went up to 
shoot. The senior contestant goes down three steps and the junior follows 
him slightly to the right, separated by one step. Then they walk side-by-
side, the senior contestant to the left. In the same order as when going 
up to shoot, they keep to the left [of the second pair] cross in front of the 
steps and salute to each other. They proceed to the west of the hall, south 
of the Master of Ceremonies, take off their breast-guards, tabs and bracers, 
put their sleeves back down and wait at the west of the hall, facing the 
south, approaching from the east. All three pairs do this. The Master of 
Shooting puts down his rod, leans it against the west side of the west steps, 
goes up onto the podium, and facing the north addresses the guest: 'AH 
three pairs have finished shooting.' The guest bows. 

It is f rom this record of the ancient archery ritual that w e get the first 

g l impse of the t e c h n i q u e used by archers at that t ime . T o d o that , w e 

need to look closely at the specialized vocabulary connec ted wi th archery, 

rather than wi th ritual as a w h o l e . 

O u r first clues c o m e in paragraph 4 D 1 , wi th the statement, 'Tlte Master 

of Shooting comes over to the west of the hall, bares his left arm and shoulder, 

puts a thumbring on his right thumb, puts on a breast-guard and then picks up a 

bow from the west of the steps.' T h e Chinese words are 'Hf , '$£' and 'WL'. 

(tan) m e a n s to bare the left (bow) arm. This w o u l d have r e m o v e d 

• the loose sleeve of a r o b e and s topped it f rom ca tch ing the b o w -
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string (although some sources8 claim that the action applied to the outer 
clothing only, leaving inner clothing in place.) But there is more to it than 
that: baring the left arm had a ritual significance.9 It was a gesture of 
candour, perhaps demonstrating that the participant in the rite had nothing 
to conceal. 

v-f-t (jue) means to put on a thumbring. H o w do we know that in the 
~U\. Zhou period, they used a thumbring (i.e. a Mongolian draw) and 
not a finger-tab (for a Mediterranean draw)? The bamboo script character, 
$£ , is written as ^ %. .'" These characters date from the early part of the 
Han Dynasty (about the second century BC) and seem to show a thumbring. 
In addition, specimens of thumbrings from the Zhou period and before 
have been discovered. 

2 ^ * (su') m e a n s t o P u t o n a bracer or arm-guard. It was said by the Han 
A21 Dynasty commentator Zheng Xuan (IP"If) (127-200 AD) to be the 
same as another term, gou ($8), which was a leather bracer. Being leather, 
no example has survived to provide archaeological evidence. 

m The next point of technique is ^ ^ A : grasping four arrows. The 
term cheng(-ife) means a group of four arrows. It is also the term used 

for a group of four chariot horses. The Qing Dynasty commentator Yi 
Zhenyan (JUIlF) wrote: 

a R B : mzm. ATmmm - m - A A H W H • nw®m& • m -

In all archery rituals, the Emperor, shooting with the feudal lords, 
ministers or sheriffs, fired a chengiM) of arrows. A cheng is 'four'. 

The reason for this grouping of four may have been connected with 
the other term jia (|&) . Zheng Xuan (SPA) said, 'Holding the arrows 

at right-angles to the string is called jia.'n Another commentator, this time 
from the late Ming to early Q ing Dynasty, Sheng Shizuo (H-ttf'K:) 
elaborated, Jia refers to gripping the bow grip with the left hand, hooking 

s. m • £ £ * • 
9. mm • #*ra>« • nmm. (574-648) & •• A L I ^ A ^ - w a s »m%:mm 

A " ° 
10. suns<*«=?*> • 
11. A A # £ £ a l * ° " 
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the string with the right thumb, and pinching four arrows together between 
the index and middle fingers so that the arrowheads can be seen level with 
the grip on the outside of the bow.'12 

This procedure is partly for the display of skill, and partly relates to 
military archery. Speed of reloading and drawing the bow relied on the 
arrows being in the hand rather than in the archer's belt or in a quiver. 
The skill consisted of firing four arrows in quick succession, by re-nocking 
with arrows held in the draw-hand. 

f ffl One feature of the ritual apparent from the very beginning is that 
P3 the archers are divided into three pairs (Affl) . This underlines the 

competitive nature of the event: the ritual is not just a display. The 
competitors were paired so as to match approximately. They were also 
distinguished in terms of rank and seniority of age. 

In paragraph 4D2, you can see that arrows not in use were placed 
with their nock pointed towards the north (AM) There is no explanation 
offered of why that should be the case; but a possible explanation lies in 
the layout of the shooting hall. The hall had its entrance facing south, 
and had a covered podium at the northern end. The host and honoured 
guests sat on the podium, as did the archers. The target was south of the 
podium, between it and the entrance. 

The arrows may have been considered potent magical forces and it 
would therefore have been necessary to make them point south, away from 
the guests on the podium. The reasoning behind the covering up of the 
face of the target may also have been similar. In paragraph 4D4 we saw, 
He orders the target face to be unfurled. The competitors undo the bindings and 
turn up the lower left side of the target and tie it so as to conceal the face.' (If? AtK. 
M ' J l l f lAASI o ) i n Chapter 6, pp. 106-113, we shall see the details of 
the targets. They were made of hemp cloth or animal skins, and were 
painted with concentric square patterns, some with animal designs in the 
centre. Whatever the exact significance of these target figures were (i.e. 
whether they represented prey to be caught or enemies to be vanquished), 
they contained a magical potency which either risked evaporating if the 
target was left uncovered, or harming the host and honoured guests who 
were seated facing them. 

In paragraph 4D4, you also meet the scorer (3Milf) and his equipment. 
The scorer uses a signal flag called a jing (S) with which he signals a hit or 
a miss. The jing was a banner made of yak's tail or five-coloured feathers. 
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yjjb The ancient characters for the scorer himself, huo f^p § represent 
« ^ a hand holding up a bird. This might indicate that the scorer's original 
duties were more like those of a beater or ghillie who collected the game 
shot in the hunt. He was an important functionary and was not to be trifled 
with or harassed. This is why the Master of Shooting demands in paragraph 
4D8, 'No shooting at the Scorer! No intimidating the Scorer!' 

In paragraph 4D6, we see the start of the actual shooting process. The 
three pairs take the arrows from the Master of Shooting and '77;c three pairs 
all take the bows, place three arrows in their belts, and grasp one [in the left forefinger 
at right-angles to the bow and string]'(=.%$WWl'Ej > i f A M R — A ) . So the 
shooting proper starts with one arrow in hand and three in the belt. 

The character for putting arrows in a belt, jin (fif) , is a technical term 
which has aroused an enormous amount of speculation. The left part of 
the character represents a hand doing an action while the right hand part 
of the character is another character pronounced jin' (§) . 

M . In oracle bone script, this character appears as g \ j l3 which looks 
" like two arrows pointing at a sun. A number of palaeographers have 

drawn the conclusion that this suggests an allusion to the tale of Yi shooting 
arrows at the sun.14 But with respect, knowing that the word was a 
technical term in archery meaning to stick an arrow into a quiver or belt, 
it is much more likely that the oracle bone character represented arrows 
pointing into a quiver or container. 

A very ancient and important element of the old form of Chinese 
archery can be seen in paragraph 4D7, '[The Instructor] places his left foot 
aligned with the marker: he does not stand with his feet parallel to each other; 
then he turns [to face south], looks at the centre of the target, and looks down to 
align his feet in a "T" with the marker.'(A/lJltl • A A £ • H • flfflA > Dfr 
i E £ ° ) 

This is the first reference to foot position in classical Chinese archeiy; 
but the reference occurs again in later works up to the Ming Dynasty. The 
feet had to be placed in a 'T ' alignment: they were not permitted to be 
placed parallel to each other (as in some modern Western target archery), 
nor in a 'open stance' (as used for target and field archery), nor in the 'half-
and-half ( A T A A) alignment favoured in Ming and Qing archery manuals. 

The foot position rule in ritual archery was rigidly enforced. To ensure 
that it was, the archers arranged their feet on a cross called a 'wu' ($J), 

13. «¥#A,«» . f - t - I i -
14. « . «AfB : «lftA»AWAlt:|ft»» . 1298-299 
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which had a longer bar aligned towards the target and a shorter transverse 
bar at right angles to the target. The wu mark is represented by a character 
(*$J) comprising an ox (A) on the left and a character on the right which 

was used as a grammatical particle meaning 'do not ' (̂ 3) . As with many 
of the ancient oracle bone characters (e.g. jin in a previous paragraph), 
the ancient form was just the right-hand part, and the left-hand part was 
added later for clarity. (The two parts together later came to mean 'a spotted 
ox'.) 

fjjt Five examples of the oracle bone character of the right-hand element 
- 'W (55) are illustrated above. Some palaeographers have again been curious 
about the origin of the bow element in the grammatical particle. Most of 
our five samples show an oracle bone script bow with a pair of marks. 
The most rational explanation, knowing the technical use of the term in 
archery, is that it represented the mark for the archery foot position. 

The importance of the archery stance and the purpose of the marker 
were explained in the Ming—Qmg Dynasty by Sheng Shizuo (H-titfe) who 
wrote in the mid-1700s: 

W A A A f l f W S • ftfifiMmmA^TA . M l r # A O 0 A A 3 ] i > M J A ^ 

It - »A»jfcSAj£W*»!ifi. • &9c1fr%Hm-m-mZV>j . ffiffiAHAE 
m ° m%im%izm > wt&m* • wmmmn • vmn^fem^ > *itmm 
ifi • A £ # > ^/EMAtil > irft-Atil • A £ # • jESJEJr̂ &lfi. • * * - * -
W. > HA#A^A £ « A H m > iBK)5/f»f]l • SAIt#AA - J&HftT -
« A A « ^ A « * • 

The proper stance for archery is not the same as at other times. At other 
times you can adopt a stance with the feet parallel to each other, but an 
archer's stance must not be parallel. If his feet are parallel, he is not 
permitted to shoot. The Sage Kings were wary of those who might not 
comply with this stricture, so they first drew a mark on the ground in 
the shape of a cross at the position the archer was to shoot, and made the 
archer align his feet with it. When it was the time for the Master of 
Shooting and the Instructor to shoot, then they looked at the centre of 
the target and then looked down to check their feet, to see whether they 
were in the approved stance, and this was done for demonstration 
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purposes. 'Placing the feet askew' means not having them in the properly-
aligned stance: that is, leaving them in the everyday stance. 'Aligning the 
feet' means aligning them with the marker. The marker had two lines 
at right angles, and the person aligning his feet placed one foot at right 
angles to the other, as drawn on the ground. Even now, an archer's stance 
is with his feet in a T in memory of the way that the Ancients intended. 

Wq/*\k 

~TA It is interesting to note that the ancient characters from the oracle 
' ' • bones and Zhou bronze vessels for zheng (A), 'to align', (six of which 

are shown above,) all clearly show feet aligned with an object. This was 
certainly an important symbolic gesture if a particular graphic character 
was invented for it. 

Xi$j- The shot itself was called/Allr) . In the oracle bone script, it was 
3>^ represented by a hand releasing a bow-string, as you can see in the 

illustration below.13 

4 
Apf The aixows to be used in the archery ritual were kept near the archers 
I ™ on a special rack cafied a 'hi' (f§). The hi was 'one arrow-length long, 

three thumb-lengths wide and one and a half thumb-lengths thick, decorated with 
a dragon's head with intertwined snakes between, with red tanned leather along its 
length and the wood covered in brown lacquer.' («Hfi • ^ H t M • tfi)> : "tSUA 
ff > W A A ' J¥AWA . mn > ^A*LAC - m# - mm • A 

The oracle bone character representing bi (fg) is not immediately 
apparent. But the sound of bi in archaic Chinese pronunciation was close 
to another character, bei (#) which was represented by the following seven 
sample oracle bone characters: 

Wlwttt # 

15. £ + # : «EP#AA*» (JSRS5 : HJHir*tH»± > 1988) > JC 139 
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There can be little doubt that the oracle bone characters, which clearly 
depict arrow racks, are the evolutionary precursors, with an identical 
sound,16 of the character bi (fe) which is used in the Book of Rites. 

Whatever arguments there may be about when the Book of Rites was 
reduced to its present written form, it does nevertheless appear to be built 
around a core of technical vocabulary so old that it can be traced back to 
the pictorial layer of oracle bones dating from before 1000 BC. 

But what did the archery ritual as a whole represent? The Archery 
Ritual of the Shires was a significant event, organized twice a year by the 
Prefect of each county, to select the highest-qualified officials to serve the 
Zhou royalty. That at least was the ideal. Guan Zi pointed out that where 
there was an enlightened ruler, the vassals would devote themselves to 
offering up their best qualified candidates to him; whereas if the ruler was 
lawless, then the vassals would keep their best qualified candidates to 
themselves.17 

From the preceding chapters, it should be apparent that although 
archery played a role in military preparedness, it was more than just a 
military skill. Indeed, in the Zhou period and before, it was readily admitted 
that archery equipment (It?!) and arms (J^fi) were invented by different 
mythical inventors.18 And in the Zhou period, they came under a different 
classification.19 To interpret the archery rituals as a simple test and display 
of military skills20 seems quite inadequate. 

As can be seen from the text of the Archery Ri tua l quoted in 
Chapter 5, the context of the main archery ritual (Alt) was an acceptance 
test for officials presented to the king in the tribute. A second, very 
important element was the triannual selection of the same officials at the 
prefecture level (%W . 

The rituals, in fact, were the culmination of an educational process 
spanning the youthful years of the Chinese aristocracy of the Zhou period. 
This process took place in a district training centre (some would say, a 
school) called a xu (fT) and were conducted by the Prefect twice a year, 
in the spring and autumn.21 The xu was reckoned to have been a very 

16. See for example the character ' W in & + §f : « A # A A * » (WiM : PAH *f t A K S 
A • 1988) ' H215. 

i7. « I A • wmw>' 
18. See Chapter 2, pp. 9-13. 

i9. mm • " H W & S • *w*m • WAAII " • 
20. As, for example, ^ f t t & « )Af ?¥ : <<AH#4W8A» ( » f i : OjAliWtbfigtt > 

1985) . 

2i. < m • * t • mm •• -##CWM#K • MWA'Hjr • 
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old institution, dating back to the time of the Xia (J t ) , but known by 
different names in different periods (or dialects?).22 

The exact overall purpose of these training centres is not entirely clear, 
but archery was clearly an important element. The character xu (JT) had an 
alternative form 'HT , and in archaic Chinese both characters, together with 
the word for 'archery', she (It) were pronounced nearly the same (djiay or 
rjiay).2i Mencius thought that the terms for 'training centre' and 'archery' 
were one and the same.24 

fk 
In the ancient bronze script,2' there also existed a fomi of the character 

(*HT) ,26 illustrated above, which seems to represent a hall for archery 
practice. 

This preoccupation of the written sources with archery as the central 
element of pre-Zhou education does not seem rational. Surely education 
in the ancient period must have given equal weight to other skills? Where 
are the formal examinations in ritual, music, charioteering, writing and 
arithmetic? 

The answer probably is that archery was given pride of place because: 
• it embodied a cultural heritage dating back some two thousand years 

before the Zhou period in which the archer shaman played a significant 
— if not leading — role in some of the dominant ancestral tribes of 
the Chinese people; 

• archery had, for the same reason, come to represent manhood and 
domination over the environment, symbolized by the youth ritual of 
firing arrows in six directions; 

• it represented a good method of differentiating between close 
contestants who had already been tried in other areas in which 
objective criteria might be difficult to develop. It represented justice 
being done and being seen publicly to be done. 

It was, in fact, the tie-breaker in the ancient education system. 
We shall, against this background, see in Chapter 5 how the archery 

ritual was interpreted by the Confucian schools in the Han Dynasty. 

22. ( I f ) : " I S J 5 . mBB > HBJf" • ¥M0HA-«A ' W0fKAWA«H6. « " 
23. JSIAIWJ : 'Compendium of Phonetics in Ancient and Archaic Chinese' i^MW^l^f^fl} ' 

1954 ° 
24. G f • HAAA» : "J?# > ItA • " 
25. ( I $ f fi)il • Col. 6, first character. 
26. This modern character is reconstructed, but does not appear in Chinese literature. 
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TJiough I might study at the court of the Yellow Emperor, 
My spiritual target is set up not at the south of some range. 

As the arrow revolves, it is as if I feel the nock for the first time; 
As I level the bow, I seek my target anew. 

Let but the sound of the string 
be enough to bring down the lone goose! 

Let but the levelling of my shoulders 
Be enough to send the two apes scuttling for cover! 

May I know direct the skill of Wangfi! 
May I share the Skill of Wei Shu! 

My consciousness is undivided; 
I am unmoving as an ancient tree. 

My mind is disconnected; 
Like tumbleweed. 

Selecting honourable associates 
Comes down to this: 

Passing round the cup 
And enjoying new-found friendship. 

A Poem at the Shooting Hall of the North Park (ClfcSlif^lif^)) 
by YuXin (JHfg) (513-581) 

Geng Lei brought down a lone goose with just the sound of his bow
string. The goose was tired and in pain; its honking was melancholy; it 
had become detached from its flock. The sound of the string was like 
the straw breaking the camel's back: it alone was enough to break the 
goose's heart and the bird fell to the ground. 

The King of Chu shot a pair of apes. One was hit and its companion 
tended its wounds. The King regretted acting against nature's will. 

Wang Ji and Wei Shu were popular statesmen and renowned archers 
of the Jin Dynasty. 

Calligraphy by Li Xinbao ( ^ H H ) 



5 
The Confucian Ideal 

The archer in China has always been aware of the proud tradition to which 
he belonged, including the folklore and romances from the earliest times 
— albeit sometimes in a confused form. The Confucian interpretation of 
the archer's ideals, however, was an explicit part of the ideology of China 
that every archer after Confucius' time was required to know. 

Confucius (?LA) lived from c. 551-479 BC. He was a native of the state 
of Lu ( # ) , one of the states which coalesced out of the collapse of the Western 
Zhou Dynasty. His influence on Chinese culture was immense, and yet 
his ideas were not accepted as a state philosophy until long after his death. 

He lived at a time when numerous states vied among themselves for 
overall power following the collapse of the Zhou Dynasty. Diplomatic 
conventions and social rules were well-established dunng the period in wAich 
Confucius lived; the customs of war and the rituals and sanctions of alliance 
were cruel. The aristocracy hved by an elaborate code of honour and engaged 
in highly stylized warfare with set-piece engagements in which the chief 
protagonists were unlikely to come to hann in the heat of battle. They might 
nevertheless easily become ritual sacrifices or commit honourable suicide. In 
the true warfare to the death (which was usually restricted to wars against 
non-Chinese tribes) the peasantry who made up the conscripted armies 
in such wars were treated as an expendable commodi ty . 1 But in 

Fighting divisions for these purposes were sometimes made up of criminals who were 
spared the death penalty, but who knew they were unlikely to survive battle. 
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internecine warfare the peasant soldiers may not have fared differently from 
their noble overlords. 

Chinese history has looked upon the periods of the 'Spring and 
Autumn' (#$c) and the 'Warring States' (HtH) as an illustration of the sorry 
plight into which Chinese people could fall if not united under a strong 
dynastic leadership. Yet the same period witnessed a flourishing of Chinese 
literature and art which overshadowed much of what had gone before it. 
Excavations of tombs from the period show that technology, music, plastic 
arts and textiles were highly developed; and the items interred with the 
tomb occupants suggest a refined lifestyle for an aristocracy with high 
aesthetic values. 

This evidence does not lie well with the concept of unending warfare 
and deprivation. One suspects, therefore, that here again, history may have 
been rewritten or reinterpreted to suit later ideologies. 

Confucius' role in the politics of his time was to offer his services to 
one ruler after another as a consultant, seeking to influence them away 
from the prevailing machismo and pursuit of hegemony over their 
neighbours. He sought to establish an alternative ideal from the macho 
warrior: an ideal of scholarship, peaceful coexistence and submission among 
clearly defined hierarchical groups, at the family level, between the citizen 
and the state and between the state and Heaven. Time and again, he hoped 
that rulers would employ him in an official position, or even grant him 
the right to run a district according to his own ideals so that he could 
prove the validity of his theories. He never succeeded. 

Confucius was no revolutionary. He sought to set within his Utopian 
political framework as much as he could of the established social system 
and religious beliefs of the time, while at the same time rejecting excess 
m the form of conspicuous consumption and cruel practices such as burial 
of humans as tomb offerings. So his ideals accommodated ancestor worship 
and the patriarchal, male-oriented beliefs of his time. As the previous 
chapters have shown, part of this package of beliefs was the magical power 
of the bow and arrow. 

The bow — its magical properties aside — was an instrument in 
warfare and hunting. How could Confucius reconcile these two essentially 
competitive roles with a philosophy of pacifism and non-competitiveness? 
This is how he put it: 

?LAB : "m^msf^- • && • it A i mmmft • AM& • K ^ H H ^ A . -

Confucius said, 'A refined person has no use for competitiveness. Yet if 
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he cannot avoid it, then let him compete through archery! For on 
entering the archery range he will salute and show consideration for other 
competitors, and on leaving the range he will share ceremonial wine with 
them, and thus even in competition he will be acting according to the 
principles of refined conduct.' 

In fact, Confucian hagiography holds that Confucius himself was an 
able archer and a teacher of archery. His permissive attitude to archery 
may, therefore, have contained an element of self-interest. At the same 
time, it was recognized that the bow and arrow were more than a weapon, 
and that by his time, organized archery had become very ritualized. 
Nevertheless, its competitive nature was clear, otherwise why would 
Confucius have to excuse it? 

Record of the Rites: Appropriate Behaviour in Archery 
mm • #m 
The book or ritual with which Confucius is most closely associated is the 
Record of Rites (HIE) which contains a section entitled 'Appropriate 
[Behaviour in] Archery' (f t i t) . This section of the classic has sometimes 
become known as the 'Archery Classic' (ftSD and is the first of a number 
of writings known under that name. The text of it is: 

A # • mmZttfc • #5fcfT*tt ° iP - AA - AAlt • iMAcrf^itfflA 
& • &mn%fimwmEzm& • m&mzmn > mmrn^z^^. • & 
it# > mmmm&^n ° IA^A • tm*. • mm^^mm • m^mm 

In ancient times, the nobles were required to perform the Ritual of Yan 
before they performed their Archery Ritual. The feudal lords, sheriffs 
and qualified officers were required to perform the Wine Dnnking Ritual 
of the Shires before they performed their Archery Ritual. This was 
because the Ritual of Yan served to throw light upon an official's 
righteousness; and the Wine Drinking Ritual of the Shires served to 
throw light on seniority. Thus, archers were required to meet the 
requirements of the rituals on entering, leaving or making turning 
movements in any direction. When their minds were composed and their 
posture straight they grasped the bow and arrow and concentrated. Only 
when the archer had grasped the bow and arrow and concentrated was 
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it possible to talk of meeting the requirements of the rituals. This was a 

means of assessing their virtuous conduct. 

mm 

±umm}uw • <mm% • mtflnfi. ° «am»# - m^n& ° «A«» 
% • ^ii-Atii. mm% > HAAHiH • 

As to themes, the Emperor adopted the White Tiger hymn as his theme; 
the Nobles adopted the Racoon's Head hymn as their theme; the senior 
officials and sheriffs adopted the Picking Apples hymn as their theme; and 
the qualified officers adopted the Picking Mulberry Leaves hymn as their 
theme. The Wliite Tiger hymn symbolizes that all the officials are in 
attendance; the Racoon's Head hymn symbolizes that attendance upon the 
Emperor for tribute is timely; the Picking Apples hymn symbolizes 
adherence to the Doctr ines; and the Picking Mulberry Leaves hymn 
symbolizes not failing in one's official duties. 

mm 
&ik . ATim-gUW • ftliWBAtAT-Htp ° «P - **EMfi*&« • A 
WTASSiMp • S^AfiipM-AlUAAS* - BBMWfffcfrfc • i«AAUJ 
mmizm^ • Dimmz • &B • i t# • mimmt^. • £& • A # • 
AAWItSf l f i • « - AA - ± • 

Thus the Emperor took educating of his officials as his theme; the nobles 
took timeliness in attending on the ruler as their theme; the senior officials 
and sheriffs took adherence to the Doctrines as their theme; and the 
qualified officers took not failing in their official duties as their theme. 
Thus, they highlighted their respective virtues and impressed them on 
their minds so that they would not fail in their duties; and thereby their 
skills were rounded out and their virtuous conduct established. With their 
virtuous conduct established, there could be no question of the risk of a 
breakdown of law and order. So in rounding out their skills, they also 
assured the security of the State. Thus, it is said that archery is a means 
to examine the extent of a person's virtue. For this reason, in ancient 
times the Emperor used archery to select nobles, senior officials, sheriffs 
and qualified officers. 

EH 
t t# - J §AA¥ > mm»z&.m&& • tmzmnm > w^jfc&AAfirr 
# > n s f t . im^mm • s * > A ^ > ATZpmimmn±nAT- > 
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AAMARifg • R$ff tfAtit. Mpbtnm - m*£%nm& • s # 
limits** - nwr^mm - m*9%^mmm • ftn^&ffii-ws • 

Archery was a duty of male heirs, therefore it was accompanied by ritual 
hymns. Thus to carry this duty out and to perform the rituals and hymns 
to the fullest extent, and to do this repeatedly in order to establish their 
virtuous conduct, there was nothing to compare with archery. For this 
reason, the Sage Kings devoted their efforts to it. Therefore, in ancient 
times, when the Emperor commanded the nobles to supply qualified 
officers in the annual tribute, he tested them in the Archery Hall. Their 
expression and posture were compared in the rites and their movements 
were compared in the musical accompaniment, and those who compared 
favourably would be admitted to the sacrifices. Those whose expressions 
and postures did not compare favourably in the rites and whose 
movements did not compare favourably in the musical accompaniment, 
would not be admitted to the sacrifices. The lords of those who were 
repeatedly admitted to the sacrifices were commended, while the lords 
of those w h o were not repeatedly admitted to the sacrifices were 
censured. Those who were repeatedly commended were rewarded with 
more feudal land, while those who 'were repeatedly censured suffered a 
reduction in their feudal land. 

mm 
iks • i t# • it^itf^tii - tmm&m^mm^mm • A^&^mmm 
tU «[£:#* 2. WtS. ° &s#B : IfSmK • 0AJI|§ • AA^A • K\>m 
± > AAHit. vmmift > \m\>m • mmm&• smmmtm • ws 
mm • w\mw& • ^uATzm . mmmm • AtA^ztmmmm 
AAffl > mfe&hJEz^&° 

Thus it was said: 'Archery is "shooting for nobil i ty". ' The nobles 
and the officials put all their hearts into archery in order to learn 
the rites and hymns. There has never been an instance, where all the 
officials studied the rites and hymns, in which they were subsequently 
scattered in defeat. Thus the hymn runs: 

'Nobles in the royal lineage, perform all the tour musical movements, 
Then the sheriffs and the gentry, and all the officers, 
Without distinction as to rank, come before the lord, 
By performing the Yan Ceremony and the Archery, 
Become confirmed in the Yan Rite and gain honour. ' 

This describes how the lords and officials came together at the Archery 
Rite, and by studying the rituals and the hymns, could coexist peacefully 
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and gain honour . As this was by imperial command, the feudal lords 
pursued it diligently. This was the Emperor's method of managing his 
feudal lords without force of arms, and the tool whereby the feudal lords 
were made to behave properly of their own accord. 

mm 
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Confucius performed the Archery Ritual in the garden of the minister 
of Jue, and a wall of onlookers formed about him. The Archery Ritual 
had proceeded to the point where the presiding officer commanded Zilu 
to take up the bow and arrow and continue the shooting when Confucius 
said, 'All may enter other than generals who have been defeated in battle, 
civil officials who have lost their state in defeat or those who are despised 
by their peers . ' Half of the total left and half entered. Again he 
commanded the presiding official, Xudian, to raise the chalice and address 
the gathering. The presiding official raised the chalice and addressed the 
gathering as follows: 'Are there any here who are young or mature but 
pious fellows, or elderly senior citizens who love the ntuals, people who 
do not pursue the vulgar trends but refine themselves in the rituals their 
whole lives long? Let such people remain here!' Half of the total left 
and half remained. Xudian raised the chalice and addressed the gathering 
again as follows: 'Are there any here who are tireless in their pursuit of 
knowledge, unbending in their love of the rituals, people who even in 
their twilight years keep to the correct path and never go astray? Let 
such people remain here!' By that time there was hardly anyone left. 

T f l f T i • sScB"#"til • "$r# : #.*f BAAl , &AAf§A > $ 
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Archery ' has been described as 'expression', or as 'emotional release'. 
'Expression' is expression of one's own inner self; thus the mind must 
be at peace and the posture erect, and upon taking up the bow and arrow, 
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one must concentrate. Wi th the bow and arrow in hand, and fully 
concentrating, you will hit the target. Thus it is said, 'As a father, being 
a good father should be your target; as a son, being a good son should 
be your target. As a lord, being a good lord should be your target; as an 
official, being a good official should be your target.' So each archer shoots 
at his own target. Thus the Emperor's Great Archery Ritual is referred 
to as 'Shooting for Nobil i ty ' ; the aim of the shooting is to become 
ennobled. By succeeding in the Archery Ritual , one could become 
ennobled; by failing, one could not do so. 

mm 
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Before the Emperor conducted the Sacnfices, one was required to practise 
archery at the Ze Hall. The Ze Hall was the means of selecting qualified 
officials. Only when the archery in the Ze Hall had been completed could 
one perform the Great Archery Ritual in the Archery Hall. Those who 
succeeded in the Great Archery Ritual were admitted to the Sacrifice, 
while those who failed were not. For those who were not admitted to 
the sacrifices, their feudal lords' lands were diminished. For those who 
were admitted to the sacrifices, their feudal lords' lands were increased. 
This is the meaning of 'Ennoblement or Disenfranchisement'. So when 
a male heir was born, he was presented with a mulberry bow and six 
reed arrows so that he could shoot heaven, earth and the four quarters. 
'Heaven and earth and the four quarters' represent the duties of the male 
heir. Thus, the prerequisite was to be determined to carry out all one's 
duties; then and only then was he permitted to break his fast, thus 
symbolizing his ability to earn his daily bread. Archery was a path to 
righteousness. An archer sought rectitude in himself. When the archer 
himself is correct, then if he fires and misses, there is no point in resenting 
those who have beaten him: there is nothing for it but to seek the fault 
in himself. 
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Confucius said, A refined person has no use for competitiveness. Yet if 
he cannot avoid it, then let him compete through archery! For on 
entering the archery range he will salute and show consideration for other 
competitors, and on leaving the range he will share ceremonial wine with 
them, and thus even in competition he will be acting according to the 
principles of refined conduct.' Confucius said, 'How does the archer 
combine his shooting with listening to the ceremonial hymns?' 'Take 
your cue from the music, and if you miss the centre, how can you have 
been a loyal officer?' 'If you are among the unworthy, how will any of 
them ever score a bull's-eye?' The hymn goes: All you who shoot have 
your target: it is to pray for your ennoblement.' 'Pray' is to seek to accord 
with the Rite so as to avoid 'taking the wine'. 'Taking the wine' signifies 
being supported in old age, being supported in sickness. 'To seek to avoid 
taking the wine' is to avoid becoming dependent on others. 

This text encapsulates the Confucian view of the spiritual and mental 
approach to archery in the ritual setting (the only setting which Confucius 
considered acceptable). To many a modern reader who has learned archery, 
many of the ideas are completely in accordance with the modern western 
approach to target archery. 

Paragraph 5B1 starts out by explaining that the nobles attending on 
the Emperor at the Great Archery Ritual performed the Ritual of Yan. 
The Ritual of Yan was one of the main rituals of the imperial court, 
performed from time to time to symbolize fealty to the monarch. The 
Wine Drinking Ritual of the Shires had as part of its function to distinguish 
participants by age and seniority. Seniority in Chinese society is not just a 
function of age, but also of ranking within the family hierarchy.2 

The latter part of the paragraph explains that the conduct and 
movements of the participants in ritual archery were as important as the 
final outcome in terms of the score of hits. Another well-known quotation 
from Confucius is as follows: 

Archery is not principally concerned with scoring hits because participants 
are not matched in their strength. 

2 For example, the son of an elder brother is more senior than the son of a younger brother. 
even if the younger brother's son is older. 
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The term for 'scoring hits' in fact means 'a pelt', because the archery 
rituals of ancient times used animal pelts as targets. What was to be 
understood by A . because participants are not matched in their strength'? The 
fact was, archers were already seeded by age and seniority before they fired 
a single shot. There was no point in reckoning the score of a young blood 
at the height of his physical strength, who could perhaps pull thirty 
kilograms, against the score of an old man with failing eyesight — especially 
if the old man was a duke or the Emperor himself. But an older participant 
might outshine a youngster in tenns of posture, co-ordination with music, 
familiarity with the ritual and grace of movement. 

As the extract from the Archery Ritual in the Shires in Chapter 4 
showed, only the seeded pairs were competing in any real sense; and 
Confucius' quotation at paragraph 5A1 suggests that even within the pair, 
the junior of the two was to defer to the senior, and that after shooting, 
the senior was to show appreciation of such deference by serving a drink 
of wine. Thus, ritual archery was clearly not a competition but a celebration 
of ritual submission. 

Paragraph 5B2 discusses the music used in archery rituals. The ritual 
was divided into three events: a demonstration of correct technique (the 
part described in Chapter 4), an event involving shooting by the participants 
but without scoring, and then the major event in which the shooting 
actually took place in time to the music. 

What was the place of music in the archery rituals? We saw in Chapter 
4 that ritual, music and archery went together with charioteering, writing 
and arithmetic as the basic school curriculum for the nobility in Zhou and 
pre-Zhou China. Paragraph 4B1 in Chapter 4 discussed the origin and 
purpose of the rituals. 

The traditional view of the origin and purpose of ritual music (W.m) 
are discussed in the Annex to the Section on Music of the Record of Rites 
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All musical tones arise within human consciousness. Human consciousness 
reacts to external stimuli. Emotions are a response to external stimuli and 
they are perceived in terms of musical tones. Musical tones interact and this 
gives rise to pitch; when pitches are combined in a series, they become 
melody. By varying the melody and adding choreography with spears, axes, 
feathers and yaks' tails, you have music. Music is a phenomenon born of 
musical tones, which in turn have their root in human emotional response 
to external stimuli. Given this, when the emotional response is melancholy, 
the corresponding tone of voice is piercing so as to wound the listener's heart; 
when the emotional response is happy, the corresponding tone of voice is 
warm so as to relax the listener; when the emotional response is high-spirited, 
the corresponding tone of voice is expansive so as to carry; when the 
emotional response is angry, the corresponding tone of voice is strident so 
as to put the listener on his guard; when the emotional response is respectful, 
the corresponding tone of voice is strict so as to promote righteousness in 
the listener; when the emotional response is amorous, the corresponding 
tone of voice is mellifluous so as to warm the listener's heart. These six 
[emotional responses] are not innate: they are reactions in response to stimuli. 
For this reason, the Sage Kings took precautions over things which could 
raise emotions. Accordingly, they used ntual to condition [the peoples'] 
intentions, music and dance to harmonize their voices, government to unify 
their behaviour and sanctions to curb their licentiousness. Ritual, music, 
punishment and government all had a single ultimate goal: to indoctrinate 
the people so as to make way for [the Ancient King's] sovereignty. 

This unashamed analysis of the purpose of the education to which 
youthful nobility were subjected lends weight to the proposition that the 
central role of ritual and its accompanying music was to condition and 
indoctrinate. In fact, Chinese culture has traditionally regarded law and 
punishment as a totally inadequate framework for ensuring the preservation 
of public order (although elaborate systems of law and punishment have 
always existed). It is the pursuit of self-restraint through the understanding 
and practice of ritual which is regarded as the best assurance of public order. 
This perception persists to this day and forms the underlying basis for the 
Western view of Chinese society as a society where respect for the 
individual in authority is more important than a respect for written laws. 

From the annotation of the Music Ritual just quoted, we should also 
understand that 'music' had 'dance' as an integral element in it. The 
reference to 'spears, axes, feathers and yaks' tails' refers directly to the props 
used in the 'Lesser Dance' (AH) which was again part of the educational 
programme of young nobility.3 

3. i £ # : cpmnmmm£> «MK = s ^ # ^ > WD • JCSO 
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The titles of the four hymns quoted refer to ritual hymns from the 
Book of Songs (MUD, one of the most famous Chinese classics. It comprises 
a collection of folk songs and ritual hymns, some of which may date back 
to the earliest memories of Chinese tribal society. Their lyrics are enigmatic 
and it cannot always be said that they refer directly to the concepts that 
paragraph 5B2 ascribes to them. 

The first hymn, the 'White Tiger' (Hi t ) may in fact be the name of a 
chieftain or the title of an official charged with defending the borders of 
the country. A writer who lived a little after Confucius, M o Zi ( S T ) 
(c. 450 BC) believed it was written at the behest of King Cheng of Zhou 
(IWjfiSlA) around 11-10th century BC,4 but it has more of the feel of an 

ancient hymn praying for success in the hunt.5 

The second hymn, 'The Racoon's Head', has been lost.6 But in his 
article 'Early Chinese Target Magic', Jeffrey K. Riegel7 has reconstructed 
what is probably the most important part of the original from elements 
recorded in the 'Examination of Works' in the Rites of Zhou (iMW. • ^ 5 1 
ft£ ' WA}) . It appears to be a magical incantation threatening members 
of the nobility who do not pay timely tribute to the king with being turned 
into archery targets themselves! The hymn was also synthesized in the Song 
Dynasty by Sima Guang(?ij §§7fc) ,8 mainly, as he explains, to provide 
something to sing at the ceremony, taking into account the fragments 
recalled by Han commentators. 

The remaining two hymns are close to each other in terms of 
expression and content, and sing of the gathering of materials by women 
in preparation for ritual sacrifices. 

Paragraph 5B3 explains the interpretations which had come to be 
attached to these four hymns. It is difficult to speculate how these 
interpretations of the ancient hymns came about. Part of the process is 
attributable to a desire on the part of Han Confucian scholars of the 'New 
Text School' to mould the little-understood contents of ancient magical 
hymns and tribal incantations to meet their own political ends. 

In the schooling of the nobility in ancient China, music and ritual 
came together as a form of social indoctrination. You can see from the 
hymns adopted for the archery ritual that the central themes of the 
indoctrination were: educating the officials (ffiH"), timeliness in attending 

4. (Si? • =&> : " f M T 0 A T 2 ^ • X&ffM . tffTB'Hr °" 
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7. Journal of Chinese Religion No. 10, 1982. 
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on the ruler (U^#), adherence to the doctrines (Wtk) and not failing in 
duties (AAIii) . The aim of the education process was to round out skills 
and establish virtuous conduct. Skills (#J) (among which we must assume 
were included military skills) assured national security, while virtuous 
conduct (IKtA assured peaceful coexistence. Archery permitted these 
intangible qualities to be observed ( l t # > Pft W IS S IK ill), and so we can 
regard it as the quality control test of the education system. 

Paragraphs 5B4 and 5B5 reinforce the importance of the archery ritual 
in the quality control process. As with aspects of social leadership in those 
times, it was an exclusively male activity. The schools themselves were 
all-male. In ancient Chinese society, aristocratic women were schooled at 
home in skills supporting silk and textile production and the preparations 
for sacrifices. Although these female roles were not leadership roles, neither 
were they crude labouring tasks without importance. In the period up to 
the Zhou at least, the role of women, while subordinated, was never 
reduced to the extent that it was to become by the end of the imperial 
period of Chinese history. Only male clan members could partake in the 
sacrifices and thus sing and dance to the hymns (which nevertheless at the 
superficial level were frequently about women, or had lyrics composed 
from the woman's point of view). The paragraph finally makes it plain 
that even males could only take part in the sacrifices once they had passed 
the quality control test of the archery ritual. 

Paragraph 5B6 is a favourite archery tale relating to Confucius which 
probably accounts for the tradition that he was an archery instructor. 

Paragraph 5B7 discusses a vital issue: why does archery demonstrate 
more than who is the best shot? Why is it more than just a military or 
hunt ing skill? The argument presented is that the combinat ion of 
ideological indoctrination, musical expression and physical movements 
required to carry out the ritual of the archery shot combine to permit one's 
inner thinking to become manifested (3?) . This is illustrated by various 
qualities: fatherhood, filial piety, management, service, all relating to an 
aim or 'target' (»t). Finally, the paragraph explains that the kings of old 
sought to use archery to select the members of the feudal aristocracy. 

In his article previously referred to, Jeffrey K. Riegel argued that the 
targets used in the archery rituals represented errant feudal lords, reduced 
to animal form as represented by the various animals painted on the centres 
of the targets. He believed that the purpose of the ritual was to discipline 
through a magic ritual those feudal lords who did not pay homage to the 
king at the appropriate time. This is not consistent with paragraph 5B7, 
which explains the targets in terms of positive societal values to be aimed 
at. Such a positive gloss, however, could have come about at a relatively 
late period (say, towards the end of the Zhou Dynasty) and the threat 
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against the target which seems to be implicit in the 'Racoon's Head' hymn 
('Be compliant, dear target, for if you are not, I shall stand you up and shoot 
you!) might have been more meaningful to feudal chieftains in more ancient 
times. 

A particular feature of this part of the text is its use of puns. The most 
striking — and the pun which has attracted most speculation9 — is on 
the word 'target' (fjl) and the words for 'feudal lords' (|§M) . There can be 
little doubt, looking at the oracle bone script,1" that the character concerned 
Al originally represented an arrow sticking into some sort of target. Two 
other words were closely linked in sound and meaning: a 'duke' On) and 
a border security guard ((JrO i%). 

There is no ready solution to the vexed question of why a target and 
a feudal lord should have come to be written with the same character. In 
fact, there need be no solution: when the Chinese writing system evolved, 
pictorial characters were frequently borrowed to write other words which 
could not be rendered so easily with a picture. The earliest commentaries 
tell us that the words for 'feudal lord' (ffc) and 'border security guard' ((JrO 
i^) — now differing by a single stroke — were originally one and the 
same. Borrowings were generally made from within groups of homophones 
with related meanings. Both 'target' and 'border security guard' belong to 
a military category; thus borrowing was quite natural. Confucian scholars 
later evolved elaborate 'explanations' for different words which had been 
written with the same character, and no doubt felt that the relationship 
between 'feudal lord' and 'target' needed a better explanation than simple 
expedience on the part of some ancient scribe. 

The same paragraph also draws our attention to three words, 'shoot' 
(It) (pronounced l*zdjiay' in ancient Chinese) and 'release' (#) (pronounced 
'*st'jiag' in ancient Chinese). These two words, given their ancient 
pronunciation, could have been puns or rhymes. 

The text then draws our attention in a very deliberate way to another 
set of puns. The first (in paragraph 5B7) is 'manifest' (3f) (pronounced 
'*d'iak' in ancient Chinese). Then in the following paragraph, we have 
' A A M ^ ' # 7 t ^ l « t ? f • r i ^ f f W d f A t i l ° ' (Before the Emperor conducted 
the Sacrifices, one was required to practise archery at the Ze Hall. The Ze Hall 
(M) was the means of selecting (ff) qualified officials.) This brings together three 
characters with the ancient Chinese pronunciation *d'iak (iSp), *d'ak (W) 
and *d'ak ( # ) . 

9. mm •• r r n i r ) ; #»: arjA'itfinMe> • «+Aw^0fSAfgw^A 
#*» > 1950 ¥3f? 22 fij • A 121-128 ° 
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The three sets of puns that these two paragraphs set out to draw our 
attention to are: 

Character Ancient sound11 Association 
& *gew target 

(IS) $E *gew feudal lords 

Character 

It 
& 

Ancient sound 
*zdjiag 
*st'jiag 

Association 
shoot 

release of emotion 

Character 

M 
n 
m 

Ancient sound 
*d'iak 
*d'ak 
*d'ak 

Association 
manifest 

select 
irrigation 

In drawing our attention to these puns, the text brings out the essence 
of the ritual and seeks to explain the relationship between: 
• the ranking system in ancient feudal society and the setting of societal 

goals; 
• archery and the release of the subconscious for outside inspection; and 
• manifestation of inner qualities and selection of candidates for 

promotion. 

W e should not be surprised to find a pun relating to irrigation. The 
Ze Hall, where archery was practised before the main event, was for 
praying for the fertility of the fields. We have previously seen the 
relationship between ritual archery and praying for rain. 

Paragraph 5B9 quotes the famous dictum of Confucius: archery is an 
acceptable form of competit ion because it is shorn of all elements of 
violence. The target is something remote from all competitors: it is an 
abstract ideal. And the ritual is accompanied (as we saw in Chapter 4) with 
elaborate, formalized expressions of deference. The end of the paragraph 
refers to an important element of ritual archery, i.e. the winner has to 
serve wine to the losers. This acceptance of wine, the classic explains, 
signifies that if you cannot compete successfully, you are therefore reliant 
on others for your living. This is perhaps an element which harks back to 
when the ritual arose within a tribal society in which hunting was the 

11. ms : (^AAAf?*) mm •• *x±mn$f&#. • 1974) • 
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only way to gain a subsistence. He who could no longer compete in the 
hunt had to rely on those more skilful than himself for his daily food. 

W h a t Was It Really Like? 

If the theory of the ritual progression through the Rite of Yan, the Archery 
Ritual, and the ritual sacrifices and prayers to the ancestors was as the text 
we have just studied sets out, then what about the practice? One satirical 
poem from the famous Book of Songs (fxfSfi) suggests that the practice might 
have been very different. 
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The Guests Have Taken Their Seats 

The guests have taken their seats; 
bowing to left and right as Ritual demands. 

The place settings are laid out regularly; 
pickles and nuts neatly arranged. 

The wines are stirred, the right mix of flavours; 
each sip taken in perfect unison. 

Now see the bells and drums set in position; 
cups are raised and toasts resound around the hall. 

See the great target stand put up; 
bows and arrows placed in their positions! 

Now the archers have been seeded; 
'I compliment you on your shooting skills!', they say. 

'All you who shoot have your target; 
it is to pray for your ennoblement!' 

After shooting comes the flute dance with reed-pipe and 
drums; hear the harmonious performance of the music! 

'Let the notes waft up so otir illustrious ancestors can enjoy them; 
this is how we adhere to all the rituals!' 

Now see all the rituals reach their climax; 
in all their pomp, not a detail omitted! 

'We pray for your unalloyed happiness; 
may our future generations enjoy their share also! 

May their good fortune be expressed through the music; 
let every note sing of your power!' 

Now the guest of honour raises his hands in a libation to 
the ancestors; and the attendant conies in to repeat the 
libation to the 'representative of the dead'.12 

'Xow we all take the final draft; 
to pray for your timely attendance at our ceremony!' 

The guests have taken their seats; 
reverent in every civility. 

While they are still sober; 
the deportment of each is the mirror of the other's. 

But now they're starting to get tipsy; 
the deportment of each displays some light-heartedness. 

12. The dead ancestors were represented at the ritual prayers by a young member of the clan. 
Libations to the ancestors were repeated to him. 
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They start leaving their places, moving around; 
their gait is tipsy, they lurch uncertainly. 

Just then when they were still sober; 
their deportment was circumspect and grave; 

But now they have got tipsy; 
their deportment is far from polite. 

That's what happens when you get drunk; 
you lose your sense of decorum! 

The guests have taken their seats; 
all voices are raised in a hubbub. 

Whoops! There go our nice tidy place settings! 
Some blunderer's knocked them for six! 

That's what happens when you get drunk; 
you lose control over your bad behaviour. 

Here comes one fellow with his cap of office tipped over 
one ear; such blundering about carries on non-stop. 

If you've had too much to drink and you make a timely exit; 
then your good sense will be rewarded twofold. 

But as to he who gets drunk and stays around; 
that is an attack on his own virtue. 

Drinking wine is a noble pursuit; 
only when carried out with some decorum. 

Among those who drink; 
some can take it, and some can't. 

You could make up rules and regulations; 
you could even appoint officers to enforce them. 

But all drunkards are buffoons; 
an embarrassment those who remain sober. 

There is no good in arguing with a drunkard; 
you're wasting your breath if you try to curb their 
abandon. 

Don't waste time telling them they're talking nonsense; 
don't tell them their actions are senseless. 

Any talk of sense from a drunkard; 
is a contradiction in terms (a lamb with great horns). 

Three cups under and they don't remember a thing; 
the more they drink, the more sure of themselves they 
get! 
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Responding only to your rightful master, 
Masterpiece over which the Bowyer of fin 

Slaved through the night, 
Alas, we may no longer tread 

In the footsteps of the Yellow Emperor, 
Yet I hope to revive the spirit of the Kings of Chu. 

Ode to a Bow (ibt^ m) 
by Emperor Yuan of Liang (^X'rff) (reg. 552-555) 

The woodsman need only respond to his lord if summoned with the 
appropriate decorum (Mencius). See 7B1 for the Bowyer of Jin. Xuan 
Yuan (the Yellow Emperor) invented archery. The Kings of Chu were 
the greatest patrons of the art. 



6 E l 
Bows, Arrows and 
Targets 

Different ancient cultures may leave more or less complete records of things 
in daily use, depending on what importance those things held for the people 
of the culture. But to hope for a detailed brief on how bows, arrows and 
targets were constructed to be handed down for two to three thousand 
years is a tall order. Yet amazingly, Chinese culture has left us such records. 

Bows in China have always been made of perishable materials, and it 
is only in exceptional circumstances that archaeological remains have 
provided whole bows that we can examine. The most ancient bows actually 
preserved that we can examine now date from the Warring States (lie II) 
period spanning 475-221 BC.1 

China's earliest consistent form of writing, the oracle bones script that 
dates from about 1500-1100 BC, contains many examples of words relating 
to bows which were originally pictorial representations. A form of script 
should not be a very reliable indicator of the shapes of bows in use when 
the form of writing was current: after all, writing — even with pictographs 
— becomes very stylized. Nevertheless, in dozens of ancient characters 
depicting a bow — both from the oracle bones and from inscriptions on 
ancient bronze vessels — it is hardly possible to find any which do not 
clearly denote a composite, recurved design with a strongly setback grip. 

1. Some lllustations of such bows can be seen in W8L '• C^BI A AfiiSwil) ' WHS 31 
( A « : XWltimi- • 1985) -
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Interestingly, over half the examples of pictographs depicting bows, 
such as those illustrated above, show a feature at the top end.2 Consistently, 
wherever this feature is visible, it points forward in the direction the arrow 
would be shot. It is difficult to guess what this feature represented, but it 
seems that whether because of the addition of some extension at the top 
or because of how the string was conventionally attached at the upper string 
nock, the general visual effect of bows at that time was not symmetrical. 

Indirectly, much can be understood about ancient bow designs from 
durable items used to reinforce the bow and decorate it. Bow-tips and 
parts of the grips were sometimes made of bronze, and in other cases, jade 
was used for the tips and for decoration on the body of the bow. An 
example of such decorations, dating from the Shang Dynasty, was excavated 
in a grave at Xiaotun (/Ĵ tfe) near Anyang in the 1940s and described in an 
article by Shi Zhangru (TAtftl) in 1950.'' 

Shi Zhangru based his study on studies of recent bow manufacture in 
China in the 1940s, and reconstructed the Shang Dynasty bow as a static-
tip recurve bow. However, the static-tip design is not clearly apparent in 
the illustrations which survive from before the Ming Dynasty, and it seems 
that while certainly recurved, the ancient bows were more likely to have 
flexible recurved tips. 

Shi Zhangru was puzzled — as many since him have been — by an 
object that has been found in association with many ancient burials 
containing bows from the Shang Dynasty up to the Han Dynasty. The 
appearance of the object is shown on p. 89.4 

Shi Zhangru's find is particularly interesting because it was in a position 
directly associated with other identifiable parts of a bow. Other examples 
were found together with bow parts placed among horse and carriage 
fittings, so there is no way of knowing whether the fitting belonged to 
the bows or the carriage. In the burial where Shi found these items, there 
were also the remains of horses, but at a significant distance away from 
the bow fittings. 

2. In oracle bone script, all characters which were oblong had the long axis oriented vertically. 
But the feature appears to be intended to represent the upper tip of the bow. 

3. E i « n : <AAI5AWfiit*Atl> • «+AW^@fKAIgA^AIg» > 1950AH 22 
fij > M 19-59 -

4. Following further research the author has concluded in 2001 that the object illustrated at the 

top of p. 89 was attached to the charioteer's belt to secure the reins while he was shooting. 
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- 30 cms -

Bow Handle Fitting (after Shi Zhangru) 

From the posit ion of the mysterious fitting in the burial , Shi 
reconstructed its relationship to the bow. when strung, as follows: 

While this seems a sensible reconstruction given the way the various 
items were excavated, it looks as if this fitting — if this is the way it did 
fit — would interfere with the bow limbs at full draw. But assuming for 
the time being that the reconstruction is conect (for example that the horns 
on the fitting lay further back from the bow-limbs), then what would the 
fitting achieve? There are a number of possibilities: 
• Ancient Chinese bows were made of relatively light materials but 

allowed for a heavy draw-weight. This results in rather low stability 
and a great deal of hand shock. The fittings were made of bronze and 
were quite massive. The addition of the bronze fitting at the grip would 
have added stability and reduced hand shock. The bells would have 
provided a pleasing jingle as the bow limbs vibrated following the 
release. 

• The ancient bows were made of wood, horn and sinew, held together 
with a natural, water-soluble fish or bone glue and bound with silk 
and then lacquered. The grip was one of the parts subjected to the 
greatest stress. The glue at the grip was highly susceptible to moisture 
— so much so that (at least in more recent times) a silk handkerchief 
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was normally placed between the palm of the archer's hand and the 
grip to prevent the grip from becoming affected by sweat. It would 
also seem, if the illustration from the Warring States bronze vessel in 
Chapter 4 is accurate, that archers avoided handling the body of the 
bow, and held it by the string except when actually drawing. (See detail 
below.) The addition of the bronze fitting would prevent sweat from 
affecting the grip, as well as providing a reinforcement for the grip 
section. 

Archers preparing to shoot from "^B^MWKM15.W,MI§.ft" ( S f c U E l f t ^ A ^ S ) 

• The bronze fitting might have provided additional purchase or 
protection of the grip while the bow was being strung. Unstrung, 
Chinese bows revert the reverse ' C shape after a while. Reversing 
the recurve and stringing the bow — which might have a draw-weight 
of over 30 kg — was a difficult job and nonnally required some heating 
of the limb sections. Generally, either two people or a special jig was 
required to perform the manoeuvre. The bronze fitting might have 
also supported the grip when stringing in the field, thus avoiding 
exposing this fragile part of the bow to fire and risking damaging it. 

• Finally, it is worth considering whether the fitting might have assisted 
in allowing the bow to be fired with one foot against the grip. This 
notion might seem far-fetched, but there is at least some evidence that 
this technique has been adopted in various places at various times.4 

The Rites of Zhou 0W]fi) are traditionally attributed to Zhou Gong (M 
A ) , but are more likely to have arisen during the Han Dynasty. Part of 
the Rites is a section known as 'An Examination of Crafts' (#AfE) which 
was 'discovered' later than its preceding five sections, and probably 
originated in the late Western Han Dynasty (about 2000 years ago). 

4. Moseley, Walter Michael. 'An Essay on Archery Describing the Practice of the Art in All Ages 
and Nations.' London, 1792, p. 35 ff. 
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The 'Examination of Crafts' lists a number of crafts which were said 
to be accommodated in the royal palaces of the Zhou, and which produced 
tools and props associated with the royal rituals. The records include 
detailed accounts of the principles of construction of bows, arrows and 
targets. While we have no way of proving that the construction techniques 
in the 'Examination of Crafts' were very ancient, it is worth noting that 
the basic techniques used (including many details) were still being used in 
the 1930s."' So if the techniques could remain current for two thousand 
years after the Han Dynasty, there is no reason why they could not have 
existed for a long period before. 

The techniques in the 'Examination of Crafts' became the norm for 
the craft for the whole of the subsequent period when bows have been 
made in China. 

How the Bowyer Makes Bows 

mm 
The Rites of Zhou: Examination of Crafts under the Winter 
Officer, Number Six (HAh^ (MW. • ^ W ^ X ^ A ) ) 

• # & # ' KA&Jtt&° 

• m&% • Kft8Hfe« 

• ^ I f e# > KJl&@&° 

There are six materials which must be taken at the appropriate time. 
• The bow stave is to give the bow distance. 
• The horn is to give it speed. 
• The sinew is to give it penetration. 
• The glue is to bind it. 
• The silk is to give it strength. 
• The lacquer is to proof it against moisture. 

5. f f i 0 : <0£fl^fljMff»mA>> > « = ^AWATifKAfgAffAfg • 1951 • 

6. At^xigA : "mzm < MZ& - ®mzn - istttzm%& °" '-rhehomof 
Yan, bow-staves from Chu and arrow-shafts from the Western Barbarians . . . these are 
the finest materials.' 
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simftzm-t •• ft^A • tt&A - *%mxz • «&£ • A/H&A . $& 
A > t t & T ° 

There are said to be seven matenals for the construction of the bow-staves. 
In order of quality, they are: Zhe (Cudrania tricuspidata), Yi, Wild Mulberry, 
Chinese Orange, Papaya (Carica papaya), Thomwood and lastly, bamboo. 

m.ixm 

Mm > t t i f i i s . *MHO^A - usiy&tg. Mm. IM^HI 
i f > tfHE^ffll: • g # A « • WHAJt > UJ^Aff • 

When examining the [wood for the] bow-staves, you need look out for 
a dark brown colour and a ringing sound; if the colour is dark brown, 
then the wood comes from near the core; if the sound is ringing, then 
the wood has come from [a part of the tree] which is far from the root. 
When considering the bow-staves, then the ability to shoot far requires 
resilience [in the wood] and the penetration of the shot requires [that 
the wood be] straight. In preparing the bow-staves, the grain must not 
be twisted so that the bow will not warp. 

Mm • &m%m > # « # » ; m^zn^mm > %*zn®mn;: * 
$m* ;8 m^znmm•ft$wami*• 
When examining the horn [for the face of the bow], if the horn is taken 
[from the animal] in the autumn, it will be thick: if taken in the spring, 
it will be thin. The horn of a young ox will be straight and moist: that 
of an old ox will be twisted and gnarled. When an ox is chronically ill, 
the core of the horn gets damaged. The horn of a thin ox will not be 
glossy. Ox horn must be clear white and solid at the point. 

mm 
A^AA . gftflgmttsm • Mm ; m$m&m& • &t&# - mzm 

7. "m*zfti.mn> A T A ^ M ^ * " §A "UPTAKES ^muxmzm-

feA ° (Chinese note: the horn of an ox which is chronically sick displays gnarling in 
the grain of the horn.) 
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AiKtii • AftA* > mmm^mm > &mm • a s ^ s s t i i - t a 
# ' SASctil • ftH-AWEA • HfeAAS • HAAicA • 

The root of the horn is connected to the brain and receives the qi9 of 
the brain, which gives it flexibility; this flexibility is needed to make it 
resilient. Whiteness is an indication of resilience. The middle part of the 
horn needs to be attached to the face of the bow. The face of the bow 
must bend inwards, and this requires the horn to be elastic. Blackness is 
an indication of elasticity. The point of the horn is the furthest from the 
brain, and receives the least of the brain's qi, and therefore it is hard but 
bnttle; and you need the most flexible of such hard, brittle horn. Solidity 
at the point is an indication of flexibility. A pair of horns about two feet 
and five inches (by classical Chinese measure), with all three colours 
present in an even grain, is said to be worth as much as a whole ox ('an 
ox wearing an ox on its head'). 

MVM 

Mm • $*feffiir • ttiiif. mmw • ®mmm • ^stte > ,IIIA 
B • All A # • ilBM • &Bm • SPBIt • J1KA3IAf£A • 

Turning our attention to the glue, you need reddish colour and the glue 
must be aged. After ageing, the glue can seep deep into cracks and fill 
them, so that when it is twisted, it will not crack under torque. Glue 
made from deer is grey, glue from horses is pink, from oxen is bright 
red, from rats is black, from fish is translucent, and from rhinoceros is 
yellow. N o close [substitute] for these types [of glue] can be effective.10 

M'\M 

Mm • SfcAffiMH • ASfMS . AflMH • A£fM# - m%1i%lk& 

Turning our attention to the sinews, you need long, narrow strips with 
sturdy ligaments. Long, narrow strips with sturdy ligaments made the 
animal from which they came agile; so if you are making a bow from 
them, it cannot be any less agile than the animal. The sinews must be 
broken down into filaments, the glue must be clear and the silk glossy. 

9. Qi (M.) is a 'living essence' or 'life-force' widely referred to in Chinese texts. 
10. The Mongohan bowyer, Mendbayar, has told me that after his supply offish-bladder glue 

dned up, he tried modern chemical-based glues. All failed. 
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MHM 

ma*#zA - mtmvih& • 
When all these components have been assembled, they can be made into 
a fine [bow]. 

MHM 

K%^ • ^mmmmmn > %&m • **c-g-H#. gnus • ##f* - AW# 

In constructing a bow, the wood for the bow staves is cut in the winter, 
the horn treated in the spring, the sinews processed in the summer, the 
wood, horn and sinews assembled in the autumn, the assembly set in 
the forming jig at the onset of winter, with the onset of frosts, the lacquer 
coating is applied in layers. When wood is cut in the winter, it splits 
along the grain; -when horn is treated in the spring, it becomes pliable; 
when sinew is processed in the summer, it does not tangle; when the 
wood, horn and sinews are assembled in the autumn and the assembly 
set in the jig at the onset of winter, it retains its shape after forming; 
when the lacquer coating is applied in layers with the onset of frosts, 
you can examine the way it fractures. So by the time it is strung in the 
spring, a whole year has gone by. 

Wfr-i&fi >mnmw > a g#£ - s@ AM • MR^A^ A > is ft A S 
m ° Agtii#^&. &%&famBnffi • Amzmmm > e ^ i f • 
The bow-staves have to be cut along the grain of the "wood, the horn 
must be cut without being distorted and the knots must be gently planed 
down until smooth. It the knots are not gently planed down until smooth, 
then in the long term they will cause damage to the sinews. All the knots 
have to be strong, because internally they come into contact with the 
sinews. Whenever problems arise with the sinews breaking away from 
the bow stave, this is invariably the cause. 

EH 

£3? • ffiZ > ^Wm ° ffiMMW ' 5?*$* > WZ&n ' 9f»A+ . mz 
T#J > aij&g*i»tfe. > mtz^m • ^mmn^mmnn > Aftz^m 
&. > 'EEfeittfF • 
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So the horn has to be treated three times, and the bow-staves treated 
repeatedly. If the lamination to the riser is thick, the wood will be 
[sufficiently] reinforced, and if it is thin, the bow will be weak. So [the 
horn] must be treated to achieve the right thickness, and the bow-staves 
reinforced to the correct extent. The [silk and glue] binding is not 
necessary throughout [the whole length of the bow-stave]. The density 
of the binding must be regular, the planing of the limbs must be balanced 
and [the consistency of] the glue must be even. If planing of the limbs is 
not balanced and the glue not consistent, then in the long term they 
will cause damage to the horn. Whenever the glue coating comes into 
internal friction with the horn and the horn starts to splinter, this is 
invariably the cause. 

M£% > it#fA£3i • mnmm. &mm.m • mzmm • nzm*& • ti 

mm • mm • mnmm > ^m»m > %^zmm • 

T u r n i n g to the at tachment of the horn , the long ones are used to 
reinforce the bow limbs. If the full length of the horn is too short [to 
extend the length of the limbs they are reinforcing], this is said to 'counter 
the recurve'. On the draw the bow will be soggy, and the release will 
not be crisp. If the full length of the horn extends beyond the limb, it 
would be like strapping the bow to a bow-case: it would be a waste of 
the bow's power." The length of the horn and the bow limb must always 
correspond exactly, and bend together, then [the release will be] crisp; 
if there is some build-out at the grip where the forearm extends to it, 
then [the bow] will be agile. Having the full length of the horn extended 
beyond the limb is like strapping the bow to a bow-case: it is just a waste 
of the bow's power. 

11. The author wishes to thank traditional bowyers Vittorio Brizzi and Alessio Cenni of 
Bologna, Italy for their valuable advice: 'If the horn is added to cover some of the ngid 
parts of the bow limbs, it adds redundant weight that the power of the bow will then 
have to be expended on moving. One of the tricks of bow-making is reduce the mass of 
the bow tips.' 
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The bow-staves are straightened by turning them over the fire, but they 
must not overheat; the horn is straightened by turning it over the fire, 
but it must not be scorched; when stretching the sinews, they must be 
pulled out to their full extent, but their strength must not be damaged 
[through overextending]. The glue must be heated in water with the 
fire at the right temperature. By doing so, [the bow] will not be adversely 
affected if it is placed in a dry place, nor in a humid one. One place 
[where craftsmen] try to skimp on workmanship is to try to bend the 
bow into shape when it is still wet. It looks fine from the outside, but it 
will be adversely affected internally. However nice it looks on the outside, 
the inside will have been adversely affected and as good as [the bow] 
may be [in other respects], it cannot be a fine bow. 

EM El 

^mmm • hwmm-&mnm-^mmm>A«^»• 

In overall construction of a bow, the string-nocks at the limb tips should 
be angular, the brace should be high, the limbs should be long and the 
lamination for the build-out at the grip should be narrow: this will allow 
the bow to remain in tune [with the string] no matter how far it is 
recurved. A bow which has a low bracing height will suffer vibration in 
the limb-tips.12 This results in damage to the splice between the riser 
and the limbs when the bow is fired. The bow will weaken the splice 
and the [vibration from] the limb-tips will cause [the splice] to split. 

^*Afait • m#&z • » & * • mmmz • 3 I A * # ° mnitz. & 
&M*:fl£ • llZium. > SASiAf! • im • 

Six materials make up a bow. As long as you make the bow-staves strong, 
the draw will be [as smooth as] running water. As long as you take care 
to maintain the shape, it will always draw to its standard draw-length. 
As long as you use horn to support it, it will curve without putting torque 
on the string. So when you draw it back it comes round into a circle, 
and when unstrung, it does not lose this basic form: it settles back into a 
circle.13 

12. This, again, is the advice of Vittorio Brizzi and Alessio Cenni. 
13. Acknowledgements to Vittono Brizzi and Alessio Cenni for this interpretation. 
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So when you draw it back it 
comes round into a circle, 
and when unstrung, it does 
not lose this basic form: it 
settles back into a circle.' 

Chinese bow unstrung 

urn > 115' &£^ ' tsz£t% ° ftA§r# - irAUffi • mz&tia 
AWH#J . $ # = . iiAAfp • fimz^ . nmm• 8&H#. R 

m 

Quality of materials, skill of craftsmanship and proper attention to tuning 
in carrying out the work are called the 'three balances'. If the horn and 
the bow-staves are not mismatched, and the bow-staves and the sinews 
are not mismatched, that is another 'three balances'. The measurement 
of the weight of the bow also involves 'three balances',14 and together, 
these are said to make up 'nine harmonies'. A 'bow of nine harmonies' 
has wood for bow-staves and horn in equal measure; three mou (W) of 
sinew, three lue (If) of glue, three di (SP) of silk, and three yu ($4) of 
lacquer.1 ' Higher quality craftsmanship will be generous with these 
quantities, while inferior craftsmanship will skimp on materials. 

14. Zheng's note (UPA) on this invokes a rather complex formula which, however, may well 
reflect contemporary craftsmen's views: "^rfPlBf—£f ' 7J0ft[ffiill#—A ' tttSfflHrSS' > 
3 I A + 3 / X • f g i f c ^ B f H A > 3 I A + H R • 3feg& . UmMUZ > « » - A -
I'J?H—A ° Where any bare bow-stave has a draw-weight of one stone (about 27.8 
kg), the addition of sinew will increase it to two stone, and a layer of horn will increase 
it again to three stone. If an order is made for a three-stone bow, that is for a standard 
draw-length of three (Chinese) feet (approx. 60 cm), then if the bow is unstrung and is 
suspended by a cord at the tips, then the addition of each stone will cause it to be drawn 
by one foot (approx. 20 cm). A simpler interpretation for the 'three balances' of draw-
weight might be A j l5C^ ' ^ K A . 

15. These are clearly all measures, but their modern equivalents are not known. 
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UAT-Z^ > f̂ Affif&S ° hmmZ^ > 3-fcMritgi - AAA^ . frEM 
J&M • ±Z^ > f j H I S S • ^HAAWAA - HAAfjjiJ > AASRA • ^ 
HARW^A ° tH^+fJ • +AHA ° -I-1AA - §f AAS'J > TAKA • 

A bow made for imperial use has a circumference of nine;16 a bow made 
for the nobility has a circumference of seven; a bow for a sheriff has a 
circumference of five and a bow for a qualified officer has a circumference 
of three. A bow of six feet six inches17 is called a 'first-class product' and 
is used for higher qualified officers; a bow of six feet three inches is known 
as a 'second-class product' and is used for middle-ranking officers; a bow 
of six feet is known as a 'third-class product', and is used for junior officers. 

&&*§ > &m$mzm» M.UMM ° wm& . wmxm. ^ ^ # H A ^ 
3 - r t ^ A ^ A - fAtWA . & i m # - 3gJi:£&A5£;<S . Z^feZM 
A . KAS > £*§£ > KA£ . I i JUHW^ > HAS ° R A t . s<S 
ft • S-Affi . IOJItfilA«+ ° 

All bows are made-to-measure to their owner's stature, having particular 
regard to the owner's strength of character and aggressiveness. For those 
who are short and stout, of a slow temperament, one must make a swift 
bow, but for the swift bow one makes slow arrows. For those with an 
upright stature, violent and vigorous in their movements, one makes a 
slow bow, but for such a slow bow one makes fast arrows. If the man, 
the bow and the arrows are all slow, then you cannot take advantage of 
speed in hitting the target, and the arrow will not penetrate. If the man, 
the bow and the arrows are all fast, then one cannot take advantage of 
marking the rhythm of the shot to hit the target. 

ffifg^ • A H * . ilAAAAH • fJJItilUA • £ • £ - *I8£ > tiAT 
^zm - *'jit*nic • mm - * « « - > mzm^zm > mum • 
A bow which has a larger recurved section and less straight section is 
called a Jiayu type; it is used for target shooting and fowling. A bow 

16. These are apparently standard draw-length factors. 
17. Ancient Chinese measures, not modern ones. One ancient Chinese foot was approximately 

20 cm. This bow was thus 122 cm. 
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which has a larger straight section and less recurved section is called a 
'Royal' type; it is good for shooting at leather and armour. A bow with 
equal outward and inward curve is known as a Tang type and has good 
penetration. 

=Ve. 

AA • nmm • Affiftit • mmftm® • 
The 'Great Nine-Harmonies Bow' has no hairlines in its lacquer finish; 
the next [grade] has hairline cracks to the lacquer on the sinew [back] 
and the horn [face], but they are at the centre; the next grade has hairline 
cracks, but dispersed; the next grade has hairline cracks [on the smew 
back], but not on the horn [face] of the bow. Where the hairline cracks 
on a bow run together, they are like the lines on the back of a man's 
hand. The hairline cracks above horn are circular, those above ox smew 
are stippled hke sesame seeds while those above deer sinew are convoluted 
like curled-up millipedes. 

m^nm'mzmnrn. > n z ^ •HAM^M•mzm^•mzmm 
A . mzm^t • 
Sometimes a 'Nine-Harmonies' bow will become battered or rubbed. 
Where it has been restored and the horn made up to the highest quality, 
it is called a Ju bow; where it is restored and the wood made up to the 
highest quality, it is known as a Hou bow; and where it has been restored 
and the sinew made up to the highest quality, it is known as a Shen bow. 

I have shown this text in translation to some modern bowyers who 
work with traditional designs and traditional materials. It is a tribute to 
the original Chinese author that they find his explanations lucid and 
relevant after over two thousand yean. 

Paragraph 6A1 discusses the material used in a general way. The stave, 
horn and sinew work together to give the optimal balance of draw-weight 
and lightness in hand. It is difficult to argue that the three materials can 
be divided into which gives speed, which gives distance and which gives 
penetration. But combined, these three materials yield this combination 
of qualities. 

The part of the bow which faces the archer when he draws is called 
the 'belly'. The material on the belly is horn which can receive very high 
compression. The part of the bow away from the archer and facing the 
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target is called the 'back'. The sinew resists stretching, so it makes the bow 
harder to pull, while adding little 'weight-in-hand' (what the bow actually 
weighs when you carry it.)18 

Glue of course binds the structure together at the joints. It is reinforced 
by binding the bow tightly in silk. And finally lacquer provides a partially 
weather-proof layer, which is necessary because the glue is itself water-
based and under great tension, so is therefore very sensitive to humidity. 

Paragraph 6A2 sets out the materials for the staves in order of 
preference. Two of the woods, Zhe and Wild Mulberry are able to feed 
silkwonns, which will only eat from certain plants in the family Moraceae. 
Zhe has been known as the 'Silkworm Oak'.19 Mulberry wood is familiar 
to American bowyers, and the species will hybridize with a favourite tree 
of American bowyers, the Osage Orange. N o further information is 
available to me on the tree called 'Yi', other than that it was also used to 
make arrow shafts. Papaya is a common tree in Southeast Asia. It has a 
very straight trunk with few branches, and would readily be cut into a 
bow-stave. Bamboo was mainly used for simple, training bows, but it is 
still used for traditional bows in Japan and Korea. 

Paragraph 6A3 addresses the issue of what wood to select within a 
species. The core of the tree is known as heartwood, and is preferable to 
the still-growing outer layers known as 'sapwood'. 

Paragraph 6A4 looks at the qualities of horn, which needs to be soft 
enough to be worked without splintering, but strong enough to withstand 
compression when the bow is drawn. Sinews (paragraph 6A7) are for 
backing the bow. Korean, Mongolian and American traditional bowyers 
use them. Those which are longest put the greatest tension into the bow, 
giving the greatest reflex and speed. Cutting the wood stave in the winter 
(paragraph 6A9) ensures that the sap is down and the new annual growth 
ring has not yet started to form. 

Paragraph 6A10 and 11 discuss the planing of the wood and balancing 
of the limbs. This is known as 'tillering'. Tillering detennines the balance 
of the bow (that is, whether the upper limb and lower limb move in a 
near-identical manner when the bow is drawn and released.) If the 'tiller' 
is not correct, there will be weak spots in the limbs, and the limbs will 
eventually fail at these weak spots. 

18. Many of these technical insights were provided by an American bowyer, Ned Hilleren, 
whose generous help I gratefully acknowledge. 

19. Cowles, R o y T . The Cantonese Speaker's Dictionary. Hong Kong: Hong Kong University 
Press, 1965, p. 26. 
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Paragraph 6A12 strongly makes the point that the horn must be 
attached to the bow-stave so that the whole of the limb is working. The 
whole length of the bow belly needs horn to receive compression, but 
any horn added to parts of the limb which do not recurve (e.g. the tips) 
adds weight but transfers no energy to the limbs. Attaching excess horn 
to the limb is no more use than attaching the bow-case to it. 

Paragraph 6A13 points out the effect of working the materials when 
they have too high a moisture content. Moisture will reduce the resilience 
of the bow. It will also make the bow tend to settle in the direction the 
bow is drawn rather than recurve in the opposite direction. 

Paragraph 6A18 seems curious looking at it today. Modern bow 
construction looks at the archer's height, how far back he draws the arrow 
and how much weight he can pull with comfort. N o one today would 
think much about an archer's temperament. 

A 'swift' bow is generally smaller, and would consequentially have a 
shorter draw-length. These qualities would suit a shorter, stouter archer. 
A 'slow' arrow suggests a heavier arrow, which would use the potential 
energy of the 'swift' bow efficiently and dampen shock in the bow, in 
turn enhancing accuracy. 

A taller, more vigorous man will benefit from a 'slower' bow, which 
might correspond to a larger bow with a greater draw-length. To have 
speed and distance, this bow would require a lighter, 'faster' arrow. The 
'slow-slow' combination would be ineffective because the arrow would 
lack speed and penetration, while the 'fast-fast' scenario (short, fast bow 
with light arrows) may shoot enatically. 

How the Arrowsmith Makes Arrows ( ^ c A ^ ^ C M I t : 

H 
HA#f r • mA## : -£ilir • - « £ • %A • EHAAfr : rjtm > H £ 
If • « A A 5 T : Hftfl > EuAJt • 

Arrow shafts to take elongated metal arrowheads and tapered cane arrows 
have a point of balance one-third from the tip. Heavy military arrows 
and hunting arrows have a point of balance back two-fifths from the 
tip. Fowling arrows have a point of balance back three-sevenths from 
the tip. 
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mm 

vmnmMzmm • 
The taper extends over one-third of the shaft. 
Fletching extends over one-fifth of the shaft. 
The fletching height should equal the shaft's thickness. 

7kzvj,mnmm; 
%.%mmmkmt -, 

Immerse the shaft in water to see the line where part of the shaft floats 
above the water; 

Then use this floatation line to set the nock. 
And according to the nock position, you offset the fletching. 
Triple-fletch the arrow, then even in a stiff breeze it will not be deflected 

at all. 

mm 
AHA> HA-1SAA > • = £ • 
The blades of the arrowhead are one inch in length and the shank of 
the arrowhead is also one inch, while the length of the tang is ten times 
that length and the total weight is one yuan. 

mm 
mmwrn > 
®.mm > 
*mw; 
+ 8110*1 » 

mmm. 
mmm -
If the front of the arrow lacks spine, it will tend to fly low; 
if the rear end of the anow lacks spine it will tend to fly high; 
if the middle of the arrow lacks spine it will tend to porpoise; 
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if the middle of the arrow is too spiny it will fish-tail; 
if the fletching is too high, the arrow will experience drag in flight; 
if it is cut back too close to the shaft, the arrow's flight will be 
unpredictable. 

%z > vmnwrnztm • 
mz > mmm&zffiin • 

Therefore it is necessary to grip the arrow and twirl it to ascertain whether 
fletching is even; and flex it to ascertain that the weight is balanced 
properly. 

Mm • 

IslStBftil ' 
m&'^M • 

When selecting material for the shaft, select first the shafts which are 
naturally cylindrical. From among those, you select those which are 
matched by weight; then among those matched by weight, you select 
those which have joints far apart; and from those with joints far apart, 
you choose those with a good chestnut hue. 

This passage provides a wealth of technical detail, and it is worth 
looking at some of the principles underlying it. 

Paragraph 6B1 looks at the balancing points of several categories of 
arrows. Another part of the Rites of Zhou,1 The Armourer', ( B ] ^ A ) also 
refers to categories of arrows.2" However, it puts the arrows into different 
groupings, and commentators21 have considered that the 'MA' and the '$. 
A ' have been transposed by scribes. Therefore, the correct tabulations of 
arrow types and points of balance should be: 

20. <ffl« • JtW • fOA A» : ALA : fiA - MA • *'JA!t > fflftmft • * « - *'JA 
mA • mn&M - mm ° ®A • HA • fiitAiT • MA - « A •j 

21. IPAlis : "t^ASS - *#&» °" 
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Arrow type 

Long head/tapered cane 
<§£A - MA) 

Military/hunting 
(&A • mA) 

Fowling 
mA) 

Units from tip 

1/3 

2/5 

3/7 

Units from nock 

2/3 

3/5 

4/7 

Paragraph 6B2 sets out the proportions of an arrow, which can be 
seen in the following diagram: 

The taper 
extends over 
one-third of 

the shaft. 

The fletching 
height should 

equal the shaft's 
thickness. 

Sto;. 

Fletching 
extends over 
one-fifth of 
the shaft. 

Arrow proportions according to the Rites of Zhou 

Paragraph 6B3 describes how the nock and fletching are set. The first 
step is to test the arrow's specific gravity by floating it in water. But this 
step does more than testing for specific gravity.22 The Qi craftsmen held 
that the cane from which the arrow was made would have one side 
normally facing the sun when the cane was growing, and that side would 
be denser and firmer. Accordingly, when floated in water, the sunward 
side (pj§) — being denser — will float face down and the shaded side (ft) 
face up. 

22. wmnttzmmmi 
152-153 ° 

]BIAAAtl» (H$ : RffiAKttiWl . 1995) 
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Direction in 
which nock 
is to be cut 

Using a trough of water to position the arrow-nock 

The most important objective of this test was to ensure that the nock 
— the channel at the end of the shaft along which the string is placed 
against the arrow — was at 90° to the line dividing the denser and less 
dense material. When an arrow is fired, rather than remaining stiff, the 
shaft bends in a curve along its lateral axis: 

Stnng 

« s t i - - ^ r * " _.=B5-*Sfr= 

This fish-tailing flight, which is shown in the diagram as if looking 
down from above, flattens out to straight flight as the arrow shaft stops 
vibrating after absorbing the forward momentum of the string, and as the 
air passing over the fletching stabilizes the flight. If the elasticity of the 
shaft were uneven along each side, the air-resistance of the fletching would 
'steer' the arrow in the direction of the side which was least elastic, 
preventing the arrow from flying true. This phenomenon, known to the 
court craftsmen of Qi, has only become observable to man through high
speed photography in the past few decades. 

I have translated the character ren (J!) as representing an object with a 
triangular cross-section. The arrowhead and the fletching both shared this 
characteristic, and ren was the technical name used for the three blades of 
an anowhead. 

Paragraph 6B4 sets out the proportions and weight of the arrowhead, 
which was of bronze, or occasionally iron. 
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Tang Shank Blades 

m 

Paragraph 6B5 looks at the implications of having errors in the 
construction of the arrow. It is interesting that the craftsmen of Qi had 
concluded that the height of the fletching was optimal at equal to the 
diameter of the shaft, attaining a balance between excessive drag and 
insufficient stabilization. This formula is rarely followed today in the West 
(although Korean arrows are still fletched according to these proportions). 

In the light of the potential effects of such errors, paragraph 6B6 
suggests a way to test for the weight and proportions. 

Finally, in paragraph 6B7, the general principles for selecting and sorting 
material for the shafts is explained. 

The text does not explain how the anowhead was normally set in the 
shaft, but from archaeological remains, we can tell that the long tang was 
inserted into the hollow cane shaft up to the shank. From some inches up 
the shaft where the cane has been whittled into a taper, hemp is platted. 
Finally, the whole shaft is covered with a layer of lacquer. 

Hemp binding 
Tapered end 
of cane shaft 

Arrowhead assembly and lacquered shaft 

How the Woodcarver Makes Targets (WK%$k) 

# A S ^ - mmm* > m%mm%m-n • 
The woodcarver makes targets, equal in breadth and height, with a 
centre-panel ('bull's-eye') covering one-third of its width. 
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MUM 

AffiA > HK#='AffiAAA• 

The two head-panels for the target are together three times the width 
of the centre target panel, while the foot-panels are half of the size. 

MUM 

ASHT.«ttiA# « m-tM • 

The upper and lower ties extend an arm-span beyond the head and foot-
panels, with two one-inch secunng loops at each end. 

WEE 
5ia^MttH . PJJ#A* • 
3ii£*Aff > mmmm ° 
$mm. IIJT«,I^ . 

When a pelt target is set up and laid on the centre-panel, then it is used 
to test skills in the spring. When a five-coloured target is set up, then it 
is for the attendance of nobles from outside the Capital. When a target 
depicting an animal is set up, then it is for royal recreation with guests. 

MUM 

m) > m^mMx > attafc. s&*t«• ttGswra°» 
The magic invocation ritual for the target is done with preserved meats 
and pickles. The words of the invocation are: 

MUM 

t f l ^ j ^ H > If this one is a compliant lord, 
D D D D 1 (Line missing; or perhaps mX^ HU <— —i 
^ = r A A ^ ' If you are not compliant, 
l a M f t A ' I will stretch and shoot you, 
Ha.tK.'&it • Now I invite you to eat and to drink, 
[ tc iA 's iS ' Let your future scions be extended,] ? ' 
t S ^ W ^ i ° That all the Lords may enjoy abundant fortune. 

T h e w o o d c a r v e r (W A) has three main tasks, accord ing to the Rites of 

Zhou. H e makes the w o o d e n stands u p o n w h i c h the musical chimes are 
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placed; he makes drinking vessels for the rituals; and he makes targets. By 
implication, these three pursuits involve the carving or assembly of natural 
materials into props for the rituals, perhaps with suitable invocations to 
instil magic powers into them. The racks for the chimes have carvings of 
animals; the targets are painted with depictions of animals; and the drinking 
vessels may have had animal forms (although that is not explicitly stated.) 

Paragraph 6C1 takes us through the first element of the target: the 
central cloth to which the different target elements (pelt, five colours or 
animal designs) would be attached. 

Overall target structure (H) : 3 units 

Centre-
cloth (SI) 

(I unit) 

A ninefold division is the standard for royal activities. 
Paragraph 6C2 then sets out the general dimensions of the target butt 

structure. 

Head Panels 
(±PSA) 

3 unit 

Centre-
cloth (SI) 

(1 unit) 

Foot Panels 
(TflMO 
1.5 unit 
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Paragraph 6C3 explains the proportions of the guy-lines which attach 
the target panels to the supports poles, and gives us a clue to the overall 
size of the target. The length of the guy-lines is one xun (#) . The xun is 
the arm-span, fingertip to fingertip of an average person. For the author, 
that is 160 cm. Eight feet (R) make one xun, six feet make a 'bow-length' 
m) , and ten feet make one zhang(A) . Ten inches (~\f) make one foot. 
This gives: 

Ancient Chinese 

inch (A) 

foot (R) 

'bow-length' (^) [also one pace ijfr) ] 

xun (#) 

zhang(A) 

Approx. Metric 

2 cm 

20 cm 

120 cm 

160 cm 

200 cm 

The head and foot panels (A) of the target each had an inner and an 
outer section, the inner called gong (IB) and the outer, she (Hf) . These four 
segments were put together with the centre panel and the guy-lines as 
follows:23 

Inner panel Outer panel 

Centre 
Stand 

23. Tiff : «HAI 1614 
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Such targets did not have a fixed size: the dimensions depended on 
the length of the shooting range; and the length of the range depended 
on the occasion. The notes of the Yi LACftM ' WMt\3) state: 

£ « ! + * § > 3 =.-*&&&* > fg*KJl&£ ; \MmhtL • A $ • A ^ A 

A A ° 

For a target range of fifty 'bow-lengths', the target centre panel will be 
a square with a side of two inches for every 'bow-length'. The width of 
the inner panel will double the width of the centre panel; and the width 
of the outer panel will double the width of the inner panel. The outer 
foot-panel will be half the width of the inner foot-panel. 

From this formula, the ratio of the target distance to the side of the 
square centre panel is 1:0.0333. So for a 50-pace range, the metric distance 
is about 60 m. The centre panel of the target will be 2 m ( A R ) on a side. 
The target face will be about 6—7 m high; the upper edge will be about 8 m 
wide and the lower edge about 4 m wide. These targets were massive.24 

H o w they were constructed looking from the side is not explained. 
But the illustration from a Warring States period bronze vessel which we 
refened to in the previous chapter appears to take a consistent cross-section 
through everything depicted. One part of the illustration shows a royal 
archery ritual in progress: 

jgggj 
fH-f—f 

Ritual archery competition "WWftM7f<MW$M\§M' 

It is always possible that this view is stylized so that although we clearly 
have a cross-section of the pavilion and the podium, and the arrows seem 

24. The targets may have been designed to make an impressive bang when hit. 

file:///MmhtL
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to be side-on, the target is still intended to represent a front or oblique 
view. But notice that the arrows have not passed right through the target 
as they would if it were just stretched cloth or an animal skin. As a front 
view, the target does not accord with the required proportions either. 

But if we take it as a side view, then we could conclude that the target 
consists of a solid butt held vertical by a carved wooden panel at each 
end. The angle of the cross-beams is maintained by a cord or wooden 
strut securing the top hmbs of the 'X'. If this guess is tnie, then the Waning 
States ritual archery target might have looked like this: 

Paragraph 6C5 has traditionally been interpreted as a piece of prose, 
to the effect that the target represents a feudal lord (with which the word 
for target puns). In the last chapter, we saw how the scholar, Jeffrey K. 
Riegel, had developed this idea.23 There can be little doubt that his view 
that the text of Paragraph 6C6 is in rhyme (intermixed with later prose 
commentary) is conect. 

The orthodox view was that when archers performed the ritual, they 
were symbolizing the desire for proper attendance upon the emperor in 
the annual tributes, and a symbolic chastisement of those who failed to 
comply. This idea is echoed from the 'Six Secret Strategies of Tai Gong' 

(-k&AmiAmmx • C A A P ^ A W A A A ) ) . 

25. Reigel. Jeffrey K. Early Chinese Target Magic. Journal of Chinese Religion. Society for 
the Study of Chinese Religions. No. 10 (1982). 
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ivAttis > r&^m ° A^nmrmnm > HMITA . rum ° <m> •• r 

%&A • "m&m%t® • 75f»$HaE ""AAfSAnS^BKAfi^sIffi 
ft > TH«*PffiF • f lSHftf l l l • Ttl^Tttt • HUH • #WAjf • 

When King Wu [of Zhou] attacked Yin, Duke Ding did not lend 
support. So Tai Gong drew a picture of Duke Ding on a bamboo 
cylinder and fired three arrows into it. Ding fell ill. [The yarrow stalks 
were cast and the Yi Jing hexagram] Kun emerged. The soothsayer 
interpreted it: 'Your excellency should face Zhou and quake: accordingly 
you should put your estates at his disposal.' The day Jiayi came, and Tai 
Gong pulled the arrow from behind the head of the picture of Ding; on 
the day Ding, he pulled the arrow from behind the mouth, and on the 
day Maoji, he pulled the arrow from the stomach, and Ding's illness 
gradually declined. The four tribes of the Yi heard of this and they all 
came forward to pay tribute. 

The whole text of the Rites of Zhou, including the parts I have just 
quoted, represent a Confucian Utopian state in which everything is in 
harmony. The workmen, it is said, work for love of their masters. Every 
craft represents harmony: the materials selected at the right time, dedicated 
with the appropriate invocations, possessing the conect qualities, and stored 
and distributed by officials in the appropriate quarters, operating at the 
right season. This represents a Confucian ideal of statecraft. 

In terms of the Confucian canons, it is to be read together with the 
Books of Rituals quoted in Chapter 5 and the Book of Changes which related 
the cycle of natural events to a cycle of 'changes' represented by special 
graphic signs — the Hexagrams. 

The heyday of these rituals was undoubtedly the end of the Zhou 
Dynasty and the early part of the Warring States period (from about 700 
BC to 300 BC). Contemporary records relate that by the end of the period, 
ritual archery was becoming rarer and rarer. This 'high era' of courtly ritual 
was one in which the old aristocratic system flourished. The Han Dynasty 
brought the rule of the ancient aristocratic families who had ruled the Zhou 
state to its final end. 

What did the performance of such rituals mean to those involved? 
Certainly it was a symbol of aristocratic status. The skills required for it 
were learned in the aristocratic schools. The implements required for it 
were built in the courts of the aristocratic ruling families. (The detailed 
record of bow-making is thought, on the basis of the language employed, 
to have originated in the court of the state of Qi (5?) .) Performance of 
the ritual also symbolized the recognition of relative status among the 
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participants because they had already been seeded in the 'Wine Drinking 
Ritual'. Furthennore, it symbolized submission to the ruler. 

A curious element of the ritual is that it seems that archery was 
associated with drinking bouts. A toast by the winner to the loser was 
required by the ritual; and if the Book of Songs is anything to go by, the 
whole exercise degenerated into a great deal of drunkenness. 

As part of this drunken part, there emerged another form of ritual 
game, 'Tossing Anows into a Vase' (OkltiW.). This ritual game has also been 
set out in detail in the Book of Rites. The commentaries to the game suggest 
that it started as a bit of fun with arrows and empty wine jars, and was 
then employed as part of the ritual entertainment of important guests at 
times when the weather or health of the guest or host made a full archery 
ritual impossible. 

A game of Tou Hu' and the vase used for playing it (Warring States period) 

Yet as we can see from Chapter 3 (p. 43), this game also incorporated 
a mystical element. The 'vase' represented a balance of good and evil. The 
development of archery, says the Yi Xi Ci, was governed by the hexagram 
of the Book of Changes which represented a fine balance of good and evil, 
or rain and drought. 

Finally, the Confucian scholars applied their own view of the proper 
order of things as the uppermost layer. The participants in these rituals 
were probably aware of layers of ancient mysticism, feudal rites of 
submission and Confucian statecraft just as those who celebrate Christmas 
in our time are aware of layers of pagan, Roman and Christian symbolism. 
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Deep in the shadow of overhanging branches, 
Tlie grass rustles around something on the ground, 

In the darkness of the night, the General draws his bow. 
In the light of day, he searches out the white fletching, 

Sunk deep into a stone outcrop 
that he had taken for a tiger. 

A Verse Written below the Border with Commander Zhang 
K f f l M t f S A f f i ' mZz)}) 
by Lu Lun (itlfl) (748-800) 

Calligraphy by Li Xinbao < * 5 



Fact, Fiction and 
Stranger Yet 

The Early Period 

Over the period between the fall of the Western Zhou Dynasty (771 BC) 
to the end of the Han Dynasty (220 AD), a rich literature is recorded. For 
the Confucian tradition which dominated Chinese political life until the 
end of the Qing Dynasty (1910), the literature of this period was regarded 
as the flowering of Chinese literary achievement: following generations 
were thoroughly schooled in it, and literary style mimicked its manner of 
expression. 

The period spans nearly a thousand years and I have arbitrarily sectioned 
it off as 'the early period' for the purposes of this book. Chinese history is 
recorded by 'dynasties' which, as previously mentioned, were typically 
described as having glorious starts and ignominious ends. While the 
cohesiveness of dynastic histories is certainly deceptive, certain traditions 
did bind the principal players. 

In fact, from the end of the Western Zhou Dynasty to the reunification 
of China by the first Emperor of the Qin (the period from 770—221 BC), 
China experienced a period of federalism which, although condemned by 
later historians, had many positive sides to it. For our purposes, however, 
the great interest this period holds is its abundant literature which has 
survived to the present. This literature covers poetry (including later poems 
of the Book of Songs iWfS.) mentioned in Chapter 5), history, philosophy 
(including the works of Confucius and the Daoist schools) and historical 
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fiction. Al though the period certainly p roduced music and drama or opera, 

n o examples of these art forms have survived. ' 

E v e r y l i terate p e r s o n a m o n g t h e readersh ip of the early p e r i o d was 

familiar wi th archery. In the early part of the penod , archery was still part of 

the standard educational curriculum of the aristocratic classes; later, it was an 

impor t an t e lement in defence strategy and fonried the basis of h u n t i n g for 

ritual and recreational purposes, and was therefore widely practised. 

T o d a y , if y o u w r o t e a b o o k in w h i c h y o u descr ibed the ac t ions o f 

d r iv ing a car comple te ly incorrec t ly , you w o u l d be a l aughing-s tock . In 

ancient China , it wou ld have been just as impossible to describe incorrectly 

the details of archery, and no t lay yourself open to ridicule. 

Later, w e shall read s o m e of the m a n y tales from the works of Lie Z i 

(?'J A ) 2 re la t ing to archery , bu t the fo l lowing extract illustrates h o w an 

exaggera ted and impossible accoun t of archery skills ( reminiscent of the 

Tales of Baron Munchhausen) was ridiculed. 

A U B : " ^ f l A t n T L * • A = ' t i t l f t iHAit iA^i j f f i • * $ t t & . A 

Affi* • *r A^mifnmmm • mAZimmz • uz%-m ° • n^mz ° 
tie : 'mmz^Bmrn > mnmmmz • ^IJIMA^ . mmzm > it 
fig . A*ABfAfiiASIAH • A;£»MA}§°'^s^#Aim -J" 
Ziyu answered, 'I think this story that Gongsun Long fooled Kong Chuan 
with is ludicrous: Gongsun Long told Kong Chuan that a great archer 
could hit the nock of his first arrow with the point of his second and 
then carry on like that with the rest of his shots so that each arrow hit 
the last. Each arrow became the target for the one following it until in 
the end, the last arrow was on the bow-string, and when you looked at 
them, they formed a single line to the target. And Kong Chuan was taken 
in by that. 

'Then Gongsun Long told Kong Chuan that Pangmeng had a pupil 
called Hong Chao who had quanelled with his wife and decided to give 
her a fright. He drew his bow of Wuhao mulberry, nocked an arrow 
made of cane from Qiwei , and fired at her eye. The arrow flew right 
up to her eyeball, but before she could even blink an eyelid, the arrow 
dropped to the ground and the dust never even stirred. 

How could an intelligent person ever tell tales hke this?' 

1. Nevertheless, texts on musical theory, musical instruments and even pitch-pipes have 
survived, allowing us to piece together a lot about the nature of music of the early period. 

2. A discussion of Lie Zi and the date of the work follows on p. 145. 
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In the early period, authors did not write for profit: they wrote to 
influence people. As a means to that end, they sometimes wrote to entertain. 
Accounts of archery which did not accord with contemporary general 
knowledge would not have achieved any currency. So we should be 
prepared to believe that all the fragments relating to archeiy technique were 
to be taken seriously unless, as in the extract above, they were explicitly 
intended to be ridiculous. On that basis, we should expect any statements 
on archeiy technique, or the moral or mental approach to archery, to be 
an accurate reflection of the state of the art at the time the author was 
writing. (What that time was, however, is not always undisputed.) 

There are two likely sources of such technical knowledge. First, as I 
have said before, the author was very likely to have had direct experience 
and training in archery. This might have been either ritual, hunting or 
military. (The respective techniques for civil and military archeiy started 
to grow apart over the early period.) 

Where he did not have direct experience, the author may well have 
had access to published technical works on archery. The Section on Art 
and Literature of the Dynastic History of the Han Dynasty (Wk^t • HA-SO 
and other similar histories record a number of archery manuals in 
circulation:3 

'Pangmeng's Archeiy Method' 

'The Wei Clan's Archery Method' 

'Powerful Crossbow General Wang Wei's' 
Shooting Method' 

by Wang Wei 

'Secrets of Shooting the Crossbow' 
by Chen Min, Wang Chong 

'Shooting Method for the Long-range 
Multiple Fire Crossbow' 

'The Brigade-Protecting Marksman Wang 
He's Book on Shooting' 

by Wang He 

'General Li's Archery Method' 
by Li Guang 

JtfttTA 
StRIA* 

®%;tf¥AKIAA 
E l ) 

(BESS ' A l l ) 

wmmmik 

(iSt> 

( $ * ) 

3. This list is assembled from Kill ' K®3£ : « 4 ^ SUA if A» ($IAI : UMPt^ft'M 
fAKtt - 1994 land | l j * * : <4>glA».f,@» (AA : HP£A*iAt£tt > 1990) -
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This formidable body of technical literature was probably readily 
available to writers two thousand years ago, but the original texts have 
long since disappeared.4 Occasionally, however, we might suspect that 
some passages describing shooting techniques may be quoted directly from 
such 'lost' texts. The most striking example is in the Romance of Wu and 
Yue ( £ S # f k ) by Zhao Ye5 ®B$) (c. 40-80 AD): the portion in which Chen 
Yin expounds on crossbow construction and shooting technique is in a 
style markedly different from the rest of the novel. (The text is in the 
next chapter. The stylistic difference is only really apparent in the Chinese 
original: it is largely lost in translation.) 

We shall start this literary tour with an account of archery method 
which was still being referred to in the Ming Dynasty as a statement of 
basic method: the 'Bowyer's Wife's Tale' from the Lives of Extraordinary 
Women of Liu Xiang. 

mi 
The Bowyer's Wife's Tale («#kfc{!| • S ^ l S ) ) by Liu Xiang 
(Jl • $1 fa) 77-76 BC 

^ I f t > WMAZX& • I t A A A l ^ • ffiKA&<§ • H A A $ • AA3I 
3ffi*f • A # - t L • A A & • m&^A • 

The bowyer's wife was the daughter of a court official of Jin. In the 
time of Duke Ping, an order was placed with her husband for a bow, 
and in three years it was ready. Duke Ping drew it and fired, but his 
arrow did not even pierce a single layer of leather armour. Duke Ping 
went into a rage and ordered the bowyer to be put to death. 

*§ AA*ffjriH : "MAAA > 3 Azm^i • m&mmm • "AAJ^A - m 
B •• "mm:%%&mzff¥ ? ^^mmmmu&mz > m$A>A • g $ 
S A I E # A ? mw£G&-k%&%zte • frffczwrn • H ^ I E S S ^ A 

zummm > m&Am • JH:HS# . A I ^ A T . A?R$R . ^ S M A • 
iH?*i^Ai?Aif A S • ±P&H^ . mvxhhz%% • © A ^ I I A -> 

4. Despite which, some extraordinary finds of 'lost' books have occurred in archaeological 
excavations. All hope is not lost. 

5. It is possible that the text we have now is one of the same title by Yang Fang of the Jin 
Dynasty (256-420 AD) (if • MA) . 
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The bowyer's wife sought an audience with the Duke saying, T am the 
daughter of one of your court officials and the wife of the bowyer. I 
wish to petition Your Highness.' 

Duke Ping granted her an audience, and she addressed him as follows: 
'Has Your Highness not heard of the conduct of Duke Liu?6 If his 

herds of goats or cattle trampled the young crops, he would agonize over 
the hardship it would cause to his people. W h e n there has been one 
whose compassion extended even to [the peoples'] crops, how can you 
think of executing a guiltless man? And when Duke Mu of Qin had his 
fine horses stolen and eaten by his common people, he actually gave them 
wine to wash the horse-meat down. ' And after one of King Zhuang of 
Chu's ministers disananged the queen's robes and she tore off the ribbon 
from his cap, the king still admitted him the festivities.8 These were three 
great men whose benevolence became known worldwide; their good 
deeds brought them rewards in the end and their names are still 
remembered in our time. Back in ancient times, the Emperor Yao never 
had trimmed thatch on his house, never had a finished log for his ridge-
beam, had no more than tamped earth for his doorstep; yet he recognized 
all the effort that had gone into building it and so lived in it with peace 
and enjoyment.' 

1 1 
A*AArfA£ifr:^ > R & A ^ A ! %&<k1ft±ihZm > -BHUt&Hlfg 
n; mxmtzft ' mvmmzm > wvmi&zw • jttia# • w^rz» 
gtji. migr-imnMi • ^ A H I T A • m&m&mzA • A^HA ? 

6. A leader of the Zhou. 
7. Prince Mu's prize horses ran off one day and he sent his servants off to round them up. 

But in the meantime, over 300 of his starving people had found them and eaten them. 
The servants rounded up the people and planned to punish them; but Prince Mu declared 
that an enlightened person does not put the people to hardship for the sake of his material 
wealth, and he gave them wine to drink because eating horse meat without taking wine 
could make them ill. Later, the same people heard that Prince Mu was being attacked 
and came to his rescue, many dying in the attempt. (AiK ' H I ^ B E } 

8. King Zhuang of Chu gave some wine to his courtiers, and they drank all day until the 
evening. By then they were all tipsy. The lights in the palace were extinguished, when 
someone snagged the robe of the queen, who managed to tear the ribbon off his cap. 
The Queen went to King Zhuang and said, Just when the torches were put out, someone 
snagged my robe but I managed to tear the ribbon from his cap. I want to get a torch 
and pick out the one who snagged by robe.' But the king said, 'You will do no such 
thing!' and he went out and called, 'Come in and drink with me! But no one can join in 
the fun unless he tears the ribbon from his cap!' Later, some of those present repaid the 
King's graciousness by coming to his aid in battle and presenting him with the heads of 
his enemies. <ttfr#^M$ • # A > 
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'This bow that my husband has built has likewise been put together with 
a great effort. The bow-staves come from the valleys of Mount Tai Shan. 
Each day, they were turned three times to face the sun and then to face 
the shade. The belly was lined with the horn of an ox of Yan, its back 
reinforced with the sinews of the roe-deer of Jing, the air-bladder of the 
fish of the Yangtze R i v e r was boiled d o w n to bind it. These four 
materials are the choicest from among all the materials available, but you 
were unable to shoot an arrow through even a single layer of armour: the 
sole reason is that you don' t know how to shoot! And now you even 
want to put my husband to death. Won' t that just compound the wrong?' 

mrmzm. • •••AAMMA > A A M S . AA*A . AAA»' • &%. 
IJAsf A. •"AAH^JOa &fiffllt • SAIL • * A Z A J L % & > MJ8&H 
i A 

m?m • AIMH«»" 

T have heard that the proper method for shooting is: "Raise your left 
arm as if pushing against a boulder; your right close in9 [to your ear]; 
the right hand releases the shot and the left hand does not react."' Duke 
Ping tried shooting in the manner she had described and his shot pierced 
seven layers of armour. The husband of the court official immediately 
gained his freedom and was rewarded with sixty ounces of gold. 

A Gentleman would say, 'The bowyer 's wife would be a good 
partner to have if you got into a fix.' 

The Book of Songs]" says, 'See them raise their lacquered bows! Sec the 
arrows fly, all the targets pierced!' This describes how archery has its method. 

T h e b o w cons t ruc t ion materials descr ibed in 7 B 3 are familiar f rom 

the last chapter . In 7B4 , the part in bold italics in the English translation 

is r h y m e d and in me t r e in the original Chinese . This is typical of the style 

a d o p t e d in mil i tary t each ing manuals : t each ing texts w e r e frequent ly in 

r h y m i n g cadences («K"t£) to allow t h e m to be m e m o r i z e d easily.11 This is a 

clue that Liu Xiang may have been quot ing from a technical military work . 

9. See Chapter 8 page 165 for an explanation of this choice of translation of J5ftfA • 
io. iWM. • AW • TT¥» ° 
11. Some authors claim [e.g. Ufillj • W®1% • « 4 ^ A ft A H A » > MM • U-Mft^ftM 

th (Sft • 1994] that the rhyming cadences (Safe) in military manuals only appear for the 
first time in the Tang Dynasty (in Wang Ju's Archery Manual). But the Han texts in this 
and the next chapter are clear examples of such cadences, so I must throw doubt on this 
claim. 
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'The Bowyer's Wife's Tale' - Ming woodblock illustration 

The principal point of technique in 7B4 concerns the need to ensure 
that the bow hand does not react in any way as the string hand releases. 
When the body is tense, it is a natural tendency for a conscious action in 
one arm to be mirrored subconsciously in the other. This would mean 
that as the string hand releases, the archer risks subconsciously jerking the 
arrow off course with the bow hand. The body must become accustomed 
to separating the functions of the left and right side. 

A well-known set of qigong (M^) movements (which dates at least to 
the Jin Dynasty (265—420 AD)) contains the cadence, 'Shooting to left and 
right like shooting buzzards' ( ' A t r s f ^fAl tHf ) . This practises separation 
of left and right brain function and alternation of tension and relaxation. 
There is archaeological evidence that qigong was practised (under the name 
daoyin ( # ? D in the Han Dynasty. As we shall see from later texts, the 
practice of qigong and Chinese archery are inextricably intertwined. 

In an influential work dating from the Ming Dynasty 'A N e w Book 
of Discipline and Efficiency' (SifJcDTiH) , the author Qi Jiguang (fiUMit) 
quotes the text \&SCISI^ > M^MdAwi (Tense your body on the draw; relax 
on the release), and claims that it is a quotation from 'The Bowyer's Wife's 
Tale'. Actually, it is not to be found in current editions of 0fiXW).]2 This 

12. See jf P l ± « : «UM» (*tf : BJlfgtHJSA ' BSfnE + H A (1980) ) • Jl 96 • 
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misattribution was then repeated in another influential Ming work by Gao 
Y i n g ( K H ) : Orthodox Martial Archery Study ( s t ^ t t ^ i E ^ ) . By the end of 
the Ming Dynasty, this apocryphal quotation was probably ingrained in 
archery teaching. The principle that it expresses is also stressed in the 
practice of qigong: movements alternate between tension and relaxation. 

The story of the bowyer 's wife appears one more time in a Han 
Dynasty work by Han Ying(f tH) , Tlie Supplement to Han's Tales from the 
Book of Songs (ftiNf^MIr). The outline of the same tale is told with different 
characters, set in a different state, and most interestingly, with some slightly 
different advice on archery technique. 

gfKAi£AH<§» H A A I S »m&m^mM • A # H A • * & « • nm^ 
A ° <§ AA^ffiJISA . B : "HAAA • <§AAStil •Jlfc3# • AAA 
lA.iMAft . m^zn > mmzm > -/AI&AIIA • H $ # . A A A « L » 

A . AgfiALAAftAt • JlSM . HA2$AlifflA . IHSSM'JAig® 
Mr • -mWMZ • AltAst£ = ASUS • *gfi*P . WginUfStt - A 
AfAA • AATAa • mmZfe • "'SAA^flMIJA . ff tA • HAA 
AAtfjH ° 

Duke Jing of Qi ordered a man to make a bow and after three years, it 
was ready. Duke Jing got the bow and fired it; but he couldn't even pierce 
three layers of leather armour. Duke Jing went into a rage and was about 
to kill the bowyer. The bowyer's wife went to see Duke Jing, and said, 
'I am the daughter of a man from Cai and the wife of the bowyer. This 
bow of yours was made from the mulberry of Wuhao, south of Mount 
Tai, the horn of a red ox, the sinew of a roe deer from Jing and the air-
bladder of a fish from the Yellow River. These four materials are the best 
in the whole world. There's no way it would only be able to pierce so 
few layers of leather armour as these. What's more, I have heard that the 
carnage of Duke Xi could not move on its own; the famous sword Moye, 
sharp as it was, could cut nothing on its own: something must move them. 
The correct method for all shooting is: the [nght] hand is close in [to the 
ear]; palm the grip like grasping an egg; the four fingers as if snapping a 
twig; the right hand released the arrow and the left does not react. This, 
then, is the correct way to shoot.' The Duke took her advice and fired, 
and he pierced seven layers of leather armour. The Lady of Cai's husband 
was released immediately. 

While the plot here is the same, we have a different set of characters 
and some rather different archery coaching. 
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The Chinese text in 7C1 does not state which inn is 'close in' (Pflfe), 
but to be consistent with 7B4, it must be the right. The advice to palm 
the grip of the bow like holding an egg (i.e. firmly but not too tightly) is 
echoed in later archery training manuals, and accords with what many 
modern western archers would understand to be the correct grip. 

The advice that the four fingers (of the bow-hand, as we would 
understand) should be like snapping a twig seems puzzling at first. What 
appears to be intended is that the four fingers at the front of the bow-grip 
(away from the archer) should be exerting an inward force on the grip 
which would cause the upper limb of the bow to rotate outwards and the 
lower limb inwards when the arrow is released. This grip is like holding a 
twig in both hands in front of you and snapping it in two with four fingers 
above and the thumb below. This 'twisting' or 'snapping' grip (-8) is echoed 
in WangJu 's Archery Manual (see Chapter 11). 

Master and Pupil 

The Chinese archer had to learn his art from a master. For many of the 
aristocracy, this was in a formal school setting. Others learned it by 
seeking out the best master they could find and begging him to take 
them on a pupil. As in very many aspects of Chinese culture, both in 
ancient times and today, the master-pupil relationship was modelled on 
the father-son or ruler-subject relationship. The pupil would submit totally 
to his master. 

Unlike our modern concepts of a master-pupil relationship, the Chinese 
martial arts master-pupil relationship was frequently not a matter of 
continuous teaching in a fonrial setting, but of an occasional encounter in 
wAich the master observes the pupil's performance and gives a very small 
amount of advice. It is only in the more modern setting that Chinese 
martial arts have come to be taught on the basis of regular sessions. In the 
recent past, it was quite common for a pupil to seek out a great practitioner 
and for the practitioner to accept the pupil. But it did not follow that the 
pupil then received any lessons. Indeed, he might be subjected to a long 
period as an unpaid servant of the master, and only gain a few scraps of 
information. The 'inner secrets' were grudgingly shared. 

The pupil might have the benefit of observing the master over a period 
of time. But mainly he acquired his skill through practice and peer-support 
from other pupils of the same master. That he could validly claim to have 
been 'apprenticed' to a famous man was a valuable asset in itself. 

It went without saying that the pupil was to treat the master with 
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all the respect that Ch inese t radi t ion requires a son to s h o w his father. 

In the family sett ing, to tu rn on or kill a parent was the mos t h e i n o u s 

Mencius: 371-289 B C ( « £ T - • » « T » ® ^ A H * ) 

I f B : 
njwuc. njvj,mm - ixfi*. 

Mencius said, 
'Supposing you could accept something, or on the other hand not 

accept it: then the question is one of whether accepting would give rise 
to a conflict of interests. 

Supposing you could give something, or on the other hand not give 
it: then the question is one of whether to give it would bring your 
generosity into question. 

Supposing you could sacrifice your life, or on the other hand not 
sacrifice it: then the question is one of whether the sacrifice would bring 
your courage into question.' 

i t «* f tAA • mMZm ; SAA'i t#&ii£ - ft&Mm • 

AHfjflS : 'ACA^St ° " 

B : i f s i . mumm i" 
Pangmeng studied archery under Yi, and mastered everything that Yi 
knew. But he became consumed with the idea that only Yi in the whole 
world could shoot better than him, and so he killed Yi. 

Mencius said, 'Yi must also share some blame in this.' 
Duke Mingyi said, 'But you could also say he was blameless.' 
[Mencius] replied, 'Well, perhaps you could say that he was not 

greatly at fault; but you would be hard put to say he should bear no 
responsibility at all!' 

13. Patricide was the crime for which death by dismemberment (Ssfi) was specified and 
carried out under Qing law. 
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BAit^-mm^-mm > mm^zM&z • A S ? ! A B : " A S S S ^ . 
T ^ m i ^ > 5?EAA ! 'AmftB : "itHc^llA ?"&ftH : "JfAAAffi 
tfe-"H : "5A£ ! "KfJtB : "lHAA»f i » A H t # t l . AAB : I;g-
A' Miff til?" 

The people of Zheng appointed Master Zhuo Yuzi to launch an invasion 
against Wei. Wei appointed Yu Gongsi to catch up with him. Master 
Z h u o Yuzi said, 'Today I am wounded: I can't hold my bow. I shall 
surely die! W h o is it who's after me?' he asked his page. 

The page replied, 'It's Yu Gongsi.' 
Master Zhuo Yuzi said, 'Then I'm saved!' 
'But Yu Gongsi is the best archer in Wei!' His page said, 'What do 

you mean "I 'm saved"?' 

MUM 

B •• u&&zmm&mp&zi«L > p&zfom%m& - A A A A ^ > mx 
til. £ # £ # « & •"m&ZWiZ. - B : "AAM&Ai^ ?"B : "A0« 

Master Zhuo Yuzi replied, 'Yu Gong Chai learned archery from Yin 
Gong Tuo , and Yin Gong Tuo learned from me. N o w Yin Gong 
T u o is an honourable man, and he is certain to pick honourable 
associates!' 

Yu Gong Chai caught up with them, and said, 'So what 's the 
problem? Why aren't you holding your bow?' 

'Today I am wounded and so I can't hold my bow. ' 

B •• "frxmsmp&zfc • AAAife#*t»AA • nr^MATzm • 
S # A A • mm • A 0 zm > mm&»m^mm • " t t ^ f t i . * M . 
m mAMim • " 

Yu Gong Chai said, T learned archery from Yin Gong T u o , and 
Yin Gong Tuo learned from you. I cannot tolerate using your own 
skills to hurt you. But my order of the day comes from my Commander, 
and I cannot derelict my duties.' Then he took his arrows and snapped 
off the heads on his chariot-wheel, fired off four and then turned 
back.' 
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The first of these two stories from Mencius (7D2) is the familiar story 
if the death of Yi at the hands of Pangmeng — not the Yi who shot down 
the suns, but the Yi who usurped the throne of Xia. (And yet it is not 
entirely certain that we are not dealing here with yet another Yi, for the 
Yi who usurped the Xia Dynasty, Duke Yi of Youqiong, was killed by 
retainers of Yi's disloyal minister, Han Zhuo . (See paragraph 2H1 in 
Chapter 2). 

Mencius is the first author (whose account has survived) who claimed 
that Pangmeng was Yi's pupil. The curious concept of the archer who 
develops such a jealousy of his master that he kills him is not unique to 
this account by Mencius: we shall see it in other cases. The early archers 
of ancient China are characters of enormous conceit. They are occasionally 
capable of breaking fundamental taboos. The implicat ion of this 
phenomenon is that it must have been possible for the top archers of any 
period to enjoy enormous adulation. They were the popular idols of their 
time: a position they were prepared to kill for. 

But presumably by Mencius's own time, archers had gained a great 
deal more discipline, for the second part of this passage (7D3) deals with 
a more familiar concept: that of the pupil who is prohibited by ritual from 
harming his master. 

This story is set in the heat of battle. But war was an art in the time 
of Mencius. Few battles were bloody engagements to the death: they were 
courtly engagements between parties who had become enemies through 
some slight or the breaking of a truce or temporary alliance. 

Although the battles of the 'Spring and Autumn ' period or the 
'Warring States' were expressed in terms of being between states, the 
members of the nobility in the warring sides were likely to have been on 
the same side at some time in the not-too-distant past. Their battles were 
governed by rules of ritual conduct, and most of the accounts of them 
relate to deeds of proper ritual conduct in battle as much as to feats of 
martial prowess. 

In 7D5, ritual behaviour wins the day, and Yu Gong Chai is unable 
to harm his master's master. But he is caught in a ritual dilemma because 
his highest duty is to his present employer. So he resorts to a ruse, breaking 
his anows to give the impression that he has tried and failed to hunt down 
his quarry. This means that no one would suggest that he did not have 
the courage to complete his task, thus answering Mencius's original 
proposition: 'Supposing you could sacrifice your life, or on the other hand 
not sacrifice it: then the question is one of whether the sacrifice would 
bring your courage into question.' 

This master-pupil relationship among arches is explored further in 
Master's Zuo's Commentary on the 'Spring and Autumn' Annals (#f^C • 
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7x.W-) . The events described were said to have occurred in the 14th year 
of Duke Xiang (559 BC). 

® • ̂ -Aft^i^JicAJt • m&gmmm&Mr • ̂ A J I A . &m 
TSPA • f t H : "IT&WW • A l t a i c • WHflA ?"lrffiffiffiiS • AA 
fEB : "A&W • fcPJMA • " A S A = A ^ - T S A ^ M M A • RW • 

Originally, Yin Gong Tuo had learned archery from Yu Gong Chai, 
who had in turn learned archery from Gongsun Ding. The former two 
were in pursuit of the Duke, whose chariot was being driven by Gongsun 
Ding. 

Master Yu (Yu Gong Chai) said, 'If I were to shoot, I'd be turning 
my back on my Master; but if I don't, I'll get the chop. Am I going to 
shoot or act as required by Ritual?' So he fired an arrow into each 
chariot-shaft and returned. 

But Yin Gong Tuo said, You were my Master, so I am further 
removed from Gongsun Ding than you.' Then he turned their chariot 
around; but Gongsun Ding passed the reins to the Duke and shot at Yin 
Gong Tuo, piercing his shoulder. 

This is basically the same story as in 7D1. Here, it is suggested that 
although the taboo against a pupil killing his master is too strong to 
overcome, it is weaker as between the pupil and his master's master. In 
the end, however, the 'Grand-master' has no compunction in shooting 
his pupil's pupil. 

As in the previous version, the conflict is apparent between the taboo 
against harming one's master and the taboo against dereliction of martial 
duty to one's employer. And once again, the matter is covered up by 
taking a harmless pot-shot so as to give cover to Yu Gong Chai. 

Y a n g Y o u j i ( # f t S ) 

If you cannot write about English archery without Robin Hood, or Swiss 
Crossbowmen without William Tell, then you can certainly not tell the 
history of Chinese archery without Yang Youji. He is the archetypal rash, 
brash archery-hero whose name has resounded down the centuries. Like 
so many great archers of early China, he is closely associated with the 
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culture of Chu (H) ,14 where he was said to have been a high-ranking 
member of the aristocracy (A A ) . 

Chinese historians have not questioned whether he was a real historical 
figure, although some of the stories told about him are close to myth. If 
he was active at the battle of Yan Ling, as recorded by Sima Qian in his 
History, then he was alive in 575 B C But the surname Yang appears very 
rarely in Chinese history.13 A slightly suspicious aspect of the name 'Yang 
Youji' is that if we look back at the 'Record of the Rites: The Archery 
Ritual ' (Chapter 5, paragraph 5B9), we can see that the summation of 
the principle of Ritual Archeiy is: 

« « t i i ° 

'Pray' is to seek to accord with the Rite so as to avoid 'taking the wine'. 
'Taking the wine' signifies being supported in old age, being supported 
in sickness. 'To seek to avoid taking the wine' is to avoid becoming 
dependent on others. 

The keyword in Chinese in this passage is Yang (H), so in this context, 
the Chinese characters for the name Yang Youji ( I I F F J S ) accord ever so 
neatly with the literal meaning 'Basis-to-Support-Himself. That could, of 
course, be coincidental. Or it could have been an epithet given to someone 
who stood out in the ancient archery rituals. 

Here are the tales of Yang Youji: 

mm 

14. The Chu state appears to have a cultural history extending back to the dawn of Chinese 
civilization. They were said to have been descended from the San Miao (^ .U) tribes of 
the southern-central region of China. Their cultural centre was around the area of present 
Hunan. Although the people of Chu were racially very close to those of the central Chinese 
plain, they retained strong local characteristics up until their full assimilation during the 
Han Dynasty. Their cultural centre was around the area of present Changsha. 

15. Two occurrences only in $ f t # , ! : « A S A £ A » * » (HPffl : 4AH A H t t j » t t ' 
1993) ° 

16. The Tao Wu was said by Mencius to be a historical record based on the culture of Chu. 
< S f • J t * T > : " # W f t ' ^ t t f l t ' # * # $ : ' - A • " This extract is from a 
fanciful Yuan Dynasty compilation of anecdotes relating to the reign of King Zhuang of 
Chu (St$±T) by Wu Yan (crflj) . It has little connection with the original annals of Chu, 
which have been lost. However, the anecdotes were culled from the Zuo's Annals and 
other contemporary sources. 
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1TA • St^ftfcffitt • AZW • »*ttffiS6£ • If AUJJSAffiA • T A 
« • 

Wu Yan's compilation entitled Tao Wu (Annals of Chu): Part 
20, Yang Youji. 

In Ting Chang, in the state of Chu, there was a miraculous white ape. 
Not even the best marksmen of Chu could hit it. King Zhuang himself 
shot at it but the ape caught the arrow [in full flight] and capered about. 
Yang Youji was summoned to shoot it. He straightened his bow [to string 
it] and grasped an arrow; but before [he had started to] shoot, the ape 
clung to the trunk of its tree and howled! When [Yang] fired, the ape 
took an arrow and down he came. The king was delighted. 

This is no t a tale to w a r m the hearts of conservationists. King Z h u a n g 

was infatuated w i th hunt ing , and occasionally his courtiers challenged h i m 

a b o u t it, p o i n t i n g o u t that C h u c o u l d b e a t t acked at any t i m e and h e 

n e e d e d to m a k e prepara t ions . H e r e to r t ed that h u n t i n g was his w a y o f 

t e s t ing t h e mi l i t a ry p r o w e s s , phys ica l s t r e n g t h and t e a m spir i t o f his 

officers.17 

T h e mystical wh i t e ape appears in m a n y military tradit ions of Ch ina . 

T h e ape has a l o n g - s t a n d i n g c o n n e c t i o n w i t h mar t ia l arts skill (recall 

' M o n k e y K i n g ' WtfUtfj* in the famous C h i n e s e nove l Journey to the West 

CHJSTHB)) . Th i s a c c o u n t of Y a n g Youj i ge t t ing the b e t t e r of a mystical 

ape using a martial art symbolizes the pinnacle of martial skills. 

T h e o the r symbolic e lement w h i c h has p r o m i n e n c e in this tale is the 

ape's ability to sense that it is going to be hit. This accords wi th the ancient 

Ch inese theory that archers cou ld achieve a sort of t h o u g h t transference 

over their target.18 

The Annals of Clansman Lii: 'Mind Over Matter'. (Lii Buwei et al. 
c. 240 BC) 

Yang Youji shot at a rhinoceros, but what he hit turned out to be a 
rock; yet the arrow still penetrated up to the fletch, because he had truly 
taken the rock for a rhinoceros. 

17. C » A « t t • # « l r 5 A A > • 
is. i^mmm •• "AASAtf«f. Ammmz^pji* 
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This tale, with variations, appears a few times in Chinese literature. 
The feat is variously ascribed to the early Chu leader, Hong Qu (flsii) ,19 

as well as to the Han General Li Guang ($)ft) . 
Both the oracle bones of the Shang period and descriptions of events 

from 500—600 BC make frequent reference to the rhinoceros as a prey in 
hunting. Whether this was the small rhinoceros of which a few still remain 
in Java, or whether it is another, completely extinct species, we can only 
speculate. Legendary huntsmen of superhuman strength were said to have 
grappled with them.2" 

This short quotation illustrates two points which are important to 
Chinese archery theory. 

The first is penetration. In modern western target archery, it is largely 
considered sufficient if your arrow sticks into the target. The ability to 
penetrate armour has long since become irrelevant. (Bow hunters, of 
course, must fire with sufficient force to gain a clean and humane kill, 
but short of the late Howard Hill, few would consider firing off a shot at 
an amioured quarry.) 

Not so the Chinese archer: his ideal was to penetrate seven layers of 
leather. This was the maximum thickness employed in Chinese armour 
of the early period, and was used on the helmet adjacent to the ear.21 This 
explains the Chinese preoccupation in the earliest times with bows with 
enormous draw-weights, and the very early adoption of the crossbow in 
warfare. 

Secondly, the title of the section of Tlie Annals of Clansman Lii is 'Mind 
Over Matter'. Archery was understood to be a skill in which the mental 
approach was imagined to be capable of being honed to a level where things 
unattainable in everyday life could be achieved just by the power of directed 
desire (iS) . This is why archery and qigong (M$3) were regarded as bed
fellows: the early form of qigong, known as daoyin (?SAI), was a training 
through which all the physical and mental resources available to the human 
body (known collectively as qi or M) could be directed towards a single goal. 

N o w , as in ancient times, it is believed that the effects that can be 
produced through mastery of qi verge on the supernatural.22 And indeed, 
it is a common defect of the teaching of qigong today, both in China and 

i9. mm • AWftw • 
20. i&tmu • ff«HAA»: Acaapit?£# • wvmmK®GJi& •" 
21. «S*«AM» : "mmzm • #1AAAS&S#SM*»A^¥ > +A#AfL.£ • 

WA+Lf . tft-tL*P@? • WWAfL&tMl • fftAAIf • i l ? 4 •" 
22. The Chinese characters MF^I were both onginally pictonal. Dao (W) showed head, hands 

and feet in alignment; while the character yin (^|) showed a massive god-like figure 
brandishing a bow (^s ). 
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in the W e s t , that it is c loaked in a myst ic aura w h i c h is p r o m o t e d b o t h 

for commercia l effect and th rough a general misunderstanding of wha t can 

be achieved through an efficient marshalling of the human body's resources. 

So the significance of paragraph 7F1 is that Yang Youji set up his shot 

as if he w e r e go ing to penet ra te the hide of a rh inoceros ; and despite the 

fact that w h a t h e hit was a rock , no t a rh inoceros , t he a r r o w pene t ra t ed 

up to the fletching. M i n d over matter . 

T h e fol lowing and most famous tale of Y a n g Youji comes from Sima 

Qian in his History. 

Sima Qian 'Annals o f the Historian: the Origins o f the Z h o u ' 
(145(?)-85(?) BC) 

H A H A . mmmm&B • ' « $ $ • n - A W S - iwrnn • ptA# • 
WB®tii • ^tfflA • A^TA^ • ^xn&&m$cm - mm&% • AM 
AAAMBfeA?" 

In the 34th year, Su Li addressed the Duke of Zhou saying, 'Qin has 
broken the states of Han and Wei , thrashed Shiwu and captured the 
counties of Lin and Lishi in the state of Zhao — and it was all the work 
of Bai Qi. This is not just good warcraft: it had the backing of Heaven. 
N o w they are going to take their armies over the borders to attack Liang. 
If Liang goes, then Zhou will be the next under threat. Why not send 
someone to dissuade Bai Qi?' 

B : "HWItfflSIf . t l t^ t i l • AWMS^ffiMATJfflAfiA ° AA» 
#»AA • t s # | * - A - M M > B : "8 . mm^ °"*Eh»& • 
ff^fiSHSB • "g£fliifc!%l*¥ ?"£B '• "#SI8l£fi£»&i& • AA 
wME&msiz' WHWA^A • A W # E . 'pmnmxm • ^mAm -

Tell him, 'In Chu, there was an archer called Yang Youji — a very fine 
shot. He could shoot at a willow leaf from a distance of a hundred paces, 
shoot a hundred arrows, and every one would hit the target. Thousands 
of people pressed around to watch, and they all said "Great shooting!" ' 

23. The same story is also in « « B I S ' WM • (MMffiMi 
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But one man standing at Yang Youji's side said, 'Good Shot. But I 
can give you a tip about shooting.' 

Yang was furious. He unstrung his bow, unsheathed his sword, and 
said, 'Stranger, who are you to give me archery tips?' 

The stranger said, T am not the one to teach you to "straighten your 
left arm or bend your right". But anyone who shoots at a willow leaf 
from a distance of a hundred paces, and every one of a hundred hits the 
target, doesn't know when to stop and rest on his laurels. Just a little bit 
more than that, and your breathing will become laboured and your 
strength will start to fail, your bow will start to waver and your arrows 
will start fish-tailing, and not a single shot will hit the target. When you 
have shot a hundred arrows, quit while you're up.' 

" A i S ^ - $t > tTWic • ttffilW • j * A # • A A ^ A - ' AXS&AtiiS > 

mmm > i%w > %.m > - * A # > mtsm.M ° ^^immmmm•" 

'Now you have broken the states of Han and Wei, thrashed Shiwu and 
captured the counties of Lin and Lishi in the state of Zhao, You have 
achieved an enormous amount! If you try to take your armies over the 
borders, cross the two Zhous, retake Han and attack Liang, you won't 
even manage one of those tasks. Now you have achieved so much, quit 
while you're up. Why don't you weigh up the pros and cons of not 
venturing out?' 

Here is a story within a story. Su Li proposes to send an ambassador 
to try and persuade Bai Qi that his run of good luck can't last forever. 
They plan to use the story of Yang Youji's archery demonstration. 

The events described in 7H1 would have occurred in 293 BC when 
the Qin General Bai Qi attacked Han. 

We have no way of knowing when Yang Youji was supposed to have 
given this display of archery skill. The essence of his skill, 'piercing a willow 
leaf at one hundred paces' (fiif?WWl) has long been echoed in Chinese 
literature24 and is still a cunent expression in Chinese (although nowadays 
often with the meaning of a piece of writing which is an instant literary 
success). 

In 7H2, Sima Qian brings out the character of Yang Youji: not a heroic 
figure, but a mildly comic bully (reminiscent of Falstaff) who throws a 

24. A J f l t H A : $ ^ « U W t t » : " * A £ * H £ * & > W A S S i i t t ^ ° : 
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tantrum when his superlative marksmanship is called into question by a 
stranger. And the stranger has a good piece of advice — not just a simple 
bit of archery coaching such as given in the 'Bowyer's Wife's Tale' — 
'stick out one arm and bend the other' — but a piece of psychological 
counselling: understand your limitations. 

W e understand from the advice offered that exhaustion can be 
understood to lead to a failure of the proper solid stance (characterized in 
Chinese archery as Gu or @), so that the bow does not stay steady and as 
a result arrows start to fire askew. And once that happens, a single miss 
will ruin the effect of 100 hits. For what people will remember is not that 
the champion scored perfect hits 100 times; but that he missed once. 

So quit while you're up. 

The Battle of Yanling ( ^ l t £ , $ ) 

T o observe Yang Youji's progress further, we have to follow him into 
battle. Through observing this famous battle, the Battle of Yanling (575 
BC), we have a chance to see how battle was waged in the period of the 
'Warring States'. 

We see the battle through the eyes of nobles in each of the armies, as 
recorded in The Annals of Mr Zuo. Zuo's Annals (Aft) are read together 
with the historical work attributed to Confucius, the Spring and Autumn 
(#^C) . Zuo's Annals are attributed to Zuo Qiuming(£frAJ]), a Grand 
Historiographer of the state of Lu ( # ) . Traditionally, each chapter quotes 
the text of Confucius, followed by Zuo's text as if the latter were a 
commentary on Confucius. 

Zuo's Annals are a grand attic of ancient Chinese culture, containing 
folklore, history and romance; but by and large the work is considered to be 
historically accurate. The account of the Battle of Yanling is particularly 
vivid. If, as is reported, Zuo Qiuming lived at the time of Confucius (551— 
479 BC), then he could have been alive during or just after the time of the 
battle. One of his last entries refers to a posthumous name which could only 
have gained cunency after the year 424 BC, thus he could have interviewed 
eyewitnesses or have had access to eyewitness accounts of the events. 

Zuo's way of writing is difficult to follow at a great separation in time: 
he jumps from camp to camp, skirmish to skirmish. He refers to the same 
dramatis personae with different names, sometimes referring to characters 
by rank, sometimes by personal name, and sometimes by posthumous 
appellation. In later times, literary critics judged that this technique was 
due to an intricate convention of assigning praise, blame or neutral 
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judgement to the characters of the piece. But another reason may have 
been that his account is based on an assemblage of contemporary data and 
eyewitness accounts. 

We start, like a drama, with a list of the principal players. 

The Jin Camp(W) 

High command 
Duke Li (U&) (Leader) 

Fan Wen Zi (?S A T ) (adviser) 

Military leadership 
A ? Centre force 

1. Luanshu = Luan Wuzi 

2. Shi Luan (±§t) 
i t ? Upper force 

1. Yuyi(8P*l) 
2. Gouyan (^fIf) 

rW- Lower force 
1. Hanjue (file) 
2. Yuzhi(SPM) 

The Chu Camp (M) 

High command 
King Gong (4t A) (Leader) 

Gong Zi Chengf-AAfiSc) (emissary) 

Military leadership 
A ¥ Centre force 

1. Zifan(Afx) 

2. (Not named) 
A ? - Left wing 

1. Z izhong(AS) 
2. (Not named) 

TJ W- Right wing 
1. Y i n Z i x i n ( f ^ A ^ ) 
2. (Not named) 

Allies 
Zheng (IP) 

(Zheng was aligned with Chu, 
breaking an alliance with Jin) 

Yao Ju'er(Wi'a}%) ambassador 

Here is a summary of the political background to the battle. (To help 
navigate the unfamiliar names, personal names are italics while the names 
of states and place names are in bold print.) 

It is the sixteenth year of Prince Cheng of Lu. King Gong of Chu has 
sent out an emissary to buy off Zheng (which had entered into an alliance 
with Jin) with the promise of some land on the south side of the R u river. 
Z h e n g breaks off its treaty with Jin and sides with Chu, sending an 
emissary to sign up with Chu at Wucheng. 

Zijian of Z h e n g attacks Song. Song appoints Chu and Yuequ as 
generals. They defeat Zheng at Goubo and then retreat. Zheng attacks 
again and defeats the Song generals at Fuqu, taking them prisoner (Song 
having underestimated its enemy after defeating them the first time round). 
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Duke Ding ot W e i attacks the Z h e n g troops and advances to 
Minghuai. Jin holds a council of war. Fan Wenzi advises the dukes of 
Jin: 'If all of the nobles of Jin were defecting, there would be a case for 
taking punitive action; but if it is just Zheng alone, we will only bring 
misfortune upon ourselves.' But Luan Wuzi says, 'As long as we are in 
charge here, no noble gets away with defection.' Prince Li agrees and starts 
punitive expedition against Zheng. 

Jin's officers travel to neighbouring states to seek reinforcements. One 
of these states is Lu. Lu's minister thinks that Jin would certainly win. 
Jin is encouraged and sends out punitive expeditionary force. 

Zheng panics and sends an ambassador, Yaoju'er, to run to Chu for 
help. Chu decides to assist Zheng. Zifan gets advice from a minister of 
Shen as he passes through. Shen's minister provides a critique of C h u ' s 
politics: 'Internally, Chu has lost support of its people; internationally, they 
have broken their alliances and backed away from their commitments. 
Their leadership doesn't enjoy enough public support to beat Jin.' 

Zheng's Ambassador Yao Ju'er returns to Zheng, and is asked for a 
sit-rep. Yao says that Chu is fast, but they have poor discipline and are 
sloppy. He feels that Chu do not believe in their own ability to defeat 
Jin. 

Jin crosses the Yellow River in the fifth month. Hearing that the Chu 
forces are near, Fan Wenzi wants to retreat and pretend to be avoiding 
the Chu force. He feels unable to achieve a political reconciliation with 
all the nobles: it will have to be left to someone more talented. He'll do 
his best to get the minor officials to serve the Duke. But General Luan 
Shu does not agree. 

The two armies stand off at Yarding in the sixth month. Jin's Minister, 
Fan Wenzi, does not want to enter battle, but Xizhi recalls previous 
humiliations in the face of Chu and begs to enter battle. Fan Wenzi believes 
that previous battles were lost against vastly superior forces. Most of those 
forces were gone now: only Chu remains. Every effort must be made to 
secure victory so that there can be no more misfortunes in the future. 

It is the end of the sixth month, and Chu carry out manoeuvres in sight 
of the Jin army. Fan Wenzi gets more worried than ever; his son Fan Mang 
says, 'Let's pull up our camp and prepare for battle: it is all in the laps of 
the Gods.' Fan Wenzi retorts angrily that children cannot know anything 
about the will of Heaven. Luan Shu says that the C h u t roops are 
lightweight: if Jin reinforces its camp and waits three days, Chu will retreat. 

The Jin leadership believe that Chu has six defects which should be 
exploited at all costs: 
• their two leading ministers are at odds; 
• the king's personal bodyguards are behind the times in their tactics; 
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• the Z h e n g army fomis up but their columns are ragged; 
• the southern tribes have their forces, but cannot fight an infantry 

battle; 
• they range up for battle disregarding inauspicious days in the calendar; 
• they are rowdy in battle; they put up a greater din when they are in a 

crowd, but in fact each is concerned with his own back and they lack 
courage; 

• they have always ignored the need for excellence, and this is an 
attribute which Heaven abhors. Jin must be able to beat them. 

The King of Chu got up onto a high lookout vehicle to overlook 
the Jin positions. Zizhong orders a defector from the state of Jin, Bo Zhouli, 
to advise the king. We take up Zuo's original narrative from here. 

The Annals of Mr Zuo - The 16th Year of Duke Cheng (575 BC) 

(£ff • *&+*¥) 
^ A S m $ M a # ¥ • Afil£A¥ffi:ltl¥#^TAit • 
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[Behind Chu lines] 
The King of Chu climbed a mobile lookout tower to observe the Jin 
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army. Zizhong ordered the Grand Minister Bo Zhouli to attend on the 
king. 

The king asked, 'What 's all that galloping around to the left and 
nght in aid of?' 

'They're summoning the military commanders, M'lud, ' Bo Zhouli 
replied. 

'Now they're all gathering in the centre division!' 
T h a t would be to co-ordinate their tactics, M'lud. ' 
'Looks as if they're putting up some sort of tent over there!' 
'Yes, well they do that when they pray and consult the oracles in 

front of the memorial tablets of their forefathers, M'lud. ' 

'There! They've taken the tent down now!' 
'Then they'll be giving the order to attack any time now, M'lud.' 
'What a racket! And look at that dust flying up!' 
'That 'd be them stopping up their wells and shifting the cooking 

stoves so they can get their columns formed up, M'lud. ' 

' N o w the whole lot of them have got on their chariots; but the left 
and nght side officers have got their weapons and got down again!' 

'They'll be getting ready to have the oath of allegiance administered 
to them, M'lud. ' 

'Are they really going to fight or not?' 
'Hard to say just now, M'lud.' 
'They're getting back on again now — no! The left and right side 

officers have got down againV 

'Yes, that'll be for the battle hymn, M'lud.' 
At the same time as Bo Zhouli was reporting the Duke of Jin's troop-

dispositions to the King of Chu, Miao Fenhuang was pointing out the 
King's troop dispositions to the Duke of Jin. Both of them were saying, 
'They've brought in their top people, and they've brought a large force, 
too. There'll be no stopping them.' 

mm 
ffi*SWS*W£a : " ! ! £ & « £ + ¥ . ItfEME = fiBrftLA^fiAA . 
r f i}H¥^T^ . &A&Z ' "ASA > &B : "iif . KiHS'fT » B : ** 
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[Behind Jin lines] 

Miao Fenhuang bnefed the Duke of Jin: 'The best elements in the Chu 
army are there in their centre fonnations: they're the soldiers of the royal 
household and they're the only good troops they've got. I want to split 
our best elements so we can attack their left and right formations first, 
then our three formations can converge on the royal troops and it will 
be a rout.' 
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The Duke decided to consult the oracle about this plan and the 
recorder said, 'It's a good omen: the symbol represents "restoration".'23 

Miao Fenhuang said, ' "Tlie Southern State is hard-pressed; shoot for die 
head; the king is shot in the eye." If the state is in dire straits and the king 
is injured, what can come of it but a rout?' 

The Duke took Miao Fenhuang's advice. 

mm 

m • i t f t f t « ; AftiPlMcA • J S ^ A ° 

[Overview] 

There was deep mud in between the opposing forces and they had to 
skirt to left and right to avoid it. Buyi was charioteer for Duke Li of Jin 
and Luancheng rode in the archer's position. Pengge was charioteer for 
the King of Chu, and Pandang rode in the archer's position. Shishou 
was charioteer for Duke Cheng of Zheng and Tanggou rode in the 
archer's position. 

mm 
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[With the Jin chariots] 

The Luan and Fan clans flanked their Duke. [Suddenly], the Duke's 
chariot got bogged down and Luan Shu [who commanded the Jin centre 
divisions] moved forward to take the Duke onto his chariot. But Luan 
Cheng, [who was with the Duke] called out, 'Shu! Get back! The state 
has given you vital duties [commanding the central divisions of the Jin 
army]: how can you delegate them? You are encroaching on Charioteer 
Buyi's office: that denigrates his ability. You forsake your own duties: 
that is irresponsible. And you have absented yourself from your own 
division: that is dereliction of duty. That's already three infringements 
of discipline: you will not get away with it!' Luan Cheng then [got out 
of the chariot and] lifted the chanot from the mud [himself]. 

25. The symbol is i$ . 
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[Behind Chu lines] 

The day was Kui-si, and Dang, the son of Panwang, and Yang Youji set 
up some pieces of armour and shot at them; they were able to pierce 
seven layers. They took [the proof of their achievement] to show the 
king, saying, 'With a couple of courtiers like us in your ranks, Your 
Highness, you don't have anything to worry about in a battle.' 

But the king replied angrily, This sort of behaviour will bring shame 
to our State. Tomorrow morning, if you shoot like that, we shall become 
the victims of such skills.' 

mm 
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[Behind Jin lines] 

Lii Yi had dreamed of shooting an arrow at the moon and hitting it. 
But he dreamed that as he retreated, he got into the mud. He asked the 
oracle to interpret the dream. The oracle said, 'The name of the royal 
household of Zhou symbolizes the sun. The name of the other royal 
households symbolizes the moon. So [your dream] must be referring to 
the royal household of Chu. You shoot and hit him, then you retreat 
and get into the mud: that means you must die, too!' 

mm 
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[During battle] 

When it came to the day of battle, Lii Yi shot at the King Gong of Chu 
and hit him in the eye. The king called Yang Youji over, handed him 
two arrows and commanded him to shoot Lii Yi. Yang fired one arrow 
hitting Lii Yi in the neck and killing him outnght so that he keeled over 
backwards onto his bow-case. Yang brought back the other arrow to 
report [back to the king] on his deed. 
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[During battle] 

[The second-in-command of Jin's lower divisions,] Yuzhi's third sortie was 
against the troops of the royal household. When he saw that the King of 
Chu had to be [carried wounded] from his chariot, Yuzhi removed his 
helmet and advanced with respectful steps. The King of Chu sent his band
master, Yinxiang, with a ceremonial bow to address him [as if he were of 
the King's own household. Or inducing him to defect?] 

Yinxiang said, '[The king said], "Just now in the thick of battle, that 
[warrior] wi th orange dyed leggings beneath his armour was a t rue 
gentleman. He recognized us and advanced with respectful gait: surely he 
is risking injury?" ' (or impugning his honour?) 

Yuzhi received the emissary, removed his helmet to receive the 
mission, and said, 'I am Zhi, an official of a foreign power, and I am on 
military service on behalf of my own Lord. N o w I am in the glorious 
presence of your Lord, yet I am in armour and helmet, so I dare not 
acknowledge the mission. Should I dare to do so, I risk being accused 
of disloyalty to my Lord's command. In view of my obligations, I shall 
do no more than salute to [His Majesty's] emissary.' 

He then saluted three times and retreated. 

H 
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[During battle] 
Hanjue of Jin's [chariot] was behind the Duke of Z h e n g w h e n his 

charioteer, Du Hunluo, said, 'Let's hurry after them! Their charioteer's 

26. He was Yuzhi's senior commander in the Jin lower force. 
27. He was a chanoteer for Duke Cheng of Zheng. 
28. He was in the archer's position on Duke Cheng's chariot. 
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mind is on looking behind him: not on his horses. We can catch them 
up. ' 

But Hanjue said, 'I can't make the mistake of being discourteous to 
a head of state again.' And he broke off the pursuit. 

Yuzhi's [chariot] was behind the Duke of Zheng when his right-
hand man, Fu Hanhu, said, 'Our scouts can intercept his chariot from 
the front, and I get up onto his chariot from behind, capture him and 
bring him down!' 

But Yuzhi answered, 'Threatening a head of state is a punishable 
offence.' And he also broke off his pursuit. 

[The charioteer for Duke Cheng of Zheng], Shishou, said, 'It was 
only the failure of Duke Yi of Wei to take down his flag which caused 
his defeat at Yong. ' And he rolled up his signal flag and hid it in his 
bow-quiver. 

Tanggou [who was in the archer's position] said, 'You are riding 
beside the Duke: this is a great defeat. I rank below you: you are the 
one who should escape with our Lord. I wish to remain behind. ' He 
[remained behind and] died. 

mmmr-m • soi&!?«*»a = "mm^& > hmtk > A*iA"Aat • 
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The Chu generals were backed into a corner. Shu Shanran said to Yang 
Youji, 'Although you are under orders from our Lord [not to shoot], 
you must shoot now for the sake of the State.' 

So Yang started shooting, and after a few shots [the attackers] were 
all dead. Shu Shanran wrestled with a man and threw him so that when 
[the man] hit the Qin] chariot, he snapped the transom-bar. After that 
the Jin commanders broke off the attack. But Pnnce Fa of Chu was taken 
prisoner. 

T h e leitmotif of archery in this battle has little to do wi th its impor tance 

as a military skill. Archery is the curse of the Battle of Yanling. It has been 

i n v o k e d t h r o u g h an oracle taken by the J in side, and has g iven rise to a 

superstitious dread. 

711 gives us an in t r iguing ' f ly-on- the-wal l ' v iew of a military briefing 

for the C h u King . B o Z h o u l i is in fact a noble of the oppos ing side w h o 

has b e e n i n d u c e d to go o v e r to C h u . H e is therefore an expe r t in J in 

military tactics. Curiously, Jin also has a defector, Miao Fenhuang, on hand 

to brief the D u k e . 

In 712, w e see the oracle consul ted . N o ven tu re was u n d e r t a k e n at 

this early p e r i o d in C h i n e s e h is tory w i t h o u t s eek ing to f ind o u t t h e 
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intention of Heaven. The divination technique was based on the YiJing 
(HM) or Book of Changes. But the order of the signs and their interpretation 
in the 5th century BC was very different to what appears in modern editions. 
The oracle read here was the symbol which means 'restoration'. Jin takes 
this to mean that their vassal state, Zheng, will be restored to its rightful 
master. The recorder then interprets the oracle. His interpretation, 
involving shooting the king in the eye, is not known from any surviving 
commentaries on the Book of Changes. It is immensely significant in the 
Battle of Yanling because it appears to sanction an act which would have 
otherwise been taboo: the attempted assassination of a monarch by a sniper. 

In 713, we have reference to the manning of the war chariots. A 
charioteer held the reins and took the centre position. To the right of the 
charioteer was the archer's position. To the left, the halberdeer's position. 
These functions were all perforated by members of the aristocracy. In 714, 
we can see a typical symptom of the age of the Warring States: the 
preoccupation of the players with individual heroics rather than submission 
to the discipline of teamwork. 

Paragraph 715 is initially difficult to fathom. Why has the King of Chu 
reacted so badly to the archery feats of Yang Youji? (See footnote 21 for 
the significance of the feat.) It could be that for some reason (which has not 
come down to us) the day Kui-si in the Chinese calendar is not auspicious 
for the sort of feat that Yang Youji has performed. More likely, the king 
has, through spies, found out about the Jin oracle, and now feared that he 
is to become the victim of an assassination attempt in the fonn of an arrow 
in the eye. He is therefore seeking to put Yang Youji off any similar breach 
of taboo (firing an arrow at a noble's head armour: an insult to the state of 
Chu) which would give a pretext for a similar attempt against himself.29 

Jin's conviction that Heaven has decreed a breach of taboo is reinforced 
(716) by Lii Yi's dream. But the breach of taboo, although ordained by 
Heaven, is not to go unpunished: the perpetrator of the crime will die. 

Any qualms the King of Chu may have had about archeiy disappear 
when he does eventually get shot in the eye. He immediately calls on Yang 
Youji for revenge. Such must his fear of Yang's insubordination be that 
he appears to have confiscated Yang's arrows, but now allows him two 
arrows back to wreak his revenge. Needless to say, Yang only needs one 
to complete this task. 

The next few paragraphs (718—719) illustrate the elaborate chivalry of 
the Warring States period. In 718, the king sends an emissary to Yuzhi 

29. Tfti t : wm8.mm&m&m • " ^ H ^ A S A • wiABHALit • m?*& • 
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with a bow. This is the nonnal behaviour of a person who wishes to engage 
another in employment of fealty (!#) . One can only surmise that the king 
has assumed from Yuzhi's respectful approach that he is about the defect. 
Yuzhi, however, has either not intended to do so, or changed his mind. 

But finally (7110), Chu have their backs literally against the wall, and 
so Yang Youji is persuaded to break the discipline of his King's orders for 
the sake of the greater good: the security of the state. But despite his efforts, 
the battle ends in a rout for Chu. Whether Yang Youji survived the battle 
is unclear: he could have been killed, or committed suicide following 
defeat. Some later works have concluded that he died on the field at 
Yanling; but the texts we have do not say so in so many words. 

The description of the Battle of Yanling in Zuo's Annals has been 
regarded as one of the great works of early Chinese prose literature. But 
it was never intended to be a historical romance, despite the vivid 
description of the battle. It is a reminder to the Chinese reader of the period 
that everything is ordained by Heaven and that mortals are only agents of 
Heaven's will. 

The Mental Approach 

Lie Zi (?iJA) was a Daoist philosopher of the Han period, and the writings 
which have come down to us were probably collected and set down in 
the Jin Dynasty, around 300 AD.30 

The Daoist religion is a combination of many things: it encompasses 
some of China's most ancient folklore together with the folklore of some 
of the neighbouring national minorities in ancient times. It includes study 
of Chinese traditional astronomy, medicine and physiology. The word dao 
(il) implies 'an ordered way of doing things', and in fact came to mean 
any principle or school of philosophy. The religion is also concerned with 
de (t^), which is the store of power granted to every human at birth, which 
can be either increased or diminished according to which style of Dao the 
individual adopts. This balancing act involves seeking a balance of all of 
those traditional factors — astronomy, medicine and physiology. It also 
involves unifying and balancing the body's mental and physical functions 
through the appropriate control of qi(M). These principles underlie many 
of the physical and mental aspects of the practice of Chinese archery. 

30. mm • mm = 0ijAtf A» mm -^mmm- mi) > m 4 . 
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In his works, Lie Zi uses as examples a number of anecdotes of his 
own or others' experience in learning archery. These are used by Lie Zi 
to illustrate aspects of the occult (U-P) — particularly the operation of ' the 
basic qi' (bf^M.), which is the means by which heaven was thought by the 
Daoists to exert control over the physical world. 

? | J A M A A • t f A l ^ A • FTB • AfAfiAAfAI^IfA ?"Sfa : " # 
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Lie Zi had learned shooting until he could hit the target. He told Master 
Guan Yin [of his achievement]. 

Master Yin asked, 'Can you tell what it is about your fonn that makes 
you able to hit?' 

'No,' replied Lie Zi. 
'Then you haven't made the grade yet,' said Master Guan Yin. 
Lie Zi went away to practise. Three years later, he went again to 

report [his progress] the Master Guan Yin. 
' [Now] can you tell me what it is about your form that makes you 

able to hit?' Master Yin asked. 
Yes, now I know,' Lie Zi replied. 
Then you have made the grade,' said Master Guan Yin. 'Now you 

must keep to that form and never lose it. And that doesn't just apply to 
archery: whether in politics or your personal affairs, the same principle 
applies. That's why the Sage Kings didn't just accept the way things are: 
they always sought out what makes things the way they are.' 

7J1 comes from the conclusion of Lie Zi. It is a section on how 
subjective experience can be analysed. The text illustrates an important 
element in learning to shoot: that the archer must have a full understanding 
of all the components of his shot: the stance, the grip on the bow, the 
draw, the release and the mental approach. When he has a conscious 
understanding of all of these things, he 'knows why he has hit'. 

The obverse — not knowing why you have hit — means that you 
cannot analyse the reason for missing and make corrections. On this basis, 
later technical writings on Chinese archery provide a number of tools for 
analysing shooting style. 

At a more generalized level, as can be seen from the conclusion, it is 
not sufficient to be able to achieve something th rough your own 
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i ndependen t menta l process: it has to be achieved th rough the application 

of a ' m e t h o d ' (Ifi) shared in c o m m o n wi th the rest of the c o m m u n i t y . 
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Lie Zi put on a show of his archery skills for [his fnend] Bohun Maoren. 
Bringing the bow to full draw, [someone] balanced a cup of water on 
the inside of his elbow and he shot off his arrows so that the anowheads 
struck one after the other against the arrow he had loosed off before. 
Throughout the shooting, Lie Zi's stance was as solid as a statue. 

Bohun Maoren said, 'This is shooting with an ordinary archer's skills: 
not shoot ing from the soul. Supposing you and I cl imbed a high 
mountain, scaled a precipice and faced a yawning chasm, what would 
your shooting be like then?' 

There and then Bohun Maoren [took Lie Zi] straight up a mountain, 
scaled a precipice, faced a yawning chasm, turned his back out to the 
chasm so that half of his feet stuck out over the edge and waved to Lie 
Zi to come up and join him. 

Lie Zi grovelled on the ground and sweated so much his feet got 
wet. 

Bohun Maoren said, 'Any man who has attained his skill in full will 
have an unbending spirit, no matter whether he faces the sky above, 
plunges into the foaming depths, or journeys to the corners of the earth. 
But now you are scared out of your wits and there is terror in your 
eyes. I think you still have some way to go towards perfecting your 
archeiy, don't you?' 

T h e story in 7K1 is to be found in bo th Lie Zi and Zhuang Zi (#±A) • 

Lie Z i shows off t ex tbook archery skills to his friend. T h e first skill is 

t h e full d r a w (f£) , at w h i c h the l ine from the b o w - h a n d t h r o u g h t h e 

shoulders and t h r o u g h to the d r a w - a r m e l b o w is perfectly level and still 

so that a b o w l of water can be balanced on the inside of the e lbow (which 

is turned to face upward) . T h e stance is firm with the knees flexed to lower 

the centre of gravity. 

Unfortunately for Lie Zi , this display of book-learning does not impress 
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his friend at all. The reason is that Lie Zi's skill is all in the conscious 
mind. The Chinese text, ' iTAI t ' # AftZWi t i l ° " can be translated literally 
as 'This is the skill of the archery ritual, not the skill of non-ritual archery.' 
The point is then whether, if you fill that archer's mind with another 
preoccupation (like leaning out over a yawning chasm), can he still shoot? 
In Lie Zi's case, the answer is simply 'no' . 

This theme is pursued in later writings on archery. It is most strongly 
enunciated in the Great Learning (A^)— one of the books of Confucius. 
The principle advocated by Bohun Maoren, and by the Great Learning, is 
that study must take the student past the mere mastering of mechanical 
skills. The ultimate goal must be to study a subject until it is fully mastered 
at the conscious and subconscious level. In that way, the mastery of the 
skill will remain in place beyond the point that basic instincts (e.g. fear of 
heights) would otherwise cause you to fail. 
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Gan Ying was a great archer in ancient times. When he drew his bow, 
the beasts cowered and the birds took shelter. His pupil was called Fei 
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Wei , and after training under Gan Ying, Fei Wei ' s skill in archery 
surpassed that of his master. Ji Chang was in his turn taught to shoot by 
Fei Wei. 

Fei Wei told him, 'Only when you have learned not to blink can 
you make any real progress in archery.' 

Ji Chang went back home, lay down by his wife's loom and kept 
his eyes wide open next to the treadle. After two years' [practice like 
this], he would not even blink when the shuttle point passed [near his 
eye]. 

He reported [his progress] back to Fei Wei . Fei Wei answered, 
Y o u ' r e still not ready. You need to learn to concentrate your vision. 
W h e n you can concentrate [so well that] something small looks large, 
something faint looks clear, then come back and tell me. ' 

Ji Chang hung a flea from the window frame by a hair and facing 
south, watched it. In a couple of weeks it seemed larger, and after three 
years of practice, it seemed like a cartwheel. Looking at other things 
around him in this way, they seemed like hills and mountains. Then he 
took a bow reinforced with horn of the ox of Yan, and an arrow of 
cane from Chu and shot [at the flea]. He hit the middle of the flea and 
the hair did not even break. 

He reported back to Fei Wei. Fei Wei jumped [with glee], patted 
his chest and said, 'Now you've got it!' 

mm 
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By the time Jichang had mastered all of Fei Wei's skills, he reckoned 
that there was only one person in the world who could compete with 
him and so he planned to kill Fei Wei. 

They met out in the country and both men fired at each other; but 
their arrowheads collided halfway and fell to the ground and the dust 
was not even stirred. Fei Wei ran out of arrows first. Ji Chang had one 
arrow left; but as soon as he loosed it off, Fei Wei warded it off with a 
blow from a bamboo rod and his blow did not miss its mark. 

At this the two fellows burst into tears, cast aside their bows and 
kowtowed to each other on the bare earth. They pledged to become 
like father and son, and they tattooed their arms as a pledge never to 
teach their skills to anyone else. 

This is ano the r very famous archery tale. T h e r e is n o w a y to k n o w if 

the characters in the story really existed. T h e quality that Ji C h a n g had to 

http://fe.Bwtm.mzw
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learn was 'concentration' (fir) . The first element consisted of overcoming 
the blinking reflex. (What was intended here might also have included 
resisting moving the eye when something comes into the field of vision.) 

Next comes the question of focusing on the target. Chinese archery 
manuals stress the need to concentrate on the target at all times: not on 
the arrowhead or any other aiming 'props'. By application, the Chinese 
archer believed, you could achieve things which could not be achieved 
in ordinary life (just as was believed of the practice of qigong). 

Then in 7L2, we have another example of the boundless pride of the 
archer. Jichang could not live with the idea that there was an archer better 
than him — even though that archer was Jichang's own master. Luckily, 
this fit of jealousy came to a happy end. 

Finally, this little tale from Zuo's Annals prove that archery can 
overcome anything. 

Mil\M 

turn • «-+A*P> : (514 BC) 
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Annals of Master Zuo: 'The Eighteenth Year of Zhao' 

Once there was a Marquise of Jia who was ugly, and he married a very 
pretty wife. For three years she refused to speak or laugh. Then he drove 
her by carriage out to Gao where he shot a pheasant and bagged it, and 
from then on she laughed and talked. 

These stories are the folklore of the Chinese archer. Frequently, the 
archer central to the story is a show-off, and in one way or another he 
gets deflated. The moral always seems to be that the archer lacks something 
— the control of a higher authority, ritual discipline or the acquisition of 
a higher level of skill or spirituality. 

What these tales also seem to be telling the archer is that technical 
skill in hitting the mark is not the only signs of 'perfection' ( # ! J A 
Perfection is 'skill plus something else'. And 'something else' is sublimation 
of the basic skill to ritual discipline and filial piety. 
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Built of the sturdiest materials, 
In the spirit of the Yellow Emperor, 

You spread your power and distant lands quake. 
The string put on the lock, the game-birds tremble, 

Your quarrel shoots among the stars, 
Tlie skeins of geese flee from the skies above, 

The ape foresees his doom in the hands of he who holds you 
With your range of six hundred paces. 

Su Qin could make his point to the King of Han. 

Ode to a Crossbow (Clijcli)) 
by Li Qiao (^*f) (644-713) 

Calligraphy by Li Xinbao ( ^ H H ) 



8H 
The Crossbow and Other 
Forms 

The first crossbows probably appeared in China even before the Spring 
and Autumn period (770—476 BC). Judging from evidence in literature and 
drawing an inference from simple crossbows used by China's national 
minorities, the concept of mounting a bow on a stock so that it could be 
held at full draw without calling on the strength of the archer should have 
already been known before the Zhou Dynasty.1 

During the Warring States period (475—221 BC), rival states started to 
find themselves in bitter conflict to the death involving large armies rather 
than engaging in courtly engagements between noble knights in war 
chariots. Starting with the breakup of the Zhou Dynasty and throughout 
the 'Spring and Autumn' period, the ancient aristocracy began to lose their 
influence to ministers less tied to each other by blood-line or the ancient 
bonds of chivalry. The aristocracy of the many kingdoms which had made 
up the Spring and Autumn period died out or were enslaved following 
the destruction of their states in war, and the ministers who gained political 
and military influence in their place preferred a more cut-throat style of 
warfare. Conscripted armies of hundreds of thousands, many of w h o m 
consisted of enslaved families and troops of previously vanquished enemies 
(both Chinese and from without the borders) were put into the battlefield. 
These ministers in turn were gradually ousted during the Warring States 

l. See « & • «+fflAAStfe«» ( A M : At / iASA > ms) > If 206-209 ° 
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period by educated technocrats, some of whom were specialized in the 
science of efficient warfare.2 

As we have seen in the preceding chapters, mastering the bow and 
anow required a major educational exercise, and few achieved the highest 
pinnacles of proficiency. Early Chinese warfare was a highly ritualized art 
and was fraught with taboos and prohibitions about shooting. You could 
not shoot at your rival nobility (with whom you were likely to be bound 
by family links), and to make any impression against ranked infantry you 
needed a great many proficient archers from among the uneducated rank-
and-file rather than chivalrous knights shooting with bows from chariots. 
If archery was to play a part in this style of warfare, something was needed 
to make the power of the bow more accessible to the masses. 

The reason that the crossbow found favour in the battlefield was not 
simple superiority over the bow and arrow. It was recognized from early 
on that the bow and anow were superior in many situations. But by allowing 
a relatively unfit and untrained recruit to pull a heavy draw-weight (by 
using two hands with the middle of the bow held under the feet), many 
more soldiers could exploit the range and power of the bow without 
needing a large investment in training and strength-building. 

What the early evolution of the crossbow may have been and who 
the inventor of the Warring States crossbow was we cannot be sure. But 
Chinese literature has a story to answer the question. In fact, one work 
offers a complete history of Chinese archery (as perceived in the Han 
Dynasty), together with a technical overview of the crossbow, its 
construction and use. I have already mentioned the Romance of Wu and 
Yue (£fi*##C) by Zhao Ye ( S # ) (c. 40-80 AD) on page 120. This histoncal 
romance contains much which is regarded as of historical value. For our 
purposes, though, it is a rich source for understanding Chinese perceptions 
of the cultural background of archery. Ming Dynasty authors such as Gu 
Yu (H'JS) in his Encylopaedia of Archery (Ri^M^t • f ^H#) takes the account 
of the history of archery in Zhao Ye's romance as historical fact. 

Gu Yu goes to the trouble of recounting two sections of the Romance: 
one relates to how Fan Li recruited a young woman w h o was an 
outstanding pole and sword fighter into the army of the King of Yue, 
and the other is about how he recruited the crossbowman Chen Yin3 as 

2. See Cho-yun Hsu (Iff 1*5!) , Ancient China in Transition, Stanford CA: Stanford University 
Press, 1965, Chapter 3. 

3. Astonishingly, Gu Yu treats both extracts as commentaries on archery and edits the wording 
of the first extract to suit his case! But such treatment of both subjects together is not 
unique; it can be found in Ming Dynasty, Yu Da You's (TSSAWO Swordsmanship Classic 

(MM) as well. 
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ins t ruc tor . I shall take the same l iberty as G u Y u did and retell b o t h of 

the stories, because they are typical of the style and content of early archery 

and martial arts teaching manuals. T h e y are also wonderful tales. 
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Zhao Ye (Circa 40-80 AD): Romance ofWu and Yue. Vol. 9 
The King of Yue asked Fan Li, 'I have a scheme to get even again. For 
a naval battle, you rely on ships; for a land battle, you rely on chariots: 
but the power of our ships and chariots is blunted by the quality of our 
short and long weapons. You are my strategist; isn't there some scheme 
to get us out of this fix?' 

Fan Li replied, 'As I recall, the ancient sage kings never failed to 
exercise in warfare and the use of weapons; and only then did they form 
up their battalions, line up the divisions and march off to war. The 
outcome hung on their martial arts instructors. I hear there is a young 
woman of Yue who came from the Southern Forests; the people of Yue 
speak highly of her. I think your Majesty should send her an invitation 
and you can see for yourself how good she is.' 

So the King of Yue sent an emissary with a polite invitation, to ask 
whether the King could get her advice on skill in use of swords and 
halberds. 
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The Young Woman of Yue travelled north for her audience with the 
king. On the way, she met an old fellow who said his name was 'Old 
Mr Yuan'. 

He said to the young woman, 'I hear you fight well with a staff. I'd 
like to see a demonstration.' 
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She replied, 'I wouldn' t presume to keep anything from you: you 
are welcome to test my skill, Sir.' 

So Old Man Yuan drew out a length of Linyu bamboo. But the 
bamboo was rotten at one end. The end fell to the ground and the young 
woman immediately snatched it up. The old man wielded the top end 
of the staff and thrust towards the young woman, but the young woman 
parried straight back, thrust three times, and finally raised her end of 
bamboo and drove home her attack against Old Man Yuan. Old Man 
Yuan hopped off up a tree, turning into a white ape. Then each went 
their own way, and she went on to meet with the king. 
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The King asked her, 'Of all the methods of fighting with the staff, which 
is the best?' 

She answered, T was born in the depth of the forests and I grew up 
in the wilds where no other people ever ventured. So there was no 
"method" for me and I followed no course of instruction, for I never 
ventured into the feudal fiefs. Secretly I yearned for a true method of 
fighting and I practised endlessly. I never learned it from anyone: I just 
realized one day that I could do it.' 

'And what method do you practise now?' asked the King. 
' T h e m e t h o d involves great subtlety and constant change [of 

movement]; its principles involve great mystery and depth. The method 
involves both "front doors" and "back doors" as well as hard and soft 
aspects. Opening the "front door" and closing the "back door" closes 
off the soft aspect and brings the hard aspect to the fore. 

'Whenever you have hand-to-hand combat, you need to have nerves 
of steel on the inside, but be totally calm on the outside. I must look 
hke a demure young lady and fight like a startled tiger. My profile changes 
wi th the act ion of my body, and both follow my subconscious . 
Overshadow your adversary like the sun; but scuttle like a flushed hare. 
Become a whirl of silhouettes and shadows; shimmer like a mirage. 
Inhaling, exhaling, moving in, moving back out, keeping yourself out 
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of reach, using your strategy to block the adversary, vertical, horizontal, 
resisting, following, straight, devious, and all without a sound. With a 
method like this, one man can match a hundred; a hundred men can 
match ten thousand. If Your Majesty wants to try me out, you can have 
a demonstration nght away.' 

The King of Yue was overjoyed and immediately gave her the title 
'Daughter of Yue'. Then he ordered the divisional commanders and crack 
troops to practise the new method so that they could pass on their skills 
to the troops. From then on, the method was known as 'The Daughter 
of Yue's Swordsmanship". 

m&mmumm%m^ • # > ^ A A . m±w^m?$B • " M M A « • 
«f5j#fA ? " ^ H : " E U A S A > t ^ f t f f i > MmMnm » ' i i a = 
" i l f - i a i - A F J : "EM%A^ > ^$.nw • ?¥SeAA#A •" 
Then Fan Li went back to the king and recommended the marksman, 
Chen Yin. Yin was from Chu. The King invited Yin over and asked, 'I 
hear you are a fine marksman. Tell me, what is the ongin of archery?' 

Yin replied, ' I 'm just a country bumpkin from Chu. I've tried to 
make some progress in archery, but I don' t know the art thoroughly 
yet.' 

The King said, 'In that case, I would just like you to tell me what 
you know from the beginning.' 

Yin said, 'As far as I know, the crossbow originated from the bow 
and the bow originated from the stone-bow. The stone bow had its 
origins with "The Pious Son".' 

SAB : "#T-(f?)3¥#£M ?"#a : "A^AKttfC • DKtftlR > ft* 
mm > mmu&& < m^m ° ^^r^^jmu^mm^ • tmwu 
z?z > SAKA* • ft-&A«a • 'ifits* • m±mft •' &$-?E#**E 
*•wzm&'" 
'Tell me about how "The Pious Son" invented the stone-bow,' said the 
King of Yue. 

Yin answered, 'The people of ancient times were rough fellows: 
when they were hungry, they ate wild birds and animals; when thirsty, 
they drank the dew. When they died, they were wound in cogongrass4 

4. bnperata Cylinirica. ( A ^ S @ • £ » > : " ^ f g A j ^ f t S fflif • AR%U • " 
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and [their bodies] left in the open air. "The Pious Son" could not bear 
to see his father and mother ultimately being eaten by the birds and beasts, 
so he made the stone-bow to stand guard with over their bodies and 
put an end to the predations of the birds and beasts. That's why there's 
an ancient chant: 

Cut the bamboo; splice the wood, 

Pebbles fly to catch our food! 
From then on, the dead were spared the humiliation of being defiled 

by [carrion] birds and foxes.' 

"S^JtttJft ' H-*&*2l* > j»J*&£ • «AAf'J . U®M1J • S#Aft • 
MGW£ • « A # > AJ^SAfftJiij . AA^.A# > &5EA0T • %*ffl̂ A -

'Next, the God of Agriculture and the Yellow Emperor strung wood to 
make the bow, whittled wood to make arrows; and the power of the 
bow and arrow allowed them to dominate in every direction. After the 
Yellow Emperor came "The Bowman" of Chu. "The Bowman" was 
born in the J ing Hills in the Land of Chu . His father and mothe r 
disappeared at the time he was born, and as a child, he learned to shoot 
so well with bow and arrows that nothing could ever escape his arrows. 
He passed on his skills to Yi. Yi passed his skills to Pangmeng, who in 
turn passed them on to Clansman Qin of Chu. ' 

"^KW^^AA^W^AA • #^ABf . mmm - AAJclft . ^AZ 

®,*mmm • ^ K A S ' I ^ W • mmtm - MZMA > mmnmm • w 

it • gHAHftfliM«A. mz^m$mm^nAmmmw&. g « 
l i t • ItJt^SE > TdlcfliA/lJI^iE • eifASAKM . EffiftE 

'Clansman Qin considered the bow and arrow insufficient to achieve 
total domination. In his time the fiefdoms were fighting each other, 
everywhere the clash of amis was heard; and the power of the bow and 
arrow could not bring things under control. So Clansman Qin turned 
the bow on its side and added a stock, invented the trigger mechanism 
and its housing and thus added power to the bow with the result that 
the fiefdoms could be brought under control. Clansman Qin passed on 
[his skill] to Great Wei, and Great Wei passed them to the Three Fiefs 
of Chu, known as Dan, E and Zhang; their personal names were Lord 
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Mi, Lord Yi and Lord Wei. From the Three Fiefs of Chu the skill passed 
to King Ling of Chu, and since the Kingdom of Chu entered onto the 
world stage, all the generations have armed themselves with a peach-
wood bow and jujube arrows to fend off their neighbours. After King 
Ling of Chu the art of archery became fragmented and even the ablest 
men in all the families could not fathom it. Before I was taught the art 
in Chu it had already passed through five generations. Although I am 
no adept in the art, Your Majesty is welcome to test me if you will.' 

i l B : "%AKfsj'AS 3 " K T ? B • ' m A M > AEAtil • WLfaAW; • 
#0n£ifi ; 3f fcgtifc • ^AAA ; ^h*M • Aftiltii ; 1&AJS • t&A 
Atil ; » & # $ • HAAA ; W&H& > fiJAf^A ; 3&J»¥ . ± f i t 
A ; ftfaWM ' SHcAA ; AUM& • At£f£tJl; £hWm > ftAAA ; 
ftr&SiJf£ • A5lMfil; A^Sf i > SiAAtil; H54M? - fiAAtJl « ft£» 
A?E . A#^t i l • AA&M • DcABSA > %A^fr • MA^Etil • EAS. 
0? • i&SSiqjit • " 

T h e King asked, 'Wha t makes the composi t ion of a crossbow so 
effective?' 

Yin answered, 'The firing mechanism casing is like the walls of a 
city: it protects all the "ministers". The trigger-lever is the overlord: all 
commands originate from it. The release is the enforcer: it controls the 
officers and men. The latch is like a lieutenant: it holds the inner 
formations in check. The firing mechanism assembly is like the cavalry 
commander: it commands an advance or a halt. The axle-bolts are passive 
servants: they comply with whatever is ordered. T h e stock is like a 
roadway, it provides a path for whatever is sent. The prod is like the 
general, it is responsible for the most onerous duties. The string is like 
the commander, it drives the warriors. The quarrel is like the flying 
knight: at the command and guidance [of the master]. The anowhead is 
the penetrator of the enemy: it charges forward and never stops. The 
fletching is like an assistant-commander: it corrects the line of attack. 
The lobes of the nock receive the order: once acknowledged, they are 
never disobeyed. The riser of the prod is like the lieutenant of the centre 
division: it keeps left and right [phalanxes] in order. The point of the 
quarrel is the killer of hundreds: no one can dodge it. Birds cannot get 
away, beasts have no time to flee; for whatever the crossbow is aimed at 
dies without fail. That is the method as I learned it.' 

8 1 0 : "KPBiElteil • "Ifa : "EHJEU^itt > il^Mft • AASA 
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£ A T » • -#Hfjc . sr5rA« ? ifrAEftftlfAiitil ° " 

The King of Yue said, 'I wish to hear about the proper method of 
archery.' 

Chen Yin replied, T have heard of the proper methods of archery; 
there are many and they are profound. When people in ancient times 
shot with the crossbow, they could name the exact spot they would hit 
before even pulling the trigger. I am no match for the archers of old, so 
please accept the basic outline. The basic form in all shooting is: the body 
is as erect as if it were held in a wooden frame; the head relaxed like a 
pebble rolling in a stream; the left foot aligned with the target; the right 
foot at right-angles to the target; the left hand as if glued to the grip; 
right arm as if cradling a baby; you raise the crossbow towards the enemy; 
draw your concentration together as you inhale and then fire in co 
ordination with your breathing so that the whole series of actions is in 
harmony. Your inner mind is settled and all conscious thoughts must be 
driven out. There must be absolute separation of those parts which move 
from those which don't: the right hand pulls the trigger and the left never 
reacts, as if one body were controlled by totally different impulses set at 
opposing extremes. This is the orthodox method of shooting with a 
crossbow.' 

• ' ! [ ' • 

"ffiHMm • mm > SATA • MAzm. • "ifa : "AMzm. > w^mm > a 
KJiMI ° bfW4fi > A^mM - AJR-M • Kit A A • JtSifST • *A 
mtt•m^am> m%mm•" 

[The King said,] T want to know about the relationship between the 
use of aim, physical considerations and calibration of elevation in 
detemiining the flight of the arrow.' 

Chen Yin replied, 'The rule in all archery is: let your eye follow 
the calibrated line of fire from you to the target, then line up the three 

5. It is common to gloss ' S ^ t ' in this passage as referring to some form of mental pictunng 
of the flight of the arrow. The following explanation makes the best sense, however, if 

BcA is understood literally as the gradations of elevation marked on the sighting 
mechanism of the crossbow — already commonplace in the time of the author, Zhao Ye. 

6. Recall the mysterious 'five archery techniques' in the Rites of Zhou: ' JS]-fft itfellT f̂L fA, : 

" H B A l T • " ' ' » £ : "Effr : B A ' # H • M& • MR • A f t A ° " ' Here we may 
have a near-contemporary technical explanation of'JIHI ° 
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elements (calibration, arrowhead and target). The power of crossbows is 
measured in heavy or light poundage; arrows differ in their weights. The 
ratio of anow weight to bow poundage is one ounce to one stone (120 
catties): this gives you the correct proportion. Different distances and 
elevations can be compensated by minute differences in this weight. This 
is the whole method: I have held nothing back.' 

i i a : •'# • m^zm • mTmj,$mmA °"#a = umm^A • * « 
S*A . A2.gifE' mttn °"ftM>noim%8.±%%ii£imzf>r- • =n > 
w±bMtm^nz^ • SWJE • « T « A . P^HHUJA . Mspffas 
t? iii ° 

The King said, 'That's fine. I'd like you to use your expertise to teach 
our citizens.' 

Chen Yin said, 'All orthodox methods follow the rules of nature, 
but their application lies with the individual. Whether the individual 
attains what he studies or not has no mystery to it.' 

The King then ananged for Chen Yin to instruct his officers outside 
the northern suburb. After three months, the troops and officers all 
became proficient in the use of the crossbow. When Chen Yin died, 
the King regretted his loss bitterly and had him buned up on the Western 
Hills and they called his grave 'Chen Yin Hill'. 

This is a wonderful and clear piece of writing. By contrasting the tale 
of the 'Daughter of Yue' and the account of Chen Yin, we can observe 
two aspects of martial arts. The swordswoman's way is an art, full of spiritual 
allusions and grace. Chen Yin's approach is pure science. There is an 
element of contrast of male and female or Yin and Yang aspects to what 
Zhao Ye is describing: and this may explain why Gu Yu in the Ming 
Dynasty felt that he could not quote one without the other. 

8A2 is a curious bit or romantic legend. But in Chinese martial arts 
classics, it was a convention to invoke divine intervention as an authority 
for military teaching. Once again, the mystic character is an ape. 

8A3 alerts us to the fact that prowess in the martial arts is no longer 
the monopoly of the nobility. This is no more than a subtle reminder of 
the revolution which overtook tactical thinking at the end of the Spring 
and Autumn period. N o longer are the nobility to be considered the 

7. The ratio is 1:1920, or one gram arrow weight to 1.92 kg draw-weight. 
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warriors and the peasantry cannon-fodder. The young woman of Yue 
admits that her method is not a 'Way' (iS) ,8 meaning a recognized and 
honoured form for the nobility, for she has never mixed with them. This 
is martial arts for the masses. 

Her instructions encompass the juxtaposition of firm and relaxed, hard 
and soft, moving and still, and concealment of intentions which is at the 
core of all martial arts and is applied also to archery. 

In 8A4, Chen Yin starts off by making the same point as the young 
lady of Yue: Chen Yin is no aristocrat. His world is military science, not 
a noble art. Once again, we are reminded of the close association of archery 
with the state of Chu. The lineage of archery is the lineage of the Chu 
culture. 

8A5 talks of the ancient people of China, and the description of the 
death rites with the body left in the open wrapped in fragrant grass. The 
little rhyme, 'Cut the bamboo; splice the wood, pebbles fly to catch our 
food!' is known from other records, and may indeed be a very ancient 
incantation for success in hunting with the stone bow. 

In 8A7, we come to the claimed inventor of the crossbow. We have 
no information from other sources about 'Clansman Qin ' . In the Rights 
of Zhou, (JSHH) the word 'EA denoted a class of hereditary court official. If 
the same practice existed in Chu at that time, it is possible that the words 
's&Wfc' denoted a professional class whose origin might have been 

connected to the management of stringed musical instruments. A zither 
maker would be a good candidate for inventor of the crossbow. 

If their contribution to the development of the crossbow was indeed 
as late as the Warring States period, then they might in fact have been the 
inventor of the bronze housing for the crossbow mechanism ($P) . This 
development allowed the main force-bearing elements of the firing 
mechanism to be housed in a bronze box so that the tension of the string 
was transmitted to the wooden stock of the crossbow across the whole 
surface area of the sturdy housing, rather than by the very limited surface 
area of the pins which held the latch. 

The implications of this development were that the crossbow had, for 
the first time, sufficient penetrating power to pierce simple armour, and 
the draw could be held and the bow aimed with a lower investment in 
the development of strength and skill, thus allowing the bow to become 
an effective weapon in the hands of the ordinary infantryman. 

8. 'IffiifiA'ii in the context o f 'AJUf f i ^ : which follows must mean ' there was no 
"method" for me and I did not follow any course of instruction' rather than 'there was 
no method I failed to study'. 
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In the improved crossbow, a 
bronze housing allows tension to 
be transmitted to the wood over 

a larger surface area, thus 
permitting greater draw-weight. 

In the early crossbow. 
tension from the stnng 
was transmitted directly 

to the wooden stock 
through the bolts. 

I 
Han crossbow mechanism with a bronze housing 

The Anatomy of the Crossbow 
According to Chen Yin 
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© IB Finng mechanism housing 
<2> Ut Trigger 
<3> 5f Release 
@ A Latch 
© IS Firing mechanism assembly 

® i f Axle bolts 
® S Stock 
® ? Prod 
® ffi Stnng 
® ST Fletch 

Crossbow and mechanism (after S^TCI I : (uSiltBY) 
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In the rest of the paragraph, we see a progression of transmission of 
skills which, even if it is not historically accurate, conveys that skills in 
archery passed from the exclusive domain of the nobility and into the hands 
of ordinary people (including the self-confessed 'bumpkin', Chen Yin). 

T h e explanation of the crossbow mechanism in 8A8 is a sort of 
mnemonic likening the parts of the crossbow to the members of an army. 

Like any soldier in the field, the Han Dynasty trooper needed to know 
his weapon well. The Han crossbow could be disassembled for cleaning 
and maintenance just like a Kalashnikov, and no doubt every trooper had 
to take down his weapon in the field and put it together again, hence the 
need for the mnemonic. 

As I mentioned in Chapter 7, this description reads much like a piece 
of standard military training quoted verbatim from a manual and it is quite 
likely to have had its origin in one of the 'lost' archery manuals of the 
Han Dynasty. 

Next (8A9), the King of Yue wants to know about the technique of 
shooting with the crossbow. It is worthwhile to compare basic hand 
positions in Chen Yin's method with the crossbow to the shooting methods 
described in Chapter 7: the two versions of the 'bowyer's wife's method'. 

Source 

Liu Xiang: The 
Bowyer's Wife's 
Talein^W) 
(Bow) 

The Supplement 
to Han's Tales 

from the Book of 
Songs 

mmm) 
(Bow) 

Romance of Wu 
and Yu ( £ & # & ) 
(Crossbow) 

Chinese 

AAM£f » A 
M M - £ ¥ 
mz> £AA 

Z> A¥Aft -
litmuzm • 

£¥£lftft . A 
¥£&JE 6 
^ M . A¥A 
^,-fit, 
siStt' 

English 

Raise your left arm as if pushing 
against a boulder; your right 
close in [to your ear]; the right 
hand releases the shot and the 
left hand does not react. 

The [right] hand is close in [to 
the ear]; palm the grip l ike 
grasping an egg; the four fingers 
as if snapping a twig; the right 
hand releases the arrow and the 
left does not react. 

The left hand as if glued to the 
grip; right arm as if cradling a 
baby . . . the right hand pulls the 
trigger and the left never reacts, 
as if one body were controlled 
by totally different impulses set 
at opposing extremes. 
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The three Chinese texts contain two common elements. The first is 
the enigmatic words: 'Pftft' . This is clearly an action or position of the 
arms or hand. But what does it mean? '$i literally means 'in proximity 
to' , wh i l e ' f t 'means 'the horizontal branch of a tree'. The first text says 
explicitly that it is a right (string) hand action; the second text does not 
make explicit which hand it is talking about, and the third (crossbow) text 
says it is a left hand position. 

To seek help on the meaning of the term 'Pftft' which must have been 
clearly unders tood in the Han Dynasty if it was found in similar 
circumstances in three texts on the same subject, we have to look to the 
Book of Songs (f̂ fM) . Here, in a poem entitled 'The Horn Bow' (meaning 
'the composite bow') we find the following stanza: 

KB 

ft A W M • AAI&H -> 

An ape knows instinctively how to climb a tree, 
He clings to it (pfj) like sticky mud. 
As long as a noble lord is virtuous, 
The common people will attach themselves to him. 

The theme of this poem, which starts off, 'Springy horn-backed bow; 
swiftly it flies back to its natural shape . . .' pursues the theme that without 
control, courtiers tend to go against the interests of their lord. To the Han 
reader of military manuals who knew the Book of Songs (and they all would), 
the association of'Pft' (close proximity) and ' f t ' (branch or tree) would have 
brought to mind the image of the ape clinging closely to his tree like sticky 
mud. This is similar to the idea of'three proximities' (AH) which appeared 
in much later archery manuals. (See Chapter 14, 14A5.) 

So in the 'Bowyer's Wife's Tale' of Liu Xiang, the left hand is as if 
pushing against a rock, while the right is close up against the ear. In the 
'Bowyer's Wife's Tale' of Han's Tales from the Book of Songs, we must 
interpolate that the right hand is close against the ear and the left palm is 
grasping the bow grip like an egg. Finally, in the Romance of Wu and Yue 
the left hand is as if glued to the stock of the crossbow. Since the crossbow 
stock is not held up against the cheek like a modern rifle stock, but out 
in front of the body, and the right hand does nothing but operate the 
release, the reversal of the 'close proximity' from right hand (bow and 
anow) to left hand (crossbow) is consistent. 
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The second concept common to all three quotations is that the actions 
of the left and right hand must be completely separated. ( 'TiA-ftZ > H 
A1 A£H' or 'The right hand releases the arrow and the left does not react.') 

Finally (8A10), the King asks for a discourse on artillery science. 
Classical annotations on the Romance of Wu and Yue gloss the term 'K^A 
incorrectly, believing it to be some spiritual reference. But in context, the 
passage only makes sense when the term is interpreted literally, Tit' literally 
means 'cast', while '$*' means 'calibration'. These calibrations were to be 
found on the sights of the Han Dynasty crossbow (l§LL|). 

Once this simple interpretation of '-K^A as 'sighting calibrations' is 
accepted, the passage becomes quite clear. The trajectory is a function of 
the angle at which the crossbow is held (determined by a line through 
the appropriate sighting calibration and the arrowhead to the target), the 
draw-weight of the crossbow and the weight of the quarrel. Apply the 
arrow-weight: draw-weight constant (one gram arrow weight to 1.92 kg 
draw-weight ) and compensate for underweight arrows with small 
incremental weights affixed to the quarrel. Although Chen Yin omitted 
the windfactor from his lecture, the rest is adequate for a foundation lecture 
in crossbow ballistics. 

Chen Yin's final comment in 8B11 is very interesting: 'All orthodox 
methods follow the rules of nature, but their application lies with the individual. 
Wliether the individual attains what he studies or not has no mystery to it.' He is 
denying any spiritual mumbo- jumbo when it comes to his crossbow 
method: it is just a science which the individual has to master. Consider 
how far this approach differs from the writings of Lie Zi quoted in 
Chapter 7. 

Another comment on Han crossbow technique comes in the writing 
of Hua Jiao (^W) who was renowned for his scholarship in Han history 
and was appointed by Emperor Wu of Jin ( # ^ # ) (263-290 AD) to revise 
the Dynastic History of the Later Han (fjtililr). One of his notes concerns 
Liu Chong, one of the sons of Emperor Ming of Han (58-76 AD), who 
was enfeoffed as 'King of Chen' (Jliiifijfl > WSffiZJ? > § t^$CA A . Liu 
Chong was a crack shot with the crossbow and distinguished himself in 
the 'Yellow Turban' Uprising. 

mm 
mmm 
MM • mmm •• "Ammm > =mu^ ° "A : "AHHA > H » M -
HA&it. mmmm > mmzu > mm&mw °" 

Liu Chong's secret formula for shooting was: 'Of all the things in the 
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whole wide world, there is none so extraordinary as the principle of 
sighting.' Also: 'There are three "minute points" and three "small points". 
The "three minute points" are upon the warp and the "three small 
points" are upon the weft. When the warp and the weft are co-ordinated, 
that is the formula for countless victories; and they unite upon the catch 
of the crossbow mechanism.' 

Liu Chong's formula is a metaphor based on the ancient Han silk loom. 
The warp and weft are the vertical and horizontal strands of silk. The 'three 
minute points' are the reticule on the sight of the crossbow (SLU) , while 
the 'three small points' would be three horizontal points of reference near 
the arrowhead. The vertical and horizontal reference points have to be 
co-ordinated and they unite on the catch, which is where the crossbow 
sight is located. The metrical mnemonic lines of Liu Chong's formula are 
further candidates for quotations from the missing shooting manuals of the 
Han Dynasty. 

In the Northern Song Dynasty, a scholar called Shen Gua (tfcfS) (1031-
1095) came across an old crossbow mechanism dug up from a tomb which 
had gradations stamped on the sight. He recalled the account of Liu Chong. 

j-m^&nm > •> AMMM%-%WL > jr'sor-an. "mwzmu"* 
s§". infAA*#A ° w-MM > mBa«ys > wm^zmmz . mnM 
A . jEmw-m^mtkHn • «A?»IOB : "atSASios > "uittAit m ° 

mm > mr«¥»¥ ; zmun »mimum > ty«a&M • # » « • its. 
m^i&mm:&zm& ° =«=». wmz^m > IAA^STAA^ • At 
&H8SH** . VXm&Z . HA^AffAA ° i£STf! - £*P^£ ° 
For a brief year, I was at Haizhou (present part ofjiangsu), and someone 
broke the ground and found a crossbow mechanism. Its sighting-blade 
was very long and along the edge, it was incised with gradations like 
the tenths and inches on a ruler. Its original purpose would have been 
to sight along the point of the arrowhead, then you'd line it up with 
the gradations on the sight to get the elevation: i.e. the trigonometric 
method used by mathematicians. 

9. A A M « f 
10. BP«ft«- A ¥ » A i 
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The 'Tai Jia' says: 'Always bring the nock to the gradations, then shoot.' 
These must be the 'gradations'. The Han Dynasty King of Chen (Liu 
Chong) was a crack shot with a crossbow and could score ten hits out 
often, all in the same place. His method was: 'Of all the things in the 
whole wide world, there is none so extraordinary as the principle of 
sighting. There are three "minute points" and three "small points". The 
"three minute points" are upon the warp and the "three small points" 
are upon the weft. They unite upon the catch of the crossbow 
mechanism.' His explanation is pretty obscure. Probably, the phrase 
'covered by heaven and supported on the earth' is the position of the front 
and rear hand position." The phrase 'there is none so extraordinary as the 
principle of sighting' refers to measuring by sighting along the arrowhead 
along to the target so that the three are aligned like the arm of a set of 
scales. This is really a very sophisticated trigonometric method. The 'three 
minute points' and 'three small points' are just something you place onto 
the target face to estimate the elevation and lateral position. I tried out 
putting three 'minute points' and three 'small points' on a target face 
and aiming with the arrowhead, and scored seven or eight hits out of 
ten. If I could have rigged up a graduated sight, I could certainly have 
done even better. 

In the tomb of the first Emperor of the Qin in Xi'an, one of the famous 
terracotta warriors (S^pJE^Uffi) is clearly a crossbowman (see p. 169). 
While the terracotta figure has been preserved perfectly, his original 
crossbow has long since rotted away. In the illustration on p. 169, I have 
put a smart new crossbow in his hands. His body position is much as 
described by Chen Yin: body erect and firm, feet at right-angles, eyes on 
the target, crossbow lowered ready to be raised to the firing position. 

In his comprehensive study of the discoveries among the Qin tenacotta 
warriors, the archaeologist Wang Xueli ( I < P S ) makes a very important 

11. The author does not agree with this explanation by Shen Gua; hence the inconsistencies 
of translations of the same Chinese text. 
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point:12 in the whole excavation of the Qin Emperor's tomb, not one bow 
has ever been discovered. Only crossbow stocks, quanels and mechanisms 
have come to light. 

This suggests to me the idea that in the early period, the bow and the 
crossbow were not entirely separate: the bow could be used on its own, 
or attached to a stock so as to be used together wi th the crossbow 
mechanism. The crossbow of the early period was especially constructed 
to allow easy attachment and removal of the bow (prod) just by untying a 
sturdy leather thong. Chen Yin relates that Clansman Qin 'turned the bow 
on its side and added a stock, invented the trigger mechanism and its 
housing and thus added power to the bow . . .' The crossbow stock is 
truly the slave to the bow: it does all the hard labour so that the archer 
can concentrate on the skill of shooting. 

A Qin terracotta warrior in Xian 

The Rites of Zhou, which is the source of the Warring States period 
account of the construction techniques of the bowyers, arrowsmiths and 
target makers discussed in Chapter 6, also mentions crossbows. In each 
case, crossbows are differentiated by reference to the standard types of bow 

12. T^ m m£ • HUffilKtt • 1994) • W 312 
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attached to the stock. The bows, however, are described as being for 
'instruction' (i.e. in the noble household) while the crossbows are described 
as having military uses. 

There is little mystery about why the builders of the Qin tombs put 
crossbow stocks and arrows into the graves but not the bows themselves. 
Crossbow stocks, firing mechanisms and quanels were mass-produced items 
which could be made in days, if not hours. But the bow, as we saw in 
Chapter 6, took three years to make. Excavation pit N o . 1 of the Qin 
Emperor's Tomb alone contains 5000 tenacotta warriors in full war array. 
Of these, 1087 were archers, and 288 crossbow mechanisms have actually 
been found among the remains. The bows for this number of archers (who 
can only represent a portion of the total in the burial) would have required 
3261 man-years of skilled labour. Not even allowing for the pomp of the 
burial of the First Emperor of Qin would a state have considered depleting 
its fighting resources by burying such a huge number of valuable weapons 
for the First Emperor's use in the afterlife. 

The development of the crossbow allowed the creation of a new tactic: 
saturation fire. The earliest and most dramatic account of this strategy in 
action is to be found in Sima Qian's account of the Battle of Maling(I§ 
l§t) in the Historical Records. 

The Battle of Maling (341 BC) (mMM : «£IE ' »?ISig5!l 

It A A t . SUlffiijcll • ItfAtSm • #mSJI$ffi& - SAAIg • M 
mmmz • Ammm > ^niffiejgMHA- - SAtiffl.ga : "m=wz& 
*nmmm.& - «&-i* • ^m^mn^-mmz • A S . A S M » J # 
mtm. A A S M « J # ¥ A M • mw^Ammu+nm • m 0 usir 

Thirteen years later, Wei joined with Zhao in attacking Han. Han turned 
to Qi for military assistance. Qi appointed Tian Ji as general and he 
proceeded directly to [the capital of Wei], Da Liang. The Wei general, 
Pangjuan, heard about this and he quit Han and returned, as the Qi forces 
had already crossed [into Wei] and had penetrated to the west of him. 

Sun Zi remarked to Tian Ji, 'These forces of Wei, they're wild and 
overconfident. Just now they make light of the forces of Qi, but if the Qi 
forces shouted, they would jump in fright. A person skilled in warfare 
would assess their power better and profit from managing it effectively. 
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According my Art of War, when an army rushes in a hundred miles to 
snatch an advantage, the General risks a fall; when an army rushes in 
fifty miles to snatch an advantage, half of the force will lag behind. Forcing 
the Qi army into Wei territory, they may start off with 100 000 campfires; 
but by tomorrow the number will be down to 50 000, and by the day 
after, it will be down to 30 000.' 

mm 
HflffAB . A# > H : "S@ft^¥fe > A^AiHB . AAt#J§A 
£ - "7!/*Kif>¥. mnmm^Bmmz • wtmzm > g&sjf s • 
mum.m • m^^mm • A ^ A . nmAmsmmzs • "mmw^itm 
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Pang Juan marched for three days and was very pleased with himself. 
He said, 'I bet the Qi forces are nervous. They've made an incursion into 
our territory for three days and they've lost more than half of their officers 
and men. ' 

So he left his infantry behind and took his l ight-armoured crack 
troops in a forced march in pursuit of the Qi forces. 

Sun Zi estimated their rate of march and reckoned they would reach 
Maling by evening. The Maling road passed through a defile and there 
were obstructions on either side where he could hide troops in ambush, 
so he cut down a big tree, whittled off the bark and wrote on the exposed 
white wood: 'Pang Juan is going to die under this tree!' Then he got 
together ten thousand of his best crossbow marksmen, hid them along 
the narrow road, and ordered: 'Shoot together if you see a fire lit!' 

mm%&w.m*T • me» - nmAmz ° « » # A * . wwmnmm -
it¥A«L*@A ° *«§»§££* • 75S50 - B : "5i)SSAA« ! "SH 
mmm&nw • imAA^wfi • samiAgKAA • ttffus^A • 
So Pang Juan came across the place where the tree had been felled in 
the night. He saw that there was something white with writing on it, so 
he lit a torch. Before he had finished reading what was written on it, 
the ten thousand crossbows of the Jin army fired together and the Wei 
forces fell about in disorder. Pang Juan realized that his whole force was 
lost through his own lack of judgement and so he committed suicide, 
saying, 'So much for my reputation now!' As a result of the total defeat 
of his forces, Qi was able to take prisoner the Wei Prince, Shen and return 
home. Thus Sun Bin's fame spread worldwide and his Art of War passed 
down the generations. 
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Apart from doing a lot for the reputation of Sun Zi's Art of War, it 
also did a lot for the reputation of the crossbow in warfare. The Warring 
States Papers^ describe how Su Qin was sent to talk the King of the state 
of Han into a treaty in around 330 BC: 

nmun^mmz. > a .• -mmnm - &$z® • m%Mm - nstz 
m. j ^ m « m • M * > SWELL! • ±*AAM • #¥f t+A. ATZ^ 

jsm • w&nm - mi- - &M • n± • s*. WWAAAA^ • s^sa 
M*f > ~5®ABSA « & # & » • J£#8S'k •" 

77ie Warring States Papers: Su Qin undertakes a mission on behalf 
of Chu to persuade the King of Han to j'oin in an alliance 

Su Qin undertook a mission on behalf of Chu to persuade the King of 
Han to join in an alliance. Su Qin said, 'To the north of Han are the 
fastness of Gongluo and Cheng'ao; to the west are the borderlands of 
Yiyang and Changban; to the east are the rivers of Wan, Rang and Wei; 
and to the south are the Mountains of Jing: your lands stretch a thousand 
miles in either direction. You have 100 000 armoured troops. The hardest 
bows and most powerful crossbows in the world come from Han. The 
bows named "Xizi", "Shaofu", "Shih" and "Qulai" all have a range of 
more than six hundred paces. Your Han troops use their feet to pull 
their crossbows and when they shoot, not a shot in one hundred fails in 
its effect: they pierce the chest of any enemy who is far off, and the 
heart of any who is near . . .' 

The Han army required crack troops to be 
able to draw a crossbow with a draw-weight 
of 12 stone (?J) . In modern terms, that would 
have b e e n a round 360 kg.1 4 (The 1996 
Olympic weightlifting record was 475.5 kg.) 

By the Han Dynasty, the crossbow in the 
hands of heavy infantry had replaced combat 
w i th the b o w fired by a skilled, nob le 
marksman from a chariot. The texts of the 
military strategists who flourished during the 
Warring States period clearly reflect this. 

13. 
14. 

It is also found in A R B : 

* | 
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There is enough material to write a whole book about Chinese 
crossbows. This is not the place to write it. The important thing for the 
present study is to establish how the crossbow fitted into the unfolding 
history of Chinese archery. Until the Warring States period, the technology 
that went into bow-making produced bows with draw-weights heavy 
enough to pierce leather armour up the seven layers thick. But the 
technology of the crossbow had not come up with a firing mechanism 
sufficiently robust to support such bows. 

Then along came an inventor who put the whole firing mechanism 
into a sturdy bronze casing. From then on, the power of the crossbow 
was no longer limited and all that was needed was a sturdier metal assembly 
for the firing mechanism. The crossbow developed in power, and by the 
end of the Warring States period, crossbows had been developed which 
fired multiple quarrels; crossbows with automatic breach loading then 
appeared, followed by crossbows which could fire a succession of quanels 
like a machine-gun.13 

The precision of bronze allowed not only for upsizing but also for 
downsizing. Crossbow pistols appeared with delicate mechanisms like 
clockwork. These would have fired small quarrels with poisoned tips. At 
the other end of the scale, by the Song Dynasty, mammoth bed-mounted 
crossbows were firing gunpowder-propelled missiles. 

The Changing Landscape in Archery 

The crossbow by no means spelled the end of archery with bow and anow 
in China. But the breaking-down of the centralized power of the Zhou 
Dynasty, followed by the destruction of the old ruling families during the 
Spring and Autumn period meant that the ancient magic of the bow and 
the role of ritual archery came more and more into question. 

O n e particular element came into play and radically affected the 
development of archeiy tactics in China. At the end of the Warring States 
period and into the Han Dynasty, the expanding 'Middle Kingdom' found 
itself faced with a new menace: hoards of mounted foreign archers mounted 
on horseback, the Huns (ftj#c). 

15. This invention is traditionally credited to Zhuge Liang (gfeSi'jb) at the end of the Han 
Dynasty. But a repeating crossbow was excavated in at the Qinjiazui (^IsRnlf H) tomb 
dating from the end of the Warring States. See SfAtf > fetfeit : «^Alt» (^ffl* 
«AAA£> frf & : ffift£P#«& ' 1997 ) > JC 109, 01. 138 • 
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Sima Qian: 'Account of the Huns' 

[The Huns] had no written language: they governed themselves on the 
basis of the spoken word alone. Infants could ride on a goat and draw a 
bow to shoot small birds and rats. As they grew up, they would shoot 
foxes and hares and these are what they used to eat. Their warriors were 
powerful archers, and all were armoured cavalrymen. Their custom when 
at peace was to follow their flocks, and thus archery and hunting formed 
part of their way of life. When war threatened, they practised battles 
and attacks so that they could invade or make unexpected attacks. This 
was part of their very nature. 

These border tribes could be exploited and sometimes the warring 
factions forged alliances with them to fight their neighbours,16 but the 
Chinese states had never tried systematically to adopt the mounted tribes' 
tactics for themselves. Finally, however, against the protests of his nobles, 
King Wuling of Zhao (StiSIlA) (325-298 BC) changed into the battle-
dress of the mounted tribes, carried out mounted archery exercises with 
his troops and then broke the hold of the nearby tribes. This was China's 
first mounted archer-cavalry. 

The debate in which King Wuling of Zhao found himself embroiled 
over this change in tactics was symptomatic of the wider debate in which 
the Chinese leadership found itself in the Warring States period: how to 
respond to the need for change. The weight of educated public opinion 
was in favour of following respected precedents and observing the old 
rituals. But King Wuling of Zhao was an innovator. The revered long, 
flowing gown, the national dress of the Chinese race, stood between him 
and the achievement of his goal of subduing the border tribes and his 
enemies within. To get his troops up onto horseback to practise mounted 
archery, King Wuling of Zhao had to discard the flowing Chinese robes 
and get them into the short tunics and jodhpurs of the border tribes. To 
get the troops into this attire, he first had to get his fellow nobles to adopt 
it. 

Bffiffli»Jg " 
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A lengthy debate on the subject is recorded in the Warring States 
Papers.17 The reason we can say that this debate was 'symptomatic' is that 
it is repeated, in almost identical language but modified in respect of subject 
matter, in two other historical and philosophical works of the period.18 

This is a clear indication that the raging debate between conservatives and 
innovators covered not only statesmanship but also military tactics. 

Once the Chinese nobility took the plunge, however, the move to 
foreign tactics and modes of warfare were thoroughly adopted by the 
Chinese military machine. The full play of these tactics and the place of 
the bow and crossbow in Han warfare are set out in detail in the advice 
of the military strategist Chao Cuo (Hi t ) who lived during the reign of 
the Emperor Jing (jjtf: iff) (156-140 BC). 

EXP8 • ffl^8i«-a-3rJ2:.t.#H : -Bnmm ; ̂ aAIKW ; HBfUfl 
fj • £'AB : "A-RZM ' )ff*A/k - ""LLiW»A > MJilA^ > WAWft ; 
ifkAAAitkfil: $«t^Air-•AdiAPt • mmm > AIFJIW ; turn 
AJMi: AAAAir- • AKfflji • msmffl • WIDEST > it^^zm 
A = @£ A A # - • MRffiffi • mm • Ami Aft; it&mzm&: M 
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Something else I've heard is: three things become urgent when the use 
of arms, military engagements or close fighting are imminent. The first 
is to take advantage of the terrain; the second is to get the troops fully 
trained; and the third is to have effective equipment. The Art of War 
says, 'A three-and-a-half metre19 ditch has enough water to swamp a 
chariot.' Wooded hills, tumbled rocks, fording rivers, fortified townships, 
grassy or wooded areas: these are terrain for infantry, and one infantryman 
is worth two chariots or cavalrymen in those circumstances. Hillocks and 
grave-mounds which extend to join one to another, wide plains and 
grasslands: these are tercain for chariots or cavalrymen, and one mounted 
soldier is worth ten infantrymen in those circumstances. Plains sparsely 
dotted with hillocks, open riverbeds and valleys, places which overlook 
[the enemy]: these are terrain for archers and crossbowmen. One archer 

i7. mmm • tii«rBi© • 
18. «i8j^H» ' «Atr2 • $]SAJft» ° See Cho-yun Hsu (fpf£5l) . Ancient China in Transition, 

Stanford CA: Stanford University Press, p. 155. 
19. 1.5 zhangi—AAR.) is equal to 346.5 cm A ^ A i t H ) . 
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is worth a hundred footmen armed with close-range weapons in those 
circumstances. But when two divisions are fighting at close quarters with 
level ground and short grass so that you can move back and forth, this is 
terrain for long halberds: one halberdier is worth three soldiers armed 
with swords and shields in those circumstances. Where crops are maturing 
or reeds and rushes are thick, or in thick grass or woods where foliage 
and branches are dense, these are terrain for lances or light spears: one 
lancer is worth two halberdiers in those circumstances.20 O n winding 
roads with hidden bends, or where the way is hemmed in by ravines, 
these are terrain for short-swords and shields. One swordsman is worth 
three archers or crossbowmen in those circumstances. 

" A A S I * > 

ftl?A*° 

mm%&> 
g H A # ° 

mmmm» 
j f fcA^f j^Al i t f l •• AAUtA • 

Officers are not properly selected and trained; 

The men are insufficiently drilled; 

Setting and striking of camp are inefficient; 

Moving on and coming to a halt uneo-ordinated; 
Tlie thrusting advance does not meet its objective; 

Wlien they need to get out of danger they can't come to a halt; 
Advancing in attack or falling back, 

They can't keep to the beat of the drums and cymbals. 

This describes the eno r of having insufficiently-trained troops: ten good 
soldiers are enough to stop a hundred like those. 

20. A halberd had a blade at right-angles to the staff and was swung laterally; a lance or spear 
had a blade at the end of the staff and was thrust forward. 
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If weapons are not in good order, 
It's no better than being unarmed. 
If armour isn't tough and dense, 
It's no better than going naked. 
If crossbows don't have a long range, 
Ttiey're no better than short weapons. 
If shots don't hit the mark, 
It's no more than a waste of arrows. 
If they hit but don't penetrate, 
It's just a waste of arrowheads. 

This is the mess a commander can end up in if he doesn't conserve his 
weapons: five [soldiers from such a force] are no match for one [from a 
proper ly regulated force.] Thus the Art of War says, 'If arms and 
equipment are not in good order, you're making a gift of your troops to 
the enemy. If the troops can't use them properly, you're making a gift of 
their commander to the enemy. If the commander doesn't understand 
weaponry, he's making a gift of the sovereign to the enemy. If the Ruler 
doesn't choose a good commander, he's making a gift of his state to the 
enemy.' These four points He at the heart of the use of weapons. 

MMIM 
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Another thing I've heard is 'How protagonists of different sizes interact 
depends on style; how protagonists of different relative strength interact 
depends on their skills; and how ventures of differing risk turn out turns 
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on preparation.' Serving strong powers submissively is the style of small 
states; to unite small groups to attack a large power is the style of our 
enemies; and to set foreign tribes at each other's throats is the Chinese 
style. These days, the talents and skills of the Huns and the Chinese in 
dealing with terrain are different: when it comes to going up and down 
hillsides, wading in and out of streams and rivers, our Chinese horses 
are not up to theirs. When it comes to narrow roads and under cliffs 
and overhangs, shooting at full gallop, our Chinese cavalry is not up to 
theirs. And when it comes to putting aside fatigue in wind and rain, 
enduring hunger and thirst, our Chinese men are not up to theirs. These 
are the natural talents of the Huns. 

wmnz^mm& • mwm-n > &mm - mmm > fffMHu • m® 
feAA#t^tii. wgm& • AmnM. mmizwnAmmttfc. A 
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But when it comes to plains with level tenain, attacks with light chariots 
or a cavalry charge, the Hun hordes easily fall into disarray. W h e n it 
comes to heavy crossbows and long halberds, when the shooting is light 
and at long range, then the Huns ' bows are outclassed. When it comes 
to tough armour and sharp blades, when long and short weapons are 
used in combination, when artillery crossbows are brought into play, 
when brigades and divisions advance together, then the Huns ' troops 
can't withstand them. When the heavy crossbow divisions mount an 
assault with heavy fire concentrated on a single target, then the Hun 's 
leather breastplates and wooden shields cave in under the onslaught. Once 
you get them off their horses and fighting on the ground, battling it out 
with swords and halberds, pressing them back and forth, then the Huns 
can't keep their footwork together. These are the natural talents of the 
Chinese. Looking at it like this, the Huns have three natural talents and 
we Chinese have five. 

Fowling 

T h e s t o n e - b o w a n d pe l l e t (W ' A ) w e r e t h o u g h t in C h i n a to b e t h e 

p recu r so r of the b o w . In 8A5 , w e have already read the story of h o w 

they w e r e said to have been invented by ' the Pious Son ' to keep carr ion 

birds away from the bodies of his parents . 

T h e s t one -bow is distinctive because of the pocket on the string w h i c h 
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holds the pellet. W e can therefore identify it among the oracle bone 
pictorial characters21 from just as far back in history as the bow itself. 

The stone-bow was a relatively weak bow. In the Han Dynasty, it 
was said to have been made of lacquered bamboo without horn or sinew.22 

It was used for fowling. In general, fowling with the s tone-bow was 
intended to bring birds down, not to kill them. The birds, when caught, 
would be domesticated. 

Han tomb brick showing an archer fowling with the stone-bow on horseback 

The technique of using the stone-bow is very distinctive. Where it is 
shown in early illustrations, the bow is always shown with the string drawn 
from well below centre and the bow-arm ready to flick the bow sideways 
at the release so that the pellet would not hit the grip. The technique of 
using the stone-bow was always said to be the most difficult of any form 
of archery. 

21. f r i t * •• «AA1f SAf&» • 
22. $7t • <»«8>: "nz&w swum • mmam • ^mmm ••• 
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From time to time in Chinese literature, the image of a man using 
gold to make pellets for the s tone-bow was adopted as an image of 
profligacy. There was the tale of Han Yan who was good at shooting with 
the stone-bow, and who used gold pellets. Good as he was, he would 
regularly lose a dozen or so a day, so the children of the capital, Chang'an 
used to come rushing whenever they heard that he was going shooting, 
hoping to pick up his lost pellets.23 

The use of the stone-bow has been a popular pastime up until this 
century in China. Bows were made in Beijing up until the 1960s. The 
design was very complex: the bow was made with bamboo and horn but 
no sinew. Unlike the later Chinese bow, the static tips were short and 
the string-bridges were shallow and broad. The string was made in a special 
way. String loops ran around the string nocks at the bow-tips, but were 
then attached to a pair of thin bamboo splices which then were attached 
to strings again towards the centre. The effect then was like tramlines: a 
pair of strings which then had a small basket at the centre to place the 
baked clay pellet in. 

In Beijing, it was popular at the turn of this century to use stone-
bows to catch roosting pigeons so that they could be fattened up for the 
pot. Stone-bows were also popular as crossbows. They were made by the 
apprentices of Beijing bowyers to learn skill in woodwork. 

Waterfowling with a tethered arrow 

Water-fowling with a tethered anow (A " fcS) was a pursuit often illustrated 
in Han Dynasty tomb carvings. 

Water-fowling with tethered arrows from a Han Dynasty tomb rubbing 

23. «EA»IE» : "nmtm. &,±UA > - B ^ A # + » • &%UZWAA •• JK^S 
m^mmthw - mmz . wxtm > -
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As you can see from the illustration above, the fowlers carried baskets 
with bobbins of cord to which the arrows were tied. They took aim at 
flocks of birds, presumably relying on luck as much as good marksmanship. 

As far as we can ascertain from contemporary illustrations, the tethered 
anow was intended to ensnare the fowl (mostly geese), not to pierce them. 

Water-fowling scene from a bronze vase from the Warring States period (« JS^IXiUfi))) 

Shooting with a tethered arrow, from the lacquered clothes chest from the Chu tomb of Duke 
Zeng (i^mZM • A i f 2 S ^ » 

The first illustration shows the fowlers in the act of entangling the 
birds. On the far left of the picture, you can see a man on a coracle scaring 
up the birds in flocks while on the right, the fowlers let off their tethered 
arrows. This illustration may have depicted one of the royal pleasure parks 
which were popular in the Warring States and Han times, stocked with 
abundant game for the royal households to hunt. 

The second picture, however, seems to represent the legend of Yi 
the Archer. He has picked off one of the crows from the Fusang tree with 
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a tethered arrow (see Chapter 2) while two remain in place. On the right 
hand tree are two chimeras, and on the far right, you can see the head of 
the double helix man-snake, Fuxi and Niiwa. 

Unlike the stone-bow, references to shooting with tethered arrows 
appear to die out early, and by the Tang Dynasty, such references are 
figurative rather than accounts of actual events. As a technique of hunting, 
then, fowling with a tethered arrow may have been so inefficient that it 
was not kept up once agriculture could provide an adequate supply of birds 
for consumption. 

The Demise of Ritual Archery and the End of the Han 
Dynasty 

Over the four hundred years of the Han Dynasty, the archery ritual 
continued sporadically, but was not a regular feature of courtly life. More 
importantly, archery competitions featuring bow and arrow became a 
favoured method of assessing military skills, and its ritual aspect gradually 
became ignored. 

El 
< * * # • mm®} 
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History of the Later Han: 'Biography of Liu Kun' 

Wang Mang taught pupils all his life, usually over five hundred of them. 
Every spring and autumn he would arrange ceremonial meals for the 
elderly and archery. He always followed the rituals scrupulously, down 
to the wooden implements and ritual cauldrons, and the mulberry bows 
and reed anows to shoot at a 'rabbit's head'. Every time the rituals took 
place, the county administrators would immediately send staff and 
retainers to see the spectacle. 

This quotation illustrates how, by the end of the Former Han Dynasty, 
the civil archery ritual had become the exception rather than the rule. 
Instead, the examination of skill in archery centred on military skills. While 
the rank-and-file learned to use the crossbow, more traditional archery 
skills were used to identify military excellence. The Ming author, Gu Yu, 
provides and account in his Book of Archery: 
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'Examination o f Historical Military Sys tems ' f r o m Gu Y u ' s Book 
of Archery in Four Volumes, Vol . IV 

At the establishment of the Han Dynasty, candidates were selected from 
the sons of the great families of the six prefectures for entry into the 
Imperial Guard, and they were assessed as potential officials on the basis 
of their prowess and strength. The great generals all started off like that. 
Those with the greatest number of martial skills formed the top echelon; 
and the greatest of these were enfeoffed as nobles, marquises and sheriffs, 
while the lesser ones became ordinary officials. Under the Han system, 
the examination usually took place in the ninth month in the capital 
and the prefectural magistrates, commanders, and major and minor sub-
prefectural officers acted as examiners. O n gathering in the capital for 
the examination, they would be ranked into upper and lower grades. 

Under the later Han system, as soon as the provincial rites for the 
first day of autumn were over, they would start the martial exercises. 
The military officials trained their troops in the archery ritual and the 
ritual of cutting the sacrificial animals, called Chuliu. The soldiers and 
officials all received training in Sun Zi's Art of War and the Sixty-four 
Formations, and these were known as 'Completing the Set'. 

T h e r e is further ev idence that some mili tary ranks w e r e awarded o n 

the basis of skills in archery. A n example can be found in the fo l lowing 

quota t ion from the History of the Han Dynasty ( i M ) . 
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History of the Han Dynasty: 'Official Appointments ' 

'Field Commander Wlio Could Shoot by Sound' 

In the Han Dynasty, there was the rank of 'Field Commander W h o 
Could Shoot by Sound' who, on receiving the appropriate command, 
would shoot at the source of a sound. The officers and instructors would 
take part in the shooting and in the pitch darkness, they would hear a 
sound and shoot at it and they could hit the source. That is how they 
got their name. As they had to wait for a command and then shoot, 
that is why they were known as 'Wait for an order and shoot at a sound'. 

Cifei Archers 

In the time of Emperor Xuan (73-49 BC), they appointed 'Cifei Archers'. 
T h e y were names after a famous brave of old called Cifei. O n e 
explanation has it that 'Ci ' stands for 'at the ready'. So naming the official 
after this renowned brave was meant to indicate that he was at the ready 
and could speed off as if flying. He was an official of the sub-command 
who was responsible for shooting -wildfowl. 

O n e of the greatest archers of the H a n Dynas ty was Li G u a n g ( $ St) . 

M a n y stories are told of his prowess. This one , wh ich records events a round 

120 BC, is particularly famous. 
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Four years later, Li Guang was appointed general and left Yingmen to 
attack the Huns. But the Hun army greatly outnumbered him: his force 
was destroyed and only Li Guang survived. The Khan had heard of Li 
Guang's greatness and issued and order: 'If you catch Li Guang, you must 
bring him here alive!' The Hun horsemen captured him while he was 
wounded, and they tethered two horses together and carried him between 
them. Lying between the two horses they travelled over ten miles and 
Li Guang played dead. But through half-closed eyes, Li Guang saw that 
a boy was riding a fine horse by his side. Suddenly he sprang up onto 
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the Hun child's horse, and with one arm around the boy to restrain him, 
he whipped the horse on. Galloping a few dozen miles southward he 
ran into the remainder of their army. A few hundred of the Hun 
horsemen chased after him, and so Li Guang snatched up the boy's bow 
and firing at full gallop he managed to kill some of the pursuing horsemen 
and so made his escape. 

At the end of the Han Dynasty, central rule over the now widely 
extended Chinese territory collapsed. Rebellions which had broken out 
sporadically became more intensified, and Dong Zhuo ( i - ^ ) (a renowned 
archer of superhuman strength who could shoot left or right-handed at 
full gallop and terrified the Huns)23 put down a rebellion by the 'Yellow 
Turbans', but then he in turn tried to usurp the leading position in China 
by taking over control of the puppet emperor. Meanwhile, real power 
had fallen into the hands of aristocratic families, the principle among whom 
were led by Cao Cao ( W # ) , Liu Bei (§!)^) and Sun Quan (Wr%) . These 
three gradually placed themselves as the rulers of 'Three Kingdoms' — 
Wei (IS) , Shu (§5) and Wu (^) — and the Han Dynasty came to an end. 

Despite the fact that the magic of the bow had become detached from 
the practice of archery over the centuries in which the art had passed from 
the control of the aristocracy, a feat of archery was still able to instil 
superstitious awe in those who witnessed it, as the following tale shows. 
The tale, 'Lii Bu Shoots the Halberd on the Camp Gate' is still popular 
in the repertoire of the Beijing Opera. 

Lii Bu was the warrior who killed Dong Zhuo (who overthrew the 
Han Dynasty) and galloped off with Dong's head lashed to his saddle. He 
made his reputation through horsemanship and archery, and had once been 
Dong Zhuo's 'godson' through swearing an oath. But he became alienated 
by Dong's paranoid behaviour. Later, he allied himself with the warlord 
Liu Bei and extracted him from a predicament by this feat of archery: 
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History of the Later Han: 'The Biography o f Lii Bu' 

Yuan 'Shu sent generals, including Ji Ling with 30 000 infantry and 
horsemen to attack Liu Bei. Liu Bei appealed to Lii Bu for assistance. 
The other generals said to Lii Bu, 'You've always wanted the chance to 
kill Liu Bei; now you can make use of Yuan Shu to get at him.' 

But Lii Bu replied, 'You've got it wrong. If I destroy Liu Bei, then 
the whole of the Nor th Region up to Tai Shan will be encircled by 
Yuan Shu. I can't avoid going to Liu Bei's aid.' 

Then he detached over a thousand horsemen and infantry and set 
off to Liu Bei as fast as possible. When Ji Ling and the others heard that 
Lii Bu was on his way, they all pulled back their troops and stopped. Lii 
Bu encamped outside the city walls of Pei and then sent someone to 
invite Liu Bei over and gave a feast for him, inviting Ji Ling and the 
others. 

Lii Bu said to Ji Ling, 'Liu Bei and I are brothers . N o w he is 
entrapped by all you gentlemen and I have come to help him. By my 
nature, I'd rather that we'd come together to resolve a quarrel than to 
get into a scrap.' 

Then he ordered the camp commandant to set up a halberd on the 
gate of the camp. Lii Bu drew his b o w and looking back over his 
shoulder, said, Y o u gentlemen watch me shoot the smaller point on that 
halberd. If I hit it, then we all disband our armies; if I miss, then you 
can stay here and fight it out.' 

Then Lii Bu fired and hit the halberd right on the smaller point. Ji 
Ling and the others were overawed and said that General Lii Bu must 
have supernatural power. The next day they resumed the festivities and 
then they all gave up the fight. 

T h e r e i g n o f t h e wa r lo rds of t h e T h r e e K i n g d o m s was very shor t 

(a l though t h r o u g h be ing the subject of a roman t i c historical nove l , t he 

Romance of the Time Kingdoms,21' as well as providing the staple plot material 

for t rad i t ional C h i n e s e opera , the pe r iod features d i sp ropor t iona te ly in 

m o d e r n Chinese cultural consciousness). 

T h e pe r iod came to an end in 280 AD, w h e n the state of W u ( ^ ) was 

o v e r r u n by the J in (IF) . Nomina l l y , t he J in Dynas ty lasted f rom 2 6 5 AD 

to 420 AD; bu t in fact the J in fell quickly into civil strife b e t w e e n the ruling 

classes as t hey s t ruggled for overal l p o w e r . T h e p e r i o d was w o r s e for 

26. . « » + 
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flooding which affected the Yangtze River plain and made millions move 
away from flooded areas. 

As China was weakened by internal warfare, the border tribes saw their 
chance and made bolder and bolder incursions into the Chinese heartland, 
with as many as 16 minor states having a transient existence in the northern 
part of China. The Jin ultimately moved south of the Yangtze in 317 AD, 
leaving the north of China under the Togbut, Hun, Tangut and Mongols. 

The Northern rulers set up their kingdoms of Wei (H) and Qi (^f), 
and the period, although unsettled, witnessed great creative activity. 
Buddhism gained a strong position, and the Wei Dynasty pressed its 
defeated enemies into carving enormous Buddhist sculpture caves near their 
capitals at Luoyang(?lrfit) and Datong(A|o]) . 

The rulers of Northern China at that time were originally of nomadic, 
agrarian stock and shared a cultural archery heritage with the Huns. They 
brought to China improved techniques in horse-breeding, together with 
development in saddlery and stirrups, which allowed further developments 
in archery skills.27 

The many records if events in the dynastic histories show not only a 
continuing emphasis on skills in mounted archery, but also an interest in 
archery as a competitive sport (with a cup of wine (̂ feM) presented to the 
winner). There is also sporadic mention of the persistence of archeiy ritual 
as a method for determining merit. King Zhen of Nan An still held the 
opinion, 'Poets can express themselves in poetry and lyrics, archers can 
use their art to express their virtue. So let those with no skill in poetry 
attend the archery ceremonies.'28 

Throughout Chinese history until the Wei, hardly any mention is made 
of women archers. But in the Wei, under the influence of the border tribes 
who included women among their fighting forces, a number of eminent 
women archers are mentioned. One was Li Yongrong($f t£#) , daughter 
of the tough local family of Li Bo ($}j£), who was recorded in the 
following folksong: 
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Li Bo's2'' little daughter, Yongrong is her name; 
Her skirts hiked up she spurs her horse, leaves others looking lame. 
Left and right she fires her bow, one anow splits the other, 
If all the girls were like Yongrong, we men just needn't bother. 

It seems that the rulers of the 'Northern and Southern Kingdoms' kept 
up the archery rituals to some extent, as there are a number of references 
to them in the dynastic histories of Wei and Qi. 

Over the period from when the archery rituals were flourishing at the 
end of the Warring States period, about 250 BC, to the end of the divided 
post-Han period, about 800 years elapsed over which archery diversified: 

• Crossbow technology developed, resulting in: 
— hand-pulled crossbows which were used on cavalry engagements, 
— foot-pulled crossbows used for infantry engagements, and 
— artillery crossbows pulled by groups of men or draught animals 

used for defence of cities. 
• A science of ballistics developed to exploit the developing power of 

the crossbow. 
• A completely new field of mounted archery opened up. The military 

elite migrated from traditional military archeiy based on the war chariot 
to horsemanship and mounted archery. 

• Archery developed as a sport, and formal competitions started to appear. 
• Archery ritual became rare during the later Han period, but was revived 

somewhat under the Northern Wei and Southern Qi Kingdoms. 

This then was the background against which the second main period 
of archery activity developed, starting from the Sui and Tang Dynasties. 

29. Her father, Li Bo, died in 493 AD. 
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As I string my bow, 
the clear moon is my companion, 

I release my arrow 
and it races the distant shooting star. 

Without an arrow, perhaps, 
the goose may yet fall dead, 

Before I shoot, perhaps, the howling ape 
may shrink back against a branch. 

Ode to a Bow {{W*vW» 
by Emperor Taizong (Jff ATK) of the Tang Dynasty (reg. 627—650) 



China's Middle Ages 

Chinese culture is a homogeneous tradition built up over thousands of 
years; but its main contributors were not a single tribe or race. 

There are many who have (or seek to promote) the impression that 
'Han Chinese' racial influence spread over the millennia sweeping aside or 
absorbing all that it encountered. There is no doubt that there were local 
cultures who were swept aside and there were those who totally lost their 
local identity in the Chinese cultural environment; but Chinese culture also 
readily accepted elements from what it came into contact with. In the late 
Han period and the tumul tuous centuries of the nor thern 'Sixteen 
Kingdoms' and southern 'Six Dynasties', Indian Buddhism took a hold on 
Chinese culture both in the north and the south, and Taoism developed 
somewhat at the expense of the influence of institutional Confucianism. 

From the time of King Wuling of Zhao in the Warring States period, 
Chinese rulers did not hold back from adopting the weapons and tactics 
of their enemies if they had proved successful. Over the period following 
the fall of the Han Dynasty in 220, the northern part of China had 
essentially been under control of their traditional enemies, the tribes of 
the nor thern and western borders, and therefore the style of archery 
practised and the tactics employed were essentially those of the northern 
horsemen, supplemented by Chinese techniques in crossbow manufacture 
and deployment. 

In the year 581, an aristocratic general of the Tuoba tribe named Yang 
Jian (1fjll) usurped control over the state of Northern Zhou and set up a 
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new dynasty under the title Sui (pf). Eight years later, he managed to defeat 
the southern state of Chen ( S ) , thus reunifying China for the first time 
in 264 years. That period had seen enormous turmoil in China: repeated 
civil war, invasions from competing border tribes, natural disasters and huge 
migrations of Chinese people from the north of the region to the south. 

The Sui Dynasty had only two emperors, Yang Jian and his son Yang 
Guang (Hflfi). These two energetic and ambitious men undertook between 
them a far-reaching overhaul of China's administration and defences, 
repairing the Great Wall, expanding the Grand Canal, reducing nepotism 
in the civil service and putting into place a more meritocratic system. But 
together with this, they attempted an ambitious campaign of military 
expansion, finally attempting unsuccessfully under the second emperor, Sui 
Yang Di (ffirlU'rfr), to invade Korea with an enormous army of over one 
million troops. This and other exploits so weakened China's resources and 
alienated the agricultural population who had to give up manpower to 
man the army, that the dynasty fell in 618. 

But in the 37 years of the Sui Dynasty, the Chinese population had a 
period of relative stability in which to consolidate: reserves of grain grew 
to unprecedented proportions as a result of the country being free from 
incursions by border tribes. The financial, monetary and weights and 
measures systems were standardized again. 

A system of competition for official posts which had started to appear 
under the Northern Wei became more standardized under the reign of 
Yang Jian. This sowed the seeds of a new incarnation for archery outside 
the battlefield which persisted until the end of the Qing Dynasty. 

Yangjian's main purpose in improving the examination system was 
to bring new talent into the management of China, which, following his 
conquest of the south, now included a very extensive area. But he had to 
avoid falling back on the feuding tribes of north China and seek the support 
and participation of the gentry from the regions. To this end, he started a 
system of relatively objective examinations of officials proposed by the 
provinces for promot ion to national posts. These examinations were 
arranged by disciplines (f4H) -1 

The examinations were far from being entirely open and democratic. 
Those from the working and commercial classes were debaned from taking 
part, and officials from the ninth rank and above were exempted from 
them. To become a candidate for such examinations, one had to be 
sponsored at the district level in an annual presentation of candidates — 
an extension of the system which had prevailed in the Han Dynasty. 

1. §Pf • ? f l f f f lA f i : <*m%&ffl&&> (ABE : « L U « A • 1995 ) • JC 60 • 
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Information about the contents of the Sui examinations is not directly 
available: it has to be inferred from the biographies of the officials of the 
period. From the evidence of both earlier and later periods, archery must 
have played a part, at least in the military aspects of this examination system. 

The two Sui emperors' efforts at expansion, raising enormous armed 
forces, placed immense pressure on rural communities who were required 
to come up with both horses and manpower to support the attacks against 
Korea. Finally, the rural communities were driven to armed uprisings and 
Li Yuan ($$rj), a member of the military aristocracy, took advantage of 
the weakening power of the Sui ruling household to install a puppet 
emperor, and eventually proclaimed himself emperor of a new dynasty 
named Tang (if!). 

The famous second emperor of the Tang Dynasty, Li Shimin ($t t t 
K) was a formidable general and archer. As his father was emperor, and 
thus by custom not permitted to lead an army into battle, Li Shimin 
normally led Chinese forces in putting down remaining dissent against the 
new rulers. Once, when pressed by an enemy in a battle with an opposing 
force led by Wang Shichong (Tittt^E) and on the point of being defeated, 
he shot left and right, killing an enemy with every shot.2 

At the beginning of his reign, China was beset with famine and 
incursions by the Tuque tribe. This made Li Shimin sufficiently concerned 
with military practice that he personally supervised archery practice by his 
senior staff. 
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The Old Dynastic History of the Tang: The Record of Emperor Tai 
Zong's Reign (September 622 AD) 

In September, [the Emperor] summoned guards, cavalry and the 
commanders together and got them practising archery at the Xiande 
palace. He went down among them himself to address the commanders 
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and said, 'From the earliest times the fortunes of the border tribes and 
the Chinese have waxed and waned. For example, the Yellow Emperor 
excelled in using the five categories of weapons and was thus able to go 
after the Huns in the north. And King Xuan of the Zhou was able to 
mobilize his chief ministers and thus gained control over the Central 
Plains. But coming to the Han, Jin and right up to the Sui, we did not 
get the troops hard at work practising their pikes and halberds, so that 
when the Tuque came and invaded, none could resist and our Chinese 
populace suffered greatly at the hands of the enemy.' 
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' N o w my reign has arrived, and I shall not have you digging fish pools 
and building pleasure gardens. Once we become inveigled into pleasure-
seeking and profligacy, the agricultural classes will turn their backs on 
our commands and give themselves up to pleasure. Let the troops just 
concentrate on practising archery and horsemanship and you [generals]: 
just concentrate on your skills in warfare. That way, we can be sure no 
enemy can stand before you.' After that, he assembled several hundred 
men before the palace each day to practise archery; and the Emperor 
would turn up in person to test them. The ones with good scores were 
rewarded with bows and swords as well as cloth and silks. 
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During audiences, some ministers tried to talk him out of this practice. 
They argued, 'The Ancient Kings had a rule: coming into the presence 
of the monarch armed with arms or sharp objects is a punishable offence. 
This allowed any trouble to be nipped in the bud and prevented any 
unforeseen disasters. In Your Majesty's reign, you are allowing ordinary 
troops to fire off in all directions at the side of the Royal Palace, and 
Your Majesty is there in person right in the thick of it. You can imagine 
the sort of disaster that might occur — even by accident. It does not 
augur well for the fortune of the State.' 

But the Emperor would have nothing of it, and from that time on 
the troops became a force to be reckoned with. 
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Li Shimin, was a popular military commander: he was particularly open 
to the idea of joining in with his troops during training sessions. Accession 
to the throne did not change his natural inclinations so quickly. But it 
seems from passage 9A that a new precedent was being set. Certainly, from 
the Tang Dynasty onwards, there is plenty of evidence from paintings and 
literature that the emperor would attend archeiy training and competitions 
in person. 

Although the Tang was not a predominantly Confucian dynasty, some 
echo of the old tradition was still present in that the location of the archery 
practice was the Xiande Palace (SftlJlxIl) , wAich translates as 'Displaying 
Virtue Palace'. 

Compared to his father, the third Emperor of the Tang Dynasty, Gao 
Zong, was a great disappointment. He was neither active nor influential. 
However, he took as his wife an empress Wu Zetian (s£PJj A) who was to 
become one of the most famous characters in Chinese history due to her 
ruthlessness and strong-mindedness. At first Wu niled as the emperor's wife. 
Then she wielded power through her sons, Zhong Zong and Rui Zong, 
and finally, she declared herself empress in her own right, becoming the 
only female absolute ruler of China in the whole of its history. 

Chinese historians have never approved of women as rulers, so the 
overall assessment of Wu's reign is negative and China's historians have 
always emphasized her autocrat ic and ruthless methods . But it is 
questionable whether she was any more ruthless and autocratic than her 
male counterparts; and even her murderous tendencies are far from unique 
in Chinese history. 

Wu Zetian started the military examination system in order to develop 
military skill and leadership. In 702, she inaugurated the military 
examination system under the control of the Defence Department. The 
military examinations had three levels and all people skilled in military arts 
from every province and county had to undertake the examination. The 
graduates of this examination system became the elite of the Chinese civil 
service in the Tang Dynasty and this phenomenon continued throughout 
history, and may even have influenced British administrative practice. In 
recent years, the Chinese government has reinstated the policy of using 
examinations as an assessment and advancement tool in civil service 
management. 

Archery formed an important element in the military examination 
system: there was a general archery syllabus, a cavalry archery syllabus and 
an infantry archery syllabus as well.3 The general archery syllabus involved 
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setting up a long mound (H#fe) which served as the target area. It was 
divided into three regions, and those taking the examination were required 
to stand at a distance of 105 paces, draw a one-stone4 bow with an arrow 
weighing six ounces.3 They were tested over 30 shots and to pass the 
examination, they were required not to have any arrows outside the target 
region. If they all hit the central region, they were regarded as 'first class', 
if they hit the second region they were tenned 'second class', and if they 
hit the outer region they were failed. 

For cavalry archery, candidates had to shoot at full gallop. The target 
was a piece of doe-skin five by three Chinese inches,6 and they fired at a 
range of 105 paces with a draw-weight of seven dou.7 If all the shots hit, 
the candidate passed with 'first class'; if some hit, then he was 'second class', 
and if none hit, he failed. 

In the infantry archery examination, the target was a straw mannequin. 
Those who hit the targets with all their shots passed with 'first class'. Those 
who hit but had poor technique or who missed were failed. 

Later on, the military examinations were revised. They were held each 
year in the spring, and divided into two categories: one category was the 
'general a rchery ' (AH") category and the o the r was the 'mil i tary 
examination' (lK|!). The syllabus for the 'general archery' examination was 
the same as before. 

The Archery Manual of Wang Ju 

As you can see from the infantry archery examination syllabus, just hitting 
the target was not enough. The examination candidate had to display a 
command of the 'appropriate archery skills'. In the Tang Dynasty, what 
was regarded as 'appropriate archery skill'? Fortunately, a contemporary 
archery manual has survived which sets the answer out in great detail. 

The author, Wang Ju ( A S ) , was a contemporary of Empress W u 
Zetian. He was orphaned at an early age, but grew up with a love of the 
high life and little respect of propriety: an archetypal Chinese archery ace, 
in fact. His sybaritic lifestyle and determination to get his own way made 
him many enemies, and in the end one of them implicated him in a crime 
and got him executed. His Archery Manual has come down to us after 
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editing in the Yuan Dynasty by Tao Zongyi (NSKIR) . Its title, 'MM , may 
be based on the title of a lost work from the Jin Dynasty author Du Yu 
(tfcg) . 

It is immediately apparent from reading the Manual that it is a 
combination of instruction directly relevant to the Tang examination 
procedures, and a commentary on the basic principles set out in the 
Confucian 'Archery Ritual ' (paragraph 5B, Chapter 5). This shows that 
at the heart of the 'correct technique' was the Confucian ethic. 
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General Technique 

Every shot must [start with] the archer taking up position on the centre 
of the mat, one knee directly pointed directly at the target mound, while 
the other is at a right-angle to it along the mat. When you grasp the 
bow, you must grip it at the centre of the grip, and you should have 
[your hand] level with the very middle of the string. Keeping the bow 
in front of the left shin, place it vertically resting on the mat, allowing 
the lower limb-tip to jut forward slightly and making the top limb lean 
slightly out towards the right. 
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Then grasp the anow, slightly curling the fingers but keeping the third 
finger joints level. Next, pinch the anow with three fingers (i.e. thumb, 
index and middle) one-third along its length and place it against the 
bow, also one-third along the arrow's length; then taking up the anow 
on the left forefinger, turn the bow so that the string moves slightly 
away from the body and closer to the arrow. Then let your right hand 
find the fletching and then move down to the nock until the first and 
second joints are level with the nock, and slide the nock gently onto 
the string. 
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Next, spread out the fingers (like a peacock tail) and place them level 
with the middle of the string and touching them against the nock once 
again, check that the fletching is pointing upward, then move the bow 
and the string away from the body so that you can easily check the vertical 
alignment of the anow and ensure that it is conectly located in the centre 
with the conect horizontal alignment. 
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After [your check is] complete, you can raise the bow up off the mat 
and look sideways at the target, and bringing the draw-hand past the 
lower part of the cheek, come to full draw. [At full draw,] the bow hand, 
draw-hand, left shoulder and elbow should be absolutely horizontal so 
that a bowl of water could be balanced on [the inside of] your elbow. 
That is why it is said, 'The body should be as straight as a flagpole and 
the upper arms should stand out like branches.' 
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The upper arms, however, are not straight from the outset. After laying 
[the anow] on the string, then draw the string, and the upper amis should 
be extended straight at the point of full draw. The draw should not be 
too fast, otherwise it will lack dignity and fail to score. Also, it must not 
be too slow, otherwise it is difficult to maintain the power [of the draw] 
and the a n o w will fall short: only experts can really do it properly. 

mm 

mmm ° $XB •• 'mr-A^^m^A > ^T^mmnmB" • uzw.& •• 

Full draw is achieved when the arrow [head] is level with the handle; 

full 'passing through' is achieved when [the anow] is completely parallel 
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to the ground at the middle of the grip. To do this really aesthetically is 
a skill that is hard to perfect. The [bow hand] thumb must feel the 
arrowhead as it reaches [the grip] before the arrow is released. This is 
why it is said, 'If the arrowhead does not mount the thumb, the arrow 
cannot hit; if the thumb does not feel the arrowhead, it is like being 
blind.' You must test whether you are achieving these objectives. You 
nught think you can check the [position of the] arrowhead visually; but 
such a method is not available when on horseback or in darkness, so this 
does not amount to a skilful technique. That is why the arrow passes to 
the right of the bow but you aim through the left of the bow. 

mm 

^{BJllA ? 

Immediately following the release, the bow-tips should be allowed to 
revolve to a horizontal position, the elbow should be kept low, the wrist 
allowed to rise, the eye to mark the line of the shot, the hand should 
point towards it, your subconscious should take over control and then 
there should be no reason to miss. 

It • %&AM > <g.%3\Z" • l!*B#K3iy#?gfn • fMK** • 

Another frequent saying goes: 'The arrow goes according to the [weight 
of the] bow and the bow goes according to the strength of the archer. 
[The body] should not waver, you should not be flushed, get your form 
together, regulate your breathing, your conscious and subconscious aims 
should be the same.' This is called the 'official style'. Knowing how to 
co-ordinate all five of these elements makes [an archer] outstanding. This 
is why the Method states, 'Don' t worry that the bow's [draw-weight] is 
light: get used to it', then you'll still get a good distance from it. If you're 
worried that a bow's draw is weak, persevere and keep on drawing it.' 
As long as your strength surpasses that of your bow, you will get your 
form together, and every shot you take will hit. 

mm 
m&m% > 9t^m •• mmpm^ • &nm • %.mz ° »£»<&#&-
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iKI&S$ctil° 

So as a novice, first learn to bring the bow to full draw: you have to be 
able to bring your bow under control, firm up your stance, then you 
can shoot. T o achieve this, you must start off with your target set at 
one zhang* Then, when one hundred per cent of your shots hit it, inch 
it away until you can hit a hundred per cent at a hundred paces. At that 
point, you have achieved your skill — whether you place your target 
high up on a hill, or put it down at the bottom of a deep ravine, tow it 
around, throw it up in the air, move it sideways, up, down backwards, 
forward — you will possess sufficient skill to use your archery in the 
hunt or to engage the enemy. 

swfg^AjA'. sfffim{m&a&±m®" - ttw^sa^zm^ • 
A whole range of shooting enors: bow canting to the right, anows flying 
weakly, positioning the cheek next to the string, the neck arching back, 
the chest jut t ing out, the spine arching backwards — all of these are 
fundamental errors of shooting form. So [the first stage] where the body 
tenses forward is called 'the fierce tiger gathers himself to spring'. [The 
second stage] where the brow inclines forward is called: T h e mighty 
unicorn [lowers its head] to do battle.' [The third stage] where the bow-
limbs are pushed forward is called: 'Producing the moon from within 
the chest.' [The fourth stage] the arrow nock is drawn straight is called: 
'Hanging the scales on the string.' These are all terms denoting dignity 
of stature. 

A-tii • JSAS? - vxw&mnft • itm&r ° IUAH^AA* . wtA7i'>nm 
A > mak±£m&m • mnmp^tm^m • &Awimi%AM& > nmm 
ft - mm • f§A^wi&*g - BPitMi^ • n&mnm-BikA^ • A 

8. 3 m ( « ? l t l A f 5 | * : rftit» • H 5) • 
9. Dfl was a mythical or extinct species of ox with a single horn; a sort of bovine unicorn. 

It was historically linked with archery because its name was given to a tally for keeping 
count of archery scores. 
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The Method continues, 'There are two ways of setting the draw-hand 
position: placing the ring finger next to the little finger and placing the 
middle finger over the thumb, with the index finger placed vertically 
along the string is the Chinese style. Bending the thumb and hooking 
the index finger around the end of it is the Mongolian style. N o other 
techniques are recognized. The Mongolian style lacks in strength, but is 
better for shooting on horseback. The Chinese style is more powerful, 
and is suited to shooting on foot. The distinctive knack of the latter lies 
in the way the index finger is used: many people like to give the string 
a twist with the end of their fingers. This bends the arrow and also 
damages the fletch. But if you let your index finger lie vertically along 
the string, the release will be cleaner and it is easier to hit the target; 
also, it adds over a few dozen paces to the normal distance the arrow 
will fly. In the old days, people thought this was a magical method and 
kept it secret. 

R A t i * i i . ®nmmi£A-m. mmm^ummk^. • $zmm£& i 

According to the Mongolian style, not putting the [bow-hand] thumb 
over the index finger is also a useful [bow-hand] technique. They try to 
make the face of the grip fit into the palm and make the inner joints of 
the four fingers touch the back of the grip, extending the thumb level 
to support the anowhead and drawing back the index finger until it will 
not go back any further. If this is properly co-ordinated, then you can 
hear the sound [at the release], and [the release] is fast and smooth. That 
wraps up the physical form [part of the Method]. 

g y m 

#flt : m^B • ffiffi&*i±E A • 
MR • m > AA • A . ffiRtil • ASM • )!ffliWAAaff AA ° 
a& = ABiSMfittii ° mmn*& • 
%& : A • Iff til - K A ^ i ^ i f . fU^A - {&0fM£&& • « ' &ife ' 

#14 : AA.t.«M5l#A • 

Explanation of the 'Five Archery Techniques' 

'Tliejing ("well") character inform of wielding the bow': this is what is known 

as 'Producing the moon from within the chest'. 
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'Xiangchi': xiang(W means 'level'; chUR.) means 'a carpenter's square'. This 
refers to keeping the elbow level, that is to say 'being able to balance a 
cup of water on the [inside of] the elbow'. 

'Wliite arrow': if ' the arrow is white ' , it means that the arrowhead has 

reached the finger; that is to say: full draw. 

'Yanzhu': zhu (H) means 'to point at'. That is: to allow the bow limb to 
pitch forward when shooting the arrow: what is commonly called 
'snapping' (*r)) . Yan ($1) is 'sharp': that is to say, the tip of the bow. That 
is, allowing the bow-tips to revolve to a horizontal position. 

'Three-in-a-row': that is to say, firing three shots in rapid succession. 

£Jff IfffftSA^ • WPAmraAA > fJe&$$£iJA£f±«Ai> . ft& 'T 
?T)£ . AAAft • ' AAlfMn^feMfl) AHfH • *f3E#J& > FAIAHA 

MAaigM. A ? F 4 A W # A > bm'wnw • A A « & . m^m^^i^t • 
WM • WHte- icAi • W*fl»£st > i^imm • itfclAKJnlW • 

General Method for Infantry Shoot ing 

The left shoulder and hip should be facing the centre of the target mound. 
Both feet start out parallel at the first stage then at the later stage, turn 
the left foot pivoting until the toes point at the middle of the platform. 
This is almost a ' T ' shape, and not quite a ' A ' shape. [Then] part the 
left thumb and forefinger, relaxing them slightly and with the lower three 
fingers, revolve the bow grip to a horizontal position so that the upper 
tip can point along the path of the arrow straight at the target while the 
lower tip can reach to below the shoulder-blade — this is 'allowing the 
bow-tips to revolve to a horizontal position'. The right hand grasps the 
string, and you complete the movement by pulling your arm backwards, 
so that you have your shoulder, upper arm and wrist straight in a straight 
line. You should be able to see the lines on the palm of your draw-
hand; but your draw-hand fingers should not stick out. This [movement] 
is 'depressing the elbow and raising the wrist'. 

im®)B •• "ilifj# • *ftfe • SA6IA > 3IAAif • HWAtf • "feB : 

m < WM-ttz%m$i&'" 

The Archery Classic says, '[The body] should not waver; you should not 
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be flushed. Bring the draw-hand past the lower part of the cheek and 
come to full draw so that your stance is set up vertically and horizontally'. 
Therefore, they say, 'The body should be as straight as a flagpole and 
the upper arms should stand out like branches. As soon as you have 
released, allow the bow-tips to revolve to a horizontal position; your 
elbow should be low, your wrist should be raised,' and 'The chest jutting 
out, the spine arching backwards — these are all fundamental enors of 
archery posture.' 

"m^m^mMT-AM • € AISAA » 
"^^^A'timiAAffi • &¥i5 • 

" fwmmmft^ > t t i A f i K • ficf!A$$?E • 
' W i l A A f i . i?'J$IA > 3EA$* • 
"mm" - TFIAA" : =.m%A?m^w • 
" f fAW' t lA f iA IM^ 
TSAA'li i ifSA > « f -
" f lAf i " • "fJcW : -ftlSHHASffiR . *e&#']A • 

Errors in Infantry Shooting 

(Attributed to the Western Han General Li Guang) 

• T h e arms contrast at the draw' means that the elevation of your bow-
arm and the depression of your draw-arm are not even. 

• 'Arms come up at the draw' means that your bow-arm is too low 
and your draw-arm too high. 

• 'Letting the tip of the bow fall back at the draw' means that while 
your body is straight, your head tips backwards and your bow-arm 
wrist is raised. 

• 'Double action' means the shot is uneven: when you apply force to 
the bow-hand, it is not matched by force applied to the string-hand. 

• 'Chopping the string' means, as you release the a n o w and the arms 
move apart, you hang tightly onto the grip and don ' t let the wrist 
revolve, relaxing the hand slightly so that the grip can revolve. 

• 'Parting company with the grip' means the hand is too relaxed so that 
the bow turns right round but the grip does not revolve. 

• 'Slapping the limb' or 'Big Limb': These two mean that you lower 
the bow-tip and turn the nght shoulder blade. 
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• 'Rolling up the draw-arm' means when your arm is horizontal, you 
do not raise your wrist. 

• 'Small draw-hand' means holding back the arm without making it 
horizontal. 

• 'Raising the draw-arm'or 'Folding the draw-arm': these two mean 
that as the arrow is released, you are not straight with the wrist rigid 
so that as you thrust forward, the string slaps the bow-arm. 

A - m^mAmmmmxA •• m^-m^em - mmkmmmz'kt • AW 
nirf-isM^tii • m > mxA • m > ®&. mum^-ms. > mr-mz. 
tmtiwsuzm ° mmxA • m > m& • w«r wft¥«ss - inmtiifc. 
HAfa« • fP»frA . 4-J.*StJttfe. • n • « s A l . iPA • BPgrWflr 
¥»38 - MMteJR • AA3ff#iftt . T3f3ffiAff#Ttil -

B o w Hand and Draw-hand Method 

In the Song Dynasty, Commander Lu Zongli1" glossed the word sa ($§) , 
as follows: 'To punch something with your arm held horizontally is called 
sa.' That means, putting the draw-hand in a position as if about to punch 
something. You must hold your upper arm and shoulder at the same level. 
The word lie (81) is glossed as: 'Lie is to twist.' That means, you push the 
grip with you bow-hand, the draw-hand controls the bowstring, so that 
it looks as if you were forcefully twisting something. The word jue (*§) 
is glossed as: 'fue is to snap.' That means when the draw-hand grips the 
string, you hold it as if you were snapping something off. You rotate your 
hand backwards, and raise the palm so that the lines on your palm are 
visible. The word die Ws) is glossed as: 'Die is to throw.' That is, when you 
contact the bow- t ip with your bow-arm, it looks as if you were 
throwing something away from you. You point at the target with your 
upper bow-tip, and the lower bow-tip reaches below your shoulder blade. 

Mumm 

BftiMi-! > 
mm^ > mm > 

10. Author of Tlie Archery Method (Wiuk), a Song Dynasty work in two volumes, now lost. 
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AAglfe . 
#A5B5S ° 

General Method for Shooting on Horseback 

As powerfully as if chasing the wind, 
The eye moves hke a bolt of lightning, 
Draw the bow, immediately loose off the arrow, 
The eye is fixed unblinking, 
Your body and your equipment as solid as rock, 

Don' t lose your momentum, 
Loose off the arrow with determination. 

Song Dynasty illustration of Wang Ju's Archery Method from I ^ T C I I C^WHaS 

Em 
# 3 > « A 0 

AAST > «SttA^»3E > %=- - ̂ A^MA^m - i£M4fl • T38£ 

m&m-m^n^m• 
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t£H : "nmmmmmta > yk&mtirwftm. fifa^£t?e - «Afm 
w t W ° 

Grip on the B o w , Concentration and Firm Stance 

With the left (bow) arm hanging down, slightly bend the thumb to 
encircle the grip; the index and middle finger gripping the bow and arrow 
firmly; the remaining fingers obliquely cradle the lower bow-limb; the 
lower bow-limb points down at the front of the left (bow-arm-side) leg. 
The right arm touches the bow-string serving, the right upper-arm presses 
against the ribs, with the thumb, index and third finger above the joint 
and the fourth finger holding the bow-l imb at the string-guide. The 
arrow nock should be level with the hand. The mnemonic goes: 'Grip 
on the bow, concentration and firm stance are all things you must master. 
The target mound is at the south, and you face the west. The right hand 
holds the bow while the left is level with the grip. Yet you keep the 
arrow and the nock level.' 

iymft. agffiM. AAf#^j^e > ^mn"m^a±M"z^ • man 
A-m=-^%w,Amu^mAmt > A^AAHAM > m^maa > EM% 
vmm • tfea : "mtmmMm > mm^mwmk - Aimm^mm > 

Raising the Grip and Pressing on the String 

Incline your body slightly forward then turn your eyes to look at the 
target. Settle all the fingers of the bow hand and the wrist into the grip 
so that the bow and anow are Hke 'producing the moon from within the 
chest' movement. Continue by inserting the index and middle fingers of 
the left hand obliquely and pulling on the string near the serving so that 
bow turns towards your draw-arm shoulder. After that, raise your left leg, 
make three movements of the feet in preparation for 'Nock ing the 
Arrow'. The mnemonic goes: 'Raise the grip, pull on the string and set 
the feet at right angles; revolve the fingers, depress the wrist and incline 
your body slightly; let the limb-tip come to rest then turn it towards the 
right shoulder; the left hand grasps the grip exactly opposite the serving.' 

WAAHfif^AUffiltu > mm ' E*tffl&±ti • ̂ * £ » > « ^ A A £ f 
mmE ° iu-^Sii. Ammm > m^mHmm • AA-jftH^« 
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§«im$A tks • "fr-gt^e-fes • ~tt-m)&%-mm • Atitmfj 
mmm • tkmA&mmw ° 
Stroking the fletch and nocking the arrow 

Firmly grip underneath the four anows towards the front with the middle 
finger of the left hand, then use the ring and httle fingers to hook around 
and cradle them from below. First raise your nght foot, and in time with 
this step bnng the fingers of the left hand to the bow-limb where it meets 
the grip. Then press on the arrows with the index finger, separate the 
anows with the middle finger and use the ring and httle fingers to hook 
them obliquely inwards. The index and middle fingers of the left hand 
encircle the remainder and pull the arrow back as far as the head. The 
mnemonic says: 'At the front, level with the grip, three [fingers] firm 
and two relaxed move on gradually to the next movement , the little 
finger taking the a n o w tightly encircling the head, stroke the fletch and 
place [the anow] on the string neither too fast nor too slow.' 

& ^ A g 

A A f r 5 ^ H a « m • ±%&m&b > ftuTAMtA • JfWAS o n £ B ^ 
trA* > mmmm > tsmm > wtmim > HAtm • AA^-mHtit^ 
mm • mmm® °ms • AfA-trt&flm - m¥-mmA& > &ga 
<t*$r«tt • m&mmmm" • 
N o c k i n g the arrow at the middle of the serving 

Hold the anow nock firmly with the right index finger, pinch the nock 
onto the serving with the thumb, and using both hands squeeze [the 
string] into the arrow [nock]. Point towards the target mound with the 
left foot, the heel pointed slightly outwards and the right foot at right-
angles to it, the open side of the sandal towards the target mound, lower 
the a n o w nock a small amount, the index and middle fingers of the left 
hand encircling the front [of the grip] as the wrist settles down, while 
you obliquely take a peek at the target with both eyes. The mnemonic 
goes: 'Cradle the anow nock with the nght index finger, bring it steadily 
onto the string with both hands, pinch the nock at the middle of the 
serving and glance at the [examination] target; rotate the knees apart until 
they are as level as a steelyard.' 

11. The original text here is either B'WAHIJ or A?^Ami , depending on the source 
adopted. The first makes no sense and the second very little. I have therefore amended 
the main text, which now accords with the wording of the mnemonic. 
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*M§ffl$e - mthfjA. »£±3g • mmm > Awisa . AA^tfts . m 
^ S ^ E I P A > AJgffiJR* 33E . ffl®*lfi!S . fiStflEEJUBT » i I A 
ABSf^A • ̂ lAW?i • tfta : "irlBStT^Jtuj . A£r^<§»ft& > ffi 
fffrirfllAlia . A*Sff l .«SJf" • 

Spreading the shoulders and hauling the string 

With all the fingers, grasp the grip and push forward the bow-hand 
drawing the upper bow-limb in slightly. The arms are bent and the string 
part-drawn: do not stretch fully [at this point]. Then relax the fingers of 
the left hand and extend the index finger one joint above the grip; set 
the cheek of the thumb firmly up against the grip and bend up at the 
joint; then curl the other fingers firmly around to cover [the grip] below 
[the thumb]. The bow-arm and both knees are held tense, like when 
nocking the a n o w onto the string. The mnemonic goes: 'The front leg 
is crooked as if you are pushing a mountain, the right hand fingers curve 
around the bow — firmly hold back the string, both upper arms slightly 
at an angle — don' t extend them fully, to take up the string tension 
according to the civil style you must drop the shoulders gently.' 

GA£¥f&-*gmifiJ • 3E*r«W > flA^lfff Al£ • A * ! £ S i f i i & # £ * • A 

m^mum > ^Ezm%m& > mmn Jtstwxif > A^mm • wmm 

mmm • HJMKTAH^" • 
Inclining the body and c o m i n g to the draw 
Take the arrow with the index finger of the right hand, sighting at the 
target face on the outside [of the bow]. With the hand held sideways, 
draw back the a n o w its full length as far as the arrowhead. When the 
[draw-hand] thumb draws close to the sternum you have initiated [the 
draw]; when the anowhead draws level with the gnp full draw is reached; 
when the arrow is exactly half way down the grip, you have 'fully 
passed through'. Even when you have 'fully passed through' perfectly, 
keep your ribcage held in and spread your weight evenly between your 
knees. This is also like when nocking the arrow onto the string. The 
mnemonic goes: ' W h e n you draw and release you must incline the 
body, check the outside of the bow-l imb to get a clear view of the 
target face. The bow-arm elbow rotates up and shoulders are held aloft. 
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You should distribute tension evenly across the ribcage and between 

the knees.' 

mm&m • ±mmm • Am&^m • mf-nm. • mAmmmm • mmp-
ma • fiAeAEip - *;&i*iTft* • n®. > \!imn • ^A^HK?^?EW 
nam • mmAinm • tfea = AnAiiMtirAe • fmH3&#r& • mr̂  

Loosing an arrow with m a x i m u m force 

Straighten at the waist and extend the bow-tips so that the upper bow-
tip points at the ground and the lower bow-tip points towards the right 
arm. Raise the wrist of your right hand and pull back the draw-arm elbow 
as hard as you can past your ribcage, pulling the bow-hand backwards. 
Part the b o w - h a n d thumb and forefinger wide and press strongly 
downwards. Then turn the wrist and grip the bow grip firmly with the 
ring and little fingers and let your shoulders fly back. This will double 
the power of the arrow. The mnemonic goes: 'The bow-tips go as if 
they are being held down and would snap at the grip; the anow is released 
and at the same time the string is given a twist; the front bow-tip marks 
your sandal and the rear one is close to your spine; to loose off the anow 
with all your strength will seem quite natural.' 

%m' wAffiffl. iAAiifi. rftAA#& • tuAif̂ trfixfj • mmmm 
m • %mni& • mmsma • ttAAtew • m s ^ * - * - ^ H ^ I A S . 

tm+'BfiiftA • wmA^mnm" ° 
Roll ing the string into the bow-t ip 

After loosing the arrow, bring both arms together, and hold the right 
arm straight and bring it past the chest, bend your left arm around the 
stnng and take the arrow with the index finger. Touch the ground with 
your front heel and holding your body erect, step back slightly and look 
at the target with both eyes. Bend your right arm sharply at the elbow; 
then turning the ring and middle fingers sideways, cradling the rest [of 
the fingers] round the arrow-shaft; straighten the upper right arm and 
raise the wrist past the chest to take the arrow. The mnemonic says: 'The 
right hand cradles the arrow and extends level with the chest; the left 
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hand encloses the string and the bow-tip rests against the shoulder; when 
the arrow has already hit, still don' t move the arm; stroking the fletch 
and nocking the anow is just like before.' 

3WA# 
-#tt«2S>W» • ~#A»MWA > =#A*tAAJS > H # « * A - - A 
mmm * - A#?ifiA > KmsM'>m%ismn > UBMT-WJ > m&m 
# . ^fttfj® > J1S5A41-R, mim* > ammmmmz> g n - R . 

(tttll&ilPJA UJA&MA* ° ©liffil • » ^AHMOtt • ffiPJJlI) - SPI# 
4-HIJWM4TA • D3?2»'/tt • A^toft > HA»iiJ»&Mlt& • I* A > A 
*BiJiiMA#AUJIiA > & t̂& • JTJi$;«MIfiASi > ^SiffitfiffiAtt 
B > iHAJfWftAAA/a . *#A-til • *§0fW&iE# . tftil • miZ'AU 
s a , K S A H S 8 M : * § I > amm^m • tt^AZffii&$D&. 

A b o w has six qualities 

First: small in size but powerful; second: first-class workmanship and 
strongly constructed; third: it does not weaken after being used for a 
long time; fourth: it has the same strength in hot or cold conditions; 
fifth: the string sounds clear and firm; sixth: it retains its form when 
drawn. Bows which are small in size are easier to draw and are durable. 
The only problem is that they tend to be less powerful. The key to 
making them powerful is in the treatment of the sinews. Sinews which 
stretch a foot when fresh will shrink to half that length when dned. They 
have to be soaked in glue and stretched as far as they will go: out to a 
full foot in the summer season, then they can be used. 

For the n u m b e r of reasons, this text presents a great challenge to the 

translator. 

For a start, it is clear from the fact that a Song Dynasty author is quo ted 

in paragraph 9B17 that the w o r k canno t be a pu re T a n g text. In fact, it 

was c o m m o n for archery teachings to be passed d o w n from genera t ion to 

genera t ion by m o u t h and it migh t no t have been unti l the Y u a n Dynas ty 

that the w o r k was set d o w n in wri t ing by T a o Zongy i ( S T K H ) . 

12. This is possibly a misprint for 'W\ and is translated accordingly. 
13. This is probably supposed to be iJEijff and is translated accordingly. 
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It is also clear that the text does not seek to describe a single shooting 
procedure; rather, it jumps from activity to activity, covering archery from 
a kneeling position, infantry archery and mounted archery. In fact, it 
appears that the text describes a number of basic procedures that are 
supplemented by some stylistic flourishes. 

Finally, there are genuine problems in translating old texts about 
Chinese archery without knowing the basics of Chinese archery technique, 
and it is impossible to learn Chinese archery technique without studying 
the old texts on Chinese archery! 

Linguistically, also, the text incorporates a number of different styles. 
The original text in classical Chinese has no punctuation; at least two 
modern editions of the text have taken radically different approaches to 
putting in punctuation, with the result that in a number of cases, the same 
text can be understood in substantially different ways. 

The author considers that there is the very real possibility that only 
the mnemonics in verse actually date from the Tang Dynasty, while 
everything else is elucidation and annotation by later authors. You should 
not regard the translation in the previous paragraphs as the final word on 
the matter: other readers and translators may take a different approach to 
some paragraphs. 

In the following paragraphs, I shall comment on the text, having myself 
attempted to carry all of the actions and sequences described. By trying 
the actions out, it is easier to form a judgement about what the original 
authors actually meant. 

Paragraphs 9B1 to 9B12 describe a 'general technique'. This is a 
description of the underlying technique which is then developed into 
two separate activities: infantry archery and mounted archery. The general 
technique is described in relation to an archer kneeling on a mat on 
the floor. This may have been a training method which would allow 
the archer to concentrate on correct handling of the bow and arrows 
without worrying too much about foot position or the complications 
of controlling his horse. We could, therefore, regard the first part of 
the text as describing an underlying upper body technique which can 
be further built upon for developing specialized infantry or equestrian 
archery skills. 

Throughout the text, the reader must bear in mind that in all orthodox 
Chinese archery methods, the bow was held in the left hand and the string 
was pulled with the right hand. So if you are left-handed and you plan to 
try out any of the instructions, you need to substitute 'bow hand' for 'left 
hand' and 'draw-hand' for 'right hand'. 

Paragraphs 9B2 and 9B3 describe the nocking of the anow. But where 
did the arrow start off? There are at least three general possibilities: 
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• the sequence started off with the arrow already in the archer"s right 
hand; 

• the sequence started off with the arrows in the archer's belt or in a 
quiver at his right side; or 

• the sequence started off with one or more anows held against the bow-
grip with the left hand. 

I believe that all these situations are described in the course of the 
whole Archery Classic and we have to take an educated guess, based on 
the circumstances and the wording, as to what was going on in any 
particular sequence. 

In paragraph 9B2, the texts says 'llXiL^-MialfitZ (then taking up the 
arrow on the left forefinger). The Chinese c h a r a c t e r ' s means 'giving 
away', but in the context, it may be necessary, as I have done, to suggest 
t h a t ' S ' is a mistranscription for ':£ , 'to receive'. This allows the action 
to be understood as placing the arrow against the grip of the bow and 
then securing it with the bow-hand forefinger. 

For readers acquainted with Western bare-bow technique, it is also 
important to understand that the Chinese bow-hand position has the anow 
resting on the thumb on the outside of the bow rather than the Western 
method of having it pass over the knuckle of the forefinger on the inside 
of the bow. 

Paragraph 9B4 largely repeats the advice found in the translation of 
the 'Bowyer's Wife's Tale' at paragraph 7B4 in Chapter 7. The essence 
of good style is that the arms must be extremely straight and level. 
Paragraph 9B5 refers to the need for a dignified style, reflecting the 
requirement of the Tang examination syllabus: the shots must not just hit 
the target; the technique must be conect as well. 

The end of paragraph 9B6 makes it clear why it is necessary for 
the arrow to pass on the outside of bow. The forefinger passing in front 
of the bow plays an important part in securing the arrow while the 
thumb has to be able to sense that the tip of the arrow has reached full 
draw. 

Just reading paragraph 9B7, it would be hard to imagine the type of 
action being described. In fact, it is only by looking at some later 
illustrations dating from the Song Dynasty that it becomes possible to see 
what author was getting at. The following illustration is taken from an 
11th encyclopaedia14 which includes a section Wang Ju's Archery Manual. 

14. S A • i i c l : im#ffJD ° 
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Song Dynasty illustration of Wang Ju's infantry archery WJZM C¥WHs2) 

As a part of the shooting 'cycle', the left and right arms are extended 
towards and away from the target so that the bow (without an arrow 
nocked) points at the target. The value of this movement was that it made 
the archer concentrate on the target and gave him a moment to feel for 
the correct extended bow-arm position before the bow was drawn. The 
extended draw-arm was then also in the correct position to take the next 
arrow from the belt or quiver. The natural follow-through after release 
with a Chinese bow leaves both arms extended, and relaxing the fingers 
makes the bow fall to horizontal naturally. (See paragraph 9B14.) 

The movement thus served a triple purpose: to set up the shot, to 
follow through after the release, and as a transition to taking the arrow to 
set up the following shot. 

Paragraphs 9B8 and 9B9 cover the basics of training method for 
Chinese archery. It consists of a gradual conditioning in which the archer 
gains confidence with a light draw-weight and a near target, and then 
moves progressively to heavier weight and longer target distance. The 
ultimate distance (100 paces) need not be taken literally: as we have seen 
in Chapter 7 (paragraph 7H2), excellence was conventionally described 
in tenns of marksmanship at 100 paces. 
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The ultimate purpose of the training was to produce an archer who 
was completely confident in his skills — the kind who, in the case of the 
story of Lie Zi, would not be fazed by having to shoot while looking out 
over a precipice! 

The purpose of paragraph 9B10 is to draw attention to the aesthetic 
demands of archeiy. Ungainly postures are frowned upon, and the correct 
positions are graced with fanciful names. 

The position of the hand gripping the string is the most important 
factor in Chinese archery. As you can see, (paragraph 9B11), in the Tang 
Dynasty, only two hand positions were recognized. The Mediterranean 
draw was not included in any recognized method. In later periods, the 
Mongolian draw came in two flavours: one involved supporting the thumb 
with the forefinger alone, while the other involved supporting the thumb 
with both the forefinger and the middle finger. The latter method was 
employed to assist in the drawing of very heavy bows. It is worth noting 
the comment about twisting the string. Although frowned upon in Chinese 
archery, this remains a respectable method for drawing Korean and 
Mongolian traditional bows. 

Paragraph 9B13 sets out some explanations of the 'Five Archery 
Techniques' which are mentioned in the Rites of Zhou (See Chapter 7). 
In this context, the comments are a digression, and I propose to return to 
them later in this chapter. Suffice it to say for now that the author does 
not agree with Wang Ju's explanation of the terms. 

Infantry Shooting 

The first part, 'General Method' , lays a foundation for all other types of 
shooting. It is not known whether shooting from a kneeling position was 
a common form of archery. It can be seen in some of the terracotta soldiers 
from the grave of the First Emperor of the Qin, and it occurs, for instance, 
in Japanese archery. 

W a n g j u may have chosen to introduce the 'General Method' in the 
kneeling position first because it may have been that in normal training, 
that was the first technique taught, not requiring upper-body and foot co
ordination. (The latter skill was, according to the archeiy method of Wang 
Zhengnan'3 in the Qing Dynasty, as important to archery as to Chinese 
boxing.) 

15. S-rJgc: <ffi£*m> ° 
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In paragraph 9B14, you can see that in Wang Ju's time, it was required 
that the feet be placed at almost right-angles. First of all, the bow had to 
revolve to a horizontal position pointing at the target. (It is helpful that 
the Chinese text on the Song Dynasty illustration refers directly to Wang 
Ju's wording.) The draw follows only after the bow is honzontal. In this 
paragraph, the draw is only described in general terms and there has not 
yet been any explanation of nocking the anow. 

Paragraph 9B15 quotes from the Confucian Archery Classic (Chapter 5, 
paragraph 5B1), and stresses the need for a firm, erect body position. The 
Qmg Dynasty Manchu work by Narancangiun, Hitting the Target f starts 
off by saying: 

mm 
"&WAmA-mmmzm ° ^^zm^^mr^A^ • fate ? n: nm 
til ; A = J M f t o " 

I have pursued archery relentlessly to gain an understanding of the 
meaning of'Virtue'. Now that I know the Method of archery, it emerges 
that archery is based in Virtue, not in strength. What does that mean? It 
means that Virtue is in the body and strength is in the use of body. 

Wang Ju's stress on a firm position reflects this preoccupation with stance: 
it is the stance that displays the 'Virtue'. That is why merely hitting the 
target did not automatically secure a 'pass' for the candidate: it could be a 
result of strength without Virtue. 

Paragraph 9B16 is attributed to the great Han archer Li Guang and 
consists of an analysis of errors. The text occurs in numerous renditions 
of Wang Ju's manual quoted in later works with numerous errors. This 
version, taken from a Song encyclopaedia (^WMtrZ), is the only one which 
makes proper sense. 

Paragraph 9B17 is clearly a Yuan or Ming annotation quoting a Song 
Dynasty work to explain another group of technical terms. The characters 
quoted do not appear in normal dictionaries, and may in fact have been 
dialect words which had not entered the normal written language. 

Paragraph 9B18 dismisses mounted archery with a brief verse of poetry. 
Clearly, it was something which could not be taught with a detailed wntten 
instruction in a book. 

Paragraphs 9B19 to 9B26 describe a number of discrete actions which 
do not form a part of the standard method. They have been set aside for 

i6. mm#® • <*fw> • 
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separate elaboration in these paragraphs, maybe because they were 'special 
effects' rather than standard archeiy method. 

The first action, 'Grip on the bow, concentration and firm stance' 
(9B19) is a preparatory movement. Its purpose is to gather your thoughts, 
concentrate and prepare for the full series of actions to follow. Two Qing 
Dynasty illustrations show this position: one with an arrow in hand and 
one without: 

In 'Raising the grip and pressing on the string' (9B20), it is not clear to 
me why the left (bow) hand would be plucking the string at this stage 
(which hand 'plucks' is not made explicit in the mnemonic). I suggest 
that left and right hands have here become transposed through a misprint. 
(The Chinese characters are easily confused in bad printing or hurried 
writing.) Nor is it clear what was intended by 'shift the foot three times 
forward'. The mnemonic itself (on which the text forms a commentary) 
does not mention moving the feet. 

My proposal for understanding this paragraph is to assume that it 
describes the preliminary actions for setting the feet correctly. First, the 
bow is pointed horizontally at the target while the feet remain immobile. 
Then three foot movements take place (not 'steps'). The right foot is first 
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set into position at right-angles to the target; the left foot is then placed at 
a proper distance from the right foot. Finally, the left foot is turned to 
face the target. This corresponds to the 'set the feet at right-angles' in the 
mnemonic. 

UU\ I ! 

The paragraph 'Stroking the fletch and nocking the arrow' (9B21) 
describes a method for nocking a single arrow from four arrows held in 
the bow-hand while shooting. The original mnemonic does not indicate 
that the manoeuvre required is as complicated as the commentary makes 
out; it could just be a description of nocking a single arrow. 

'Nocking the arrow at the middle of the serving' (9B22) covers the 
nocking of the arrow and the preparation for the draw. The traditional 
Chinese arrow was 'self-nocked', that is, it did not have a 'clip-on' action 
like a modern Western arrow. It just slid onto the string, and probably 
none too tightly either. So it was necessary to use the action of both hands 
to nock it, and then use pressure from the string-hand middle finger against 
the nock to keep it in place during the draw. That is why the mnemonic 
says, 'cradle the arrow nock with the right index finger'. 

'Spreading the shoulders and hauling the string' (9B23) describes the 
start of the draw. The first part of the draw stops before the arms are fully 
extended: the completion of the draw was regarded as a separate action, 
although there is no indication that there was a pause between the stages. 

'Inclining the body and coming to the draw' (9B24) describes the 
second part of the drawing action. The index finger of the string hand is 
keeping the arrow in place and the target is sighted on the outside of the 
grip. (Remember that the arrow passes on the outside of the grip in 
Chinese archery.) You can see that the previous sequence stopped with 
the draw-hand level with the sternum and the bow-arm bent. Full draw 
is when the arrowhead draws level with the grip. This is a classic tenet of 
Chinese archery which all the texts repeat. The touch of the arrowhead 
on the forward edge of the bow-hand middle finger acts as a 'clicker', 
marking the point of release. 

The body position at full draw has the archer leaning slightly forward 
to get a proper look at the target, as the following pair of illustrations from 
a Qmg manual, Illustrated Guide to Examination-Ground Archery show: 
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'Loosing an arrow with maximum force' (9B25) is clearly a 'special 
effect', as the method conflicts with the standard methods described 
elsewhere in the text. It appears to be an alternative style of draw: instead 
of starting the draw from a high initial position and bearing down, the 
draw starts from a low position and moves up and out. The actions are 
clearly quite fast and energetic: this may have been a horseback archery style 
rather than the examination style which places stress on slow and dignified 
movement. 

'Rolling the string into the bow-tip' (9B26) describes the nocking of 
arrows between shots, completing the shooting cycle. It is not clear whether 
the arrow is taken from a quiver or whether it is one of three remaining 
anows being held against the grip by the left hand. 
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This completes the description of shooting in Wang Ju's Method. The 
text finishes with a description of the desired qualities of a bow, reflecting 
those set out at the end o f ' T h e Bowyer ' from the Rites of Zhou (See 
Chapter 5). 

The 'Five Forms of Archery' 

Returning now to 9B13, it is necessary to come to grips with the mystery 
of the 'five forms of archery', which has exercised Chinese scholars over 
the centuries. 

This riddle starts off with the Rites of Zhou which contains the following 
passage describing the duties of the 'Bao Clan' of hereditary court officials: 

K-MB 
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The Bao Clan is in charge of remonstrating with the king when he is in 
enor. Moreover, he instructs the children of the aristocracy in the syllabi. 
That is to say, they teach them the six skills: the first is the five forms of 
ritual, the second is the six forms of music; the third is the five forms of 
archery; the fourth is the five forms of charioteering; the fifth is the six 
forms of literature and the sixth is the nine forms of mathematics. 

Chinese scholars have always been engrossed with numerical groupings: 
it was unthinkable to let such a text pass without an explanation. But the 
sad truth is that the exact meanings of these terms may not have survived 
from the Warring States period, when the text was first composed, to the 
Han Dynasty when an explanation was demanded. 

O n e Han commentator who attempted to explain these terms was 
Zheng Zhong (Mffl in around 100 AD. His much-quoted gloss on the 'five 
forms of archery' (El]") lists five enigmatic terms,17 and it is these terms 
that Wang Ju seeks to explain in paragraph 9B13. The terms, each with 
two characters, are not readily understandable and have puzzled Chinese 
scholars for centunes. 

Almost at the same time, another commentator, Jia Kui (Mil) (30-101 
AD) expanded on the terms listed by Zheng Zhong as follows (it is not 
clear which was written earlier): 

17. "Al t = 6 A • # g - M& • MR • # « t e •" 
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The gloss is: 'white anow' refers to when the anow has passed through 
the target face and you can see that the anowhead is white. Three-in-
a-row' means letting off one arrow first, then letting off three arrows in 
succession. Yanzhu means the fletching goes high and the head goes low 
so that it porpoises. Xiangchi means that when a minister shoots with his 
lord, he can't stand level with the lord; xiang is rang: the minister steps 
one pace back from the lord, fingyi means that four arrows pierce the 
target in a tic-tac-toe anangement. 

Wang Ju's explanation is just one of a long series of attempts to come 
to grips with these mysterious formulations. At paragraph 9B13, I have 
translated literally what his explanation says. But do Wang Ju's explanation 
or the explanations of the Han commentators ring true? Even allowing 
that we are over 2000 years on from the events described, it is difficult to 
accept that Jia Kui's explanations really showed what formed the syllabus 
of an archery course for young nobles in the Warring States period. One 
of his proposed explanations relates to a shooting error (Yanzhu): if it 
formed part of the syllabus, why was it set apart on its own? Subsequent 
works do indeed discuss errors, but not concentrating on one to the 
exclusion of others. The other issues described seem to be a random 
collection of possible occunences during archery. 

Let's think back to the time these explanations were set down. The 
original texts of the Rites of Zhou had come down from pre-Qin times, 
and were highly regarded as the works of a previous era. But they had 
come down without explanation, and those who knew or had written 
down the original answers had not survived the political purges of the first 
Qin Emperor. We shall probably never know exactly what was meant by 
the 'five forms of archery'. 

That said, the duties of the Bao Clan are not the only instance in the 
Rites of Zhou where five forms of archeiy are described. In the description 
of the duties of the Sheriffs W A A ) , there is the following passage: 

EBB 
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On leaving the Capital, they use the Archery Rituals of the Shires and 
the five criteria (lit: shooting lines) to examine the common people. The 
five shooting lines are: co-ordination, appearance, accuracy,1* musicahty 
and performance of the choreography. 

From paragraph 4E1 in Chapter 4, we know that the word wu (%) is 
associated with a ground mark which acts as a standard for archery. The 
criteria listed in paragraph 9F1 are five discrete, rational criteria which 
accord with the textual descriptions of the main features of the Archery 
Rituals of the Shires. The element in this passage which is curious is that 
it was the common people who underwent the examination. That does 
not fit in with our preconception that ritual archery was a sport restricted 
to the nobility. The explanation might be that it was the local aristocracy 
who underwent the examination. They would have received basic training 
in ritual skills, but would not yet have been examined and passed the rituals 
for entry to the 'national' aristocracy. Thus they could still be referred to 
as 'common people'. 

So one possibility was that the 'five forms of archery' (Al t ) were the 
same as the 'five criteria' (E$J) set out in the 'Duties of the Sheriffs'. This 
is my preferred explanation. But then what are we to make of the 
explanation Zheng Zhong supplied in around 100 AD? I suspect that either 
through his personal experience or through asking his associates, Zheng 
Zhong was aware of another 'five forms of archery', i.e. those current in 
contemporary military training. 

We already know (see paragraph 811 in Chapter 8) that in the mid-
Han, ritual archery was a very rare event. And in the army, apart from 
cavalry archery, the main weapon was the crossbow. So it is worth looking 
back at the material on crossbow shooting in Chapter 8. Indeed, one of 
the terms in Zheng Zhong's list of the 'five forms of archery,' 'three in a 
row' (#IH), is already explained.19 It is not three anows in a row, but three 
aiming elements in a row: the sight reticule, the point of the arrow and 
the target. But the other terms, read literally, seem to have little relation 
to the study of artillery. We should not jump to any conclusions unless 
we can see some other evidence that the terms can readily be linked to 
the science of shooting with a crossbow. 

Let us take each of Zheng Zhong's terms in turn. 

18. Accuracy was as much in technique as in actually hitting the target 
19. See Chapter 8, paragraphs 8A10, 8C1. 8D1. 
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0m 
W e shall start on the basis that this part of the equation is solved by the 
explanations of crossbow aiming method in Chapter 8. The w o r d ' # ' is 
the same as ' A ' and means 'three', while 'W means 'to connect'. This is 
the basic system of aiming: rear sight, fore sight and target connecting three 
points. 

mm 
'$J' means 'to sharpen or whittle' — particularly of things like spears and 
arrows.20 While 'Si ' means 'to pour' but also 'to aim',21 a literal translation 
might mean 'to aim with the point of the anow' , which was exactly how 
the crossbowman did aim. 

&£ 
' B ' m e a n s 'white' wh i l e 'A 'means 'arrow'. In terms of artillery practice 

based on the crossbow, there is an obvious use for a white anow. It is the 
'sighting arrow' which is the first of all arrows fired. As it is easy to see 
where it falls, the archer can see the effect of crosswind or arrow weight 
and adjust all his subsequent shots accordingly. 

MR 

'Mt' originally meant 'to broadcast seeds in a furrow' but subsequently 
gained many meanings, some of which were related to 'vertical' or 'raise'.22 

' R ' means 'a ruler or measure'. It is consistent with this range of meaning 
to interpret ' S R ' as meaning 'elevation scale'. 

#«t 

'4 t 'means 'a well' and ' f t ' means 'to look'. But the meaning of f t ' 

20. «A»B» : " K H ^ S • !££iJA&?A °" 
2i. <&m - »A^AHT-» : "muz • A+ • AS . iij?ntt*m« •" 
22. mm • mmm •• Bew > xmmtwm °" 
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had gained a special meaning in early texts connected with sighting 
in archery.23 

The meaning of the character ' 4 f (well) was extended as early as the 
Zhou Dynasty to cover the tic-tac-toe shape suggested by the character 
itself. It meant a division of a square into nine smaller squares with the 
central square being the most significant.24 The word was in fact used to 
characterize the early Chinese system of feudal landholding. This strongly 
suggests an important technique in archery sighting: you divide the target 
area into nine regions with your target in the centre and then shoot a 
trial arrow. Depending on the weight of the arrow and any crosswind, 
the arrow may fall into one of the eight regions around the centre rather 
than bang onto the target. You then correct subsequent shots by aiming 
into the opposite region. 

Original 
point of aim A w 

• • 
1 Adjusted 

point of aim 

Place where 
trial arrow falls 

T 
You can see that to start this process off, you need a test anow — the 

'white arrow'. The idea of a grid of vertical and horizontal lines is also 
echoed in the words attributed to Liu Chong (paragraph 8D1): 'Of all 
the things in the whole wide world, there is none so extraordinary as the 
principle of sighting. There are three "minute points" and three "small 
points" . The "three minute points" are upon the warp and the "three small points" 

are upon the weft. They unite upon the catch of the crossbow mechanism.' 

On the basis of these explanations, there is nothing in the words Zheng 
Zhong used to describe the 'five forms of archery' which is not consistent 
with Han period terminology used in crossbow artillery theory. It seems 
that what has in fact happened is that a piece of Han artillery theory has 

23. «ftî T • mm • "mm^mmA • "mmA - mmw> •• "*«**m&» • -
^AAIMBit • m&B¥ftT ' AAtSA»# ° "Witt • "ft : %JSSIA • *fW 
»-5l5ffAA^W-«A = " 
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inadvertently got mixed into a commentary on the Rites of Zhou. Not so 
much help for Confucian scholars: but interesting for us! 

Decline and Fall 

Wu Zetian's long period of political control in China ended in 705. During 
her reign, Buddhism was the dominant religion in China and people from 
neighbouring states came to China to study in the many, powerful 
monasteries which flourished there. Among these visitors were the Japanese, 
who came to study the many forms of Buddhism and were enormously 
influenced by all aspects of courtly life, including the preparation of tea, 
courtly dress, music, drama, and poetry. These influences persisted in Japan 
long after the fashions had passed in China; indeed many traces of the 
Japanese infatuation with Tang Chinese culture persist until today. 

An example of this can be found in a book published in Japan in 1688 
which describes a courtly sport called 'Willow Bow Archery' ( IS^ I t f l ) A 

Am^z%Lm% > mm%iz • m^mmi. H A « A . « a = "4 A H 

utm.% > &&mhwm& •"--Assume"-'7. "T-&& • AWM • "M 
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'Willow Bows' had their origins back in the days of the Consort Yang 
Guifei (t#Jt#2). The glorious Tang Emperor (Xuan Zong) (ATH) and his 
Consort Guifei talked intimately in the Chang Sheng Palace and swore 
an oath to each other: 'In the sky we shall be like the mythical love
birds who fly with linked wings; on earth we shall be like the two 
mythical trees which grow with entwined trunks.' You could say, 'As 
closely bound as lacquer and glue, regardless of life's bustle, regardless of 
its perils.' That is how they lived their lives, so full of elegance, so full 
of grace. So they cut the willows of the Wei Yang palace and whittled 
them into bows; they broke the twigs of the hibiscus at the Tai Ye Pool 

25. (B)its»i±i?: (m^^mmAm ° £&&**+A* • 
26. «-gtn*» • 
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to make arrows. And the fletching on the anows swished like the sound 
of the love-birds with linked wings; and the sound of the string and the 
bow were just like the intertwining trunks of the mythical tree. Maybe 
this is all just romantic fairy tales; yet the tradition of the willow bow 
has come down to our present time; at the Great Lookout Tower it is 
the most widely-enjoyed among the seven popular festive sports. 

Japanese archeiy developed independently of Chinese archery. (The 
distinctive form of the Japanese bow was already being remarked on in 
China as early as 243 AD in the Northern Wei Dynasty.)29 'Willow Bow 
Archery ' describes how this courtly sport was thought by Japanese 
romantics to have developed from Tang Dynasty China and have come 
to Japan in the Nara Period during the eighth century. 

Although paragraph 9G1 is probably no more than a fanciful tale, it is 
true to say that in the Tang Dynasty, popular sports flounshed and women 
took to sports in ways unprecedented in previous centuries. Tang paintings 
and pottery figures frequently show women on horseback, hunting, playing 
polo and taking part in other courtly sports. This was the height of fashion. 

The tale of the courtesan, Yang Guifei is one of the great romantic 
tragedies of Chinese literature. It has found its way into poetry, music and 
drama, and it is fitting that it also found its way into the lore of Chinese 
archeiy. In the end, the Emperor Xuan Zong was forced by his mutinous 
troops to have his favourite, Guifei, strangled after she had fraternized with 
the rebel An Lushan who subsequently rebelled against the throne. These 
events were a turning point in the Tang Dynasty, and after 763, the Tang 
court lost central control over the country to local warlords to the extent 
that the remaining century and a half (up to 906) was a period of dynastic 
rule in name only. 

The Tang Dynasty witnessed a high degree of cultural interchange 
between China and countries to the East and West. Apart from the deep 
impression which Chinese culture made on the Japanese people, there was 
also a great interest in Western art forms among the Chinese. Decorative 
designs from the Sessanian culture were being woven in China for export 
to the West along the Silk Route. Tang tomb figurines demonstrate that 
it was high fashion to have Central Asian retainers and slaves in wealthy 
Chinese households. Central Asian retainers took part in hunts, with 
leopards riding on their horses, ready to take part in the chase. Eastern 
Turkish mercenaries were brought into military campaigns. 
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It is therefore very likely that in the Tang Dynasty there was exchange 
with Central Asia in archeiy techniques. I hope that readers with the 
necessary language skills will look for parallelism between the expression 
in Wang Ju's Archery Manual and the famous works on archery of early 
Persian and Turkish writers. 

There is also scope for investigating for correspondences between the 
Chinese tradition of archery and those recorded in the Indian Vedas — 
particularly the Dhanurveda — given the contacts that were being built up 
between India and China through the promotion of Buddhism.30 

30. The Dhanurveda is not a Buddhist work, however. 
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When you pull a how, then pull a bow that's strong, 
And when you fire an arrow, fire the one that's long! 

Before you shoot the rider shoot the horse, 
First take the leader, ere you take the rebel throng! 

Before Going up to the Border 
by Du Fu (ttff) (712-770) 



China Shared 

The outlook of China following the rebellion of An Lushan was very 
different from that at the height of the Tang Dynasty. The merchant class 
lost faith in the ability of the Tang ruling class to provide centralized rule 
over China, and at the same time, the rulers lost both the will and the 
ability to impose central rule. 

The Emperor, Tai Zong, was forced to flee the capital, Chang An, in 
755, and it was only recaptured eight years later with the help of forces of 
the Central Asian Turks. The Silk Route had been secured by military 
expansion in the first half of the Tang Dynasty, and the merchant class 
who had enriched themselves with trade with the West through the Silk 
Route now eclipsed the traditional ruling classes in power. They developed 
networks of merchants' associations throughout the country and the ability 
to influence affairs in their own regions as much as, if not more than, the 
ruling house. 

The trade corridors in the latter part of the Tang Dynasty were not 
held open by the Chinese ruling house, but by the Soghdians and Uighur 
Turks. The Soghdians provided the trading know-how and managed the 
transportation, while the Turks handled the security. This arrangement 
served the merchant community well: maintaining a strong Chinese military 
presence was expensive for the taxpayer. O n the other hand, allowing 
foreign border communities to develop a sufficient financial interest in 
China's economy to be prepared to protect it was much more cost-
effective. 
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Thus trade flourished in the cities in China and the peasant population 
relied more on the local merchant classes for protection than on the central 
government. A tradition grew up in which people of all classes saw their 
security best assured by organizing themselves into local militia than in 
waiting for the Tang cavalry to come charging to the rescue. 

O n e focus of peasant loyalty in the later period was the Buddhist 
monasteries. They had numerous temples and temple landholdings, thus 
managing a large amount of money which otherwise would have found 
its ways into the imperial coffers. This situation encouraged an imperial 
crackdown on Buddhism in 845 which led to a serious decline in Buddhism 
in China proper (although it continued to flourish among the nomadic 
tribes of the northern and western borderlands). Meanwhile, a bandit army 
led by Huang Zhao ravaged central China and destroyed Chang An. 

Finally, the Tang central government could no longer be sustained 
and it fell in 906. The north-eastern part of China was taken over by a 
local leader who set up an eastern Liang Dynasty; and from 907 to 960, 
five dynasties appeared and disappeared in succession while in the west, 
the Tanguts (H J l ) , a tribe with origins in the Tibetan plateau, developed 
a power base. 

The Nomadic Tribes 

From the time when the Han Dynasty broke up in the third century, tribes 
of the steppes had managed successfully to impose themselves on the 
northern part of China. Aristocratic families in the area had included 
elements of the Xianbi (M^-) clan of the Tuoba (HiS.) and Tuque iMK) 
who had also established aristocratic lineages in the area. At the beginning 
of the 10th century, the Mongolic Khitan (f§ f\) tribal group united ten 
of their tribes to become a dominant force in the northern part of China. 

One of the leading groups of the Khitan was the Yelii (MW) clan. While 
keeping to a mainly nomadic traditional lifestyle, the Khitan leading house 
of Yelii considered itself to share its lineage with the Han Chinese, and 
proclaimed as a matter of royal ideology that the Chinese and Khitans both 
descended from the Yellow Emperor and were therefore one and the same 
nation. 

This was not surprising. Northern nomads from the Mongolian and 
Tungus groups had been in China since about 304 AD and had widely 
intermarried. Nomads had taken Chinese wives and Chinese nobles had 
taken nomad women into their households. To become integrated into 
the Confucian system of ritual ancestor worship, some nobles from the 
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nomad tribes had changed their original tribal names to single-syllable 
names based on old Chinese clan names. As early as the Han Dynasty, Hun 
princes were given the name of the Han ruling house, 'Liu'. The ninety-
nine tribal names of the Tungus tribes who niled Northern China between 
386 and 558 were all converted into single-syllable Chinese surnames.' 

The Khitan were not totally nomadic. They grew millet as well as 
keeping horses, sheep and pigs. As they developed their control over the 
northern part of the Chinese borderlands, they operated a 'one-country-
two-systems' policy. The sixteen prefectures to the south, which were 
peopled mainly by Chinese people and sinicized nomads, were ruled under 
a Chinese system, while the larger northern region was ruled by nomadic 
people who operated each under their own clan laws. 

Thus the Khitan ruling house of Yelii had a civil service made up of 
Chinese Confucian officials recruited through the official examination 
system, while their military power derived from Khitan households. This 
military power was formidable because every male Khitan was a soldier. 
The system was simple: 'Everyone between the ages of fifteen and fifty 
was required to be entered on the military roster.'2 They tended their flocks 
and hunted when at peace and fonned a battalion in times of war. 

Despite their reliance on Chinese officials, the Khitan continued to 
protect their own cultural heritage. They developed a script for their own 
language and set up a parallel examination system based on it. They were 
not averse to flogging publicly those officials who showed lack or respect 
for the Khitan culture and court rules — something that was anathema to 
traditional Chinese courtiers. 
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Yelii Bulu was the son of Yelii Shuzhen. In the reign penod of Chongxi 
(1032—1055), he passed the official examination for the rank of jinshi, 
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specializing in literature in the [Chinese] national curriculum. He never 
qualified in the Khitan curriculum for the jinshi grade. This came to the 
notice of the Emperor who accused Yelii Shuzhen of defiance in 
encouraging his son to take the [Chinese] national curriculum and 
subjected him to two hundred lashes. He ordered Yelii Bulu to make a 
notice with an inscription: 'This candidate is offering himself for 
examination in literature.' [Yelii Bulu] succeeded in passing [the Khitan 
curriculum] and the Emperor praised him. Turning to those about him, 
he said, 'This chap's a literary genius. But I bet he's useless at military 
skills!' 

Yelii Bulu replied respectfully, 'Since I was young, I have pursued 
traditional virtues, but at the same time I learned to shoot on horseback 
with my brothers and I am a proficient all-rounder.' 

The Emperor didn't believe a word of it and assembled his followers 
for a hunt. Yelii Bulu took three hares with three anows and the Emperor 
considered him outstanding. 

The Khitans relied heavily on mounted archery skills, but were also 
skilled in the use of swords and spears. Horses were one of their most 
potent weapons, as well as being the product for which they had been 
famous among the Tang Dynasty Chinese through their annual tributes. 
When they ran short of food on campaigns, they could survive on mares' 
milk or even small amounts of their horse's blood. According to a Khitan 
proverb, 'Our wealth is in our horses and our strength is in our warriors. 
Drawing a strong bow to kill game provides us with our daily needs.'3 

A Khitan horseman from 
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Like t h e a n c i e n t C h i n e s e , t h e Kh i t ans also he ld tha t t h e r e was a 

connect ion be tween firing an a n o w and praying for rain. This was probably 

n o m o r e than a coincidence, albeit a very intr iguing one . 
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Dynastic History of the Liao, Vol . 116 

If there was a drought, they chose an auspicious day and performed the 
sese ritual to pray for rain. In advance of the date, they would put up a 
canopy with 100 posts. O n the day, the Emperor attended in person to 
pay respects before the images of the first emperors, then he would 'shoot 
the willow'. The Emperor would shoot twice, and those installed in 
regional kingdoms and the ministers would each have one turn at 
shooting. The ones who hit would pledge their cap and gown to the 
scorer, and the ones who missed would also be recorded using their caps 
and gowns. The losers offered wine to the winners, and then each would 
get his cap and gown back. On another appropnate day they would plant 
a willow at the south-east of the canopy and bless it with a libation of 
wine, put crops and animal fodder before the willow and pray to it. After 
the Emperor and the Empress had prayed towards the east, other members 
of the royal family took their turn to 'shoot the willow'. Members of 
the royal family, the nobility, the ministers and others present at the ritual 
were given different gifts according to their ranks. If rain fell within the 
three days of the ritual, the Emperor presented the officials with four 
horses from the city of Diliema and four suits of clothing; otherwise he 
gave them a soaking with water. 

'Shoot ing the Wil low' was in fact a sport which provided entertainment, 

d e v e l o p e d a rche iy skills and was part of the sese r i tual. T h e g a m e is n o t 

described in detail in the history of the Liao, al though it is described in the 

History of the fin w h o adopted it (or had their o w n version). 
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Two lines of willow branches were set in the ground of a polo field. 
The archers, according to their different ranks, chose their own branch 
and marked it with a piece of cloth; then they whittled away the bark 
of the twig a few inches above the ground so that the white wood 
showed through. Led by one galloping rider, the others followed at full 
gallop, shooting with an unfletched arrow with a horizontal blade for 
an arrowhead. An archer who could cut through the willow branch and 
catch the cut end at full gallop took top marks. Second came the one 
who could cut the willow twig but couldn't catch it. Those who could 
hit the whittled part but not cut it, or those who missed altogether, lost. 
When they shot, people beat drums to egg them on. 

The concept behind this Khitan archery ritual is strikingly similar to 
the ancient Chinese rituals before the time of Confucius. But the nomad 
people also venerated the willow, which sprouts green shoots from an 
apparently lifeless twig in spring and symbolizes regeneration. A tree-
planting ritual was also recorded among the Huns.4 

'Shooting the willow' was not the only archeiy ritual of the Khitan. 
The arrow was also used to ward off evil spirits and keep them away from 
warriors in the battlefield, as well as a punishment for corrupt officials.3 
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When out in the field, they would take a condemned prisoner; or if not 
on campaign, they would take a spy, and bind them to a post. Then they 
would stand in front of him and shoot at will so that the anows stuck in 
him like a hedgehog, and they called it 'shooting the devil's anow'. 
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The Liao Dynasty established by the Khitans lasted from 916—1125. 
In that year, they were defeated by another grouping of tribes from the 
eastern areas, the Ruzhen OzM) . The Ruzhen took over the Khitan 
institutions and added their lands to the dynasty they had established in 
1115, the Jin (&). 

Although from a different ethnic background, the Ruzhen were in 
many respects close to the Khitan in habits and dress, although less 
acquainted with agriculture. They also differed in language, speaking a 
language closer to that of the Manchus who ruled China from 1644. Near 
the end of the Khitan dominion over northern China, the Wanyan (izM) 
clan of the Ruzhen established their claim to sovereignty over northern 
China. The following account gives a glimpse of their archery skills. It 
concerns Wanyan Zongxiong who was selected as a special favourite by 
the first Jin ruler, who saw special qualities in him from birth: 
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At the age of nine, Zongxiong could already shoot a fleeing hare and 
by eleven, he could shoot a deer in full flight. The Emperor set him on 
his knee and said, 'He's like this and he's just a kid! What a credit he'll 
be to his generation in the future!' and he gave him a silver wine flask 
as a reward . . . One day, Zongxiong was in pursuit of three roe-deer 
on horseback. He had bagged two of them and was just drawing his bow 
again when his horse stumbled and he fell. But he kept his grip on the 
string and pulled to full draw without missing a beat and bagged the 
third roe-deer standing on the ground. Zongxiong went on in pursuit 
of a hare, but Talan, who was just following behind had taken a shot at 
it and just loosed his anow. Talan yelled out, 'The arrow's going to hit 
you!' Zongxiong looked over his shoulder and caught the anow in his 
hand, then went on to shoot the hare and hit it. That is how light and 
strong he was!'' 

This event took place within a few years of the death of William Rufus of England in an 
accident while hunting deer in the New Forest in 1100. 
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The Jin also demanded a high level of military skills from their people. 
The imperial guard was selected from those five feet and five inches tall, 
who were skilled at cavalry archery.7 What is more, they were quick to 
learn, both adopting military use of gunpowder and taking command of 
naval divisions if the need arose. Their four strong points were: cavalry 
skills, hardiness and endurance, heavy armour and archery skills." They 
could make lightning raids into the south and defeat their enemies before 
they could react. Their amiour included a strong headpiece with just holes 
for their eyes. When the Khitan tried to attack them with staffs or spears, 
many fell off their horses in the effort.9 Their upper armour was heavy, 
but they used a light-armoured tunic which went down to their knees 
and they had light annour on their horses as well. 

Two similar contemporary eyewitness accounts by Fan Zhongxiong 
(fSf^ffsl) record their approach to using archers in battle: 
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Their spearmen were all in the forward ranks and were known as ' the 
hard troops'. Both men and horses were fully armoured and at their waists 
they carried a single eight-pronged bludgeon or else a sword. Their spears 
were one zhang two feet (3.74 m) in length, and their swords were like 
Chinese butchers' knives. These were all hussars. Their bows and anows 
were held at their backs, at the ready but not taken out of the b o w -
case. The power of their bows would not have been more than seven 
dou (A) A and their anows would not have been more than 100 apiece 
at the most. Outside the main Jin troops came those of other nations, 
all without armour, some with bows and some without. They would 
cut staves from trees along the route and use them as weapons. 
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They arranged their army as follows: the halberdeers were all in the 
forward ranks and people called them 'the hard troops'. Both men and 
horses were fully armoured and at their waists they all carried a sword 
and bludgeon. They canied their bows at their backs, at the ready but 
not taken out of the bow-case, and they never shot at a range of more 
than fifty paces. The draw-weight of their bows was no more than seven 
dou and the heads of their anows were six or seven inches in length and 
shaped hke a chisel so that when it pierced it couldn't be removed easily. 
Each man carried under a hundred of them. 

m 
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These chisel-pointed arrows inflicted horrible wounds: 
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[General Zhao Li] was hit by an anow which penetrated [the jaw] under 
his tongue and stuck so firmly it wouldn't come out. They called a doctor 
to use iron pliers to break his teeth and to chisel the jawbone away and 
finally they wiggled it until it came out. [By that time] the doctor's sleeves 
were drenched in blood. 

Unlike the Khitans, who were at pains to identify with the Han 
nationality and Confucian ideals, the Jin were highly suspicious of the Han 
Chinese and other nationalities. As you can see from the quotations from 
10F1 and 10G1, non-Ruzhen troops were a second-class rabble who were 
driven ahead of the Jin cavalry and not provided with weapons. In the 
latter part of the 12th century, the Jin Court also decreed that a separate 
examination system should be established for Ruzhen candidates, based 
on the Confucian classics translated into the Ruzhen written language. 
Notwithstanding this, most of the successful examination candidates still 
came from the Chinese nationality. 

Like other nomadic tribes, the Xixia (MM.) who controlled the west 
and north-west levied troops from each family. Only the regular troops 
were trained as archers, and those who could not qualify had to fight with 
lesser weapons and were regarded as the weaklings. So there was a lot of 
competition to enter the regular troops. In any case, the Xixia performed 
poorly on the ground with short weapons, and always sought to maximize 
use of their cavalry. They could dominate the Chinese quite adequately 
in this fashion; and they had little need to fight with the Khitan and 
Ruzhen. But the Mongol hordes of Genghis Khan overcame them easily." 

There is little recorded about their prowess as archers. They did, 
however, share with other nomadic tribes some superstitious beliefs about 
the power of the arrow to overcome misfortune and evil: 
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[The Xixia] were not ashamed to take tail . . . they could be beaten three 
days on the run, and then the next day, back they would come. They shot 
any men or horses they captured, yelling out, 'Kill the devil and call up 
the spirits!' Alternatively, they would make a straw effigy of a man and 
bury it in the ground, then they would all shoot at it and then return. 

The Xixia, who were ethnically connected to present-day Tibetans, 
had good diplomatic relations with the Khitans and then the Ruzhen. They 
had a reputation for being very hardy and well-armed. However, they were 
not organizationally so well-estabhshed as other nomad groups. They relied 
almost entirely on rapid raids, and were always ready to retreat and come 
back to fight another day. Their generals preferred to remain inaccessible 
during battle, to avoid being caught and taken prisoner. 

The Chinese 

It is not conventional to start a study of Song Dynasty China from outside 
the Great Wall looking in, but it helps place the nomadic tribes of the 
north and north-west clearly on the map. This is important because 
traditionally, Chinese historians have treated these cultures as marginal and 
semi-cultured, notwithstanding the fact that they dominated the Chinese 
for the best part of 500 years from 906-1368. 

As it turned out, the Chinese ruling house which established the Song 
Dynasty in 907 never got into the position of being able to restore China 
to the geographical area it had covered in the Han and Tang Dynasties. 
Indeed, it existed at all only by virtue of submitting as a tributary state of 
the dominant border tribes. Chinese historians traditionally try to explore 
and explain the 'weakness' of the Song Dynasty in the face of the 'strength' 
of the border tribes whom they regarded as culturally inferior. 

The border tribes had gained firm control of northern China dunng 
the fragmentation of the Tang empire, at first with the Khitans in control 
of the north and north-east and the Xixia in the west. The southern part 
of China had degenera ted into warlordism, with ' t en k ingdoms ' 
representing the short-lived power-grabs by the various warlords. 
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However, a paradox repeated itself: just as in the Warring States period, 
far from atrophying, the states of the south enjoyed considerable prosperity 
and cultural development. The commercial cities developed into important 
regional cultural centres, and one of the most prosperous was KaifenglUPj 
M) at the mouth of the Grand Canal. 

One of the military leaders in one of these last warlord states was Zhao 
Kuangym (ffiLSIfL) who managed to take power after serving as commander 
of the imperial bodyguard of his warlord master. Almost as if it were a 
necessary qualification for a pretender to the imperial throne, the official 
annals of the Song Dynasty recorded that even at a tender age he was an 
outstanding archer. 
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At the age often, Tai Zu12 was keen on bows and anows and when just 
a teenager he was already an excellent shot. One day, the Liao ambassador 
was sitting in Kuangyin's home and, looking round, he saw Kuangyin 
holding a bow and arrows. He got him to shoot at a flock of birds and 
three shots in succession hit. The Liao ambassador was startled and said, 
'This is no ordinary lad!' 

Zhao Kuangyin was entertaining Heshilie Buhuo Khan and his kinsmen, 
and they were walking outside the city gates when they noticed a high 
mound to the south. He got everyone to shoot at it but none could 
reach it. Kuangyin passed over it with his first shot and when they 
measured where his anow had fallen, he had passed the other shots by 
320 paces. Among the [Khitan] royal household, Manduhe was the best 
at flight-shooting, but he fell short by some 100 paces. In the year 946, 
they put up a stone tablet to commemorate the event.'3 

12. This was the name given to Zhao Kuangyin after he claimed the throne. 
13. The tradition of putting up stone tablets to mark feats of flight-shooting is a charactenstic 

of the Mongolian and Central Asian cultures, including both Persians and Turks. 
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On gaining power over the major city of China, Kaifeng in 960. Zhao 
Kuangyin declared himself ruler of a new dynasty (as ten others had done 
in quick succession before him) and gave himself the title Tai Zu (Affl.) of 
the Song Dynasty. For decades military power had been held in the hands 
of local warlords. Tai Zu set about bringing them under his central control 
and buying the allegiance of the generals so that he was in full command 
of his army. This also involved demilitarizing the regions by putting into 
place a system of civil government. 

The army which developed in the Song Dynasty still had a strong 
complement of archers: in the royal bodyguard, twenty per cent were 
bowmen, sixty per cent were crossbowmen and the remaining twenty per 
cent were equipped with spears and shields.14 A strong reverence of archery 
persisted, as the following quote dating from the 1200s of Hua Yue (#? 
S ) testified: 
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There are thirty-six types of military weapons and the foremost among 
them is said to be the bow; there are eighteen martial skills and the leading 
one is archery. 

Song dynasty military trainers, it seems, only had the Archery Manual 
of Wang Ju to fall back on. The author Xu Dong (If M) , in the section 
on teaching archery skills in his major military work The General's 
Commission (ffeAM) first published in 1005, simply quoted the first section 
ofWangju ' s manual (Chapter 9: 9B1-9B12) verbatim. 

Writing between 1040 and 1043, one of the authors of the Essentials 
of Military Tlieory (jK;&S3!ic), Zeng Gongliang('s'A-jE)had some reservations 
on Wangju ' s method: 
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Previously, Wangju of the Tang Dynasty wrote a manual for teaching 
archery in two volumes. It went on a lot about the aesthetic aspects of 
archery; c'est magnifique mais ce n'est pas la guerre. Now I shall extract the 
most important parts which can be applied by military people . . . 

Zeng Gongliang regarded the most practical part of Wang Ju's manual 
for military purposes as being the infomiation I have translated at Chapter 
9: 9B8—9B12, and quo ted it almost verbat im. Z e n g Gongl iang 's 
compendium was compiled in 40 volumes at the behest of Emperor R e n 
Zong ({ZTTS) and should thus have been comprehensive; it appears from 
looking at it that no effort had been made to develop any new theory in 
training on archery.13 

There is evidence of some lack of agreement about how the main 
divisions of the Song Army should be trained. There were those who 
favoured training strength and courage through pulling a heavy bow, 
and others who were less concerned with draw-weight and more 
concerned with accuracy (ItH) • In discussions of training practice, there 
is record of some instructors abolishing the use of heavy bows and simply 
placing a target butt with concentric circles at twenty paces from the 
archers and ordering them to shoot.16 Those who achieved high scores 
received a cash reward. Cavalry archers found incapable of shooting in 
full armour had their horses taken away and forfeited to the camp. 
Another technique is mentioned in which archers were taught to move 
their feet in co-ordination with their draw so that they could advance 
or retreat and shoot at the same time.17 

Song military strategists also valued the crossbow. In fact, they regarded 
it as indispensable, even long after they had started using gunpowder. Heavy 
crossbows were used like mortars to lob explosive shells.18 

One of the most popular crossbow designs for infantry use was the 
'Mighty Shoulder Crossbow' (ttff%) developed in the year 1068. 

15. It is necessary, however, to enter a reservation that the Mongols of the Yuan Dynasty 
and Manchus of the Qmg Dynasty carried out purges of written materials which could 
have posed an ideological or strategic threat to their rule. So there is a chance that such 
innovative works did exist but did not survive. 

16. Archery training in this fashion was recorded in the 16th century Turkey by Ogier Ghiselin 
de Busbecq. 

i7. «AA • A S A ; mmzM> • 
18. I have seen Western comments that the Chinese invented gunpowder but did not use it 

for warfare, only for fireworks. This is untrue. The earliest depiction of use of gunpowder 
showed it in military use. 
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SR$7C¥ (1068) &$iAmimm%7k - H A m ^ t ? • mm^nm 
^&Z • g^MIiiffitttlf % ' St^SSrltt - S^Hti i • & * & # . a n 
$ . i ^ g f • titmmumm • JFI : . I S « L ^ & & ° ^ A ^ H R W -
A - & # ^ R W E A • fIA^-il*[A • M H W H A t ^ • AUSAA'ST ° 

In 1068, the Deputy Capital Commander Zhang Ruoshui and 
Commissioner of the Western Upper military district, Li Ping, were first 
summoned to consider and improve upon the simple-prod crossbow. 
Zhang Ruoshui came up with a new design for the crossbow and it was 
recommended by Li Hong and was actually a [new] variety of crossbow. 
The stock was made of mulberry and the prods of sandalwood. It had a 
stirrup made of iron and the arrow channel and latch were made of the 
bronze used to make spearheads. The string was hemp wound with silk. 
The stock was three [Chinese] feet and two inches (1 m) in length and 
the length of the string was two feet five inches (78 cm). The arrows 
were wood with fletching and a few inches long. It could penetrate a 
log of elm up to half an arrow-length fired from a distance of over 340 
paces. 

'Mighty Shoulder Crossbow' « cA 

But like their writings on the bow and arrow that I have just 
mentioned, the Song military writers had few new insights to offer on 
shooting technique. Both Xu Dong and Zeng Gonghang who contributed 
to major military writings in the first half of the 1000s were unable to 
come up with more than some (rather inaccurate) quotations from the 
Tang Dynasty Universal Encyclopaedia (JIH) by Du You (ttlfj) (735-812) 
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w h i c h had b e e n c o m p i l e d b e t w e e n the years 766 and 8 0 1 . T o give an 

example , Z e n g G o n g h a n g says: 

mmm > mum* • WM^mAW - H S M S ^ B S I - &•£#&&"«* 
fg^% - "mmxn^imm • uM%*gftm%& ° 
Yet [the crossbow] is slow to load and it is not easy to [use it to] deal 
with [advancing] troops. When the enemy are upon you, you have three 
or four shots at best before engaging them in hand-to-hand combat. So 
some might be forgiven for thinking that battle doesn't favour the use 
of crossbows. But in fact it's not that crossbows are no use in battle: it's 
a problem of ignorance among those in command of how to use the 
crossbow effectively. 

T h e o r ig ina l i n s t r u c t i o n s on c r o s s b o w t r a in ing , w h i c h had b e e n 

col lected (probably n o t created) by D u Y o u in the T a n g Dynasty, are as 

follows: 

m • AAfHt • wtr - A » - m^zm • A * &*« •• +AH %wm. 
MfflA • mm% • +HAA • ASMA • jftf *-!"# • HfJcfflA • 
In terms of crossbows, in earlier times there was the 'Huang W o o d 
Repeater ' , the 'Hundred Bamboo' , the 'Eight-prod' and the 'Double 
Bow' . Nowadays we use the 'Carriage Mobile' . It has a range of 700 
paces and is used for attacking walls and breaching fortifications. Then 
there is the 'Split Loader' with a range of three hundred paces which is 
used in infantry warfare. The 'Cavalry Crossbow' has a range of 200 paces 
and is used in cavalry warfare. 

mm > A S - - - i t : mvMm^&nn • im^mum > mmr-mn 

But the loading cycle of the crossbow is slow: you can't get in more 
than a couple of shots, which makes it unsuitable for normal use in the 
infantry ranks. But that is not to say that the crossbow is not a practical 
weapon of war; only that generals don't understand properly how to use 
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it. Crossbows cannot be separated from close-range weapons, but they 
have to be organized in separate ranks of their own. 

• ['!'*• 

ft Ait. mmMiLZ. mmmm • mm*m > »^*r • &<mm • ^ M 
fftffi - itmtftA o wmmm • ftn«ffiA • 

The arrows must be shot with saturation fire then no enemy can stand 
before you and no troops can keep their ranks in formation facing you. 
Over and again you use the inner rank for reloading and shoot from the 
outside of the rank; in rotation, load and then out, shoot and then back 
in again. In that way the roar of the crossbows goes on without pause 
and the enemy can't cover the distance to get at us! 

In rotation: load and then out. shoot and then back in again.' 
(Composite of three Ming illustrations from ("SAIlHtSlEA)) 

1M«!I 

For the pos i t ion ing of your crossbows, you need to choose an 
overlooking position. Whether you are fighting for a hill or a river, 
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defending nanow defiles and passes, breaking an oncoming cavalry charge 
or entrapping horsemen, you'll never manage without crossbows. 

#AA > iUrB = "?i%T?A • H%A?A - S i t A > JB#* > A A * S > 
AAffiA > SAIfM • immm - AKAMSfi • ItAAfiT > r » M • ic 
it •• 4fi%ll > »i£ = A # $ > StftAA : illriS: > » £ K A : ? M • ik 

mtm- '«' igpsws'ir is^s^**" 
When you carry out your training, you command as follows, 
• Draw with your feet set at right-angles! 
• Load with your feet in an open stance! 
• Bare your arms! 
• Roll up your sleeves! 
• Take up your left hand and bring up the right hand then pull on the 

crossbow string level with the serving. 

• When drawing, the prod-tips go from spread-out to drawn-in and as 
that happens, your left thigh and right upper arm are drawn back. 

• Place your quanel adjacent to the serving and raise your elbow. 
• If the enemy is far off, raise the crossbow to head level; if they are 

near, fire level with the body; if they are to the left and right, swivel 
your body to fire; if they are above you, raise your foot [onto 
something] to shoot. 

• As you release, shout 'Kill!' 
• As you step back and reset the trigger lever, shout 'Done!' then return 

the crossbow to rest the end on the ground. 

So this t e c h n i q u e o f c rossbow tactics, familiar n o w from the ' T h i n 

R e d Line ' of Balaclava19 has been in use at least from the T a n g Dynas ty . 

In terms of individual crossbow technique , the training regime d e m a n d e d 

that the c rossbowman w o u l d suffer a d e m o t i o n if they d ropped an a r r o w 

or if the string missed the n o c k of the quane l and the crossbow misfired.2" 

All in all, the Song Dynasty seems to have cont r ibu ted little to tactics 

or pract ical t e chn iques in archery even t h o u g h w e a p o n s t e c h n o l o g y in 

general certainly m a d e e n o r m o u s advances. W h y should that have been? 

O n e reason may be that they had a somewhat defeatist v iew w h e n it came 

to tackling the bo rde r nat ions head -on in archery. T h e fol lowing passage 

by H u a Y u e gives an example of late Song Dynasty wisdom on the subject. 

19. This refers to the 93rd Sutherland Highlanders at the Battle of Balaclava on 25 October 
1854. 

20. «AA • A-iiA» • 
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EH : & A t # • WAm • £A#A#»fittii • S-SK.1 • S t l t ^ : 
f&##*#fi**fte • £AA»±rAPA$P . ik-ftHZm > AftRt^ffnlifi 
ft • lf§AStlfeSA«i • *Af§ltAJ5Af#^ffifflSitt^ • S I K 1 K . 
AAM^nJi - WAAJP ? MAAZm% • AiPAttA S J5 • dj»&®* 
mZffi&M • sHAHAftA^JiAJtA- . 

I have heard it said that the people of Wu21 were expert boatmen and 
the people of Jin were expert horsemen: no one would claim that the 
people of Wu were expert horsemen. The border tribes are naturally 
outstanding horsemen and the Han people are naturally outstanding 
crossbowmen: nobody would credit the border tribes with being expert 
crossbowmen. The people of Wu grew up among the fenland villages 
with oars in their hands. They didn't need any lessons on how to row a 
boat. The border tribes grow up where galloping and the chase is the 
normal way of life and mounted archery comes to them naturally without 
anyone having to tell them what to do. What need do they have for 
training like the people of Han and Jin when they can absorb it from 
experience? A man exerting his strength to the full hardly compares with 
an innate skill. Even the person who undertakes most arduous study can 
come nowhere near the ability of one who is born into an instinctive 

skill. 

What is more, given the state of affairs today, you can't beat the enemy 
at their own game. In the old days, the famous generals were always 
discussing the relative merits of the skills of the Han and border tribes,-
in an effort to make the best of their talents. But their policy of fighting 
cavalry with cavalry was never sufficient to hand them real victory. 

If this is a reflection of the general m o o d of Song mili tary th ink ing , 

t h e n it is n o t surpr is ing that n o o n e was p repa red to d e v o t e efforts t o 

developing n e w techniques and tactics. 

21. The writer is refemng back to the Waning States penod. 
22. This is a reference to Chao Cuo (Hit) translated at Chapter 8: 8H1 ff. 
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The border nations were not rough, uncultured herdsmen: they had 
been rubbing shoulders with the Chinese for centuries, and had learned to 
value the qualities of the Chinese people and their culture while maintaining 
their own self-esteem. If anything, they tended to despise the Chinese for 
their consistent policy of treating them as inferiors and exploiting them. The 
Han Chinese of the north of the country, moreover, had lost much of their 
'racial purity' (if it ever existed) through many generations of intemianiage 
— especially in the centuries between the Han and Tang Dynasties. Thus 
in northern China, cultural and even family ties would have been looking 
as much northward as inward towards central China. 

And what did central imperial rule have to offer the northern Chinese 
since the middle of the Tang Dynasty? Certainly not strong leadership, 
military protection or relief from taxation. As we shall see in a moment, 
the people of the Song Dynasty had learned to support themselves through 
mutual-support groups rather than reliance on the imperial ruling house. 

So when Zhao Kuanyin came to power, there was little merit in 
adopting once again the conventional dynastic policy of expansion and 
control. The people that the Han Chinese leaders of the Song might have 
'liberated' from foreign control probably had little wish to be 'liberated'. 
Zhao himself knew the leading political figures of the northern ruling 
nations intimately and had been fraternizing with them before assuming 
power (see paragraph 10J2). He was, moreover, a tolerant man who was 
not averse to dissent and pluralism, and he commended a similar policy 
to his successors. 

Song China was ruled by pacifists who saw a role for a policy of 
economic engagement and appeasement where their predecessors had 
consistently demanded domination and subjugation. It is inadequate to 
condemn them as 'weak': the ruling house of the Song Dynasty and the 
majority of their court and commercial leaders had their priorities elsewhere. 

Archery In the Examination System23 

The Song Dynasty civil and military administrations required talented 
leaders and so the examination system developed in the Tang Dynasty was 

23. This section draws on both W&IW. • « A H A l t f § W £ » ( * A : SA'ltblStt > 1996) > 
H 301 and S t * • jffgffl : <+H#lti&lJt5&> (£BE : # d j * t t ) > H 134-135 • 
Some portions of these two works relating to the Song military examinations are identical 
in places, and I cannot be sure which work is the original. 
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built upon and developed. The basic principle of military examinations as 
envisaged by the Emperor Ren Z o n g ( t ^ ) in 1030 was 'to set strategy as 
the pass/fail criterion and then use archery and horsemanship to set the 
grading.'24 After the military examinations had been held in abeyance for 
a number of years, they were revived on the original lines in 1064, but 
with grading on achievement in the strategy examination added. 

Provincial examinations took place in which candidates were tested 
on military skills including infantry archeiy, mounted archery, use of the 
foot-loaded crossbow, and knowledge and use of other weapons. Archery 
on foot and on horseback were the main subjects. 

The following quotations illustrate how the examinations were run 
and scores were awarded. 

3 : * I } - A - 4 • ,H*IA4A • #?i*A*fi • mmmrn • ««• • mm 
{Hft#3s - ^ A I t - ^ - 4 A • HWA4A . #?gf ! -¥«f t • Sffi.lA 
WL • mf t«Ai f&&f i • ^ A I A ^ > .SfltAA* • # « { § - * & « • & 
®.m<km > m - «RAIT&*# • Jimmhmm • 

In archery, infantry shooting required a draw-weight of one stone and 
one dou2' and for mounted shooting, eight dou.26 In either case, they had 
to come to full draw without any deterioration in their stance, their 
horsemanship had to be of a high standard and natural and they had to 
have the highest scores in strategy and tactics to come out top. If, when 
tested in the infantry shooting at a draw-weight of one stone and one 
dou and for mounted shooting at eight dou, they could reach full draw 
but their stance became faulty or their horsemanship fell below par, and 
they had a high standard in strategy but were just average on tactics, 
they took second place. Those who could shoot on foot with a draw-
weight of only one stone27 and on horseback at just seven dou2ii and who 
could come to full draw but with faults in their stance, and whose 
horsemanship fell short, and whose strategy and tactics were just so-so, 
all fell into the bottom rank . . . If they let their heads lean back, that 
was 'a fault in their stance'.29 

24. «^A • ji*H»: "vmhAm •• wAi&KT •" 
25. One stone and one dou is equal to 73 kg (QMmAM^ • l$ftit» ' H 12) 
26. Eight dou is equal to 54 kg (ibidem). 
27. One stone is equal to 67 kg. 
28. Seven dou is equal to 47 kg. 

29. Also: «AA • A A A ) : " ^ ( M A F I A 
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in ii 
«*5fe • S $ H » 

Jf§*t : H A * • A 4 ^ 2 5 r . A4&EH# . A 4 & H # • A 4 - A 4 • A 

4SA*. a-±j*. u-um • mhfrm • jn&r-+w#rfi±# • - * 

For mounted archery, they had three chances to hit the target mound. 
A draw-weight of nine dou was worth five points, eight dou was worth 
four points and seven dou three points. The candidates at nine, eight and 
seven dou took their turns at the target mound, and as they performed 
their rounds, each was examined one against the other, and they were 
graded accordingly. For mounted archery, one hit on the target sheet 
was worth two arrows reaching the mound, and one hit on the bull's-
eye was worth two hits on the target sheet. 

As you can see from these rules and scoring schemes, a powerful draw 
was of the essence. Although the policy may not have been consistent 
throughout the Song Dynasty (there were a number of reforms to the 
examination system during the period), a trend emerged of testing for 
physical strength as much as — if not more than — accuracy. But as 10Q1 
demonstrates, a system of 'accuracy indices' allowed the markings to be 
scaled upwards dramatically for accuracy. A hit on the target sheet at a 
draw-weight of seven dou gave the candidate six points while a hit on the 
target mound with a draw-weight of nine dou gave five. A real crack-
shot with a soft bow might outscore the lot. 

The Ruzhen Jin Dynasty also instituted its own examination system 
in 1201. They were held at the municipalities and in the provinces, as 
were the Chinese examinations, and also tested a combination of practical 
and theoretical skills. The practical tests focused on infantry archery, 
mounted archery and the use of the pike. 

All candidates for the Jinshi (ifi±) degree had to take an archery test ten 
days before the written exam. Men aged 40 years and below were eligible 
to be tested. A target mound was set up sixty paces away and fifteen paces 
from it two poles were set up 20 paces apart, linked with a cord. Neither the 
draw-weight nor ability to hit the target was taken into account: only the skill 
and ease with which the candidate drew the bow and his technique. To 
score, the archer had to release the anow with sufficient energy to hit the 
target mound after passing under the cord, which was two zhang (6.2 m) 
above the ground. Two successful shots out often were required to pass.30 

30. C^A • H # A » ° 
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The infantry archery test required firing a one stone (67 kg) bow with 
a seven qian (i |) (28 g) arrow at a target sheet set up at a range of 150 
paces. At municipality level, a hit with one shot in ten would result in a 
pass. Two hits were required for a pass at provincial level, and three at 
the national level. There was also a long-range shooting test where 
candidates had to hit a target mound set at 210 or 250 paces with one 
shot out of three. For mounted archery, a course of 150 paces was set out 
with two targets in the shape of a crouching deer at intervals of 50 paces. 
Each was five by eight Chinese inches (15.5 X 25 cm). The required bow-
weight was seven dou with two large arrows with chisel heads. In the 
municipalities, four rounds were allowed, in the provinces three and at 
the national level, two, with two shots having to hit.31 

As you can see, in companson with the Chinese examination system, 
the Ruzhen Jin examination was primarily looking for accuracy, technique 
and outstanding horsemanship. 

Philosophy and Ideology 

The Chinese Song Dynasty witnessed a strong reversion to Confucian 
philosophy and the strength of Buddhism among the Chinese of the 
southern part of the country never regained its position after the attack 
on Buddhism at the end of the Tang Dynasty. (Nevertheless, the Khitan, 
Ruzhen and Xixia nations were all devout Buddhists.) 

T h e scholar-statesman Z h u Xi ($zM) built greatly on the basic 
Confucian doctrines handed down from the Han Dynasty. Although his 
teachings fell into disrepute for a time, they soon became re-established 
as the orthodox form required for official examination purposes. Under 
the influence of this revitalization, the Confucian rituals were restated, a 
ritual archery ground was inaugurated in around 1111, and detailed 
instructions were set down for the 'Hospitality Archery Ritual', broadly 
based on the original Book of Rites.32 Zhu Xi brought into Confucian 
practice concepts of meditation and the manipulation of breathing which 
originated with Daoism and Buddhism. The simplistic Han Dynasty analysis 
of the relationship between Heaven and mankind through the play of qi 
(M.) was superseded with a more complex theory in which nature has an 
underlying pattern (3) which finds form and motion though qi. 

3i. #im •• WSAAMWA) (*A : Ammmt • ma • w 305 • 
32. «AA • ft .£> -
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These developments found their way into the theory of archery, 
although we see them fully expressed in relation to archery only in works 
dating from the Ming Dynasty. Nevertheless, you can see a strong link 
between some of the mental approaches to archery described in later 
dynasties and the principle enunciated by Zhu Xi of 'Preserving the 
underlying pattern set by heaven while eradicating the intervention of 
human emotion.' ( ' W A S • MA^S ° ") This principle finds its most extreme 
expression in the Japanese fonns of kyudo (^iS.) based in Zen Buddhism. 

The Confucian ethics enunciated in the Song Dynasty strongly opposed 
participation of women in sporting activities. Zhu Xi himself, during his 
periods in office in Tong ' an and Zhangzhou, issued a proclamation 
preventing women from travelling freely outside the home and requiring 
them to appear veiled in public.33 This puritanical attitude effectively put 
an end to the wide participation of women in active sports in China — a 
trend only reversed in the twentieth century. 

Another Confucian statesman, historian and poet was Ouyang Xiu (llfc 
PJHI?) (1007—1072). Among his prolific output of essays, he jotted down 
the rules of an archery game which seems to have been based on a system 
of entropy. The players who scored best had to down a cup of wine. 
Through advancing intoxication, all the players descended into an equal 
state of blissful incompetence. The final rules were decided by those still 
left standing at the end. Readers are advised not to try this game on their 
own at home. 

nmtmm 
(A • mmm) 

Instructions for 'Nine Division Target' 

33. «|W]Af£,A» • 
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TUB 

H Ai - SSA . * - ft - ftJ§£ • MtJ#tf iP • 

'Nine Division Target' has nine target-circles. Make one larger target-
circle surrounded by eight [smaller] target-circles. Place a picture of a 
bear in the centre, a tiger at the top, a deer at the bot tom, a snipe, 
pheasant and ape in the right-hand positions and an eagle, rabbit and 
fish in the left-hand positions, and make counters conesponding to each 
animal. 

tt^nmmnfft&Mikz • i*# • mmnrnzm^. - M A A S A > ei 
AAlTAft - m&fi • 

Whoever hits a particular target-circle takes a drink if he is holding the 
corresponding token. Archery is a communal pastime. In the old days, 
gentlemen used to compete at 'Nine Division Target' as a drinking game. 

T'A-B 

mmrn^- • ^ M ^ K > A A A A W ^ A • &MHI • *s«s] • ^ # A & 
Sb • iJjSWBtAf̂  • 7f*¥%mmm • fJJMAf̂ Afi! • mmm$k • flfc#ftt 
til •• mmb - telffig +#4iAA#%^ . ffiB&^A#»#flA§,^til • It 
QMm > lAAItA* . ^AA^ttil « 

Rivalry leads to trouble. Competing for fun is different from participating 
in a non-competitive entertainment; so there should be no winners or 
losers and no prizes or demerits. He who scores a hit gains nothing by 
it, and will therefore not fall victim to anogance due to being bent upon 
winning. He who misses loses nothing by it, and will not be the butt of 
caustic remarks about his lack of skill. If you pick a token and have to 
drink, at least what you drink is not an overflowing flagon: so you will 
not lose face. So you shoot, and the one who scores a hit is not allowed 
to get away without drinking; and anyone who keeps on scoring hits is 
not allowed to get away with bowing out of the competition. Any form 
of entertainment which can carry on all day without loss of face or rivalry 
is truly a gentlemanly entertainment. 

• I « l 

mmz;A • - $ & S H » • mTHzm^A. hzmim& • J IAHAA 
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Scoring method: Three tokens are required for each target-circle. Make 
sure you have tokens prepared according to the number of guest 
competitors shooting. If it so happens that the number of guests and hosts 
is exactly nine, then each one picks one of the tokens. If there are eight, 
then leave aside the bear token; and if there are even less than eight, 
you can have each person pick one of the tokens and put aside the rest. 
O r you can add in the other tokens and each person picks one: either 
method is allowed. 

*f#***J>ilff*»*/h > fctftHAZfit • gffi*M-#j# . fcm° 
From time to time, the host may give an instruction, and then every 
contestant puts aside his bear token. Thereafter, if anyone hits the bear, 
then everyone present has to drink. If anyone hits one of the target-
circles a second time, then depending on the ability of the one who draws 
the counter to hold his drink, and the size of the wine-cup, the host 
again decides on what should happen. If someone has drawn two tokens 
for the same target-circle, the same rule applies. 

FLM%-m' K#;si. mm.mw&&z; mmmmm • 
Every time the participants shoot a full round, they have to drain the 
cups, then they hand in their tokens and draw again. The tokens are 
new and different from the last round. 

A ^ M * ' » ; i&m&z > m^m%, • ntffiuv:umm*m& • 
If the anow hits, then no emotions are aroused. Either it is your turn 
and you are caught out, or you may just be lucky and avoid [having 
to drink]. This way you get entertainment which is all fun and no 
upset.34 

34. At least, not until the morning after. 
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Rural Militia 

A feature of the late Tang period and the Song Dynasty was the formation, 
in response to the failure of central imperial government, of local militias 
and self-defence groups. The successors of some of the mutual-assistance 
groups which emerged at that time can still be found operating in Hong 
Kong today.33 

The Song military system recognized two formal formations: the 
Imperial Guard ( * ? ) and the Provincial Anny ()?l¥). But in addition, the 
Dynastic History of the Song recognized a third, informal category: the 
local militia (M^). 

T w o elements in the local militia were focused on archery: the 
Bowmen (^ m A) and the Companies of Archers (^fiffi) . Bowmen (^m 
A) had been raised in the Shaanxi area from around 951. Recruits were 
provided with the produce of a vacant field to support them and provide 
for armour and a horse. They were called to the front line in emergencies 
and fought alongside the Provincial armies. 

They were divided onto eight ranks and their pay was related to their 
rank. They had to undergo tests for the accuracy of their shooting and 
cavalry warfare in open ground (MU • iJDt) . They used bows with a 
standard draw-weight of one stone one dou (83 kg) or nine dou (68 kg) 
for horseback shooting.36 

T h e Companies of Archers, unlike the bowmen , were a true 
mutual-defence force set up and supplied by the local communities 
themselves. The Song Dynastic History has much to say about them, and 
they were held in high esteem. 

mwutBuhSM • spBmw^fjttfi:ititA • w*fffj - mnA»M • 
In the prefectures and counties of Hebei near the hills and valleys, there 
are 'Companies of Archers' and 'Huntsmen' among each of the 
communities. Their habits were simple: no different from the Yi tribe 
[of old]. 

They started in the border areas of Hebei , where people were 
accustomed to hunting on horseback. Those who were willing to get 

35. For example, the West New Territories ( . £ S i ) 

36. « A A • &Mm • m&- • ' M * R M ^ ^ A » • 
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training in archery formed their own companies. They held an annual 
recruitment test in the spring and recruited on the basis of speed and 
strength. 

One of the great literary characters of the Song Dynasty was Su Shi 
(M3Q (1037-1101), also known by his pseudonym, Su Dongbo <MWM.). 
From his own lifetime to the present, he has been renowned as a statesman, 
poet, artist, calhgrapher and political philosopher. In 1093, he wrote a 
memorial seeking political support for maintaining the Companies of 
Archers who, he felt, were doing sterling work defending China at no 
cost to the imperial coffers — unlike the state-sponsored Bowmen, whom 
he considered second-rate. An extract from his memorial reads: 

«*«£$« 3 tittles*)37 

^mmm&mkww- • mmnmm > ^%kmmf&u^m± • AH* 
iwsA > Ffib-A > x&mmmnmmw-m^Mtm - n*t - mm • 
IIAKS • m^mm > mmm > *ALLI« . ̂ ^n^mmm -
Since the peace negotiations at Chanyuan, in the eastern sector of the 
Border Divisions at the region north of the river, the communities have 
of their own accord been uniting into Companies of Archers. Regardless 
of family or professional status each household provides one man, and 
they themselves select a head, deputy head and secretary from among 
those households who are recognized on the basis either of wealth or 
military skill. They call these leaders 'the head and eyes'. They carry a 
bow along with their hoes, a sword with their bundles of firewood. They 
pass in and out of the foothills and in terms of their diet and their native 
skills they are like their enemies. 

n • xgrnAwms.® ° ««*% • mm • mm&^A °m- ¥. $ . 
, i . #SSM • mmmmmmtE.> AS urn - mu&z ° ^m±nu 

They devise their own private system of rewards and punishments, 
even stricter than the government ones. They divide into watches and 
go on patrols, and their homes and enterprises operate a neighbourhood 

37. «*A • ft£I 
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watch scheme. If any of the northern bngands sneaks through into their 
territory or a powerful robber-band is not apprehended, all those who 
should have known about it are severely punished. In case of emergencies, 
they beat drums and they can put a thousand men at the scene in no 
time. In weapons, armour, saddlery and horses, they are the equal of 
the enemy. Their men do battle among their own loved ones and the 
graves of their ancestors and the enemy fear them greatly. The Companies 
of Archers are really a vital resource in border defence: they must not 
be allowed to degenerate. 

IMIkl 
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As for the Bowmen, the government gives them good fields to supply 
them with armour and horses. But now the Companies of Archers in 
the He-Shuo border region all [live off] the produce of their ancestral 
or agricultural fields: the government doesn't have to pay a cent for them. 

From the information available in the official histories of the Song 
Dynasty, Lin Boyuan has outlined the operation and training of the 
Companies of Archers as follows, but without specifically identifying his 
sources:38 

• Each Company selected a large temple for its base, as a place for 
discussing and practising strategy, and selected a piece of open common 
land for practising archery. 

• Each Company selected a top-class archer to head it, and people skilled 
in military arts as deputies, as well as a proficient scribe as secretary. 
Each member had to provide himself with a bow, thirty arrows and a 
sword. Those with outstanding drawing strength from a poor family 
background who could not afford this equipment could be supplied 
with it by a wealthier member of the same Company. 

• Each Company kept a library of military classics and ananged regular 
lectures. Archery practice was held in March, June and September each 
year. There were regular archery skills tests. 

• Methods of archery included: 
- Close range shooting: A three-foot post was placed at a range of 

forty paces, and they had to shoot until they could hit it with every 
shot. 

38. #ffW : <<AKAA:ftWA» (*A : A M 4 W ± . 1996) - M 293 « 
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— Shooting in a circle: three straw targets dyed in different colours 
with a covering of the faces of the enemy. An instructor pointed 
with a red flag at each in turn and the members had to hit it. 

In spite of the intellectual, artistic and technological energy of the Song 
Chinese, the whole period known as the Song Dynasty (960-1127) was 
virtually all spent in retreat from the powerful nations of the north and 
west. The Ruzhen conquered the Khitan Liao Kingdom in 1125. The 
Chinese lost their capital, Kaifeng, to the Ruzhen in 1126 and even the 
Chinese Emperor Hui Zong(Wi^) was captured and taken prisoner of war. 
He never returned to the Chinese domains. 

The Chinese moved south of Kaifeng and regrouped from 1127 under 
a new Emperor, Gao Zong (IRITH) in a dynasty known as the Southern Song 
(S5J5) • Powerful cliques of 'hawks and doves' developed and then were 
unable to resolve whether to fight the Ruzhen or come to terms with them. 
Legendary among the 'hawks' was the general Yue Fei (USt) who became 
a hero of fiction and opera. Among other things, Yue Fei was renowned 
as an archer, although little is recorded other than how as a young peasant 
he learned from his teacher and could ultimately shoot with either hand. 
Although a brilliant general, he could not cope with the politics of his age 
and was finally assassinated by a leading figure of the 'dove' faction. 

One military commander sent into the field in the south-west to quell 
an uprising of some of the southern tribes was Cao Kerning (*]£Bfl) . 
Among those who used weaker bows or crossbows, such as the tribesmen 
of Yunnan, it was normal to shoot with poison arrows. This is Cao 
Keming's approach to testing new pharmaceutical products: 

mvvim 
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The Tribesman presented [Cao Kerning] with a vessel containing 
medicine and said, 'It's an antidote. If someone is pierced by a poison 
arrow, you use this as an antidote to the poison and it may save your 
life.' 

Kerning asked, 'What can I try it out on?' 
They said, 'You could try a chicken or a dog.' 
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'No, ' said Kerning, 'It needs to be tried out on a human!' He 
immediately stuck a poisoned arrow in the Head Man's bottom. Then 
he gave the man the medicine to drink. The man died immediately. The 
tribesmen retired in confusion. 

The Mongolian Invasion and the Yuan Dynasty 

A Chinese historian who takes a broad sweep over the history of the 
Chinese people will conventionally hurry past the Mongolian Yuan (jt) 
Dynasty (1279—1368), pausing mainly to mention the bitter resistance of 
the Chinese people to foreign rule, and the achievements in art and 
literature of the Chinese people during their eighty-nine years under the 
Mongol yoke. 

Some Western historians pause to marvel at the 'achievement' of the 
Mongol ian empire of Genghis Khan (reigned 1206-1227) and his 
successors, which stretched from the south-eastern shores of China, past 
northern India, westwards to eastern Europe and north to the wastes of 
Siberia. But few, looking at a similar phenomenon in their own times, 
would admit to regarding systematic massacre of millions of people and 
wiping out a number of civilizations as an 'achievement'. 

From the Western perspective, based on accounts by Rashid al-Din39 

of the invasion of the Mongolian hordes into the European and Persian 
sphere of power, you could gain an impression that Genghis Khan's 
repeated victories can be put down to the novel attack method of using 
an onslaught of skilled horsemen firing powerful bows on horseback. But 
in the East that method of attack was not novel, and the ability of the 
Mongolian horsemen in cavalry archery should not have presented an 
unbeatable challenge either to the Chinese, nor to the other Turkic tribes 
they attacked and defeated. The success of the Mongols lay elsewhere. 

The seeds of the Mongolian expansion over Asia lay in desperation. 
The nomadic tribes of Central Asia lived a predatory existence, keeping 
to their ancestral grasslands while the going was good, but prepared to 
invade the grazing lands of others and repel invasion of their own lands as 
severe weather conditions drove the nomads and their herds here and there 
over the steppe. In the early part of the thirteenth century, the climate 
had been particularly severe causing the loss of extensive pasturing grounds. 

39. A Persian chronicler (1247-1318) 
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The nomadic way of fife and the common hardships that such a lifestyle 
presented resulted in a degree of cultural unity among all the tribes of the 
Central Asian steppe. This can be seen from the Chinese historical and 
cultural accounts that were put together over centuries before the nomadic 
tribes wrote their own histories. The description of the Huns given by 
Sima Qian in the Han Dynasty (Chapter 8, 8G1) could be an apt 
description of the Xianbei of the Northern Wei, the Tuque of the Sui, 
the Khitan, the Ruzhen or indeed of the Mongols themselves. With the 
right mixture of need, self-interest and leadership, these ethnic nomad 
groupings could come together to forge alliances, and then would fall apart 
to fight among themselves with great speed. 

The nomadic peoples had a legend4" in which a mother figure rebuked 
her quarrelling sons by telling each to take an arrow and break it — 
something they could do easily. Then she told them to put together as 
many arrows as there were sons and break them — something none of 
them could do. This was the way that the nomads of the steppes, regardless 
of ethnic grouping, taught the value of unity. 

Genghis Khan, a member of the Mongolian nobility, drew the nomads 
of Central Asia through a mixture of force of personality, superstitious faith 
in the wish of 'heaven' to create a great empire for the nomadic tribes, 
and a strong appeal to their self-interest. The practice of the nomads at 
that time was to name themselves in accordance with the dominant group 
in the region. On starting to gain the upper hand in his relations with other 
nomads in the region, Genghis named his tribe 'Mongol', and accordingly 
the other nomad groups who joined him called themselves 'Mongol ' as 
well. Ultimately, every nomad tribe who considered themselves under 
Genghis's sovereignty styled themselves 'Mongol', just as those aligned with 
a previous powerful tribe had called themselves 'Tartar'.41 

Apart from gathering the nomadic tribes like a rolling snowball, 
Genghis Khan was able to use people of other nationalities. Principally, it 
was the Muslim Uighur Turks and the Nestorian Christian traders of 
Soghdiana whom he recruited to bolster civil administration — an element 
in which the Mongols themselves were weak. In the years 1212 and 1213, 
Genghis and his armies attacked the Ruzhen Kingdom of Jin in north 
China, destroyed nearly one hundred cities, and drove the Ruzhen Ruler 
towards the south-west. Employing Persian experts in siege warfare, they 
managed to capture and sack Beijing in 1215. 

40. « i#-o- : ±sjf«>' mtu-Am-m^A=-m • 
41. The broad grouping who had aligned with the Khitans ultimately gave rise to the word 

for 'China' known in the West through early missionary explorers: 'Cathay'. 
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In 1227, Genghis died and his place as supreme Khan was taken by 
his son, Ogodei. Ogodei continued his father's onslaught against China. 
The Mongol war machine gained momentum, and most w ho were 
confronted with it realized that it was unstoppable. Ogodei ensured that 
his enemy was strongly motivated to sunender without a fight. The slightest 
resistance from one of the walled cities could result in a bloodbath on a 
massive scale. Following no more than a token resistance, one million were 
slaughtered in Chengdu alone. The Ruzhen were completely defeated in 
1234, and their sinicized officials were also employed to strengthen civil 
government in China. 

Genghis's grandson Kublai Khan finally gained control over the 
northern part of Chinese territory in 1271 and established a new Chinese 
dynasty styled Yuan (A). He then set about gaining control over the whole 
territory of South China previously held by the Song Dynasty. Using 
foreign advisers, they built a fleet to carry themselves across the great rivers 
which had previously barred their way. The sweep continued. The 
populations of whole cities were massacred. The last emperor of the Song, 
a child, was defeated in 1279 and China was Kublai's. 

The bow and arrow was not the main tool of the expansion of the 
Mongolian empire. The success of the Mongolian expansion arose from the 
common cultural bond between the Central Asian nomads which could be 
appealed to in time of hardship and exploited through promises of lands and 
booty. It relied on the self-interest of Central Asian merchants who saw 
trade benefits in huge areas of Asia under a strong and cooperative ruler. But 
ultimately, it rested on tenor and a holocaust of unprecedented proportions. 

The government which ruled China during the eighty-nine years of 
the Yuan Dynasty barely featured Chinese people other than in relatively 
menial positions. The whole army machine was centred on the Mongolian 
military-elite who were given territories to run. The Mongolian military 
system was founded on hereditary leadership based on decimal sub-divisions 
of 10 000. All national defence was in the hands of the Mongols or the 
other Central Asian nationalities they had recruited to their cause. When 
the examination system was finally re-established in 1315, one half of the 
quota of passes was reserved for Mongols, one quarter for other non-
Chinese nationalities and the last quarter for the Chinese themselves. The 
Chinese scholar class were virtually excluded from the running of their 
own homeland, with only low-level scribes, uneducated in Confucian 
ethics, being maintained for civil administration work. 

The Chinese were generally baned from any sort of military practice; 
they were not permitted to keep weapons. Sometimes, they were even 
prohibited from obtaining bamboo from which bow-staves and crossbow 
prods could be made. 
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In a military regime totally dominated by a people to whom the bow 
and arrow were as much part of daily life as the clothes they wore, it is 
not surprising that the bow, arrow and crossbow hardly merited any special 
mention. Indeed, the 'Military Section' i&M) in the Dynastic History of the 
Yuan (TCjsrI) barely mentions them. However, a holdover from the Song 
does appear in the 'Bowmen' organized at local level to police rural areas 
against bandits.42 

A curfew was enforced from the third hour of the first watch to the 
third hour of the fifth watch (with exceptions allowed for urgent official 
business, funerals, medical emergencies and childbirth). Breaching curfew 
earned the offender 27 lashes (or seven — commutable to a dollar fine — 
if he was an official). These curfews were enforced by bowmen who were 
raised from a corvee from villages and market towns. Moreover, each group 
of b o w m e n had to meet a quota on the number of criminals they 
apprehended, otherwise they faced punishment. 

Judging from the fact that the post of bowman was filled by a levy on 
villages, you would imagine that most of them must have been Chinese. 
However, there is some reason to doubt whether they were: first, the 
Chinese were not supposed to carry weapons, and second, the Chinese 
were prohibited by law from harming people of Mongol descent. Since 
most of the local brigands were members of Mongol military families who 
were underemployed during peacetime, the value of the Chinese bowmen 
would have been extremely limited. The official histories do not solve 
this riddle. 

As for the Mongol nobility, archery played a part both in the hunt 
and in courtly ritual. Their most famous ritual sport was 'Shooting the 
Straw Dog'. 

• I'i.iM 
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At the end of the twelfth month of each year, they chose an auspicious 
day and cleared a piece of flat land below the inner wall of the State 
Temple in the Western Encampment. The Supenntendent of the Right 
Palace supplied coloured bunting, the Superintendent of the Central 
Secretariat provided rugs, pins and floss, the Temple of Military 
Preparedness provided bows, anows and side-arms. They would bind 
sheaves of straw into the shape of a man and a dog, and they would cut 
pieces of bunting to make their intestines and stomach. Then they selected 
ranking officials and members of the nobility to take turns in shooting 
at the effigies. Only members of the noble families [of. . .] were permitted 
to take part. When they were shot to pieces, they offered a prayer to 
them with sheep's milk. After the prayers, the Emperor, Empress, Pnnces 
and their Consorts took off their [old] outer garments which were then 
blessed by a Mongolian shaman. After the blessing, they presented them 
straight away to the shaman. This [ceremony] was called Tuozai4i and 
the Chinese informally called it 'shooting the straw dog'. 

And then they left. The Mongols appeared at first to be able to set up 
a form of government capable of running China, farming taxation out to 
Central Asian merchants and employing sinicized nomads in important 
administrative positions. They marginalized the educated classes of the 
Chinese population who, in turn, turned their backs on the rulers and 
took up private professions such as private education, medicine and 
astrology, and perfected themselves in literature and art. 

But without military objectives, and in an alien environment where 
the primary concerns of nomadic life were irrelevant, the Mongolian 
military aristocracy progressively fell to internal feuding and brigandage. 
Meanwhile, Chinese warlord groups and militant religious sects also arose. 
Ultimately, Chinese groups were able to become sufficiently organized to 
make the Mongol grip on power untenable. 

Millions of dead and hundreds of razed cities later, the Mongols — 
nobility and commoners alike — retreated back to their heartland. The 
holocaust they carried out against some population centres such as heavily-
populated Sichuan, starvation and plague resulting from interruptions to 
agnculture, and deportation of skilled craftsmen to the Mongolian capital 
caused a halving of the population of China (a loss of up to 60 million 
people) in the latter half of the 13th century. The Yuan Dynasty fell in 
1368. 

43. If this is a Chinese word and not a Mongolian one, then it means 'throwing off calamity' 
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The languages of the 'Five Nationalities' of China as recorded by order 
of the Emperor Qianlong (1736—1796). The words reproduced comprise 
(from the left) the terms for 'to shoot with a bow', 'cause to shoot with 
a bow' , 'go shooting' and 'come to shoot'. The languages (from the 
top) are Manchu, Tibetan, Manchu phonetic rendering of Tibetan, 
Mongolian, Uighur, Manchu phonetic rendering of Uighur and finally 
Chinese. 

Source: <JHf&|EIS ?» :£*> 



Action and 
Overreaction: 
The Ming Dynasty 

The character of the Ming Dynasty was strongly imprinted with the 
character of its founder, Zhu Yuanzhang (ATCffE) . Zhu grew up in a poor 
peasant family and became an anti-Mongol activist in a Buddhist-founded 
group. He gradually managed to attract a following of Confucian scholars 
who were able to put together for him the trappings of Confucian courtly 
admimstration and in 1368, he estabhshed the first reign period of the Ming 
Dynasty, styled Hong Wu (#f<ji£) giving himself the imperial title Tai Zu 
(Afi). 

The former Mongol rulers, while taking on many of the ceremonial 
trappings of Confucianism, had nevertheless been happy to leave the 
financial management of China in the hands of tax farmers and Central 
Asian merchants who milked the system for what they could get out of 
it. As a boy, Zhu Yuanzhang had spent many years in abject poverty. WAen 
his parents died, he fell back on financial assistance from a Buddhist 
monastery to bury them. After that, he spent a number of years attached 
to the monastery and learned to read and write from Buddhist monks. 
He rose to power through leading an idealistic grouping of anti-Mongol 
rebels. Once in power, then, he dedicated himself to ruling according to 
a number of thoroughly idealistic Confucian principles. Three years into 
his reign, he re-established the Imperial Examination system, including an 
archery syllabus, and from reading his proclamation announcing the 
syllabus, we can see some of his preoccupations. 
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Imperial Edict o n the Syllabus for the Imperial Examinat ions 
dated 13711 

We have heard that at the height of the Zhou Dynasty, there was a system 
of recruiting officials through an annual feudal tribute of qualified officers. 
Thus honourable people were in official positions and the people enjoyed 
good leadership; the behaviour of refined gentlemen sufficed to ensure 
the refinement of the moral climate; the state was transformed to the 
rule of law and the teaching and influence of their administration is there 
for all to see.2 

in vi 
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In the Han, Tang, and up to the Song Dynasty, qualified officers were 
selected through the Imperial Examination system which varied from 
dynasty to dynasty: yet each set store in turning a nice literary phrase 
rather than seeking an all-round ability in the Six Arts.3 When it came 
to the previous Yuan Dynasty, (while they had the examination divisions 
of old), they had high expectations of the qualified officers that they 
would get, and they assessed them on the basis of aggression and strength, 
but their principle officers were people who just relendessly pursued profit 
through competition. 

• I f f 
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1. The text used here is taken from H'H : < t t * | H | # ) . It was published in 1637 and 
contains much text absent from what is recorded in the official history. 

2. The text in brackets is absent from the version quoted in the official history of the Ming 
Dynasty (OTA - # # A » ) . 

3. The version in the official history of the Ming reads: 'yet each set store in literature rather 
than a mix of virtue and skill.' 
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The characters who clawed their ways to the top were no more than a 
bunch of thieves (what they could make from their positions in terms 
of emoluments and goods was sometimes more than the highest 
graduates). Those who were morally upright and virtuous would feel 
ashamed to stand together with such people; they would rather retire to 
the sidelines than work in a moral climate which had deteriorated to 
this extent. But now We have reunited the country and put the minority 
states outside Our boundanes under control. Together with Our people 
we enjoy the fruits of peace and stability: yet We must beware of officials 
who may put Our people to harm. O u r people wish to find refined 
gentlemen and employ them. 

g&3£H¥A;3&i&. &mtwmmtmtz± • mmmwfiim^ 
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Thus with effect from the eighth month of the Hongwu Reign Period 
(1371), W e are re-establishing the Impenal Examination system with the 
express aim of obtaining morally upright and virtuous people. They must 
labour to learn from the Classics to practise refinement, to master the 
things of ancient times and be conversant with current affairs, to be 
properly proficient in literary skills and to ensure that their ability matches 
their reputations. We shall personally examine the successful ones, observe 
their learning and knowledge, give an assessment of their performance 
and appoint them to the appropnate posts. Thus, those with real ability 
and learning can expect to be selected on the basis of the talents they 
display. W e shall cause all selections in Chinese or minority literary or 
military areas to be made via the Imperial Examinations. N o one shall 
attain official office without it. Anyone who makes the mistake of earning 
a living through profiteering from their positions will be guilty of a serious 
offence and shall be answerable to Us. Those who wish to advance their 
virtue shall apply themselves to bringing their conduct and their affairs 
into fine with the following syllabus: . . . 

Tai Z u abhor red the 'survival of the fittest' mental i ty of r o u g h - h o u s e 

capital ism. H e h a d an idealistic vision of a type of official w h o w o u l d 

achieve a natural v i r tue t h r o u g h persistent applicat ion to the Classics (as 
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viewed through the neo-Confucian eyes of Zhu Xi). He went to great 
lengths to ensure that the examination system achieved that: the syllabus 
consisted of the Confucian classics with Zhu Xi's commentaries, the 
Confucian Rituals, Ritual Music, horsemanship,4 archery,3 writing and 
arithmetic (the Six Arts discussed in Chapter 4, p. 52). 

There is no doubt that Tai Zu achieved a lot in establishing the 
credibility of the examination system. It was regarded as fair and open, 
and he took stern action if he considered that the results contained anything 
caused by prejudice of favouritism (for example, too many successful 
candidates from one region). As a result, more candidates were attracted 
to take the examination than at any time previously. 

But where he failed most significantly was in making no allowance 
for the Confucian virtue of speaking out against superiors who are making 
mistakes. Tai Zu saw all attempts to correct his errors or to take firm, 
independent action as a threat to himself and the ideal state he was trying 
to build. He brutally suppressed independent action and criticism. He 
attempted to run everything himself, taking up the functions of a number 
of ministers personally. 

His mistakes were many. The sad fact was that, lacking any background 
in financial management, he was incompetent in finance. He attempted 
to keep his civil service small and his agricultural levies to within one-
tenth of output, but he was unable to come up with a civil management 
system which would allow his ideas to work in economic terms. He -was 
preoccupied with small, economically self-sufficient units of military, public 
works and agricultural enterprises, with sources of revenue tied into points 
of expenditure. But the management required for such a complicated 
system was either absent (in which case the systems would become corrupt 
or break down), or else the taxes would be so expensive to administer 
that their administration costs ate up much of what was collected. 

Before long, his system of government was living a lie: he despised 
raw capitalism, yet private enterprise on the part of civil administrators 
was the only way his ideal social system could be made to work. He 
suppressed the use of silver as a currency, but his copper coinage readily 
lent itself to forgery. He failed to understand the enormous growth in 
international maritime trade in the Asian region,6 and tried to shoe-horn 
all foreign trade into a semblance of feudal tribute from abroad, and thus 
played into the hands of pirates and smugglers. 

4. "mmnmmm •" 
5. " I rKS+t t^ * •" 
6. By this time, there was strong trade between the Chinese, Japanese, Arab merchants and 

the Portuguese. 
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Despite this, however, the agricultural base, which was still building 
up after the effects of the Mongol occupation of the northern rural areas 
and had been hard hit by plague between 1331 and 1354, started to build 
up again. By the end of the Hong Wu reign period, the total area under 
cultivation was some four times greater than at the start and agricultural 
output almost doubled.7 

The Yuan military system had the Mongol nobility forming the 
backbone of the army on a hereditary basis. This was cont inued by 
appointing hereditary military families who were not permitted to leave 
their profession, and were granted land to support themselves (a thing they 
largely failed to do in practice.) At the start of the Hong W u period, the 
Emperor also commanded the raising of 10 000 households of troops from 
the people and the provision of training for them. People living on the 
borders were encouraged to take up arms in self-defence. Border self-
defence groups with skills in mounted archery appeared again.8 

Early Ming Archery 

With the Chinese once again permitted to take up arms against the border 
tribes and with archery firmly on the examination syllabus, serious study 
of archery technique was set in motion anew. By the early part of the 
16th century, after 200 years of Ming rule, there existed 14 schools of 
archery and crossbow theory.9 The detailed content of these schools' 
teachings have not been recorded,10 but an encyclopaedia compiled in the 
Song Dynasty and added to significantly during Yuan and early Ming times 
gives a good overview of the basic contents. The encyclopaedia is the 
Guided Tour Tlirough the Forest of Facts ( ##JS f£ ) , by the Song author Chen 
Yuanliangfl^AftS.) . 

The archery section of the encyclopaedia, as printed in the Yuan 
Dynasty, mainly consists of Wang Ju 's Archery Manual (Chapter 9, 
paragraph 9B). But early Ming printings supplemented this with additional 
material which, together with Wangju ' s teachings, represented the basis 
of archeiy theory of those times. Much of the material in the Guided Tour 
Tlirough the Forest of Facts appears in later manuals which I shall discuss in 

7. <W& • * » - » • 
s. <fflA - £ss> • <witm • AA>> • 
9. »g# . «MJMB» : "imnzm+w °" 
10. The proponents were largely illiterate: see below, paragraph 11C1 
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subsequent chapters and does no t add m u c h to what w e have learned about 

t e c h n i q u e . Never the less , t he r e are s o m e interes t ing issues cove red there 

w h i c h do no t appear e lsewhere. H e r e are three of them: 

Rapid Shooting 

A'AH : "&zm ' HZ$i>":£&.tiWLm < ,«^WAAslJtf!A<?M 
a - mw&±m • AA^-M > A=.mm> nmm • U A ^ T H J I W . » 

ml £W±& « Anm@*Eg • J I M A l i - ilffJAAKA > lUTS^E • A 
ffi^ > 10SAK ° A*I0AM&?2 ° ffi - IS A A . 10X2!^ . ifcS^ fc 
$ - SMA#i • #gg£R5KJl-&ffi£$fc . S ^ A • MAS . nTA-Uffi 
fci&flft • A S R A A A I A I > WitA^ - *S«ig5# . IftMAAMWAA • 

Grasping the b o w and gripping arrows 

The classical method says: 'What you can manage at a distance becomes 
a boon at short range.' Once you have built up your drawing strength 
you need to practise gripping two anows together against the bow with 
the bow-hand. The arrow-nocks need to be level with the upper bow-
limb,11 the thumb, index and middle fingers firm and the ring and little 
fingers relaxed.12 Let one anow lean away from the bow by itself. Reach 
out with the middle, ring and httle fingers of the draw-hand and touch 
the leaning arrow about halfway down. Then hook it with the little 
finger and slide it [up and] out [from the bow-hand] to a fraction of an 
inch from the arrowhead. Next, use you index finger to hook the top 
of the anow and ease the nock onto the string. You mustn't look at the 
nock. Whenever you take the shaft of the arrow, you hold your draw-
hand horizontally out to the right [draw-hand] side, then you won ' t 
knock against the grip. As you can't look at the arrow-nock, you have 
to be careful that you don't get it wrong, otherwise you won ' t get it 
onto the string. If you try to palm the arrow or fiddle around with it 
for a long time, it goes against the correct style and what is more, you 
have to watch out for the arrow failing to nock properly and dropping 

11. That is, arrowheads pointing downward. 
12. My understanding is that the two arrows are held against the bow grip at an oblique 

angle by the ring finger and little finger of the bow-hand. 
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off the string. What you need to do is to cradle the shaft with your index 
finger while you are nocking the arrow, keeping the end of the arrow 
horizontal. Like that, you can get it onto the string in a single movement 
and it won ' t drop off. Start your practice within ten paces and when 
you can hit a hundred per cent, move out by five paces; then carry on 
like that until you can do it at a hundred paces. This is how they perfected 
their archery in the old days. 

Three Key Elements in Archery 

111 VI 

A-AE3 : "#tAA« . TAnAf* ; MAAA > tt#WA • "AB : "*^A 
m > Ai£¥A ; igffnifA - *&A® • "AB • "SffiMff • & « f l ; II 
BfftHI» *i>n>U* •" 

The classical method says: 

'If your shot can't pierce steel, don't bother to shoot; if your shot can't 
pierce stone, you're trying to use brute-force alone.' 

'If you ' re powerful and inaccurate, you can harm no one; if you ' re 
accurate but lack power, you can't pierce anything.' 

'If your shot is fast but the arrow is wild, you'll just get injured by your 
enemy; if you shoot accurately but slowly your enemy has a chance to 
dodge.' 

The Archer's 'Ten Commandments' 

111 11 

Afee : -mznA • mzm^°"m&-*m • wmm^m. • J I I M A A 

A : AS.AA • t l ^ s i • #AMMA^I - P¥A6J • «A^T • fSTA > £ 
T^T . A$*AA ' ft^ffi*?TATA > ^ A A ^ . rtcittA# > UJAItlt 
% i w t A S • m^^m&sk ° %**%& • mAmmmi. ° A i y ^ -
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Mental control and keeping in proper physical shape 

The classical method says: 'Set up your shot in your mind, then carry it 
out with your hands.' So if your mental control goes, your shot has no 
basis for hitting the target. In archery, there are 'Ten Commandments': 
• thou shalt not let your mind wander; 
• thou shalt not be distracted by worries; 
• thou shalt not arrive [for your archery session] in a rush; 
• thou shalt not be drunk; 
• thou shalt not be hungry; 
• thou shalt not shoot after overeating; 
• thou shalt not be angry; 
• thou shalt not shoot when you don't want to; 
• thou shalt not be so engrossed in shooting that you don't want to 

stop; 
• thou shalt not compete aggressively. 

Don't plan on taking up archery if you can't break these bad habits! 
If you score a hit, don't be happy, otherwise your mind will turn contrary 
on you. If you miss, don't be unhappy, otherwise you will lose your 
concentration and it will be beyond control. Normally, when you grasp 
the bow and the string and you nock your anow, you should concentrate 
naturally on your target, and use the power of your mind to carry the 
shot. In your daily life, make an extra effort to control your breathing, 
regulate your intake of food and drink, avoid extremes of temperature, 
control excesses of joy or anger and restrain your interests and desires. 
This is very important in archery. 

Defence of the Ming Realm 

The military preoccupations of the Ming Dynasty lay in three directions. 
The first was the extension of Chinese domination to the south-west, 
suppressing the national independence of the Dali State ( A S H ) so as to 
provide for expansion of military units in the south. Here a number of 
methods were employed to gain territorial control, varying from outright 
annexation to joint rule by Chinese and native nationalities. Rebellions 
against Chinese rule took place sporadically and were put down by military 
force. 

Secondly, although the Mongols were ejected from traditional Chinese 
territory at the fall of the Yuan Dynasty, the Mongolian heartland was 
never taken. As a result, raids from the Mongolian tribesmen continued 
incessantly. This not only necessitated the honing of mounted archery skills, 
but resulted also in the quixotic response of trying to seal the steppes 
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nomads behind sections of wall — resulting in much of the Great Wall of 
China as we know it today. In 1449, the Emperor Ying Zong (i&Sj?) was 
induced to try an attack into the Mongol heartland, only to be captured 
together with his forces. Rather than ransom him, the Chinese court 
crowned another emperor, Dai Z o n g ( f t ^ ) , to replace him. 

However, from the point of view of archeiy, by far the most important 
military campaign was that against the 'Japanese Pirates' (i^MWO,^) . 

From the time when the Japanese successfully beat off an attack by 
the Mongol army of Kublai Khan in 1281, the Japanese coastal area 
continued to be highly militarized with a strong naval fleet, but the defence 
of Japan against the Mongols had proved expensive and the economy was 
badly affected. This resulted in many of the maritime population turning 
to piracy. Piratical raids against the Chinese coastal areas of Jiangsu, 
Zhejiang, Fujian and Guangdong were incessant. The military governments 
of Japan were complicit in the raids, as were some of the Chinese coastal 
population themselves. 

At first, the first Ming Emperor, Tai Zu, tried diplomacy in an effort 
to get the central government of Japan to crack down on the pirates. In 
1400, the Shogun Yoshimitsu responded to repeated diplomatic efforts and 
he issued an edict against the pirates in 1405, but to no avail. After his 
death, diplomatic relations between his son Yoshimochi and the Ming court 
broke down. However, they revived again in 1432. Trade between China 
and Japan in porcelain, lacquer-ware, silks and silver offered good pickings 
for the pirates. When valuable freight was scarce, the pirates did not hesitate 
to cross the sea and raid the Chinese coast. 

In the early 15th century, the Ming court had authorized diplomatic 
expeditions by sea that travelled to India, Persia and got as far as East 
Africa. However, such expeditions were very costly and in the face of the 
poor state of the Chinese economy, coupled with a traditionalist Confucian 
view disfavouring foreign trade and diplomacy (tribute should come to 
China, not the other way round), the efforts were discontinued and 
developments in shipbuilding were curtailed and restricted to small coastal 
vessels. 

Given the opportunity of diplomatic contacts and an opening up 
of trade, the Japanese court was inclined to clamp down on piratical 
activity, but the response of the Ming court in spurning open trade meant 
that it was largely in the interests of Japan for smuggling and piracy to 
continue. 

The campaigns which continued through most of the Ming Dynasty 
generated a quantity of military writings, many of which have survived to 
the present time. The most significant of these are as follows: 
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Approximate 

1550 

1565 

1589 

1619 

1621 

1629 

1637 

1637 

1638 

1646 

Date Title 

«jEHs*>mit#ra «it&» 
IB&fr*1 

m&mm 
a£$f 

m®M 
M&A&(ZA • SifeM&W) 
^mMmjEmmmm 
*t*E# 
iSfi^B& mm • mm))) 

mm 

Author 

fisAM 
ASA 
MS.E 
ftffifhi 
^Afi 
g £ H 
^ H 
MS 
gAEI 
$M£ 

Among these principal works, the best known today in China are the 
Military Writings i&M) of Tang Jingquan (fSfffilJll, 1507-1560) and the 
military encyclopaedia, the Guide to Military Preparedness ij£,$Afc) of Mao 
Yuanyi ( I^TCII ) . But as far as archery is concerned, both works contribute 
no new material: they quote in its entirety the Song Encyclopaedia which 
I discussed above in 11B. 

T w o other works add to this pool of knowledge by exploiting the 
skill in book illustration which became popular in the Ming Dynasty. Both 
the History of Archery in Eight Volumes (I tAAiH) of Cheng Zongyou (g. 
f?lrS), an adherent of the Shaolin school of martial arts and the Principal 
Strategies of Military Preparedness (j§t$tJclH&) of Cheng Ziyi (*S A El) used 
accurate woodb lock illustrations which clarify many elements of 
contemporary archery technique. But the technique they illustrate is still 
basically that of the early Ming schools. 

The techniques current in the early Ming period perhaps formed the 
core of state military training used in the Ming army. This would account 
for the fact that they endured so long and were represented so much in 
military writings. 

Finally, however, it was innovation which won the day. The heroes 
of the Chinese campaign against the Japanese pirates were two generals 
who trained their own troops and employed their own, home-grown 
techniques in military training. Their names were Yu Dayou (TTS A l i i , 
1504-1580) andQiJiguangffisvJlTf;, 1528-1587). 

Yu Dayou turned from a life of literary pursuit to the study of military 
matters following the death of his father and achieved distinction in the 
military examinations of 1535. Ultimately, he took control of military forces 
on the eastern and southern coastlines and achieved substantial victories 
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over the pirates.13 He is said to be the author of a book on pole fighting, 
the Manual of Swordsmanship ((JEM,&M}f&M • #1A (MM.)) which includes 
a section on archery. 

Qi Jiguang was born into a military family and learned much from his 
father. He was appointed general in 1555 and won a decisive victory over 
the pirates at Taizhou (a i'H) in 1561. He worked effectively together with 
Yu Dayou to battle against the Japanese in Guangdong in 1563. He wrote 
two of the most popular works on Chinese military strategy and training, 
the Substance and Discipline in Military Training (^^K&S) and A New Book 
of Discipline and Effectiveness {f£M.t$\~tt). His literary style is innovative: much 
of his work consists of colloquial records of lectures to his troops and 
commanders and reading them gives a feeling for his personality.14 

Qi Jiguang's theme was to go for practical and simple methods every 
time, and to dispense with anything in military technique which served 
just aesthetic purposes. To this end, he adopted in full the archeiy technique 
of his senior, Yu Dayou. 

Yu Dayou's archery technique, adopted by Qi Jiguang as well as He 
Liangchen('fnIS.ECf$^i3) , builds upon some of the more practical aspects 
found in Wangju 's manual. He proposes a simple-to-learn, battle-oriented 
approach which should, however, be equally suited to the examination 
ground. He deals sympathetically with issues such as stress in the battlefield 
and examination conditions. 

Instead of quoting the text of Yu Dayou's and Qi Jiguang's works on 
archery,1' I shall fast-forward to a later writer who extensively quoted and 
developed their archery technique, combining with their ideas certain ideas 
on mental approach, training and self-perfection expounded by the famous 
philosophical writer W a n g Yangming (ApSHf , 1472-1529) . W a n g 
Yangming was brilliant scholar who had excelled in the exposition of the 
neo-Confucian ideas of Zhu Xi, but found them too restrictive and elitist. 
After gaining an interest in the practice and principles of qigong, Wang 
Yangming developed a new view on the Confucian classics which dwelt 
on the correct approach to study and self-refinement, the Great Doctrine 
(A-'P) , and put forward the view that artificial social divisions should be 
broken down; that self-imposed limitations should be removed, and thus 
self-perfection was within the grasp of all men. 

This later writer, who at the very end of the Ming Dynasty combined 
the ideas of Yu Dayou, Qi Jiguang and Wang Yangming was Li Chengfen 

13. #ffW : «+SAftf!WA» (*A : Ammm± • 1996) ^ 8 t » 
14. Ibidem. 
15. Since this would inevitably lead to identical text appearing twice. 
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( $ l i ? F ) , a l i t t l e -known wr i te r whose Archer]' Manual has b e e n preserved 

in a M i n g Dynas ty encyc lopaedia , t he Complete Collection of Ancient and 

Modern Books and Pictures ("fa ^Hi t r f t f iSc) . A c c o r d i n g to a r e c o r d in a 

historical w o r k (MHJMti t^ i l f ) , Li Chengfen was a bo rn in Anhu i province 

and l ived in the latter part o f the 16th and start of the 17th century.1 6 H e 

deeply respected Q i J iguang and the W a n g Y a n g m i n g school. 

The Archery Manual (%$W of Li Chengfen ( ^ M 5 5 ) 

• •!«• 

$ S # B : mm^m > "&fflL&rm&mz • "mm& > Mmm •",7it 
» A I I . AAA^ • a i l ' % - ^ . *§fc- • T • "W ? S « A A • 

There 's a saying among the older generation: 'The use of arms is a 
treacherous path.' They used to conceal the truth about such things. The 
answer to that is, 'Anywhere I can go, the enemy can go too. ' Archers 
pass their skills on by practice and word of mouth and are not known 
for their literary talents. Why else did people say: 'He can pull two stone 
but he can't read his ABC?' It's for this very reason that everything has 
been so shrouded in secrecy! 

ma 
JWm&RtfcfflATi.f} > B : "BA" : BlTOfftil • tiVmZfe - #ft!"f£ 
$"•& • B ; "#?i"ff5feff-A' AA^nAtm • mm&® > ^m.mm « 
lAAAA&A . B : "IBS" : ffl > irAl • 338* A± : JffiH • f r& I9 f f£ 
3R . S ^ f t f i - Wi££ • 0ftB"3" (fillAl) *W (T*ff£l) JHfe ° ""g# -
f t A«£in*5§fAK > i f A f rU • W»frA • 4 \ ! * & t & • * ! # - Wily A 
BS5 - M t J A l R ' AASttrfW . A3fitff8$#AA • J&il • £3081 jg • S 
f r f t J t f i . A^rftMA • SPff J W A A f T - i t t f fAAAA • 

In 77ie Rites of Zhou, the Bao Clan taught the children of the aristocracy 
the five forms of archery.19 'Whi t e Arrow' meant that the whi te 

i6. B • iPt±«: «*tM» OJCJK : wmthmt > m o > w 7-8. 
17. «sf» • A A A A A » : "&Ammmm " M a : 'A^T = s ^ a . S A H A . 

A^pffi* • AmmmMftmr-tm • ixmn& • mn&m • &mmm • ' " 
18. See paragraph 11B2 in this chapter. 
19. See Chapter 9, paragraph 9D1. 
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arrowhead reaches the finger: that referred to the method of drawing, 
what is known as 'coming to a full draw'. 'Three-in-a row' meant first 
firing one arrow with three arrows held under the middle finger, then 
firing the rest off one after the other without interruption: that is, a 
method of intensive shooting. The yan in Yanzhu means 'sharp': that is, 
the tips of the bow. Zhu is 'point at': that is, allowing the bow-tips to 
revolve to a honzontal position after the release pointing directly forward 
to follow through after the shot. What they call 'snapping' and 'breaking'. 
'Snapping' means that the string-hand grasps the stnng as if it were going 
to snap it and rocking the string-hand back. 'Breaking' means letting 
the bow arm touch the bow-tips as if you were going to throw it, letting 
the upper bow-tip point to the target and the lower bow-t ip point to 
the armpit. Some people say it means letting the point of the anow point 
straight at the target: not slanting downward . This is what some 
colloquially call 'horizontal arrow'. This refers to firing the arrow. 

B : "MR • " l A f i A . I R f t - If AKJrt • f£MAA»!AK • M$k 
3£# • m\Z • ttXJlffiffSffflAft • S B ^ i ' M ' MMA&R - # 
#-t^teffi[Jt»# . MtikAZAW&MA - ittgRjAAA . 

Xiangchi: xiang means 'level'; 'chi' means 'a carpenter's square'. This refers 
to keeping the elbow level, that is to say 'being able to balance a cup of 
water on the elbow.' Thus you have nocked the arrow on the string, 
you draw it. This refers to coming to a full draw and your arms are as 
straight as the anow. Others say that xiang means 'to enclose': when an 
archer's forearm is extended like a ruler, they often protect their ribcage 
with their upper arm so that there is no space for an enemy's arrow to 
penetrate. This is a protective measure. 

a •• "#ff • ww^i i j i • MAffiA . «5cii: EA»fAto#A • mrm 
Aim • "20itti;Z®& • W* • ItAtt fiH ° 

'The jing ("well") character form of wielding the bow': this refers to drawing 
the bow so it is perfectly circular like the shape of a well. Some others 
say that it refers to four arrows grouped on the target in the form of the 
character 'A . This is, to quote from the Book of Songs 'four anows [as 

20. mm. • Am • ft*»: "SPROU • mmm\ • " * » A = "tm •• M^WLWZ • A 
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sturdy and straight] as trees.' Hooray: we have already covered the basics 
of archery! 

W B : "WAB^A ' 5 A J i : m - m AS - 5r > P3¥5 - £rAf&@ • 
M<3M ° m W $ * • HA®;5r • (#•# . MA^Triil -1 »«E# • ?SA* 
ife. • M # i i « • If A # • KAiHH • M4ri&*f • IfWff * • *BliTA - « 
A ^ l t • M5feAWAM - g i & A M • " 

Deng Zhong said, 'As many and as great as the methods of archery may 
be, they all boil d o w n to no more than the following four words: 
"concentration", "firmness", "fullness" and "partition". Your grip on the 
bow requires "firmness", your draw requires "fullness", your sighting 
on the target requires "concentration" and the release requires "partition". 
("Partition" in this context means that both arms move apart at the same 
time.) Feeling for the anow point [to reach the bow-hand] is central to 
"fullness". This permits your concentration to be maintained to the full. 
Strength of the shoulders is the key to "firmness". Only then can the 
"partition" be even. Archery demands that you devote your efforts to 
perfecting shoulder strength and feeling for the arrow point: without 
these, you can never score a hit. The first element in the learning process 
is getting the bow settled into the palm of your hand and standing up 
straight.' 

ma 
ji&f > mt^mAm • mmmy&if^» A ^ A ^ ^ » • m&m^m-
m> juj*nn#»m&#n& • /LHf • # s • mm > M^mimm& • •& 
f t ° 

As to gripping the bow, you must settle the face of the bow-grip well 
into the palm, and the back of the grip needs to be level with the inner 
joint of your four fingers. Make your thumb level to support the arrow 
and bring your index finger right back to that it won't obstruct the arrow. 
That way, the shot will be co-ordinated nicely with a good clean sound 
and will get off crisply. When drawing the bow, the body needs to be 
quite straight. Letting the head come back, turning up the bow-hand 
wrist are all enors, and they have to be eliminated. 

21. Deng Zhong was a writer from the late 16th to early 17th century, some of whose remarks 
on are recorded in CjKflfpPISc) ° 
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AA • # « & * A • mmm. • xm%m*\*\ • mnw® • itgyttt 
& ° t&§ - i o d i s e . mmmvtusM - 1 « • tt&# • #&*§*& . 
5gf£»5mAA^i% • riJrfiJtAfi^S4! • *Z%<m ' «5£ffl&!# • ® 
^^A • JiHAItSA • MA^fflgFArttil -

Mental preparation and correct breathing are basics. But when it comes 
to shooting at an enemy, the approach must be quite different from target 
shooting. The target marksman values relaxation in his movements, while 
the man who shoots at the enemy values agility. To achieve relaxation, 
you need to draw a slightly lighter bow and with the correct co
ordination you can both cover a long distance and hit a small mark. As 
far as agility is concerned, there's little chance of killing the enemy at a 
range of more than a hundred paces without a hard bow and heavy 
anows. That's why the Japanese pirates use heavy anows and strong bows: 
anyone who gets hit dies. They get close in before they shoot and what 
they shoot at, they hit. So the Chinese troops are afraid of them and 
don't understand how to take advantage of their own native skills. 

1TTT1 

A • iiascMA • "H^a&ftirfi • m^mtmn • a I W T » ^ A • m 
^&iA > A* A A • ffS-C- . ±MZ# 'J" A*nJA > AJtAAA ° nj 
w# - ^nmwz ° S T ^ I A * . #AAAif#^ •*>mm^mMA. 
Z-A > 5T^AH . ? z H * i > M%mmn • f^iAa # * A A • 
But for all that, a bow and arrows are no more than the tools. Archery 
is no more than a skill. The 'tool' represents the lower form, the 'method' 
represents the higher form. 'Skill' represents preparedness at the lower 
level, 'virtue' represents preparedness at the higher level. 'There is more 

22. c§ • s i « A i s : "Affltr*^«*£A. mzm*m -"AB : "*# - # A . 
^ - AM • ft m • M A # > Aii • ̂ T « t i K •» • '<mmm • MTAJAW ? » M 

23. «g- • £»ff±> : "fitt • JfAMA# • si A 'if' • JfiMT# > IMA •»' °" 
24. «ff - ^B£» : "JI* • SfiMA - « J £ W T • ftf&Mft . # J » f $ • Jttt > ATW 

AAAWAW^ • ̂ «AW#*'f^ATtil •" 
25. «ltf&»AB •• " S s S s . TrriEArS ? ̂ S ^ t z > * S £ s A& ? " 
26. «^sg»AH : "T&A > A * A > T*ffiJA5t • « # • K A A • " 
27. ( i f • » * T > S f B : " ^ A ^ J t A W s t . &&gf§£ifi, • g » A > HiJJg£$ • 

mz% > UJKAif . »Ai£ • IWAAeitKIl • *Jc©T&fifA#Atil •" 
28. mm - n» • &#> •• i a « $ . ^ A K « • ismes • ff « T - - JHT-̂ TA - -
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to the rituals than jade and brocades; there is more to ritual music than 
bells and drums. ' [Likewise], there is more to archery than bows and 
anows. The pulling of bows and grasping of anows is a method of'study 
at ground-level'; but when [the skill] comes naturally to your hands and 
flows from the heart, then it becomes 'a soaring achievement'. I can write 
about the 'study at ground level', but words cannot express the 'soaring 
achievement' . Anything that I can express in words, I shall not keep 
secret. What cannot be expressed in words remains something that a man 
must 'discover for himself! So I have taken my own experiences and 
experiments, as well as the techniques of teachers and friends, put them 
into thirteen sections and 'bound' them with mnemonic rhymes with 
the Archery Ritual appended to it. 

mmm-

«1SA»B : "^AAPI . W7£mU'&* • "AMZAg : "Atn^ • 3 * 
KA" • MA-^m^m • *31"¥&3" • 3®iW3Ji • Jiail'AftA" ° £ 
mis.m • # * t A £ . ^m^mm+A^^ • nm^ > I^MAAZ^ - m 

1. The Lethal Weapon 

To quote Xun Zi, 'If the anow isn't right29 for the bow, even Yi couldn't 
score a hit with it.' When he talks of ' r ight ' , it means ' the arrow goes 
according to the [weight of the] bow and the bow goes according to the 
strength of the archer'.3" So when the arm is strong and the bow is weak, 
we call it 'the arm fooling the bow'; and when the bow is heavy and the 
arm is weak, we call it 'the bow fooling the arm'. In my travels and among 
my sharp-shooting friends, I have some who can fully draw a bow of ten 
// (54.6 kg). But in their day-to-day practice, they never draw more than 
nine. This illustrates the desire to co-ordinate bow, anow and strength. 

Air - ^ 5 1 A • AA^ > tU1li@]I:A ° AAf-d}* » Mfgff . AAH 
ffi^A-flA ; AfIAHA-5 • i£B » AAAHW^-fHAs ° J l^A 
mAmms.mm% • ftAUjsAS • m^mtiz^m-tmz^. mz&m 

29. There is no evidence that 'arrows being right for the bow' refers to the arrow's spine. 
Chinese authors were concerned with weight of the arrow, not rigidity of the shaft. 

30. Chapter 9, paragraph 9B8. 
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In the old days, they used to use 'stones' to measure the draw-weight if 
bows. Nowadays, we use li as a unit of weight. I don't know what caused 
the change. Anyway, nine catties and four ounces (5.46 kg) makes a li 

and ten li make a stone (54.6 kg). Another version has it that nine catties 
and 14 ounces (5.83 kg) makes a li. If a bow had a draw-weight of five 
//' (27.3 kg) and the weight of the arrow was four qian (15 g), then it 
would fishtail in flight and be unstable. On the other hand, if the draw-
weight of the bow were three //' (16.4 kg) and the arrow weight was 
seven qian (26 g), the flight of the anow would be sluggish and the release 
wouldn ' t be crisp. W h y would that be? Because the weights are not 
correctly adjusted! 

s # • iamtiz^ > lOfflftTLfflAiû  • sKSAffiiiUffi . ffiss • IJJA 

ms.fr ' MStAAAAA^ • fflff^HA#AA ° AA - AAZ^ • fflfif 
RHAffi • BP-tlMAffiA^Atil • tiiffiZ&M > U^AUmM - mazm 
fi • jfcm^A&fsi • ft# • H&WRMI38 • SfiilAfS . PJJ^^AM • 

Thus for a bow with a draw-weight of three //', (16.4 kg), the arrow to 
use is ten quan in length. The term quan is equivalent to one ba, and an 
anow often ba has a weight of 4.5 qian (16.6 g). A bow with a draw-weight 
of four li (21.8 kg) uses an anow length of between 9.5 ba and 10 ba, either 
of which is within the conect proportions, and the weight should come 
out at 5.5 qian (20.3 g). Draw-weights of five to six // (27.3—32.8 kg) also 
need an anow length of 9.5 quan; and when you get up to draw-weights 
in the region of seven of eight //' (38.2—43.7 kg), you use an anow of only 
9 quan, and if the length is up to 9.5 quan, that is still acceptable. So the 
length of an arrow depends on the draw-weight of the bow. And the 
bracing height also depends on the draw-weight of the bow. The 'bracing 
height' is the measurement from the string to the limbs. If it is of the 
inconect height, then the string won't be properly adjusted to the bow. 

IINU 

&#&& • # A > ®mm. • u s • mmx}. am. • BA^M • mmiiM 
m • n^mzmzn • J E ^ A A • mmzm • ^ i s H m i t ^ s f i : • 

So when you are adjusting a bow, examine the anows and get the weight 
and length of the arrows right for the weight of the bow. Once that is 

3i. mm • mm • A ^ H A : "&#sts - x&i».s • pg&.§ > wssms • 

http://ms.fr
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done, [the sharpness of] your eye and power [of your draw] work 
together and your [shot] will never err. Moreover, you can allow no 
shoddy workmanship as regards the breadth of the bow-limbs, taken 
together with the bracing height, the rigidity of the grip and the way 
the fletching is done: proper adjustment between all these things is of 
the greatest importance. 

IINU 

^mn^ • Aim • & n * x . jcAitff • mm-m • AQTAA • mz 
u • AJAAiAai - Anmt > mm&m • mmm. *§&#fi • &a.. 

A good bow has a nanow face rather than a broad one. The brace height 
should allow for proper tension and the grip should be wide enough to 
give sufficient strength. The broadening of the grip should be gradual, 
not abrupt. The cutting of the arrows should provide for a taper from 
the nock towards the head. If the anow shafts are cylindrical, it is better 
for them to be on the thick side. The fletching should be short and the 
string should be thick. If it is thick, it will fit snugly into the nock and 
remain steady without sliding out. That is all on adjusting the bow and 
arrows. 

MIME! 

M ^ W I - m&vm - ffl^. mmm •• A f̂iAAA- • %wm. > nm 
% • ̂ mttum; ttM*%. • mzmm. > A5iA#¥ ° A I O I W • m 

The equipment you use in normal, daily practice is different to what 
you use in battle. If you use a nanow bow, it looks pretty and you can 
use it day-to-day. But in the battlefield you need a broad bow. If the 
bow is heavy, it will have good penetration, and if it is broad, it won ' t 
come unstrung. The minimum length for an arrow should be no less 
than nine quan. Shorter than that and it cramps the shoulder and back 
joints [at the draw]. 

IIMU 

^^fflHAAA^ > W-RA#fiAtiA« - fiMnft > MSIrSA'ft • m 
£Trft • tEmaMtt&Z • ittAiJfiAMtJi. 

Supposing you have a bow with a draw-weight of 3.2 //' (19 kg), and 

you use an anow ten quan in length weighing six Chinese ounces (22 g). 
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This seems not to follow the conect proportions, yet it will still fly very 
fast and stably. A correct proportion is certainly involved here, and it is 
to be found by giving further attention and becoming conversant with 
it. This is the outline of ' the lethal weapon'. 

f*B : 

mmm®.. &&& • 
H ^ ' H - I M r l W * ' 
fjftHSA-IqAl- f - S AH' 

B "A" - B "fti" . a "JI" . A^MZAik • A # # # • -£AJ#§*f»fi*l£ 

The mnemonic goes: 

'Tafee a light hand to your bow, and choose an arrow long; 

Set the arrow on the string and make your intent fierce and strong. 

The way to draw the bow has the fore and rear arms dividing into a yin and 

yang; 

As the arrow leaves the bow, it carries one point each of skill, stability, accuracy 
and viciousness.' 

'Stability', 'accuracy' and 'viciousness' are three methods in archery. A 
person who wants to excel in his field must have a comprehensive grasp 
of the ins and outs of his 'lethal weapon'. 

IINU 

Am&Cg&Zm > ffliSAKAAA^#tJ2 = &£*£**+A » ffiflfW 
ftS«M - W# • frAii ; ftfminf B<ffiA> • 1 0 •• "WMmm • A*a 
statu - " i < i » • mm)M%Azmm. • in ' ^w^sw - W A # M 
A » " M " <WA>liAMWtf • * « * & • 

2. Setting the Target 

When people talk about 'the anow which dominates a hundred paces', 
they mean that a person can kill a man at a range of over a hundred 
paces. So the effect we're talking about here is killing, and the primary 
aim of practice should be to knock out the target. The 'target' is the 
target face: what we know colloquially as the 'bull 's-eye'. The saying 
goes, 'Unless you can see where the arrow falls, you cannot get your 
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range.' That's what is known as the 'loose cannon' [lit: 'wild arrow'] . 
'Where the anow falls' is the place where your anow ends up: like 'The 
target shooter hits his mark, the assassin hits his man. ' 'Loose cannon' 
refers to someone who learns without proper tuition with the result that 
he shoots off all over the place without following any system. 

IIHM 

fr^HKf* • ffiA-Fj= - H A * - mm^-mmm • s*itM-T?A - A 
A ^ . mmA-^mmmm^ • 

For this reason, the target has to be analysed to get the range, and then 
your bow-arm is positioned accordingly. Say your target is at eighty paces32 

(124 m), then your bow-hand should be level with your shoulder. If it's 
at a hundred paces (155 m), the bow-hand should be level with your eye. 
At 130-140 paces (about 210 m), it should be level with the eyebrows. 
When you get out to a range of up to 170—180 paces (about 270 m), then 
the bow-hand has to be nght up level with the top of your cap. 

• I H U 

a Amn > S M . ma • - g * s * s > mm^fEmm^ • &*£&*!. 

Your eyes have to be concentrating to the full, your breathing deep and 
your mind fully focused. If both eyes are not focusing together, your 
arrow will appear fuzzy at the release and the shot will be completely 
inaccurate. You need to start out seeking to achieve distance, and then 
gradually work up your accuracy. A good student of archery has to start 
his target off at one zhang33 (3.1 m). When you're scoring a hundred 
per cent, then you inch the target away from you, gradually getting it 
out to a hundred paces. When you can score a hundred per cent at that 
range, that is when you've made the grade. This is the invanable method. 

HUM 

JiffiAff+^ifi^. fr¥T«r*-i- • SifffiA4*A • ^AAA%% > 

32. According to 0 • ?j[ • IkAWciMM} , one pace was equal to 1.55 m in the Ming period. 
33. Ibidem, one zhang was equal to 3.11 m in the Ming period. 
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siJAff Alt i l ' ASffiAffilSWA • $Xm%iZ® • A«ffi5tf# • *r«M 

# . g * ^ > f£A*tH - HAA . fthtbig^A ° fifEMUP ? 

If your target is only fifty paces (77.5 m) away, you need to have the 
bow-hand two inches below the shoulder and shoot straight for the 
middle of the target. At only thirty paces (46.5 m), your bow-hand is 
going to be level with your hip and you will be sighting right at the 
base of the target. So when you are starting to learn, you have to bring 
the bow to full draw and shoot for distance. You are better off aiming 
high and passing over your mark than aiming too low and falling short. 
Grasp shooting for distance first! Then work on your accuracy from close 
in. Don ' t set yourself too limited a goal. As a beginner who has never 
pulled a bow, if you just limit yourself to twenty to thirty paces, you 
are just holding yourself back. H o w can you ever achieve any distance? 

IIfill 

ftB : "g&3t t • flR#git • HBAJft . 3IAgffi ° "* ^AASS&B 
"S" ; AAfflfiB'W ° "HR"# : XM%&Zm& • "*" : »i?A • "ft" : 
W73+J1 -> AAB^^ > mnmmfit* • &n?\-nmm > m%°mz{m> & 
%mmz • sftg&ft • H * » A A - - mm^zm • um$Mmmzm& • 

[Wangju's] manual says: 'Don' t worry that the bow's [draw-weight] is 
light: get used to it, then you'll still get a good distance from it. If you're 
worried that a bow's draw-weight is weak: draw it and it will naturally 
fire crisply.' W h e n a bow is powerful, we call it 'heavy'; if it has little 
power and is weak, we call it 'light'. 'Getting used to it' refers to practising 
with it until you are familiar with it. 'Weak' is another way of saying 
'light'. 'Crisp' means 'powerful'.36 As long as [the archer's] strength is 
greater than the weight of his bow, his breathing will be well c o 
ordinated and he can hit [the target] with it. You need to manage 
shooting low-to-high, high-to-low, facing uphill or downhill, regardless 
of the contour of the ground: you have to practise changing your 
shooting to various positions. Then wherever you shift the target to left, 
right, up or down, no shot will miss the target. [Wangju] is referring to 
the need to use quiet practice to build up the familiarity you need for 
the vicissitudes of battle. 

34. ((mm • * t i l» = A B = " A T £ # > t U f f i * > A A « • " 
35. Cf. Chapter 9, paragraph 9B8; the wording in the second phrase is slightly different. 
36. {W • #*S • £D : "W¥ff i t t » "('Strong and quick.') 
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General Qi [Jiguang] said, 'When you fire in the face of the enemy, as 
long as you keep up your courage, keep the level of your strength stable, 
keep your potential energy high and restrain it on a short leash, then no 
one will be able to get away from you. In the face of the enemy, you are 
forced to draw, of course. But do not pull the bow to the full extent of 
your strength, and make sure every shot counts. Only with your arms 
straight and even can you take a firm stance: this will enhance your 
potential energy. Then you need to wait until the enemy is within about 
ten paces. Fix it so that you are sure of hitting with a single shot, then you 
are sure to make a kill. Even if you are afraid the enemy is almost upon 
you, even if you fear the points of the first blades upon you, [wait for that 
moment] and then shoot to kill and your skill will be rewarded tenfold.' 

IIF4rVl 

^<§A-ttAti . &&mm% • A A A t - 2 L + * W 4 W • ASA%% . -
AA^Mff ft • mmz&m. \ MBAtpfiA • AWArfl ̂ AMAAA • 
Ammm^mn^ • m^-^mmm^Azm ° 

Although the bow and arrow are long-range weapons, long-range 
weapons can be put to short-range use. If your strength gives you a range 
of a hundred paces, you can shoot at fifty paces; if you can only manage 
fifty paces, you should shoot at twenty-five. The length of your range 
can be regarded as your 'potential energy'; the use at short range can be 
regarded as 'restraining it on a short leash'. ('Strength with a range of a 
hundred paces' means an effective shooting range of a hundred paces.) 
If you adjust your shooting so that you shoot with just half of the strength 
available to you, that leaves you with power to spare and you will not 
be plagued by enors and losses. 

WXMM 

*fcjs«*rsft • # # * # • *j&M»*rA • ms •• M "irAft&m • I H M ^ 

37. «»A • #ittr52» : "»*2& • MK-ilfq £ : #A • « * A « • MStJSJfrlf - ffi 
A • *& - gqgg, tt#pjt • mm • mmm • mmm •" 

38. m • t t * <msmr>: "ffi^tr^s . mm^mw • i* A£*fj§ • %KAitT •" 
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So when you are involved with the enemy in cavalry warfare, shoot the 
largest target on the field: don ' t feel that you always have to shoot at 
people. The famous poem goes: 

Wlien you pull a bow, then pull a bow that's strong, 

And when you fire an arrow, fire the one that's long! 

Before you shoot the rider shoot the horse, 

First take the leader, ere you take the rebel throng!" 

That's a metaphor for the nub of this argument. 

In this day and age, the Military Examination has become a bit of a joke 
and the archery shots in it are known as 'anows of honour'. What people 
mean is that they are only intent on getting a graduation certificate and 
couldn't make the grade in the face of the enemy. What does anyone 
care whether a graduate gets a certificate, for heaven's sake? 

wm%A 
«SA»B ; "3?AicAtt. <&SJH* • "m%fa>&m.tm • AB : "»A% 
M%m%w • " -«*"* - %.mzm& • mmmimum • ISE = ^ E 
m .) A«Ara!fA"jr&" • mf-&mzt A W A mam • mtx> n 
muAZW > M M A A • AAfM> > AfU*S^ • 
3. Understanding the Full Draw 

In Mencius, it says, 'When Yi taught archery, he insisted that [students] 
drew their bows fully.' Our students must also draw their bows fully. 
Another quotation says, 'Yi would not demonstrate an imperfect full draw 
just because the archery student was not up to it.' 'Full draw' refers to 
drawing the bow-stnng back fully. Whenever the anowhead draws level 
with the grip (that is, the grip of the bow), that is called 'full' draw. 
Passing through the centre of the bow-grip is called 'a centered full 
draw'.39 Reaching a full draw is sensed not through the eyes but through 
the finger. Thus the details of the [draw-hand] drawing upon the string 
and nocking the arrow, and the techniques of gripping the bow, 
depressing the shoulder and releasing the shot were all regarded by the 
people of ancient times as secret tricks of the trade. This was what made 
up the contents of their teaching. 

39. «£T • E3AA» •• "WM&mmmA^. $\z&n • "ASI»B •. -mi&* •" 
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JLM • <£A£?J14^ffl^ : ittM^AAfe • SfAAfltA-^fip . S J l t 4 ^ 
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When you shoot, you grip the bow with the thumb resting on the middle 
finger: this is the greatest of the old shooting tricks. You need to get 
the top joint of the thumb to feel its way over the first joint of the middle 
finger and then make sure that the t h u m b and middle finger are 
[horizontally] level and held tense. Keep your thumb level and bend your 
index finger just slightly, keeping it level at the grip. The ring and little 
fingers must be bent right round and held very tense. 

gfMMMi&A • ^mm • ^-fi&ttffl • #tpAif • f in A • ASi+i • & 

AA^ • %mA > Sft^Aj&mAijtuA • 

Shoulder, upper arm and lower arm must all be as straight as an arrow. 
Any flexing in any of the joints ends up with the joints not properly 
aligned, which in turn leaves you without the necessary rigidity and 
strength. For the draw-hand, bring the index finger round to hook the 
top joint of the thumb. The index finger needs to curve round next to 
the a n o w and point downwards at an angle. Nock the a n o w as near to 
a right-angle to the string as you can, but it is all right if it is above 
centre by a small amount. If it goes below centre, however, there is a 
risk of the a n o w leaving the bow high and not flying straight. 

tt^*« - BfjfJtAfiAJuA • mmmAmibztff > m - «¥*+*§& 
KwA > A R . mm • mxz • &a : *m*±% > >&m*m • W ^ M B . 
[HJ#MS@ • " f t T r * ' AAA+JitA* • "fciar# > m^unmm > A 

fg^Btil • # © * » « . &&&JI • totoWM.' AAAIt • ffi*fr£fl5*n 
m ' OlftHTtt ' «*&£& ° JLfltt . HfHffif#A£ • J1A^M^£ . £ 0 
ffAAgfeti . 

Before the draw comes fully back, you shouldn't put too much force 
into the bow-arm; but just as the arrowhead is drawing level with the 
grip, you have to increase the tension in the ten fingers of both hands 
together, and then you come to full concentration followed by release. 

[Wangju's] manual says, 'Without the anowhead against the finger, 
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there is no potential for a hit; if the finger doesn't feel the arrowhead, 
it's just hke being blind.' 'Finger' here means the end joint of the middle 
finger of the bow-hand. 'The finger feeling the anowhead' refers to the 
feeling the anowhead against the joint of the middle finger — not using 
your eyes. The draw is not full unless the arrowhead is felt against the 
finger. This has to happen with every shot, otherwise you're not shooting 
properly. As long as you get a firm grip on the bow and the arrowhead 
comes in contact with the finger, you won ' t have any problems with 
the string slapping against the sleeve or the anow porpoising. The string 
slapping against the sleeve is always caused by an insufficiently steady 
grip on the bow. The arrow porpoising and lacking force is always due 
to the anowhead failing to contact the finger. 

mtcm^zm: £ ^ A • mm^m • mum - ^itAtiM • Mmm 

Z > AMf4Htii • m^^ZA • WA-mm - fsJAAK: - A S * > # ± A £ 
&: r-mAztm • A A ^ A . ^mmss. ° g » i t * ¥ i s ? & B = "^m. 
MA > flg^ffct -" 

There is a shooting technique called 'overdrawing': it is a very advanced 
technique and not for the beginner. 'Overdrawing' is a term at the expert 
level. The arrowhead passes right over the web of the thumb [of the 
bow-hand] , then maximum concentration is reached followed by the 
release. This maximizes the stored potential, and it's enough to give 
onlookers a heart attack. Beginners cannot manage this; but with long 
practice using an effective course of study, it will come naturally. Given 
all that, if a gentleman has sufficient willpower, and he commits no great 
enors, how could he fail to make the grade? If anyone fails to make the 
grade, it's not because they lack the strength, but because they don't make 
the effort. No one will ever succeed in anything without a commensurate 
effort. And why should that apply just to archery technique? That is why 
we say, 'We instructors can do no more than set ourselves as a model: it 
is up to the pupil to follow to the best of his ability.'4" 

HUM 

iEM%m 

®imiz:»}B •• "?mm^ > mswfeffi >"wm& > mAmm^m; « s -
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40. <SA • « A A » : " * E * 2 H B I « * S I £ ; ^ T & f f i f t » X « * • ^T^IffiJT 
» > BJPlfe. - 4>iiMA • ifgirffiA •" 
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4. Form and Mental Approach 

According to the 'Biographies of Eminent Women ' , you should 'draw 
the bow in a state of tension and release it in a state of relaxation'. The 
'state of tension' means coming to full draw with all your might; the 
's tate of re laxa t ion ' means that your mind should be calm and 
concentrated. These are the principles of 'form' and 'mental approach'. 

HUH 

%ttstutem&zm - wmm&ft • mmtsM • %m&nz&&± • * 
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Anyone who is out in the parade ground under examination conditions 
is perfonning under enormous mental pressure. Under these conditions, 
you have to remain calm and collected, just as if there were no examining 
officer watching over you, and no crowds all around you: you must 
remain cool and calm. Just imagine yourself practising out in the middle 
of nowhere; that will help you settle your mind and thereby bring you 
to the height of your powers; you won' t let noises startle you or make 
panicky mistakes. When you have achieved that state of mind, make sure 
that the arrowhead contacts the finger every time, and that you stop to 
concentrate and firm your stance for each shot. Like that, how can you 
miss? 

HUH 

ft > tMAA^'At > lAf£#PeMf# A A ° AAMtfAMAIXAA • to 
AW4-. ^ J T • femmm > nmizi.^. ^mmmm-m^AA • 
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H!lfta|E3g . WA ' -fc • A - AAH?Jl4AiA . 

So every arrow which hits the target has to be assured of doing so by 
virtue of being fired while you are at ease and doing things at your own 
pace. That assurance can only come from the absence of nervousness or 
haste. If you are hasty or nervous and you still hit, that's no more than a 
lucky shot. 'Being at ease and doing things at your own pace' is the 
cornerstone of good shooting. Supposing you are under examination 
conditions: if you have still not scored a hit after your first five shots, 
you must still keep yourself at ease, keep up your concentration and your 
resolve. You must never fall into the error of rushing your movements 
just because you still have not scored a hit yet. If you rush your 
movements, you will just compound the problem, and then shots six to 
nine have no way of hitting either. 
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You are on the road to battle, the sky darkened with flags and pennants,41 

the ground shaking with the crash of gongs and cymbals, the sun obscured 
by the blades of the enemy, the dust churned by the hooves of the 
advancing nomads' horses. With each thump of your heart, your hands 
shake and a chill enters your body. The hand that on a normal day can 
shoot through seven layers of armour must not let you down on this 
day! Thus in the spirit of generalship, you have to bring your mind under 
control.42 You must feel no pleasure in the face of praise, nor anger in 
the face of provocation; no pride in the face of victory nor anticipation 
of defeat. Before you, Mount Tai's slopes tumble and you do not flinch; 
behind you the tiger and the rhinoceros break their cover and you never 
turn a hair. 

HUE! 
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The body should not waver, you should not be flushed, get your form 
together, regulate your breathing, your conscious and subconscious aims 
should be the same. Only when you possess all five of these virtues can 
you hope to perfect the full draw.4 ' Any error on the target face has its 
ongins in the archer himself. This is the way of the true gentleman. 

%zmm • n.^w^w^ • AB : -mm • "nz - iijtnmi, • #i t 
# w s # m # • 5tAttn i ^ A A A A • mmh&m - gp^t • HimA 

Once there was somebody who watched an archer shooting and, after the 
archer scored a hundred hits with a hundred shots, he said, T can teach 

4i. A • mwiA-m.m •• "Am&m • TAP* • IIH«IM3EI&. • jMmtT-s - mmm% • 
•SBatr - mmm •" 

42. A • i^<S?A*AA£!t»#^ = (AM) ° 
43. w • TPiaji«TFiWAii»#A : xmm - (WimmxA -
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you something about shooting.' When the archer asked him about it, he 
explained how to perfect his breathing. If an accomplished archer utilizes 
the appropriate technique to breathe properly, he can progress beyond 
simple technique.44 If [an archer] has not first set up his form and mental 
preparation for the shot, and his breathing is not deep and full, how can 
he expect to 'compete to the accompaniment of the ritual music'? 

HUM 
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5. Stance 

Although all shooting is done with the hands, it is rooted in the body. 
When you shoot, if your body is held fully erect with the feet parallel, 
this is called 'the big frame' form. But keeping your legs parallel deprives 
them of strength. When your shoulders are held high, it is easy for your 
arms to waver. W h e n you spread your buttocks to the full, the body 
leaning forward and the arms low, this is called 'the small frame' form. 
If the body is leaning forward, the arms cannot rise. If your feet are far 
apart, you cannot get your thighs together in a hurry. In either case, if 
you're shooting in the face of the enemy, the 'big frame form' makes it 
inconvenient to dodge and the 'small frame form' is uncomfortable when 
it comes to bringing your feet back together. Neither is ideal. 

# S A S • H ^ I K A I ? . ft&Mi: • mm • MIJ#ASJ ; ̂ m • MWA 

m ° m - M - m • § I A ^ - « • §,& • %& • mmzm - mA-m^ • A 

For a more ideal method, there is nothing to match settling down your 
hips and resting your weight on your haunches like sitting: this is the 
most convenient. If you settle your hips down, then your body will 
remain still; and if you rest your weight on your haunches, your bottom 
will not stick out. This [position] allows your shoulders, elbows, hips and 
thighs to concentrate the strain evenly in one place. You can get up or 
bend down easily. When you encounter the enemy, the bow-hand with 

44. « £ A • # A ± > : ag.ZBi1tf% • ffllfi. • J t A t t £ • " 
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the bow can defend the whole body. When you take the stnng, pull back 
and then release, your body will not waver. This makes sense for the 
archer and looks good to the onlooker. 

• I I * • 

fflss : "mmem. mmmm - mums • ftm&m • w%z%n& 

[Wangju 's] manual says, 'Positioning the cheek next to the string, the 
neck arching back, the chest jutt ing out, the spine arching backwards 
— all of these are fundamental errors of shooting form. So where the 
body tenses forward is called "the fierce tiger gathers himself to spring". 
Where the brow inclines forward is called "the mighty unicorn [lowers 
its head] to do battle". Where the bow-hmbs are pushed forward is called 
"producing the moon from within the chest". Where the anow nock is 
drawn straight, it is called "hanging the scales on the string". All of these 
are terms denoting dignity of stature.' 

T-&SgA 

t W ^ f c l ^ • HAAS • |}A$-fL • ft£ • M I • s*J!/A • 
B : "^AAJ&ilt^ > # # £ • W*£- f t > &%*m$t& ° SM*f Alt = 
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A • ittiiin o m^tm • Mmm • A t * K T f t • A ^ ^ A A . & 

6. Arm Posit ion 

Once upon a time, Duke Ping of Jm ordered a bow from a bowyer.43 

In three years it was ready, [but the Duke] could not even make it pierce 
a single layer of leather armour. Duke Ping flew into a rage and ordered 
the bowyer to be put to death. The bowyer's wife went to see the Duke 
and said, 'My husband made this bow, and what a lot of trouble it gave 
him! And now the fact that you can't even shoot through a single layer 
of leather armour is just down to your not knowing how to shoot. I 
have heard the correct way of shooting is: "Raise your left arm as if 
pushing against [a boulder]; your right close in [to your ear]; the right 
hand releases the shot and the left hand does not react." ' Duke Ping 

45. See Chapter 7, paragraph 7B. 
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tned shooting in the manner she had described and his shot pierced seven 
layers of armour. This is the proper method. Straighten your body like 
a flagpole; make your arms as straight as branches; don ' t let your left 
upper arm move by a hair's breadth. The strength and skill is all in the 
right hand. This is the archer's ultimate creed. 

IIKU 

« - wmza. • #*#0fasij& • A*t t t • B : MA • m^amu 
A ; mAtt&WJcim • &Mti& - !£i5fH • K'A : AA#iA<A4> • "A' 
S# : ffffiAt - B.8fc#£8'klfe • 
The technique to shoot eagles [in full flight] and hit a willow leaf [at a 
hundred paces] is not one the learner can easily attain. For today's 
students, they say that for the bow-hand, firmness is the main factor in 
gripping the bow, while for the string hand, pulling the string and 
releasing is a matter of technique. That is to say, the bow-hand uses force 
and the string-hand uses craft. The method requires that the bow-hand 
gripping the bow must be centred. 'Centred' means centred on the grip 
opposite the nocking point on the string. 

AAJR«J . mn^mm > A ^ H I ^ A • u=m&ffi=frz- > tan^ 
fc^ftz-> WAASI^SA . am^ ' ^tmmmm •• mi^A-mm 
m • T I H ' urnm - %rAmn;m • mm®Mz • A ^ I I ^ M S 
m • am^. AA-STRI> W^A • ^%mM> spuiaflfArtiA - $ » * 
AS: •4h 

Grasp the arrow with the right hand, slightly curling the fingers but 
keeping the third finger joints level. Next, pinch the arrow with three 
fingers (i.e. thumb, index and middle) one-third along its length and place 
it against the bow, also one-third along the anow's length; then taking 
up the anow on the left forefinger, turn the bow so that the string moves 
slightly away from the body and closer to the anow. Then let your right 
hand find the fletching and then move down to the nock until the first 
and second joints are level with the nock, and slide the nock gently onto 
the string. Next, spread out the fingers (like a peacock tail) and place 
them level with the middle of the string and touch them against the nock 
once again. Check that the fletching is pointing upward, then move the 
bow and the string away from the body so that you can easily check the 

46. See Chapter 9, paragraph 9B2 
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vertical alignment of the anow and ensure that it is correctly located in 
the centre with the conect horizontal alignment. 

ft* • mA»SLii - m-tmmi • - # ± J E • WIAE • tiifi<§ . m 
mm • *f* > #KA ; tAb • M*A - f£HAJcA ° ffiJAffi • fSAffi • "W 
s # : KKfJA • AP"s# : ^SfloA • &2 • ft^HH^tfl • 

Then you [push forward] your bow-hand as if pushing away Mount Tai, 
and your string-hand is like hauling on a tiger's tail. O n e fist keeps 
control. Keep the front and back fists level and straight. Draw the bow 
slowly, then release with your hands held tense. If the target is big (close), 
drop the hand to the small [area of the target you are aiming at]. If the 
target is small (distant), raise your hand to aim at the whole of it. Strive 
to keep [the bow and draw-arm] level. The bow-hand 'thrusts' and the 
string hand 'snaps'. 'Dropping' the hand means dropping the bow-hand, 
while 'raising' means raising the bow-hand. In short, you keep the fist 
and shoulder moving in unison. 

llffSl 

"mmms'MZjzm • "-m-trmmz®. ^mmn • *A»a • m 

'Thrust the bow-hand and snap the draw-hand' is fundamental to archery. 
'Thrust and snap' are the essence of co-ordination. Concentrate, divide 
your strength between pushing and pulling, pull up your chest to expand 
at the front and force your back to pinch together [at the shoulder blades]. 
Then the anow will go off fast and will go several times as far as it would 
otherwise. 

HMEI 

muzm > £*&&*§#. m^-mm • M«A$$A*PA > AAA?I • gjs A 
*m ' Afrffi# • m^Wik • TfuAAJS • HAAtt > ttiPlfEft • iSsuA 
WA ' fSAA« • m>SLM& > J»&!&» ° ttrjiiZ® • ^Wtmm • 

One beginner's enor, when they start for the first time to pull a bow, is 
that as both arms start to feel the strain, it gets to the point where the 
[beginner] drops his efforts and doesn't push any more so that the anow 
doesn't go far. If the shoulders and arms are not level, the arrow will be 
deflected honzontally. Or if the draw-hand works conectly and the bow-
hand does not co-ordinate with it, the arrow will not be level and fast 
and it will not leave the bow straight. Or again, if the bow-hand works 
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conectly and the draw-hand does not co-ordinate with it, the anow will 
lack energy47 and start to waver as it loses momentum. These are the 
tricks of skill and strength to be employed at the point of release. 

••ren 

jTB5*fr$n • n^A-A^mmxmzR • mrnxm • mm% - >mm 

m. > BP«f A « s ^ • 

If the anow doesn't fly straight, the problem stems from the draw-hand 
thumb hooking the string too tightly. This is in turn caused by the ring 
finger and little finger being open and relaxed. When you shoot, try 
pressing an inch or so of straw between your ring finger/little finger and 
the base of the palm of your hand. The straw mustn't fall when you 
release, and then the anow will fly straight. 

HreTi 

AittArA*AAA • AAltlf > fllf£A#MAA£P+i • "AAP"^ > *i£ 
A«& • mwmm > ntmzwMe. • i x ^ ^ t i . tmtn > AAAR 
ii > mua&• f^WfuiiA. um^m > mmum^® • I*AAA 

All of the above is the approach to 'ground-level' work. Anyone w h o 
shoots these days knows how to release without the bow-hand reacting. 
'No t reacting' is something that you become accustomed to through 
study: the external appearance and the mental process become fused as 
one. This is what then becomes the 'soaring achievement'. The Great 
Rulers and adepts maintained their inner peace: always aware but always 
tranquil. The action of the bow-hand, as i f 'ho ld ing off something, 
reinforces this. Nowadays, we use force as the basis for preventing any 
movement and use feeling for the arrowhead as a trigger for releasing 
wi thout any [bow-hand] reaction. This is the most h igh-powered 
technique of ancient times. 

JAM . mmim > imam • mmm > R £ « I » ° ^m&mmkz* > 

47. imtA • Am • "JtWR##,tMA«l " • 
48. «I5A • AW> • "AJgtH > tAfj£t > Amnz'Am' °" 
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mm^mmAJL • mmiLWAVs - SAWA . it*#ALV . APSIS • m 
UMVk • HtlTTAA* . AAAfi" ° 
7. Foot Posit ion 

Whenever you shoot, your forward leg position should be as if you were 
stepping on something and the rear leg should be bowed. Any movement 
to follow the aim of the arrow should only be with the rear foot. The 
bow-hand shoulder and the hip should be level, pointing at the centre 
of the target mound. Start off with both feet parallel. Next, bring the 
toe of the bow-hand foot in line with the bow-hand shoulder, pointing 
towards the middle of the target mound. The draw-hand foot remains 
at right-angles with the side-opening of the sandal facing the target 
mound. This is called 'not quite at right-angles and not quite in a "V" '. 

11 KM 

ITA&A > itA&A - ftf^AirAA • tA*A • WL& • mmmmm • m 
mmm • tftxAAA» • 
Shooting to the right then changing to the left, then back again is a 
common method in target archery. You need to wait until your studies 
are quite advanced and then move on to how to turn around, so that 
you will be able to handle the change. But this is another subject you 
cannot afford to overlook. 

I It/11 

Bg&f&A 
fr • mmi&^M • t a n s i e s • S A H A • %m • S H A M S A S . 
mwMuA. *AS# > m&m • ttttmnt-mfc • 
8. Using Your Eyes 

Once upon a time, Fei Wei taught Ji Chang. [Ji Chang] hung a flea on 
a thread in the window and stared at it. After three years, it appeared to 
him as big as a wheel. When he shot the flea, he hit its heart and the 
thread never broke. This was something he could do only after he had 
learned to look at something small until it appeared large, and learned 
how to avoid blinking. This is the greatest virtue an archer can possess. 

HUH 

i»M'ff lg#f t . t«> #ffis*tfe. • mmzm • mm > m^Rmmu 
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Whenever people draw a bow, they look at the target face and fix their 
whole attention on it. But then many of their shots don't score. If you 
look directly onto the target with both eyes, it's also difficult to be 
accurate. And yet using your eyes to nock the arrow or check [the 
position of] the arrowhead is also a recipe for failure. In the face of the 
enemy, if you blink for a moment, you may be unable to dodge in time 
and someone would get the better of you! 

HUHI 

ft - mmmskmm • %%. • MttfcA&mA. r-nmu • mmsmme, 
u# - ifswffiAALV. mk • ffi*&w**M# • nwm:A •• mmwPi® 

So whether you're shooting at an enemy or at a target, you must take a 
firm stance and keep your attention on your target or your enemy: don't 
look at the anow while you nock it. When the tip of the arrow reaches 
the grip, release it immediately. Firing like that never misses. There is a 
method of aiming looking sideways: both eyes must look sidelong at the 
target, then you will be accurate. Nowadays, when we want our shots 
to be consistent with a lot of hits, we have to pay attention to this. 

mmAB : immi^mm" ° cw# = wm • "@"#: JE^SEA • 
"Sf ¥!*<**> : "fH,mmW • "tC^m • I W S f . BSAnfArh - m 
&> M# • IMSIS • xmm.m > w&mmffijk • MAtmm > i\mz 
»> wiAzm • xmm > M« ̂ A - A • 
9. C o n c e n t r a t i o n and Stance 

Qi Jiguang said, 'The "Record of the Rituals" refers to "Grasping the 
bow, concentration and finn stance".' 'Concentration' is minute attention 
[to your shooting]; 'firm stance' refers to maintaining a firm grip on the 
bow. The word 'concentration' is the same as 'meditation' found in the 
Great Learning A 'He meditates on it and then he is able to achieve it. ' 
When a gentleman is seeking to perfect himself completely, he knows 
at what point he should have reached that [perfect] stage, and resolves 
to attain it, then becomes tranquil, then at peace. And he must be able 
to meditate on these qualities before he will be able to totally fulfil his 

49. « A ¥ » : "A^Zm&mWB > A f t K . A A f t S t • » A • ffifgAA . AWfifg 
# > # M & f f i $ > ATfrHifgtf. - f t iAfgtt i# - " 
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aim. When a gentleman is practising archery, at the point where he has 
already drawn his bow fully, and in the moments before he releases the 
anow, he must concentrate on his shooting stance, and then he will have 
the assurance of hitting the target. 

AIM . ^RAAAAHASA • *HMA 5 A > * * # • AA^WHSW 
ME - r^mmmm^z-m^ • m^mzm • mn^m. A - JEE* . 
%*mm%. iyASAa > <**+. I ^ B ^ A I ^ • £ « A • &«tt 
f n ^ . A - /JAcH • *?AJt HA • SASA4 1 > f̂sTnA ? S ^ ' W ^ T A • 
A S A J T A I A • 5c#A7A#° 

Nowadays, archers start this concentrating process as soon as they have 
drawn the anow over two-thirds of the way back. What good does that 
do them? And as for 'concentration' , lots of people just think it's no 
more than concentra t ing on the target. They do not realize that 
concentrating on the target is secondary to the issue of concentrating 
on how you are going to hit it. The point is, at the moment of reaching 
full draw, your attention is stretched to the full, your arms and legs are 
no longer straining. If you release without premeditation, then whether 
the anow travels straight, and whether it hits is not determined by your 
conscious mind. You have to deepen this concentration, make your mind 
open,3'1 your arms and legs firm but relaxed. After that, the arrow is 
released, and there is no reason for it not to fly straight, not to hit the 
ta rge t . So you need to k n o w w h a t is b e h i n d the c o n c e p t of 
'concentration' , relate it to the concept of 'medi ta t ion ' [in the Great 
Learning], get completely into it and then you will succeed. 

IIUJ1 

ttAW'A • #r£ Al t ! " • BteAH . AiCll • $AAim% • #KJR3fc**g • 
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10. The Thumbring 

The ' thumbring' (A) in [classical] archery is now known as 'felH . The 
hole ought to be oval and not circular; the purpose of that is to ensure that 

so. <ats • *te> = "fn^iAg . sisis»t •" 
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it sits snugly on the thumb, and there will be no untoward accidents 
when it comes to the battle line. This is not easy. My friend, Yu Yiyue, 
has a another special trick. According to him, the original purpose of 
the thumbring was to keep the skin and flesh of the fingers from making 
contact with the string. So they used the rigidity of wood to achieve 
this. Nowadays it's painful for most people to hook the string and draw 
the bow with great force, and this causes them to let off the arrow off-
centre and out of control. 

HUH 

Z ° mi&AmWL^ > iififiEA • m\i%A ' 15 - A - * - II - B • WLZ 
'A > #fflA&Mflr*£ ° iffA^ilt-^ • H*n£*iB • 

The use of the thumbring also has its own little tncks. If you put it right 
at the base of the thumb, the arrow will lose its springiness as well as 
wavering and travelling slowly. If you put it on the fold of the thumb-
joint itself, you can't apply proper force when you pull and it's easy to 
slip and misfire. All the skills [of the string hand] , pushing force, 
concentration, sidelong aim, 'thrusting' and 'snapping' cannot be applied 
in time because the a n o w is already on its way! Everyone suffers from 
these two enors and no one understands the cause. 

HUH 

A # i t # • m&ft*Lftt&.m& • mmmm > A I ^ ^ H U R > #si**gst 
* - 3WEJS • » * « - « * • l « A * A t t t t £ • SAilW • #f«f£» 
z® > mumm ° W G I * & ' * * t # # A • 

The expert archer puts the ring near the base of his thumb. When he 
nocks the arrow and pulls the string, the ring slides gradually forward, 
finally arriving at the fold of the joint. When the bow is fully drawn, 
you concentrate, aim sidelong, tense your hands and the anow is released. 
Then it will fly straight, fast and in fine form. This is how to improve 
your style. This creeping of the ring is not easy to put into words. I 'm 
just giving you the general idea: the archery student will have to try it 
out in practice for himself. 

todS'A • yfAmt > H A M °" 
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11. Horseback Archery 

Wangju ' s manual for horseback archery says, 

'As powerfully as if chasing the wind, 

The eye moves hke a bolt of lightning, 
Draw the bow fully, immediately loose off the anow, 
The eye is fixed unblinking, 
Your body as solid as rock, 
Don ' t lose your momentum, 
Loose off the anow with determination.' 

HUH 

AJ§# . AZfit • fflsJP§AA£ • /LA • §CAfAfî  - » S « - m&& 
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A man's life depends on his horse, so training your horse is the thing 
you put first. Always attend to your horse's appropriate feeding and 
seasonal rota. Train her to pace conectly, to be obedient over moving 
on and stopping, not to panic when she encounters obstacles, and not 
to cut corners at the gallop. The forelegs should move forward together 
from the level of the ears, and the rear legs need to come forward co
ordinated with the front legs. This makes the movement both quick and 
stable, allowing the rider to use his weapons. The steppe-land horses are 
used to warfare much more than those of the Chinese. This is the fruit 
of regular training. 

• IH-VJ 

jfAftte. 4fwt?«*«ft - <$.mmm • IRAII ° j&amuFntt - m^E 
JES > xm-ft- *¥&#&&> 
When it comes to target archery on horseback, there are some who stick 
arrows into their collars or belts; neither is effective. For effectiveness, 
you should always take two anows, grasping one firmly against the grip 
of the bow while nocking the other on the string. 

HUH 
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W h e n you first get the horse to move on, your left hand is used for 

http://Ilf4.il
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grasping the bow and the right for holding the reins. Once the horse 
has got going, lean over to the left to allow you to nock the a n o w onto 
the string. Bring the bow-arm up high like a bird stretching its wing, 
and bring the bow to full draw [with the bow-hand high]. Then as your 
horse draws level with the target, bring the bow-hand down level with 
the left knee and shoot while looking at the base of the target stand; 
that way you will always hit the target. 

HUM I 

/LW3 > >&miifrmAH - SPA • A^^H^tfe - M£6P8 ' AM&m • 
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W h e n drawing, release when you are [at least] ninety per cent of full 
draw: it's difficult to hit when the bow is just seventy or eighty per cent 
drawn. Mostly, horses lead with the right leg and the rider rotates his waist 
to turn to the left. [But] if you put your weight onto the left side, your 
horse can't lead -with his right leg. Occasionally, you'll get a horse that 
leads with the left leg: as soon as you rotate your body to the left, [such] 
horses will swerve [the same way]! Whether the horse runs straight is 
decided by the thighs of the rider. 

mza 
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Only once you are long used to riding at full gallop can you try the 
styles of horseback archery, known as ' shooting across the mane ' , 
'shooting level with the stinup' and the 'Parthian Shot'. Zheng Ruozeng 
said, 'The warrior has three native skills: "shooting across the mane" 
(meaning forward), "shooting level with the stirrup" (meaning down 
sideways at the ground) and the "Parthian Shot" (meaning to the rear).' 

HUH 
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51. Zheng Ruozeng was a Ming military commander who fought the Japanese pirates. He 
was the author of ((W»BSD, «AltMB&», «0*Hfra» and « * M 1 K » ° See WM 

mm • (cpmAZAmm mn\ • A>HAfirh»± -1993). s. 1564. top row, tod 
entry. 
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^m • &£&&%& • mty& • mnatmA • WMt^zm • mmm 

When shooting over the mane, you use the horse's neck as a divider, 
drawing back on the bow on one side, and then loosing off the arrow 
on the other. This is a show-off style: the border divisions don't shoot 
like that. What you do is to lean off the alignment of the horse's body, 
and in that same position both draw the bow and fire the arrow. In the 
heat of battle, won' t this give rise to embanassments? 

HUH 

mm%• ± £ - * M I • A A A # H • tmm&mximft ° m%ft£.u& 
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'Shooting level with the stirrup' mainly refers to shooting on the left 
side. With horses reared in the north, they normally ride on the right, 
letting strangers pass them on the left so that they can shoot [if necessary]: 
this is the same idea. However, this method is only good when you meet 
just one or two opponents on the road. If a whole bunch of opponents 
are shooting together, or if your opponent is on your right, then you 
have to turn on him by bringing the horse around. 

*H*f# • i m A A A t l f AA • mmiitumtfl • SffiMflft. - RWUft 
BAAA • A^ffi*fflA > #?SSA- > ( ^ f t #S* • J ^ A t t • SJifr 
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If you want to learn horseback archery, you have to learn to shoot with 
either hand. You have to shoot ambidextrously before you can achieve 
anything. I mention this in relation to archery; but actually whatever 
your form of combat, with stave or blade, wi th any fight involving 
unsheathed weapons, you had better be able to apply your strength on 
either side, and keep your body erect but flexible if you are to apply 
your martial skills. If your body is too far forward, you risk the horse 
stumbling forward; and if too far back, you're in trouble if the horse 
rears up. If you have little leeway to turn left or right, you have to shoot 
with different hands. If you are forced to shoot without sufficient strength, 
then you are playing with your life. The hand which grasps a weapon 
must wield it with all its might. If the body loses contact with the saddle 
too far, you will lose your mount if the horse stumbles. Can you afford 
to be incautious about that? 
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12. Instinctive Shooting and Other Exceptional Skills 

All archers love instinctive shooting and other exceptional skills. Archery 
relies on the eye, while instinctive shooting relies on the mind. Most 
archers just shoot right-handed, while exceptional ones shoot with either 
hand. These are rarities nowadays, yet the student can achieve them. 

ITT7T1 
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People who shoot birds with stone-bows don't look at the stone-bow 
or the stone: they mentally intercept the line of flight and hit [the bird]. 
Why should those who wield arrows be a unique exception? For the 
beginner, proper hand, foot, body and eye technique is indispensable. 
But after attaining those skills, you can put aside all the [formal] 
techniques, mentally visualize the position of the target, and never miss 
a shot. This is like the descendants of Fan Jinde. 

A l t A * - imfhAAUJ*^ • I t A * > SfttbAAIOftA • &MM-& > A 

If your a right-handed archer, you're in trouble if the enemy comes at 
you from the left, and vice versa. My friend, Zhang Yibo, can hit just 
as effectively drawing with the left hand or the right, with shoulders hke 
General Yue Fei of old. 

nun 
J^ffliHtltft • At tn - m^LUfrA ° .t-HSfMltA • flu At - A • T 
i s s t ° itA#r& • lis®. mm-tt - <SA»WIT = " A A A ^ A E A . 
ME • " t t i t ^ • mvA^A^m • 
Supposing you had someone who could shoot pushing out from the 
chest, and he draws at full gallop as if to shoot to the left, but then he 
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suddenly turns straight round and shoots .to the right; he can shoot just 
as well forward, behind, up or down. The potential power and sharp 
release of the arrow can never be made greater than this. Mencius said, 
'Benevolence, like gram, must be ripe before it is good.' Archery is the 
same: it becomes good by virtue of a gentleman's practice. 

DEO 
^it - wii&i! • ffiA#ABft • Bjtsffi • tttusc • imA&m%n 
M • mm • ¥ £ • Jfft̂ SHiliJ • MAAS»S# • 
Some students have a game where they make two chalk circles [on the 
ground], starting at a distance and gradually moving closer to one another. 
Each player stands in his circle and they shoot at each other from a 
distance. The one who has to leave his circle to avoid being hit is the 
loser. Quickness of the eye, hand, good foot and body technique are 
needed to keep from being hit. 

HUJI 

mn%ft$.% • m%z% • B * # » * T • +*&&:& • AMI-H • A S 
ft • 0 Bit A • ftitftA • mm - MA • SSinEJA'A - SJMWMD& > 
iOmMltr?^ > i N i £ ! fJia : ' W l t £ ¥ - ffiPl^iSt " A A a f i t S 
It • WSSiSSIt • ' f t ^ J l - • m\s\ • HWWIifejA ° 

For those of you practising alone at home, find an enclosed space and 
tie a straw string with a piece of red paper the size of your fingertip 
stuck to it beneath a roof-beam to make a target and shoot at it every 
day. Although the target is just a few paces away, you should draw the 
bow to the full in just the same way as if it were a hundred paces away. 
When each arrow hits the red centre of the target, go out and shoot at 
a range of a hundred paces and you will do just as well! As the old saying 
goes, 'The end result is the same, though the means are different.''2 In 
the old days, people used to throw a short arrow into a narrow-necked 
bottle as an analogy for archery, or dripping oil through a tiny hole back 
into its bottle as an analogy for archery. It all boils down to the same 
thing. Can't it apply to your studies as well? 

mm •• Arjgn-A • a - i - . "itsit «Atr • wsntii • M^nRit 
# > t̂iAASA ? mm • H^Aft • mn-m • ^n&mmn- • 
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There ' s a saying, 'An extra inch of martial skill is an extra inch of 
power. ' Archeiy is placed at the head of martial skills on account of its 
range. A person who has reached the top of the range in archery is a 
truly formidable asset. Nonetheless, the fate of great armies can hang on 
a single general; so the problem for us is: what if there is no proper 
leadership? 

« ^ » B : -m > 0. ° ±Ai*f • " " A A " * . sAPifittt^tii • y&jizmz 
jf$ < & • ®,nvm^AZA. t • mnvmMAzm ° n&^tm • m 
ft«Affi - l l r J tA > AS • " -#A |E"£ ! *M . i t * t t l t > 3bAM 
ft? 

The Boofe of Changes says: 'Before going on campaign, if the battalion 
makes a divination [and this hexagram appears] the "old man" will enjoy 
good fortune.' The 'old man' is the leader on whom the people rely.33 

As long as theirs is a general with the right qualities of benevolence and 
probity, his compassion and his stature will suffice to win over the hearts 
of our side, and his wisdom and courage will be sufficient to destroy the 
spirit of the enemy. Once such a general sees that the forces massed against 
him are afraid of something, and he has military skills to display, and his 
own side are all bold, strong and resolved, he can 'spear five boar with a 
single arrow'.34 If you do not possess such qualities of leadership, no 
amount of extraordinary archery skills will be of any use to you. 

f L f + H 

®A • AAA 3 • TTAMJ£*1 • itfefrAM/jWI • AA^EMfKS • ± £ 

13. Examination o f Crafts 

According to the ancient formula, a bow made for imperial use has a 
circumference of nine;" a bow made for the nobility has a circumference 
of seven; a bow for a sheriff has a circumference of five and a bow for a 
qualified officer has a circumference of three. A bow is only good as long 
as the limbs are straight: so if it is warped, it is called a 'deformed bow'. 

53. mm ••"%••&' A A A • n # •" 
54. iWf • mW ' -Hit) : A reference to the resounding victory of King Wu of Zhou ()Hj\ 

T ) over the Shang Dynasty. 
55. See Chapter 6, paragraph 6A17. 
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insa 
A^WASi i : -attftf AMfl ; r.s AfnM f̂A ; ABAIt^AO ; m 
BM^A- • EB&SJMf •• AB-?If£A • /LttffiA • UJ>l?ftM# • 

A bow has six qualities. First, small in size but powerful; second, first-
class workmanship and strongly constructed; third, it does not weaken 
after being used for a long time; fourth, it has the same strength in hot 
or cold conditions; fifth, the string sounds clear and finn; sixth, it retains 
its form when drawn. Bows which are small in size are easier to draw 
and are durable. 

ITTT71 

ffi&SAS • ft£tt# • ^AAIS • Af5AH-A . mm* • \AWHm 
mmz • t i n - A • rntm - aiiitfja* • *!*#* • xw MM > A 
fp > mmnnnm • nam • mM&m& • 
The only problem is that [small bows] tend to be less powerful. The 
key to making them powerful is in the treatment of the sinews. Sinews 
which stretch a foot when fresh will dry out to half that length. They 
have to be soaked in glue and stretched as far as they will go out to a 
full foot. After that, when you use them, the full strength of the sinew 
has been exploi ted and they w o n ' t stretch back and relax again. 
Furthermore, you roughen the wood and make it stick up before you 
attach horn and sinew to it. Both these methods are for dealing with 
the sinew. 

HUH 

HAWS • JMfnffijt ; ffill^ • mSkli - SPH • ftJttMtt ; fflm\ > MO A 
^ M A * • fiS (SSsBffiffitf*) % A • FJjfPM^A • 05£*fif S • 

If the joints of the bow are too short, it will be weak when it is tillered. 
When [the string] is pulled back beyond the corner of archer's mouth, 
it will fail. If the joints are too long, the bow will be strong, but it will 
stack; when [the string] is pulled back beyond the corner of archer's 
mouth, the wood will be strong but the bow will be hard to pull. (The 
word joint ' used here refers to the overlap of the splice at the grip and 
the ears.) Between the two extremes, the bow will be powerful once it 
is tillered, yet the sound of the string will be clear and firm. 

56. See Chapter 6, footnote 10. 

file:///AWHm
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ZL*itolt • mAB - iiJSj®Mit& • It A - A * • lO^MAHA • VcMZ 
hm& ° » $ » . MS5^« . ^IffiffiMAttlri • iHT/ftUltA • AT 
E < I I A f t -

Supposing you shoot with a new bow for the first time, or the weather 
is cold, and it is very stiff and hard to draw; or else after you have shot 
with it for some time, or the weather is hot, it becomes weak and 
insufficient to drive the arrow, that is a defect in the application of the 
glue. Therefore, the glue must be made very thin and the strength of 
the sinew exploited fully. The strength of the bow is a function of the 
sinew, not the glue. This is the basis of the words: 'it has the same strength 
in hot or cold conditions'. 

^sfw^iE# • fatii - mtz:A • UMM ° MmAmmmwiMAm • mm 
MAS • tk%AZffi%%\& • m • A#A4?it ' aiWHaft • f i ff iW* 
MM °5T 

The thing that maintains the proper overall structure of the bow is the 
wood. The way to select wood is to examine the grain. If the grain is 
straight and follows the plumb-line without the need for bending or 
scraping, then it will not deform when drawn. A bowyer should know 
this. Truly, in ancient times, the aristocracy acted in a proper manner 
and then all the craftsmen would accept their system of weights and 
measures. This is how [the ancient rulers] could govern the crafts and 
trades so as to eliminate enors. 

JSA^M^Atf A : "AAl - nmmwm • W^MM °"»4tAA«;t : 
"^ltM# • IiJUfSA ; ItMAff > MOtrAA • "58SiB"Mir:*^AW59 • 
mm& AMIES Azmmz -

When Emperor Tai Zong of the Tang Dynasty discussed wood with a 
bowyer, [he said]: 'If the core-wood is not straight, then all the knots 
and grain will be crooked. You must take the wood from as far in as 

57. mm - itiffi) •• "tmrn • x%.mmun • MI$.A$ • n^tm •" 
58. <SA • ASf fA) : " A A s A A S t l i l A ^ ? AAnfiSAff A ; SAP&SfcA 
59. <#m • IfLffi) : "n.|uf » $ £ « « > A ^ • « < £ « « %&•$} •" 
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possible.' In the old days, they also had a tradition: 'If the shot penetrates, 
then execute the armourer. If the shot does not penetrate, then execute 
the arrowsmith.' Although it is said, 'Severity must prevail over 
benevolence to fulfil good management', to me, the far greater principle 
is to lead the craftsmen by setting a good example through your own 
rectitude! 

HMI 

A& > mu&. teA^AA • *zw£sx • iijjtAitf mz. %*j&m ? 
swsft ? 
All weapons are the instruments of destruction. But the starting point 
must be to put your own mind-set in order; your finishing point must 
be to use your personal example to win over all who work for you. Then 
you will influence even those who have no connection with you. How 
can you possibly overlook this? How can you possibly overlook this? 

F r o m the b o o k translated above, we can gain a qui te clear 
understanding of the mainstream of Ming archery theory. Judging from 
illustrations from Ming times, the bow in common use was smaller than 
those which came into use in the following Qing Dynasty (1644—1911). 
In size, they were close to the size of bow used by traditional Korean 
archers today, and very similar in construction. 

The details of Ming bow manufacture were recorded in a survey of 
industry, agriculture, fisheries and crafts (ATf$$}) by Song Yingxing(^5 
MSL) (1587-?). The details vary little from the Han Dynasty description 
translated in Chapter 6 (paragraph 6A). Those who are curious can read 
Song Yingxing's description in Chinese Technology in the Seventeenth Century 
(T ' ien-Kung K'ai-Wu) translated into English by E-Tu Zen Sun and 
Shiou-Chuan Sun,6" Chapter 15. 

Song Yingxing's motive in researching and describing the crafts was 
to recognize their contribution to Chinese culture and the economy — a 
contribution that conservative Confucian elements in the Ming court were 
constantly belittling. Such was the strength of feelings among Ming official 
circles against commerce and trade that officially China was sealed off from 
external trade and technological development was stifled. Although fireanrts 
were undergoing constant development and diversification, there seems 
to have been little advancement. Military technology broadened, but failed 
to deepen. For example, muskets of limited accuracy and reliability were 

60. Dover Publications Inc. New York: 1997 
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commonplace. But the sort of accurate and reliable muskets that the 
Japanese developed on the basis of Portuguese technology were not found 
in China. Indeed, much ingenuity was put instead into rockets, bombs 
and weapons to spread poison gas. 

In archery, we can see a symptom of this technological failure. Song 
Yingxing devotes a section of his survey to the construction of crossbows. 
He regarded the crossbow as a weapon for strategic defence purposes but 
unsuitable for use in the field. Made of wood, the prods were a single 
piece of wood reinforced by a number of bamboo laths bound together 
to increase their strength. This gave the Ming crossbow better resistance 
to adverse weather conditions in the field. The number of layers of bamboo 
reinforcements varied between three, five and seven. The string was made 
of hemp waxed with wax or goose-grease. 

The manufacture of such crossbows, you might have thought, should 
have benefited from the long tradition started in the Han Dynasty, added 
to by development in bronze casting.61 It is shocking, then, to find that at 
the end of the Ming Dynasty, the writer Mao Yuanyi in the Guide to 
Military Preparedness was amazed at the technology of the Han bronze 
crossbow mechanism he discovered in the collections of a few antiquarians 
during his time, and admitted that the technology to produce such technical 
wonders no longer existed in his time. The graduated sighting scale was 
new to him. Instead, he writes, crossbow mechanisms were being made 
from deer antler, and frequently failed during use.62 

This is just a small illustration of how the stifling policies of the Ming 
governing class resulted in lost opportunities to develop technology. 
Possibly, the disruption of life in China in the Yuan Dynasty had caused 
the total loss of the skill in bronze casting, so that old technology could 
not be applied and new technology could not be developed. 

Either way, the major developments in thinking on technique and 
menta l approach in archery were not matched by technologica l 
development in the bow and crossbow, and development in firearms fell 
far behind similar developments in Europe at the time. 

61. See Chapter 8, pp. 153-170. 
62. ^Aft«a*£» : "AKAa^AJtk • MtAfflA* : mmfttiM' fcn&BA • 
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Mounted Archers 
Ming Dynasty Woodblock Print (Anon.) 



The Transition from 
Ming to Qing 

Perfecting the Mind and the Body 

T h e concep t of the 'accomplished archer ' ( H l t # ) comprised the 
achievement of a number of goals. In the view of writers writing at the 
end of the Ming Dynasty and the beginning of the Qing Dynasty, these 
could be summarized as: 

Fundamental 
Archery Skills 

Extended 
Body Control 

Extended 
Mental Control 

Fundamental Skills 

The fundamental archery skills were those practical skills described in the 
works of Wang Ju and Li Chengfen. As you can see, both authors drew 
on a structure laid down in previous works — at the most basic level, the 
core material found in The Archery Ritual of Confucius (Chapter 5, 
paragraph 5B1). 
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The basic core of fundamental skills in The Archery Ritual and their 
relationship to body control and mental control could be expressed as 
follows: 

Accordance with 
the Ritual 

(Internal) 
Mind 

Composed 
(P3JrSIE) 

Concentration 

(External) 
Straight 
Posture 
AHfM) 

Firmness 
(H) 

Grasp of the 
Bow/Arrows 

You can see Li Chengfen amplifying on this subject in Chapter 11 
(paragraph 11C52). 

Mental Control 

In Chapter 7 (paragraph 7K1), you will recall that Lie Zi had perfect 
archery technique. He could do all the party tricks that were part and parcel 
of an external display of excellent archeiy; and yet Bohun Maoren was 
not impressed. The reason was that Lie Zi did not have the necessary mental 
control. The route to correct mental control was set out in Confucius's 
Great Learning, and it was elaborated by the Song philosopher Zhu Xi into 
a contemplative method of self-perfection (possibly influenced by Zen 
techniques of meditation). 

Mental control techniques certainly could not be employed before the 
fundamental skills had been thoroughly learned. Chinese instructors looked 
down upon self-taught methods. The reason for this will become clear 
when we study the writings of Gao Ying ( RJ H) later in this chapter. The 
student had to perfect himself in the fundamental skills belonging to a 
recognized method (*S) .These skills had to be practised unceasingly until 
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perfect form was no longer a matter of conscious effort. That is because 
any resources being used for conscious control of the shot inevitably 
diminished the resources needed for the ultimate purpose of the shooting. 

The Great Learning is also a 'recognized method'. It teaches that the 
ultimate mastery of the study of any subject is achieved only when a 
predetermined goal has been attained. (<(A#)> : "lfc.K5# ° ") This ultimate 
mastery is perceived in advance as a target and the student then steadies 
himself before it C ' ^ P A M I S W A E ° ') . If he has steadied himself, he is then 
able to clear his mind of extraneous matters. ( "AE M fit ft tp ° ") Once having 
cleared his mind of extraneous matters, he can be at peace. ("i!rf MfMls^t ° ") 
Once at peace, he is able to meditate. ("iScMfJtHlsJB °' ) Through meditation, 
he gets to tell the forest from the trees, tell causes from effects, and to put 
first things first. ("JtWff f ^ # t l W * A » * W & & > $&%%& • ") This is close 
to the principle expressed in the Great Learning. None of these stages 
involves the learning of basic technique: that must be assumed to have 
been thoroughly ingrained before this process starts. 

If we want to go back and review the enigmatic comment of Bohun 
Maoren to Lie Zi (Chapter 7, paragraph 7 K l , ' % l t A l t ' # A l t A l t t ! l • "), 
we should be able to understand it better on the basis of the explanation 
of the Great Learning. Lie Zi's shooting 'was shooting', merely according 
to the principles of archeiy, not according to the 'non-archery' concept 
of perfection. 

If you want to understand what it is that the Japanese practitioner of 
kyudo or the Korean traditional archer seeks to achieve, it is this concept 
of holistic perfection expressed in the Great Learning and stressed by the 
Ming philosopher Wang Yangming.1 That a Japanese practitioner may 
express the aim in terms of the teaching of Zen makes no difference. 

Bodily Control 

If mental control can be extended beyond the immediate mental clutter 
of the requirements of the shot, it is also true that the archer's control of 
his body can also be developed beyond the details of the physical 
performance of the shot. The most important of the methods to achieve 
this was controlling qi. 

Control of qi is not magic. On the other hand, it cannot be explained 
in standard Western medical terms. Qi is understood in Chinese medicine 
to 'flow' like a liquid along a system of channels that Western medicine 

l. AWiWiA^) • "AA# > HlAMM®h-m%& •" 
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does not recognise. I shall couch my explanation which follows in Western 
terms, notwithstanding that doing so will result in the loss of many nuances. 

T h e term qigong (M.V3) can be analysed as 'mental control over 
breathing'. At least, that is where the theory and its study start. In the 
Warring States period, the writer Guan Zhong (If ft) (d. 644 BC) explained 
that the mind's position in the body was the dominant position (AAlS: 
H ' M Af i t i l - ); the 'spirit' (ffif) was the distillation of qi (^Affftil ° ) , and 
qi was the 'charge' of the body (3R# > MA^Etil °) } Set out in these terms, 
the early view of qi was that it was a form of energy which could be 
concentrated, and this could be achieved through the mind. From the Han 
Dynasty on, the concentration and movement of qi was one of the major 
endeavours of traditional medicine. 

The Daoist school believed that animals could instinctively marshal 
their qi to rid themselves of illness. In particular, the tortoise was considered 
to achieve extreme age through the fact that its breathing was so slow as 
to be almost imperceptible. From this developed the idea that the typical 
movements of animals — the elasticity of the snake's body, the stretching 
of a birds' wings, the belligerent stance of the bear or the undulation of 
the dragon — could all be mimicked by man to good effect. Added to 
this, slow, deep breathing would maximize the charge that breathing 
brought into the body. 

From this theory there developed many styles of exercises, and such 
exercises became combined with almost every religious persuasion and 
every branch of Chinese martial arts. The effective mastery of qigong 
exercise could not be divorced from the practice of mental control as set 
out in the Great Learning. In martial arts, the aim of the integration of 
qigong was firstly to ensure that the demands of natural breathing did not 
conflict with the moment-to-moment demands of physical movement of 
the body, and if possible to bring to bear the 'gathering' of qi to make 
one's fighting more effective. 

One technique of qigong is learning to breathe by using both the ribcage 
and the diaphragm to inflate the lungs. The muscle tension required to 
keep a heavy bow at full draw inhibits the free movement of the ribcage; 
so facility m diaphragm breathing WEBB?®) is clearly helpful in that it helps 
ensure that sufficient air comes into the lungs. 

Another technique is hyperventilation. Practitioners of qigong interpret 
the tingling at the ends of the fingers caused by hyperventilation as a sign 
that the qi has effectively been pushed to the extremities of the body. 
Hyperventilation before the draw can also help ensure a sufficient supply 

2. mA> • 
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of oxygen to allow the muscles to work longer under tension without 
the onset of shaking. 

A further aim of qigong is to cause the combination of the meditation 
technique of the Great Learning and bodily control techniques of qigong to 
bring about a semi-hypnotic effect. This state is not difficult to enter, 
requinng only the combination of any thoroughly familiar set of slow body 
movements and deep, natural breathing. The resultant mental state can be 
used to counter the fear of competition or battle. It is claimed — although 
this is not beyond doubt — that this condition can make an a performer 
of martial arts or archery achieve feats that would otherwise not be possible. 

Finally, qigong once learned is able to discipline the body even when 
only being practised in the mind. For example, a series of complex actions 
(such as setting up an archery shot) combined with proper breathing can 
be rehearsed mentally without any body movement in both the left hand 
and right hand. Such repetition will gradually make a right-handed archer 
able to shoot left-handed or vice versa. Handedness is in the brain, and it 
is not unreasonable that mental exercise can overcome it. 

Qigong does not start and stop with breathing. It encompasses diet, 
bodily functions and mood. That is the principle underlying the 'Archer's 
Ten Commandments ' in Chapter 11 (paragraph 11B3). It also contains a 
strong element of achieving balance. In Chinese traditional psychology, a 
positive mental condition is built up only gradually yet can flip instantly 
to its opposite like the yin-yang symbol. That is the principle underlying 
the statement in paragraph 11B3: 'If you score a hit, don' t be happy 
otherwise your mind will turn contrary on you. If you miss, don ' t be 
unhappy, otherwise you will lose your concentration and it will be beyond 
control' c i t t A S ' aij'fcam£& ° I t A t ^ S • PJJA/STOISA ° ") 

The distinctive external features of Chinese archery — the knees bent 
and the legs spread at the hips, the elbows, shoulders and wrists in a straight 
line, the belly inflated at full draw — are all symptoms of the archer's 
attempt to 'move his qi' in the correct way. 

The Schools of Archery 

Many of the greatest surviving Chinese literary works on archery come 
from the relatively late period after the Ming generals Yu Dayou and Qi 
Jiguang had established control over the southern coastal regions in the 
middle of the 16th century.3 Li Chengfen's Archery Manual, which 

3. Chapter 11. pp. 276-278 
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encapsulated the teachings of Yu Dayou and Qi Jiguang, was written at 
the time when the Ming Dynasty was disintegrating. His works were being 
distributed among the Chinese archeiy community when the Manchu 
leader Hong Taiji ( M A S ) (1626-1643) was announcing the establishment 
of a new dynasty, the Qing, which claimed the right to rule over the whole 
of China. In fact, the major period of publication of new material on 
archery, as can be seen in Chapter 11, was between 1600 and 1650. 

During the first half of the 17th century, China's economic strength 
was falling while financial demands on the Ming government were rising. 
By 1620, there were about 23 000 members of the Ming imperial 
household who had to be provided with stipends out of the Ming fiscal 
reserves. An expensive military campaign was under way against the 
Japanese on the Korean Peninsula, and serious famines struck Central China 
in the winter of 1627—1628. All the while, land holdings were becoming 
more fragmented under the Chinese traditional system of dividing land 
between sons upon the death of the owner, and major landlords were thus 
able to accumulate more land, which they carefully sheltered from tax 
liabilities. Many Chinese merchants had sought to escape the anti-
commercial policies of the Ming court by emigrating to south-east Asia. 
As a result, major international trade transactions were being carried out 
offshore, depriving the Ming court of tax revenues. 

Trade had been growing, especially with the Japanese. Demand for 
silver currency (minted from Mexican silver obtained from the Spanish 
trading through Chinese merchants in Manila) had become established in 
China. But by the end of the 1630s, the Japanese court had already cut 
off trade with China and economic relations between the Chinese in 
Manila and the Spanish had broken down. Hoarding of silver and grain 
in China resulted from the ensuing economic uncertainty. 

Perhaps it is understandable, against the background of a fragmenting 
dynastic household, a failing national economy, growing rebellion and 
natural disaster, that stronger and stronger challenges were being made 
against orthodox thinking, including thinking about methods of archery. 

Were it not for one of Japan's greatest writers and sinologists, Ogyu Sorai 
( jKAflf t , 1666-1728) it is likely that the name of one of China's most 
original writers on archery might never have come down to us. Ogyu Sorai 
was a Confucian scholar who was widely read in Chinese literature and 
philosophy. Because of his interest in the practical application of Confucian 
thought and his concern with reviving the Japanese military classes in the Edo 
period, he took a close interest in Chinese archery. He edited a work,4 

4. $ A m « ; wmmmm^my (MIP : 0 A A * K J S * > 1786) • 
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published posthumously, which analysed the techniques set out in the 
archery manuals that were current in the Ming Dynasty.3 His analysis is 
shown below, with dotted lines showing works which are digests or are more 
tenuously related.6 

Chinese Archery Sources in Shasho Rui;'u Kokujikai ( I fct l l j t l lSH^fB) 

Kiko Shmsho 

Bubi Shmsho 

Kobu Zensho 

Kyobu Ihen _ 

Todan Hikkyu - - " 

Bukeko (first 27 chapters) 

Toryaku Zensho 

Zoho Hyodai Bukyo Shichisho 

Tan Liu JU Shaho 

Busho Daizen 

Hyoroku - -

Bubi Iki 

Buhen 

Kinto Juni Ju 

Renpei Setsuyo - ~ 

Senyo Shosh 

Shagaku Seisho 

Keikoku Yuryaku 

Shimeisha 

Shashi (mounted archery) 

Bukyo Mikai (mounted archery) 

Forest of Facts 
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In his Collection of Chinese Archery Books, Sorai argues that nearly all of 
the books in cunent circulation in China were derived from three or four 
common sources, as illustrated above.7 The one truly original work was 
the Introduction to Martial Archery ( I t^IE^TrJSft) by Gao Ying (i^H). Such 
was the reverence in which Sorai was held in Japan, and such was his 
esteem for Gao Ying's book, that became a very important influence in 
the development of Japanese traditional archery, kyudo, and remains so to 
this day. 

5. Li Chengfen's manual was not included in his survey. 
6. The material for this analysis was provided by Charles E. Grayson. He has kindly granted 

permission to use the translations he commissioned of Shasho Ruiju Kokujikai i^iti^W-

SA«A 
7. The chart is my own, based on Sorai's analysis. 
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Gao Ying's name8 is almost unknown now in China. However, part 
of his book has been incorporated into a number of later works, principally 
the Encyclopaedia of Archery in Four Volumes by Gu Yu9 and The Reprinted 
Compendium of Explanations of the Military Classics edited by Qingxi 
Zhuyong'" published in about 1700, where the first section of it is reprinted 
without attribution under the title 'Archery Method' ( I tH) A 

In the preface to the Orthodox Method of Archery Study dated 1637, 
the author describes himself as 'getting old'. This might mean that he was 
around sixty, and he could have therefore been active in operations against 
the Japanese at the end of the sixteenth century. One curious way in which 
his convention for writing about archery differs from his contemporaries 
is that he uses the terms 'bow-hand' and 'string-hand' instead of 'left and 
right'. 

The reason for that was that Gao Ying shot left-handed. He explains that 
as his archery technique developed, he found himself at a dead end, with his 
technique going downhill. In despair, he sought a new master to cure him 
of his defects. Finally, he realized that he would have to relearn archery from 
scratch; the only way to do that was to abandon using his conventional 
right-handed technique and learn over again using his left hand. 

In the following excerpt, I have translated the main section from his 
Orthodox Method of Archery Study, together with the section from his 
companion work, Tlie Guide Through the Maze of Archery Method in which 
he develops his own technique. 

An Orthodox Introduction to Martial Archery: The Short Cut 
( 3 8 M 1 E 5 • mfflV by Gao Ying 

AMzm. > %x$m • As&g^^ff • %M$&m&z > mrnxn • wm& 
S ' ASM A S o f t FJ ATSU • AAlKS&ffirhA > -A#P1 ; mm3MWl • 
i^>- ±to i - ^ - 1 - ^ 

MmMM ° 

A proper, recognized style of archery is like a highway: it has a natural 
logic to it. Once you get onto it and keep going, in the end you arrive 

8. Gao Ying (rarif) is also known as Gao Shuying ((m >$.-£:) . 
9. mm •• «ft«ra#» • 
10. ff?Jt*# : «gfiJSMft#»*# • 
ii. see +fflA#*/fi,«s# ; i^m^mMfS. • AMAmmffl • A» CAM : mww-& 

M± • S i t # t t 1995) ' M 1883 ff. 
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at the main city gate. From there, you can get to City Hall and from 
there again you can get into the rooms of the Hall. It's a matter of days 
before you get where you want. But if you get on the wrong road and 
keep going, you get to some suburban side-gate. It's like going to the 
capital and taking the wrong exit: the harder you drive, the further away 
you get. 

• • * > • 

«ft > ffinJ+M • SftrSA > ffiU-m > AJ#«[A«tt*S • 5^313 ' & 
mmm • mAmAm^ma • @a#^^wat • ^ffi«A$i • 

When an archer starts to practise in his youth, his faults have not become 
ingrained. His joints are still strong; his faculties and stamina are vigorous: 
he can pull a bow and reach full draw. Once he has become familiar 
with co-ordinating timing and power, he is ready to start scoring. But the 
longer he practises, the more his faults have a chance to become ingrained, 
and the day will not be far off when he is not up to the challenge. As he 
ages and then tries to draw a bow, reaching a proper full draw will get 
harder and harder. As time passes, his shots will stray further and further 
off-target. Looking back over the years to the time when he could hit, 
it will seem as if it was a younger generation doing it. 

AAHi«i& ° ufc&ffe: Rm^ttz® > sg^ i f - j&&wt • mm • tfs 
A5£H • A#AFraEE!3f- • ^ f f Ai® . BiJftitAftifiia • IWItAMIt 
T i P H U # A ? 

These days no one seems to understand why this happens. Actually, it's 
quite simple: if you rush headlong into pulling the bow by yourself in the 
early days of learning to shoot, you may easily fall into bad shooting 
habits. The problem that people have is: they blunder into a side-road and 
can never get back onto the highway. If they just kept to the highway, 
they would get more familiar with the technique the more they shoot. 
That way, they are not going to embark on a downhill path, are they? 

BU:I1 

f f A ' i F j r i f • -Um ' - B * • ABA\ • H a ® ' A B A • §ttffA/£ -
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What I call 'a highway' has the following elements: (1) concentration, (2) 
full draw, (3) balance, (4) lightness at the release and (5) focus. I have 
pulled together a technique and put it down into this publication so that 
everyone has a road to m o v e forward along and they -won t get 
sidetracked into dead ends. In a hundred days at the least, and no more 
than around a year at the outside, you'll be able to score quite a few hits. 
This is the quickest route to achievement so I'm naming it the 'short cut'. 

ttARat§j$ffl% • -wm*?zm > mmmm • mzm-Az%i > mmm 
m ? B f ffifcua • g0fs"83¥"# • lA&Altff 13 njm • fflAAffl > sT^ 
&":tt@"A? 

These days, everyone is after instant results. Talk to them about 'taking 
around a year' and they take fright. W h o would have imagined that an 
unsystematic approach to archery would take you further and further 
from where you want to go? Your hair could have turned white and 
you still wouldn' t have got anywhere. When I talk in terms of 'around 
a year', then if I can offer you a systematic method that can bring results 
in days rather than years, wouldn't you call that a 'short cut'? 

wwmmm • m^gUA. mm > &&§#£ > mm/if if ^A«£A 
M # • *&*fc*i§i; ^mmmmrnn^; W*S^^A# . t ^ A • 
1. Concentration 

Before releasing an arrow, you need to have total control of your 
conscious mind. Consciousness is part of the mind, and the release is done 
with the aid of the eyes. This is why concentration is primary. T h e 
technique of concentration goes to the root of everything, and it has its 
response in the 'focus' that I come to later. Given that the eye governs 
the process, when you are going to shoot you have to concentrate with 
the eyes first, then all the power of your shoulders and upper arms obeys 
them and you release. For all that, there are two current systems of 
'concentrating': one concentrating with the arrowhead just before the 
release, and one concentrating to the left of the bow. Both are wrong. 

£ ^ # B # # > Ha > tWRMmtmm • mmmmtim^m > # A ^ 
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M ° g * 5 * 3 £ # > l i f t3A • @ AJUIArtt • Avf AAJlffi • Mffî r 
#j • « £ • W*)SA? -

Supposing you concentrate just as you're about to release: you've got 
yourse l f all geared up and then all of a sudden you m o v e y o u r 
concentrat ion to the arrowhead. You have to watch out in case the 
anowhead is on target and the shaft is not lined up properly, otherwise the 
shot will be off-centre. Or supposing you concentrate to the left of the 
bow.12 Since the anow is on the right, you're not going to be able to see 
the anowhead to get it aimed on the target. That means no way to find 
the range so how are you going to deal with range variations? In the end, 
you would just have to fall back on reckoning the distance mentally. 

ft. * A A - A . mi&m^m^BmM > mm^mmmAgmmm^. 
m > jfjiKM • M A • A ^ - mrm • mzm& • 

So there's really only just one way of concentrating: as you predraw, 
look at the target, then come nearly to full draw and let the eye move 
along the anow shaft, over the anowhead, and then straight to the target. 
In one glance, you take in close, far, left, right. This is what is meant by 
'concentration'. 

m&tmfe > itjtjiw • S A A 4 > W ^ # • i*m«^A • mmm • n i t * 
A ^ • ̂ A ^ f t AH • IfiffiffiifrfflffirSfc > I0AMMAH • ftltffi^itu 
¥3HESHJtA ° £ f £ # £ 3 A A • ittAAAA*P • 

This technique of concentration applies to a distant target. However, 
within fifty paces, you look to the left of the bow, like for archery on 
horseback. When shooting on horseback, you don't fire unless you are 
within 10—20 paces. If you use this technique at a short range, the arrow 
will go high and pass over the target. So at close range, you need to 
have the bow-hand arm lower than the draw-hand arm. There's no way 
you can aim to the right-hand side of the bow, that's for certain. 

• H I I I 

mu : zmm^^MZ® - AitA«*i5»A)A«Hftitii. mn • m 

12. Gao Ying is here addressing the conventional, nght-handed archer. 
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fr«sfra"#w"i*^©fftwffl ° Mmm • % • -itz^^mim^z 
ft ° 

2. Full Draw 

'Full Draw' is the term used to denote the point at which the bow has 
been drawn until the anowhead reaches the middle of the bow grip. It 
is the thing from which all the basic skills of archery flow. Only on the 
basis of a full draw does the task of ' concent ra t ion ' described above 
become any use. Once you have understood it, you have the basis on 
which to exploit the skills described below — 'balance' and 'focus' — 
to score hits. 

UVIMU 

m\^A« > # - a - WA-m > mnmm > «A«A*A.« : mm ? * 
AAA . mmr-m •• m^m > g^mm ? mAmwA^m^ > <a*as 
mvmZfe • £#*HA > £ffi A« • ftltAtfi*^5fcJt« • 
Supposing you draw a bow without reaching full draw: your bones, 
extremities and joints will not have been stretched to the full, the 
shoulders and upper arms will lack rigidity and you can be compared to 
a rootless tree: h o w can you shoot? There are some perverse people 
whose efforts are all over the place: they have a plethora of clever 
techniques, but how can they put them into practice? People talk in terms 
of dozens of forms of shooting without getting down to what it takes to 
come to a full draw. They can't see the wood for the trees: even in their 
old age, they won ' t get it. So in archery, before anything else, the 
foundation is the full draw. 

IH.IH 

m> *&WAIH] = * " " * » ' ' *r"»t*r • m"®.nMn • A"MWW 

# : 3I3J»*I$ . l l f i t W A A l t t ^ E ^ ; Baits? > ,i:ftiffi«ESi§3B+ 

#t£" ° 
However, there are differing techniques for the full draw. One is the 
' R o u g h - a n d - R e a d y Draw' ; another is the 'Low Energy Draw' and 
another is the 'Excess Energy Draw.'13 In the 'Rough-and-Ready Draw', 
just when the bow is coming to full draw, and before making the shot, 
the arrowhead is kept about an inch outside the bow-grip; then when 

13. No description is given in Gao Ymg's text of the 'excess energy draw'. 
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the archer shoots, he quickly brings the arrowhead back to the middle 
of the bow-grip and then releases. This is a completely insubstantial way 
of doing things. In the rush to complete the full draw, they just jog the 
arrowhead and the arrow is bound to be deflected when it is released. 
So this is called the 'Rough-and-Ready Draw'. 

IH.1U 

U%MWT% : 3l^ffl3l > .tttflfMEM ŜE + M - A&Sfft . f$AA*B 
m > mM.mis. • tAt£A§§ > mwmth • AA>A* -&nutw > wmn 

T h e 'Low Energy Draw' is when the bow is drawn rapidly and the 
arrowhead is rushed to the middle of the bow-grip. Before he has any 
time to concentrate, the archer's draw-arm is exhausted, his nerves are 
ragged, and without any chance to collect his thoughts the anow is gone. 
Here again, the arrow will not fly accurately. This is called the 'Low 
Energy Draw': it looks like a full draw, but the body's resources never 
come to a full draw. This isn't a proper way to come to a full draw either. 

AAftif > R*-«S*J» • tit AA» ; ffi£- • =-%^Z > &£&ftl£ 

&*n& \ nzAmA® ? 
So as ever, the conect method is just a single highway. Nobody seems 
to know it. N o w and then you come across one or two people who 
seem to have it, but they cannot grasp what it is that they are doing 
right, and so they don' t know how to hang on to it. As they get into 
their practice, the old faults start to show themselves more and more. 
The ones who stumbled on the right form by chance also gradually lose 
it and they end up not being able to reach full draw at all! So what is 
this 'Full Draw Highway'? 

«sra#£«iKr«A}# • ifjfpigEA • mm - ures > %m - ii-nm&m 
m^mm > mmmmfoft • «&&*«i« • mmm > s t A S • m 
mmnmrn>AAW«• 

The whole key to the full draw is getting the bow-arm shoulder to rotate 
forward and down. Once the bow-arm shoulder is down, you can then 
get the bow-arm and draw-arm upper-arm in line, and then the draw-
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arm shoulder and upper-arm can come up level so that they form a perfect 
line with the bow-arm shoulder. The draw-arm elbow is pushed hard 
backwards. Your limb position ends up pulled back so far you feel as if 
you are going to lean backwards. Only at the point where your joints 
have extended as far as they can and won' t budge an inch further, and 
the anowhead is ready to edge the final little bit onto the bow: only at 
that point can you talk of having reached 'full draw'. 

•H . i r i 

AAnsA^f - #&&#««*&« • mtsAg^rnxm > AA#A!£A 
& • iitmktkt&zm.' 
Whatever a person's height, their full draw is represented by having their 
joints extended to the utmost. That way, a person who is strong can't 
overdraw and a person who is less strong will not fail to reach it. That is 
a full draw made in heaven. 

IU.1H 

AAA^ftfe - fl^A^i*! . HM^e&« • #w^Mzm > *MA 
m • mm-AZM - - sz rA AA^SBI • AAmnMi. *«At* >m 
MM ' MMn^mtifsmn > ngMAt££ i &*&frM&zffls&mz • 
Today people don ' t know ho-w to come to full draw properly: they 
perpetuate [the practice of] drawing the bow by brute force and then 
[they reckon] once the anowhead has reached the bow grip, they're fully 
drawn. As to how to get the joints straight and level, they don' t give 
two rows of beans. This system is all right for one man for one day. But 
strength will wane: everybody's at their best in the morning; by mid
day the energy and mind get lazy; in the evening, the system starts to 
run down. If you can reach full draw at the time when you are in peak 
condition and your strength is full, then you won't be able to do it when 
you're at your worst! Whether your draw is full governs how far your 
arrow will fly. 

IU.IU 

^ttAtuJBAIi > TflJHfe » 

What is behind setting the standard at just the point where the joints 
are fully extended? It's the fact that then, no matter whether a tall man 
is using long arrows, or a short man short arrows; or a strong-man is 
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drawing a heavy bow, or a weak man a hght bow — once the anowhead 
has reached the middle of the bow-grip, they have reached full draw. 
Only hke this do you have a proper standard. However, the whole knack 
of getting the joints aligned straight and level lies in rotating the bow-
arm shoulder down to keep the bow-arm shoulder low. 

• M . U 1 

AASAfS; W1WW£# > mthAPfl . A'&MW. - jtfc0fKAfrJB*i#T ' & 
ftWAi^ ° AJSft > tmiif-;iP^J^I<§$ft • mmz > UJMAfflT 
ffigT ' ^AfflfSffig-RA • ittTAAtSTAtJi ° 

Nowadays no one explains anything about this. People mention it from 
time to time, but although they know the tune, they can't play the notes. 
That's why they can't get their bow-arm shoulder down and they can't 
draw to the full, try as they might. (See the section about 'Sloppy 
Drawing of the Bow' in the section called 'Identifying Errors'.)14 

• • / > ! • 

m • AAHt^K*B# > ^mmmffiAm • ftAiii* • 

3. Balance 

'Balance' is the term used to describe the even parting of the bow- and 
stnng-arms and shoulders. It is the skill which rounds out the full-draw 
and initiates the skills of ' l ightness' and 'focus'. Nowadays, as soon as 
people have reached full draw, their joints are stretched to the full and 
they are fully exerting their strength, they just let go of the anow. 

IUV1I 

mmmmwm^ziji ? ^mz^A^w. mAmmmr-m > miAZA -
A • A • AftTBgii. m$z-m < mfstzxamumm • ttnz&igmz 
m*g • M%mz$i> &*.#< • 

Why bother with the additional skill of balance, once the anowhead has 
eased back [to the grip]? If you don't add the skill of 'balance' , the shot 
will not be properly set up at the time of release and you won ' t have 

14. It is not included in this translation. 
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any opportunity to concern yourself with whether the anow overshoots, 
falls short or wide of the target. If your arrow gets deflected, then all 
your effort in reaching full draw is completely wasted. That ' t why you 
need to follow up your full draw with 'balance', and why it is most urgent 
to get the knack of'balance'. 

mA)Z& > "mmmm • M îiiw ° nm& ? vzii>bmmzji&& • si 
^wm. ffiA^m; mmHwsmn > u^^ti • 
However, the secret of balance lies 'not in using the shoulders, but in 
not using the arms'. What does that mean? While the arms are relatively 
weak, the shoulders are stronger. When you're just at full draw, your 
muscular strength is [supposed to be] exerted to the full, so even if you 
want to open out evenly with both arms, you're not going to have the 
[residual] strength do so. 

mmtim - mtuamnak • ^zn - nAnm . HXMAMZ • mnm 
AAS - mmmm > mmm^iE*rm®mmu7kzmmm • s# 
A i A A f t A ? 

Provided your shoulders are strong enough you can bring them into play 
to extend your draw. When you have come to full draw, the strength 
of your arms is exerted to the full, but the strength of your shoulders 
can push them out a bit further. If you use all your strength to rotate 
the bow-arm shoulder forward and you keep on forcing your draw-arm 
in the opposite direction, then the arrowhead will gradually glide onto 
the centre of the grip like leaking water. This is the real way to add 
'balance', isn't it? 

• »*>£• 

AAnrt*AAi. Rmitjjftn ° WAAA = mmm ? ^mwAm^. m 

W h e n people these days reach a full draw, they just keep on pushing 
with the arms. But the arms are not strong enough: how are they ever 
going to open further? They have no choice but to use up the last of 
their strength in giving one more twist, yanking the anow inward. This 
jerks the bow-arm and so the arrow is bound to be sent crooked. That's 
a waste of all their bow-arm skills! 
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fte • "^Zfk • MWRRM ' M ĴiSW °"AA : "WOT PS ; mmM" 
% > itttil• B A T A T A > My«i# • RA# • m.Z®& ? TATA - M 
mzm - # & £ # « & -

This is why they say, 'The knack is not in using the shoulders, but in 
not using the arms.' The old saying goes: 'Stretch the chest muscles and 
pinch the back muscles' referring to what I have descnbed. The practice 
of 'balance' is no use if you can describe it but you can't do it. Practice 
is the only way of getting it right. When you manage it, you will be on 
the inside track. 

m% •• immmmmm • mmmmA& • m > mz^mm^^n • 

4. Lightness 

Lightness of release comes about when the bow- and draw-hands work 
together and release the arrow in a light and relaxed fashion. Thus, the 
technique of 'lightness' comes into play most precisely at the point of 
release. 

fJJAH'iMlirVb • l l & H f c . wmftJi • UJAftMAAtHii ° UKAJ i 
tii • MtiA^ji > ^«s-aMm . mmmm • mwmm > ^mm&. •• A T 
fgAAlI£ ° 

Supposing that in seeking lightness you are afraid to apply force, then you 
are bound to end up with the anowhead sticking out beyond the bow-
gnp. Even if [the anowhead] sits firmly without sticking out [beyond the 
grip], at the release you will also feel that the arrow has insufficient energy. 
If it lacks energy, then the anow is going to fall short of the target. Once 
you start worrying about it falling short, the amount of force you apply 
will be slightly reduced, with the result that your [surplus] strength is too 
small and the anow can't come back the last inch to the full draw. Then 
you start worrying about the anow not coming back the last inch to the 
full draw and you will try to force it back with all your strength: you are 
bound to give it one wrench and it will go off, and then the shot will lack 
substance. If you subconsciously rush things at the last moment, you can't 
fix your focus and you can't avoid deflecting the anow! 
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• »!:>*• 

&W&2M > &mmmm • M R B S S S * * ! • ftft^+^feK-itt = mm 
*H»«^*ft • mmm • n • fjtMfWA > &*M«-,H- • m u m 
mmnmm^Ai • AS# • ffstJcjcsTfr # -

So as soon as you have applied 'balance' and the draw-arm shoulder has 
reached back as far as it can, and when the anowhead has already reached 
the middle of the bow-gr ip , the exact moment at which to set the 
arrow on course to score a hit devolves on this: the draw-hand must 
exert its muscular strength backwards while working together with the 
bow-hand. The strength of your draw-arm and bow-arm shoulders is 
already at its limit and they are frozen together in tension; then you 
very lightly ease back the draw-hand, co-ordinating with the bow-hand 
to come to the point of'balance', then allow the string to slip out with 
the fist held horizontally. The draw-arm elbow will also have to drop 
down and back. 

• H.VV1 

* * A I M M A S . # A » ° Dxammmm-fSL > MMMAZ^ • mm 
A S > infiffeKA-; nmmm > iajm&& > ±&Am ° iiMflfflt • A * 
las. . jSMfMft) ° 

If the elbow doesn't come down after the hand has released horizontally, 
the released arrow will have no power. Dropping the elbow and letting 
the fist release horizontally like this, it will be as insubstantial as smoke 
and fire. It will be so quiet that it cannot be perceived, like a dragonfly 
touching the surface of the water. It will be light but sudden, like a ripe 
gourd falling off the vine, completely naturally. It will be relaxed but 
crisp, the anow departing like thistledown and rushing precisely towards 
the target. 

• H.tl'l 

^ T A J M A T A • A A : "M^ltA . iTAT»"#A • 

This is what 'lightness' means in practice. They used to say, 'The left 
hand releases the anow, the right hand doesn't react.' 

• »>.*!• 

a# : @A/MA-« . mmmT^zm • n i r w ^ J i • AA-MZ 
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5. Focus 

'Focus ' is the focusing of your sight in one place with the attention 
c o n c e n t r a t e d and u n d i v i d e d . It goes t o g e t h e r w i t h the w o r d 
'concentration' above. The subconscious control of a person's whole body 
is concen t ra ted in the eyes. Wha teve r the eyes focus u p o n , the 
subconscious always reaches out to. Wherever a man's subconscious 
reaches towards, his limbs, all his joints, his muscular power and his 
physical energy all follow. 

^JfWftA-fMlilf • WlfttSAtil : ttAMtil - i&HAit • nj]$m& 
- * • a&M'OSI . MM . API : HIST^A- • A A : "IgfMniA"* . it 
til • jtkAAIBATAtil ° 

When General Li Guang was able to shoot at a rock (which he had taken 
to be a tiger) so that the anowhead penetrated it, that was a question of 
mind over matter. So when you shoot, the vision in both eyes must be 
focused on a single point. Where the eyes are focused, the mind, the 
aim and the hands reach out and it is impossible to miss. The old saying 
gets it just right: 'Discern the target as if you had a grudge against it.' 
This is the practical aspect of employing focus. 

mi±"m"m"A^ttu=.m • ^z® • tu@sw ; ^zm'w °#A 
$ > eiitttt > ftmz'w •• mzwrnu* ° m*=.m - ®&fr'wm 
"•A"A£A? 
However, 'focus' and 'concentration' can't be separated one from the 
other. When you start your draw, you fix your eyes on the target: this 
is what is called 'concentration'. When the arrow is released, you focus 
on the target: this is called 'concentration' as well. What both have in 
common is that they rely on sight. But if they were originally no different, 
why am I dividing them into the terms 'concentration' and 'focus' now? 

I H.I El 

R M I A A I ^ . sitggmw > R&mzm > MA^m •• ffAfis • mm. 
m® > mwrns: • #AWI • 
Only for this reason: whenever anyone draws a bow these days, although 
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they can fix their sight on the target, and although they can extend their 
muscular power to the limit once they have reached full draw, they just 
let go [at that point] and they never get a chance to really distinguish 
their target. If their subconscious is all over the place, they are bound to 
deflect the anow at the release. 

fttt^g < mzm > mz.-wz% > wjnnttA = mm Am > a ISM ra
ti ' smt&z& > mm^z&m-n > mn • ^mmfait-m, > mm • 
So after 'balance' and 'lightness', I have added another term, 'focus', as 
a reminder to everyone: when they are preparing to release the arrow, 
they must visually distinguish some point on the target, or else the centre 
of the target, or the top or the bottom, project their subconscious and 
their hand technique towards that point and then release. 

IHIfi 

trwzz . m&ntAz-mmm • #itAA > ¥-**§ - @AH§ > m 

AI • mm&M ? # * # * w * £ • 
So the term 'focus' is actually something I have invented for faulty archers. 
As far as the perfect archer is concerned, as soon as his hands raise the 
bow, his vision will concentrate and his subconscious will focus on a 
single point. From beginning to end, his mental energy will be finely 
attuned: as soon as the bow is at full draw, he will achieve balance, and 
then lightness, and then off the arrow will go. Why does 'focus' come 
after 'balance' and lightness'? That is something the accomplished archer 
can't afford to overlook! 

m -«• % *m' a » s s . sjr-jr • mm& > tmmm • mzwm 
utt • m^m^zm > i±%mAzm& ° 
Conclusion 

Although 'concentration', 'full draw', 'balance', 'lightness' and 'focus' are 
five stages, they are actually a single process. 'Concentration' and 'focus' 
operate together at the beginning and end: they both involve employing 
your vision. 'Concentration' comes at the predraw, and 'focus' comes 
at the very point of release. 
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I HIM 

tra"«"?APiiiA«* • $3# • nmmwcZAmmmmmAzwm. • 

The term 'full draw' in the middle is the basis of the draw. 'Balance' is 
what you use to even out the forces at the end of the full draw and to 
position yourself for the conect moment of release. 

IHU1 

titAWIt > KW"*"? > -Htmt • AAAAftABgW ° tE*n . ft#75# 

Everyone who discusses archery talks of the 'full draw' as if you just 
released the shot as soon as you had reached the full draw, without a 
moment to reflect on whether the arrow will overshoot, fall short, or 
go wide of the mark. As you should all know, full draw is the basis of 
attaining distance in your shot: not accuracy. 

• • / I l l 

ftMA^.mAwm° ttmnm? mnnzm> ommm•^mmmfr 
if. »KE£ . mmumAmmzm • WLM^Z^ • MISA&AJI • 
If you reach full draw and don't achieve balance, every anow you release 
will be deflected. What is it you must strive for at full draw? Once full 
draw is reached, you must pull that little bit further to get the anowhead 
evenly a little further back onto the bow-grip; then when you have set 
up the shot, you will have laid the ground for a light release. So if you 
have the skill of'balance', your full draw will not lack substance. 

A « i > fc^zmmmmth -mA\am• Wi^mz^ > w&tiz&m 

'Lightness' is the element which creates the moment of release at the 
end of the 'balance', providing for your technique to result in a hit. When 
the 'balancing' I describe above is in progress, the anow has not yet been 
released, but the shot is all set up. 'Lightness' takes up where 'balance' 
leaves off and provides the lightness and relaxation that the release depends 
on for accuracy. The skill of lightness is what makes the trick of balance 
work. 
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• »!:*>• 

a # - ^^ftAtttt - ^mmztti - imw • * - A - « A A * A . 
'Focus' brings together the spirit of all the other skills, and hones them 
onto the target so that 'concentration', 'full draw', 'balance' and 'lightness' 
can be brought to a successful conclusion. 

m% -
Starting from 'concentration', through 'full draw', then 'balance', then 
'lightness' and through to 'focus' is all in the space of a single breathing 
cycle. As soon as you have concentrated, go to full draw; as soon as you 
have gone to full draw, get the balance; then do the 'lightness' and 'focus' 
and release the arrow to hit the target. As quickly as a single breath in 
and out , as if going through the human body from head to foot, 
connecting quickly without the slightest interruption: that is all there is 
to the 'highway of archery'! 

®G&M%zm*mn?i% > ft&ummm •• raxm > etrua ° m 
mx% - - A ^ * . WZT-A • xmmm% > te*-n. mitwiw&ft; 
^-jgg£ > /AtA® • iltttlt##4 - AAP^AAAP > ffiAA'WA 
PI ' ffEFjfFtil" 

Yet the fact that there are those who practise their whole life long and 
never get the hang of it is enough to demonstrate the enor in acquiring 
faulty archery technique. O n e false turn on the highway and you ' re 
saddled with it until your hair has turned white. Just like a student of 
literature can never write successfully once he gets into a bad style. O r a 
student of calligraphy who grips his brush -wrongly will still have a poor 
hand even in old age. If you try to conect yourself you will feel things 
are even worse. This is what happens when the beginner veers off course 
and can't work out which the right turning is. So the following section,15 

'Identifying Enors ' has been written for this purpose. 

15. This section is not included in this translation. 
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The main theme of this text is a plea for a consistent form. It is certainly 
true to say that a consistently repeated set of movements, whether Gao 
Ying's or another, helps to form the basis of a more balanced muscle 
development and a greater confidence on the part of the archer. In another 
part of his book, he sets out a series of critiques of both the cunent method 
and of other popular archery textbooks. These textbooks have not been 
transcribed in this book, but mainly reflect the teachings in the Guided 
Tour Tlirough the Forest of Facts. Gao's principle criticisms of these techniques 
are: 
• that there is insufficient concentration of the mind at the moment of 

release. This is addressed by his 'focus' (paragraph 12A35). 
• that traditional methods of releasing i.e., the 'snap' ($?) and the 'twist' 

(?;) ,16 resulted in too much hand shock. This is addressed by special 
attention to 'lightness' (paragraph 12A29). 

Gao Ying's unsparing attacks on other schools of archery may have 
been one of the reasons that he fell into obscurity in China. Barely a single 
copy of his work, the Orthodox Introduction to Martial Archery can be found 
now in China, and the Guide Through the Maze of Archery Study seems to 
have been lost completely in China, with copies only remaining in Japan. 

Gao Ying's method draws on the mechanics of a type of repeating 
crossbow to develop his own style of draw, the ' Inchworm' draw. The 
inchworm metaphor derives from the Zhou Dynasty's Book of Changes, 
where the movement of the inchworm is used to illustrate the cyclic nature 
of economic change. Gao Ying borrows the metaphor to refer to the 
concept of reculer pour mieux sauter. The text of his method, with illustrations 
from a Japanese edition from about 1750, follows below. 

An Orthodox Study of Martial Archery: A Guide Through the 
Maze of Archery Study ( S M E M I E ^ • £iTOi5$ii)by Gao 
Ying 

1 H I I 

111. No. 7 The Maze Guide Inchworm Movement: The Predraw 

16. See Chapter 11, paragraph 11B2 
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"Rmmmmuffi® 

mm$m*7&n& • 

Buff#jtF5]it!l 

^-ft&W • AN 
£fcf3H±*rj& 

'Only by curling back can the inchworm stretch forward.'18 At the 
predraw, you keep the bow-arm shoulder down first, turning the bow-
arm to point down towards the ground, and bring the draw-arm elbow 
to point upward as you grip the string. The bow-arm shoulder is kept 
low and immobile while the bow-arm itself is raised and the two fists 
are forced evenly away from one another. Once the bow-arm hand draws 
level with the eye and the draw-hand comes level with the cheek, the 
bow is fully drawn. 

A . mmm^\ > nm*wiism&n& ° 
mrnmzth.mw&nm 

At this point the bow-arm shoulder is still low and both arms are relatively 
high: the bow-arm shoulder pushes the bow-hand palm upward from a 
low position. The draw-hand comes down smoothly from above and 
the draw-hand fist pulls while remaining level. That way the bow comes 
to full draw without your having planned to draw it fully! 

17. « ^ H i r T » • 
18. This quotation from the Book of Changes refers to everything occurring in a cycle of 

recession followed by progress. The character' ft is sometimes given in the archaic 
orthography 'fg' . 
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imnnzmz • RmmmhmA • %#fisr££Aft > &^mAmn 

It's just like the way 
that Z h u g e Liang ' s 
r e p e a t i n g c rossbow 
draws back the string: 
you just pull down the 

load ing lever at the 
back , the stock of the 
crossbow remains stiff 
and immobile, and the 
crossbow comes to full 
draw by itself without 
any effort. 

*AAAnf£'ft°^A^Ii!u) 
gpp±rbAf^w#w. immA-m ? %%Rm^m^ 
« ° IWiZm > IrJBtETffi* • mW£W& ' A»£r«£ 
ffiit • W3gg» - ps«3e*mM - « - ^ W # A . A A 
{BJltK+'MAiSc3 (S • ̂ ftff (Wm°\) •) 

IWMI*H • ft^-ts• n * B « . a 
«¥l»l±-iM! 

People today don't know how to come to full draw. When they predraw, 
they start off with their bow-arm shoulder hunched high and they put 
all their reliance into the strength of their arms to drag the bow open. 
Like that, their arms are out of strength by the time they've come to 
full draw and they let off the anow straight away without being able to 
concentrate calmly on the target. H o w can the arrow be accurate like 
that? If you use the Maze Guide Inchworm Movement to bring the 
bow to full draw, you're finished just as soon as the draw-arm pulls up 
and back. Immediately on reaching full draw the bow-arm shoulder 
remains firmly pushed down, and then the bow-arm fist is forced straight 
out and you have strength to spare. The draw-arm pulls the string 
horizontally in opposition to the bow-hand fist to extend the movement. 
Together both shoulders move apart firmly, then you use 'lightness' and 
'balance' to release the anow and you are in full control of your vertical 
and lateral aim. Then what problem could you have in hitting the mark? 
(For details of'lightness' and 'balance', please see the 'short cut'.) 
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m)&MRmm\^®«tm%A° 
111. N o . 8 T h e Maze Guide I n c h w o r m Movement : C o m i n g up 
to Full Draw 

3I3)#«£T • mmMMTm > mmmmin^A ° A&^mm > mm 

# • ittBtfj/rf F^fgRfl • *m » W : I0# t p l i A A t t i l • 

As you bring the bow up to full draw, the bow-arm shoulder revolves 
and presses firmly further down. This pushes the middle of the bo-w
arm palm to send the middle of the bow-grip firmly forward. Roughly 
when you start to reach the full-draw point, the bow-hand has risen up 
level with your nose and the draw-hand is level with your ear. At 
complete full draw, the bow-hand fist extends firmly forward to point 
at the target while the draw-hand fist gradually comes down level with 
the cheek. By this point, the bow-arm shoulder should be a little lower 
than the two fists and arms: that is to say, the arm joints are still not 
totally in a straight line. 

mmAmm. < umAmz ° mmxiimm - Am^^^E^mmm > mm 
i t A i M £ • mmAm, ffinsmA • mmmmm > m < siumm -
mnm • w&m • 
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So when your arms have exerted their full strenth, you continue the 
movement with your shoulders. The power of both shoulders spreads 
them apart and when the anowhead has come to the centre of the bow-
gnp, both arms are straight and horizontal and full draw has been reached. 
As you are about to release, the draw-arm fist must not move back. That 
means that the draw-arm elbow has to drop eventually: you apply 
'lightness' and 'balance' and release, and then your elbow drops. See the 
following illustration. 

l U ' r l 

111. N o . 9 The Maze Guide Inchworm Movement: Complete Full 
D r a w before the Release 

<i«Pt • « W # I P B ^ • mnmmsm ° #AKA «ntAS. mm^.m 
m#• ftw&Ffss' (Amn - ABJS : ^Amn < WTHS .)mmv}% 

When the bow is fully drawn, the draw-arm joints are fully extended 
and the draw-arm elbow goes back and the shoulder-blades are forced 
together. As you are releasing, you should not [yet] drop your draw-
arm elbow and you must not bring up your draw-arm fist. That means, 
when you do let the elbow drop (you only do that when the a n o w has 
gone off: before releasing the anow your elbow must not drop) the draw-
arm fist must never drop. You can only release the string with your fist 
held horizontally. 
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4-A#RJf »•# • tetofrtoTffiM4k ° M^«#AB# . f t I t f f iS • W&M 
wzmm • si *§#*«&: n ^ n s . mm^umm^^mm • ttr*K 

People these days who learn the Inchworm Movement know from the 
start that they must keep the bow-arm shoulder low. But when they 
come to full draw and release, their draw-arm shoulder drops, and down 
comes the bow-hand fist in sympathy with it. It's not that they can't 
fully draw the bow: their problem is that they let their draw-arm fist 
drop down and the bow-arm fist is brought down by the draw-arm fist. 
If the bow-hand fist drops, up pops the bow-arm shoulder! 

• H M 

m.^mm^m > H A R A S S ° minw.m > lOBytA^AS > A ^ A 
m' mmj]AMmzimtt± • #ftu#R*§5-#Ajy£ittii ° &mRm %> 
riATiiijfi # . nmmmmA > '&wmm^fc < mmmmminm • 
It's a certain thing: drop the bow-hand fist and the shot won ' t go far; 
bring up the bow-arm shoulder and the bow-arm can't keep a firm grip 
and the arrow will go off askew as well. That means that even if you 
can get your bow-arm shoulder down at the start your skill will be for 
no th ing . This is what keeps so many students of the I n c h w o r m 
M o v e m e n t from making a success of it. So if you ' re learning the 
Inchworm Movement and you've managed to get your shoulder down 
at the start, then once your bow is fully drawn, make sure you keep 
your draw-arm fist fully under control and working level with the bow-
hand fist; do not let it drop down. 

I HIM 

RMimm. mmw&Tmmm > t ± i i • 3MJ • mm.A - mm. 
m•ffiwara• 
Just let the draw-arm elbow come down and make the bow-arm shoulder 
force the bow-hand fist up and forward from below. The fuller the bow 
is drawn, the lower the bow-arm shoulder gets and the higher the draw-
arm shoulder gets. Both shoulders stretch apart. 

IM III 
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The arrowhead draws into the centre of the bow-gnp and the two fists 
draw away from each other horizontally. At this point, the bow-arm 
shoulder is first drawn back then stretched forward. The draw-arm 
elbow's movement tends to drop and the arrow is released from this 
movement: this gives rise to the precise timing of release and to the power 
of the release. Only through this can the Inchworm Movement be 
perfected and brought into full effect. 

IHIH 

fIi1tJ«*affffiABPffi . W1AMW- • iffff BttMAAm . MAMM • mM 
AMMthA. fjj«*£Mujif# • mMEmmmth^mMm > m^m^ • 
mmm • {mzrmmA-K • ttAwr^mnm - % • 

If you let the anow go off before the bow-ami shoulder is fully extended, 
that's too quick off the mark; if you get the bow-a rm shoulder fully 
extended and don't release the anow, that's too slow off the mark. If you 
release the anow and then the draw-arm elbow doesn't come down, the 
potential energy will be insufficient and the shot will lack power; if the 
draw-arm elbow comes down before the arrow has been released, then 
the potential energy will be exhausted and the shot will also lack power. 
So if you can't co-ordinate the timing of your bow-arm shoulder and 
draw-arm elbow, the timing and power of your shot will be uncertain. 

IH HI 

i tU/BT«A# > mm^mmm • AJT^IAS- . tm%& • A ^ A « - A 

ummto' mm%m.mz±%mmtt& ? 

It has to be: get your bow-arm shoulder right down, then push forward 
— get your draw-arm level completely horizontal before you let it drop 
down, and then let the shot go off from there. Everything completely 
fulfilled, not early, not late, and then you can gain the right timing and 
the right power. Sad to say, how can an officer reach this stage unless 
he is steeped in chivalry? 

ESQ 

AitftR4?HA« • ^wsi^Asifstii • m.mimzmm& • ^mmAZ 
nm - &i& • #$R«£#*nfijjit»i*tfi>»(Rmmm&t •• wn < 
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All forms of archeiy can basically be split into just three main phases: 
they start with the predraw and rapidly come to the full draw; then there 
is a hold at full draw and firming up the stance; and finally the a n o w is 
released with the right timing and power. You'll never be able to reach 
the full extent of your skill in this w i thou t using the I n c h w o r m 
Movement. (The power of the Inchworm Movement to bring out the 
full extent of your skill is something that the wise student will truly 
appreciate once he has tried it out a few times.) 

HI. N o . 10 The Maze Guide Inchworm Movement: The Release 

#A»A*fflW •• mizmM • Mmmm • A*AI§ • WK®.T%. - fr* 
mmmm^u g^Ai? • mm > WSMASP# - m^^m^m >m**i 

The right way to release does not rely on the arms but on drawing power 
from the shoulders. You push out straight and let the shot go: don't snap 
back or twist with the draw-hand or the bow-hand. The bow-a rm 
shoulder pushes forward from below, the base of the bow-arm fist comes 
forward straight and the web of the bow-hand thumb stays natural and 
relaxed. At full draw, the draw-arm elbow drops down just as the anow 
has been released. The root of the palm will face naturally forward, you 
apply lightness' and 'balance', and the arms separate along a horizontal 
plane. 
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I HIM 

m»&9m®. ' SfeAft • filAS* . AfAiTftAltA • i t i jAW^ 
tii • mzmmmm"mikw • mm - S#A > Ammmmn^ • $*3 
ffi* A i f I 0 A £ • A t f j # 8 • A S f l l t ^ a ^ • 

Your body position will feel as if you are leaning backwards, you never 
waver the slightest bit. The anow leaves the bow with power — truly 
what they call 'the draw-hand releases the anow and the bow-hand does 
not react'. In comparison, the release technique illustrated in the 
'Principle Strategies of Military Preparedness' relies on 'snapping' and 
'twisting' to release the anow: they are just trying to give a superficial 
impression of the sharpness of the arrow and the maximization of 
potential energy. Once the bow is fully drawn, the hands will move and 
the body will waver, then the off-centre release of the anow will produce 
a very different impression from the brave appearance of the archer! 

The fall of the Ming and the invasion of China by the Manchus saw 
a period of disorder in which many of the intelligentsia were, as during 
the Yuan Dynasty, not prepared to submit to Manchu rule. The Manchus 
at first cruelly suppressed any attempts at resistance. They forced all Han 
Chinese males to adopt the Manchu hairstyle. While certain official posts 
were open to Chinese candidates, many of the literati refused to take part 
in the Manchu examinations at first. 

As a result, a number of the intelligentsia retired to rural life, and were 
prepared to study and write about martial arts — a pursuit that traditional 
Confucian scholars might have abhorred in earlier times. Martial arts 
therefore benefited from academic study, and the number of books on 
archery which appeared in the early part of the Qing Dynasty can partly 
be attributed to this increase in academic interest. 

The reign periods of the three early Qing Emperors, Kang Xi (flfiJIS), 
Yong Zheng CMlE) and Qian Long ($£Pll), spanned a period of 133 years 
from 1662-1795. This was a period of growth and stability under three 
enlightened monarchs. While Han Chinese culture was venerated, any 
expressions of anti-national minority feelings among the Han Chinese was 
suppressed. This resulted — particularly during the reign of Qian Long — 
in a suppression of books which were considered insulting to the Manchus 
or any of the steppe-land tribes. Books containing strategic information 
which could be used to resist the Manchu reign were also banned. It is 
possible that the implementation of Qian Long's Literary Inquisition by 
overzealous officials may have resulted in a number of works being lost.19 

19. § T~ SICK fit HI&) was one of the military works proscribed at the time (slltr) . Luckily, 
copies have survived. 
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As a reaction to the Qing rulers' attempts to suppress potentially 
subversive activities among the Han Chinese, a number of religious or 
quasi-religious factions went underground. These religious groups often 
sponsored schools of martial arts, and underground martial arts activities 
were a hallmark of the Qing period. However, they leave their traces today 
mainly in the schools of Chinese boxing, sword fighting, staff fighting and 
acrobatics which have survived up to the present. The extant schools of 
martial arts have not retained traditions of archeiy. 

The Manchus themselves had their own traditions of archery; in 
particular, they favoured a massive bow with long heavy arrows which 
became established as the standard, supplanting the smaller bows that are 
invariably illustrated in Ming woodcuts of archery. The Manchu bow, 
while constructed in most respects hke the Chinese bows of earlier dynasties 
with wood or bamboo, horn and sinew, were large and heavy. 

Many of these bows survive today. When strung, they were around 
196 cm from tip to tip. When new, they would have a draw-weight of 
around 30 kg. They were often finished in the Manchu fashion with birch 
bark into which patterns were laid with peach bark strips depicting bats 
or the stylized character for 'ten thousand' — symbols for longevity. The 
static tips ('siyahs') of such bows were long at around 30 cm, and the bow 
was prevented from becoming unstrung by a massive, bone or horn string 
bridge at the joint of the limb and the static tip. 

Qing archer photographed by John Thomson in about 1870 
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The military organization of the Qing Dynasty was based on the 'Eight 
Banners', which were originally established by the unifier of the Manchu 
people, Nurhachi (1559-1616) (UPfnj'h) . Banners were organized as 
administrative, production and military groupings (like the Mongols, the 
early Manchus did not distinguish between these functions), but later 
developed into military groupings. 

Following their invasion of China, the Manchus under Nurhachi's 
youngest son, Huang Taiji (1626—1653) (MAS) supplemented their own 
eight banners with eight banners for the Mongols and eight for the Han 
Chinese. But the principal military role in the early part of the Qing 
Dynasty was played by the Manchu eight banners who numbered about 
220 000, half of whom were based at the capital as the imperial guard, 
and the other half distributed around the country for defence of the 
borders. 

In the Ming Dynasty, the Chinese army already had firearms available, 
purchased from the Portuguese. But until the Qing Dynasty, such firearms 
(mainly artillery pieces and muskets) were insufficiently accurate and reliable 
in bad weather to gain the confidence of the military leadership. In Ming 
military theory, firearms were mainly used as land-mines, siege weapons 
and incendiary devices: the gun was not favoured as a battlefield weapon. 
(This may have given rise to the erroneous Western perception that the 
Chinese used gunpowder for fireworks rather than weapons of war.) By 
the Qing, however, muskets and rockets were an established part of the 
Chinese military arsenal, and musketry became an established part of 
Chinese military technique. 

Yet at first the Manchu court held firmly to its nomadic roots. The 
first three Manchu Emperors were at pains not to allow the Manchu race 
to become 'softened' by becoming alienated from nomadic skills. For this 
reason, they took extra care to ensure that archeiy remained as an important 
part of military training. 

1I>N1 

(St** • ££+» 

Texts on Qing History: Military affairs No. 10 

Because the Manchus had long emphasized mounted archery, it was not 
permitted to specialize in musketry alone to the detriment of skill with 
bow and arrow; and those who practised on horseback with spears and 
arrows did their best to achieve the highest skills. 
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The early training regimen of the Manchu banners is recorded as 
follows: 

»IMfif§lt mmZ® > gfttil . <3fflAA > tif-gHR • ^ # A A . 
&mwm° # f 4 ^ P ' ^SM^AMW^A • 

The Manchus had long emphasized mounted archeiy . . . when they first 
established their state their archery was as follows: they used bows of 
eight li draw-weight; their arrows were three Chinese feet long and the 
arrowheads were five Chinese inches long and were called 'armour-
piercing gimlets'. Whatever they hit, they pierced, and they could even 
transfix two men with some power to spare. 

The Chinese troops raised to make up the numbers necessary for the 
defence of the Qing realm were assembled under a 'Green Banner'. The 
'Green Banner' troops were all schooled in the Ming traditions of use of 
weapons; but as far as archery was concerned, they were considered 
relatively weak.20 They made up for this, however, with an enormous 
assortment of weapons (including over sixteen varieties of sword and a 
number of varieties of gingalls and muskets). In terms of fighting technique, 
however, the Green Banner was thought to be outmoded, preserving the 
worst of the impractical but good-looking styles to which Qi Jiguang had 
been so opposed.21 

Ultimately, the bow and arrow lost all its significance in warfare while 
the crossbow no longer made an appearance in the battlefield. The survival 
of archery in the Qing Dynasty was mainly due to its preservation as part 
of the syllabus for the military examinations. 

The Qing Military Examination System 

The Qing military examination (SiflfA system represented the final stage 
of the Chinese examination system formally initiated under the Tang Empress 
Wu Zetian in 702. One thousand years later, it still had many of the main 

20. Tf t r J : « ^ ^ * * « » < # A A A ) • "^f f i#»¥0f -S •" 
21. « t ? f # a » < # A A A . IWAAfME) : " t « S f f « > * § * * « > AErRM > SI 

L 
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features with which it had started out: it was formally sponsored by the 
royal household and strictly Confucian in its precepts, and it was also the 
door to elevation to the upper ranks of the Manchu or Chinese civil service 
and military establishment. The basic format, however, closely followed 
the Ming model, although standards were progressively lowered as the Qing 
Dynasty progressed. The general structure of the system was as follows: 
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Candidates for the examinations were exclusively male, and had to be 
aged less than 60.22 Those who wished to pursue a military career were 
excluded from taking the literary examinations, and vice versa. In the mid-
1890s, near the end of the dynasty, a learned Chinese Jesuit priest from a 
Catholic Mission in Shanghai, Et ienne Zie [%) , set out a detailed 
eyewitness account of the Qing military examinations in Nanjing (lfj50 . 
Details of his account follow.23 

22. This was a general rule, but was made explicit by decrees of Qian Long in 1744 and 
1753. 

23. Le P. Etienne Zie (Siu) S.J. 'Pratique des Examens Militaires en Chine'. Shanghai: Varietes 
Smologiques No. 9. 1896. 
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'The examinations were divided into three sessions (Hjf N A ' —*#). The 
first session consisted of a test in mounted archery, the second consisted 
of archeiy on foot, together with three tests of strength,24 and the third 
was a written examination. The first two were outdoor tests (̂ lA4!) and the 
last was taken indoors (|A}:IJ§) .This formula predated the Qing Dynasty, 
having been already current in the Ming. At one point (1660) the tests of 
strength were dropped, only to be reintroduced later (1774). The third 
session, i.e. the written examination, originally consisted of a dissertation 
on a subject from the military classics, but in 1807, this was replaced23 by 
a test in which a candidate was required to write down from memory a 
paragraph of about 100 characters from the works of Sun Zi (i^iSAj^ft)), 
Wu Zi (£ie«>£A») of the Sima Bing Fa MXsAIf l f t ' f t ) ) ' . 

Elementary Level 

The First Session (MM) 

' O n the appointed day, starting at dawn, the candidates presented 
themselves to the Sub-Prefect dressed in ceremonial dress (hat, gown and 
ceremonial boots, without an outer garment). This normally took place 
at the military t raining ground (%M). The Sub-Prefect is usually 
accompanied by a military official as his assistant, and in their presence, 
the candidates are grouped into groups often. 

'Next a roll-call (11^5) is taken of the first group often by the Ministry 
of War, and they then present themselves at the point where they mount 
their horses (#Ml!t) . 

'The horses belong to the candidates, or else they are hired. At Nanjing, 
hiring a horse on the day of the examination costs double what it would 
cost on a normal day. 

Horseback Archery Course 

24. The three tests were: drawing on a heavy bow ( 3 1 ® ^ ) , wielding a heavy halberd (ff 
VcA) and raising a heavy stone (w.A) . 

25. mmArAt • "mm > \^mmmxum«mi. *m-§t > m-g&¥. • 
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'Holding a bow with an arrow in his left hand, and with two more 
arrows stuck obliquely in his belt behind him, the candidate mounts his 
horse and gallops into the curving part of archery course. At the required 
moment , he fires at the first target. If he hits, the attendants who are 
standing nearby beat a few times on a drum. Then he shoots his two other 
arrows in the same fashion at the second and third target and if he is 
successful, the drums sound out once again. (Around Songjiang (IAA) and 
Suzhou (^j'l'D , the local hotheads almost always try to grab the arrows in 
full flight, resulting in varying degrees of injury!) Still on horseback, the 
candidate calls out his own name (Hx^), dismounts and hands his horse 
over to someone (ifeJ§) . If during the test the candidate loses an arrow, 
his hat or falls off his horse, he is considered as having breached decorum 
(A Ht), and he is disqualified from the whole of the outdoor sessions. 

'The candidate dismounts with his bow in hand, and presents himself 
before the Presiding Officer, who is standing at the far end of the entrance 
to the course. He bows, gives his name once again, and retires modestly. 
This continues in the same way for all the candidates in the group until 
they have finished the test; then they continue with the second group, 
and so on. 

'Once the test of mounted archery is over, the Presiding Officer does 
not announce the results; he just gives the time fixed for the archery on 
foot, either in the afternoon of the same day, or on the following day.' 

Second Session (AM) 

'Archery on foot normally takes place in the official building of the Sub-
Prefect, behind closed doors and under the supervision of the Sub-Prefect 
himself. He is assisted by a military official. The roll-call is also carried 
out by the Ministry of War, and once again the candidates are divided 
into groups often. 

'After the roll-call and the division into groups, they present themselves 
before the Sub-Prefect, and one of the candidates steps forward with his 
bow in his left hand and five anows inserted in his belt behind him. After 
placing a thumbring26 ($k) on the thumb of his right hand, he assumes a 
serious and modest expression and stands for a few moments with his right 
side turned towards the Presiding Officer. Then he takes an arrow, nocks 
it against the string, spreads his feet, leans to one side, grasps his bow and 

26. The most prized thumbnngs are ofjade, dating from the Han Dynasty (JUT) . They are 
greyish-white in colour, with red veins and stripes of green. Those which have been 
retrieved from the tombs of military graduates are reddish in colour. The idea of protection 
by the spirits [of the ancestors] is attached to such rings. 
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with his eyes fixed on the target, he releases the arrow. If his has scored a 
hit, the drum sounds. Then he puts his feet back together with his arms 
still stretched out and remains like that for a few moments before standing 
erect once again. Then he takes the second arrow and continues in the 
same fashion until the fifth. At the conclusion of his round, he goes and 
presents himself once more to the Presiding Officer and, as in the mounted 
archeiy, another candidate takes his place. 

'Once the examination is over, the doors are opened once again and 
those assembled are dismissed without music or the firing of artillery. The 
result is not published. The Sub-Prefect just indicates the time set for the 
gymnastic exercises.' 

The 'gymnastic exercises' were a test of physical strength of the 
candidates. One of these tests was carried out with special bows known 
as 'numbered bows' (fJ :^) . These bows were extraordinarily large and 
heavy. Their standard sizes — No. 1, No . 2 and N o . 3 — were 12, 10 
and 8 /irrespectively (70.8 kg, 59 kg and 47.2 kg). They were constructed 
in exactly the same way as the archery bows, except that they were broader 
and had more massive tips. While archery bows had hemp of silk strings, 
the 'numbered bows' had strings made of ox gut. They were usually only 
slightly decorated, and often had a seal near one of the tips bearing the 
number of the bow. 

These 'numbered bows' were never intended to shoot arrows.28 The 
candidate stood before the Presiding Officer with a bow (usually the No. l 
at 70.8 kg)29 held at the centre in his left hand. He would extend his left 
arm, taking up the string in his right and bringing it full draw (grasping 
the string with his full fist, without an anow). Then, he would let it down 
again immediately. He had to perform this action three times, and then 
announce his own name and go down on one knee before the Presiding 
Officer. 

27. Zie gives the standard of the / i (7J) in his area as ten jin (fr) • A jin was 0.59 kg 

(585.79 g), so a li was equivalent to 5.9 kg (13 lb). 

28. Such 'numbered bows' can frequently be found in flea markets in China. They have given 

rise to fantastic speculation about the types of draw-weights used in Chinese archery. 

Occasionally, Chinese and Mongolian acrobats perform feats of strength with them, so 

they remain in occasional use. 

29. 'Numbered bows' are at 13, 14 and 15 li (76.7 kg - 88.5 kg). They were available to 

candidates who wanted them. Success in the test would give the candidate a special grade 

called ' U J M § ' . 
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Archery Examination for Military Licentiate (S£j j |± ) 

The mounted archeiy examination for the licentiate differed from the 
elementary examination in one respect: the shot at the ball (ItiifcfA) . 
According to Zie: 'The ball is about the size of a small pumpkin, about 
60 cm high and 30 cm in diameter. It is made of leather and painted bright 
red, and highly reflective due to the varnish on its cover. Its shape is rather 
like a roll of butter. There is only one on each course, placed on a small 
hummock in the centre raised for the purpose. An arrow of 119 g is used 
to knock it down, 108 cm in length and 4 cm in circumference. It is natural 
wood-coloured, but the fletched part is painted red. It is tipped with a 
leather blunt 6.5 cm in diameter and 4.5 cm in length. 

'When shooting, the candidate has not only to touch the ball: he must 
knock it out of the supporting hummock. All the candidates, in the same 
order as previously, shoot at the ball, not at a right-angle, but slightly 
obliquely. It spins easily enough when hit from the side and, if struck in 
the centre, it readily falls down. If it falls, the drum is struck or else a flag 
is waved. The rider calls out his name immediately and goes over to present 
himself to the Presiding Officer, giving his name again and bending at 
the knee. 

'In all the candidates fire seven arrows: six at the targets and one at 
the ball. As long as three out of seven anows hit their target, this is counted 
as "conforming to the regulations". (Contrary to common belief, a 
candidate is not automatically disqualified if he fails to hit the ball.) He has 
thus met the minimum requirements for being admitted to the remaining 
outdoor sessions. They each had a seal attached to their arm in evidence 
of this.' 

At the archery examinations, there was an officer whose duty was to 
check the draw-weights of the bows brought with them by the candidates. 
The regulation target was five Chinese feet and five inches high, and two 
feet and five inches wide (1.92 m x 0.90 m). In the early part of the Qing 
Dynasty, it was placed at a distance of 80gong(^j) 3"(123 m); but this was 
reduced to 50 gong (77 m) in 1693 and finally to 30 gong (46 m) in 1760. 

'In the morning, at the appointed hour, the candidates went to the 
examination ground. A roll-call was again taken, in groups of ten, and 
each candidate showed the seal on his left arm. This part of the examination 
was to test archery on foot, and the candidates shot in pairs. Thus two 
candidates, each with a bow held in his left hand, and with six arrows 

30. According to Zie, one gong is equal to 5 chi (R.) or 1.537 m 
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inserted in his belt behind him, presented themselves before the Presiding 
Officer and then placed themselves before him, one to the left and the 
other to the right, facing towards the west. A little stone lion cub placed 
on the ground marked the position from which the candidate was to shoot. 
Each stands straight, grasps an arrow at the rear of the shaft and places it 
against the bow. Then he spreads his feet leans slightly forward and raises 
his hands with the bow, looking towards the south at the target. Finally, 
he brings the bow to full draw, shoots at the target, holds himself immobile 
for a few moments and then stands upright again. The anows are too light, 
and if the wind is blowing during the test it renders the whole venture 
very chancy. 

'If the arrow hits, a clerk near the target makes a note of it and the 
drum is struck, while another clerk who stands next to the Presiding Officer 
takes a baton from a stand and places it into a wooden pail. This makes it 
easy to keep track of the successes and failures. All six arrows are shot in 
this fashion. 

'Previously, the ten candidates in a group took it in turn in pairs to 
fire off a single arrow, pair after pair. But in 1786, this was changed so 
that each candidate fired off all his six arrows in succession. If two arrows 
out of six stuck in the target, this was regarded as "mee t ing the 
requirements" . 

'Although two candidates take the test at the same time, they do not 
shoot together. One of the pair shoots his six arrows, and when he has 
finished, the clerk in charge of the batons counts the number in the 
wooden pail and announced aloud to the Presiding Officer how many 
hits there are. The candidate then goes over to the Presiding Officer, calls 
out his name aloud and bends his knee. And so on until the end.' 

The following specifications of the equipment used in the military 
examinations were noted by Zie: 

Specifications of the Bows and Arrows Used in the Examinations 

Length from tip to tip 

Weight in hand 

From string nock to bow-tip 

Length of'siyahs' 
Length of grip 
Thickness at centre of limb 
Maximum breadth of medium bow 

Small: 1.59 m, medium: 1.78 m, 
large: 1.81 m 
Small: 470 g, medium: 650 g, large: 
1100 g 
3 cm 
27 cm 
21 cm 
1 cm 
4.5 cm 
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Maximum breadth of large bow 4.8 cm 
Dimension of string bridges Large: 6.5 cm x 3 cm; Small: 4.4 cm 

x 1.8 cm 
Arrow for horseback archery Leng th : 98 cm; we igh t : 80 g; 

circumference: 4 cm 
Arrow for foot archery Leng th : 92 cm; we igh t : 35 g; 

circumference: 3.2 cm 
Length of fletching / depth of fletch 26—36 cm / 5 cm 

The bow has a layer of horn 2 mm thick attached to the belly, and 
the opposite side is covered with a layer of ox sinew stuck down along it. 
The string is as thick as your little finger or a thick pencil, and is made up 
of a dozen or so filaments of hemp whipped with another filament to keep 
them in place, and there is a loop at each end. The length of each loop, 
including the knot, is 25 cm, and that of the string is 110 cm, giving a 
total string length of 1.6 m. 

Specification of the Target for Archery Examination on Foot 

The target is made from white cloth stretched on a frame 1.92 m high 
and 0.90 m wide. Held up by guy-lines. (Two small, triangular pennants 
at the top corners help show the wind direction at the target face.) It is 
decorated with a large red circle bearing a dragon design to indicate the 
point at which the anow should strike. However, a hit anywhere on the 
white cloth, in fact, suffices to secure a hit. A hit on the frame or the pennants 
does not count. 

Course and Targets for Mounted Archery 

The course for the mounted archery examination (,!§#&/ J§f4l/ 15S&) is 
307 m in length, consisting of an excavated track with a low packed earth 
embankment on each side. Three targets are placed about 1.8 m from the 
wall along the length of the course, roughly 90 m apart. The targets were 
made of straw wrapped in white paper and made in the shape of very 
elongated barrels about 1.6 m high. There was a black circle marking the 
top and bottom, and a red circle with a red crescent below in the middle. 
An alternative form was made of a rolled-up mat of rattan about 2.5 m 
high, wrapped in white paper with three red circles and two small pennants 
at the top. This design was widely used for archery target practice and 
was called the 'heaven-man-and-earth target' (H/ffEA) . 
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As the nineteenth century came and China became more and more 
exposed to aggressive imperialist powers from the East and West, the value 
of archery in the battlefield came more into question, and thus the wisdom 
of selecting China's military leaders on the basis of an archery examination 
came increasingly into doubt. In fact, by the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, a few rustic huntsmen apart, the imperial military examination 
system became the main raison d'etre of archery in China, notwithstanding 
that there were still those who believed that archery was therapeutic and 
therefore regularly shot for exercise and relaxation. This artificial foundation 
was to be the reason for the ultimate loss of the art. 
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High above, the skeins of autumn geese have flown; 
Now is the time to put away my trusty bow. 
Tlie wily old hares are no more in the fields; 

Now is the time to sacrifice 
my coursing hounds to my ancestors. 

Fan Li (3&M) quoted in The Romance of Wu and Yue («^M#f^C)) 
by Zhao Ye (ffifll) (c. 40 - c. 80) 



13 
'he Final Years 

Archery Literature in the Qing 

Confucius was the role model for generations of scholar-officials throughout 
Chinese history. In order to attain this idolized position in Chinese society 
(thus bringing glory to the family and the whole local community), it was 
necessary to take part in the Imperial Examinations. Al though the 
maximum prestige attached to the literary examinations, unprecedented 
numbers of candidates presented themselves to be examined in mounted 
and foot archery, the physical tests with the heavy bow, halberd and 
weightlifting, and a simple test of memorizing the military classics, which 
were a prerequisite for high rank in the army until the middle of the 
nineteenth century. 

Confucius's idealization of the archer (whether real or apocryphal) was 
firmly stamped on the Military Examinations, and provided an excuse for 
the literati to take an interest in archeiy technique. Archeiy skills were to 
be acquired either through finding a suitable tutor, or through self-study. 
Throughout the Qing Dynasty, a constant stream of material1 was published 
for the self-taught student of archery. Such material was mainly marketed 
at the examination candidate. 

1. I have omitted fiction from the list. 
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Approximate Date 

1679 

1697 
c.1700 

1700 
1719 
1722 
1750 
1770 
1839 
1854 
1860 
1862 
1868 
1879 

Title 
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The approach adopted in these works consistently differentiates 
between internal techniques (lAl̂ ff) and external techniques (^b^) . 'Internal 
techniques' included mental control, qigong (MAli), concentration and 
dignified appearance.2 'External techniques' included stance, grip on the 
bow, correct nocking of the arrow, draw-hand technique, aiming and 
follow-through. Frequently, the books provide a glossary of terms, an 
analysis of common shooting faults and philosophical comments about the 
Confucian classics relating to archery. It was also common to provide a 
critique of types of bows and arrows and instructions for their proper 
maintenance. Some books covered archery on foot only, while others 
covered both foot and horseback archeiy. None is exclusively on horseback 
archery. Some books on horseback archery include detailed instructions 
for riding technique and care and training of the horse. 

A thorough examination of the techniques and teaching methods, as 
well as the schools of archery displayed in the Qing archery manuals is a 
fascinating study, but would be well beyond what is appropriate in this 
book. I shall instead discuss examples from the three main styles of Qing 
archery writing: the illustrated manual, books of mnemonic rhymes and 
the discursive treatise. 

2. These are explained at the beginning of Chapter 12. 
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Illustrated Manuals 

Relatively few of the Qing archery manuals are illustrated to the extent that 
we would expect a sports manual to be illustrated today. Cost was not such 
a consideration: including black and white woodblock line drawings in a 
book was not expensive given that the text was carved into the woodblock 
anyway. Rather, authors tended to assume that illustrations were of limited 
use. They took for granted that the 'internal techniques' could not be 
illustrated at all, and that pictures could not represent movements. 

However, two books are particularly interesting for their attempts to 
provide guidance by fulsome use of drawings. The most elaborate book is 
the Illustrated Guide to Archery Method (If ft 11" Serf ft $ ) by Liu Q i ( # J ^ ) 
published in 1722.' Unique elements in Liu Qi's book are the attempt to 
depict Manchus of the Royal Bodyguard in Beijing as the model, and the 
use of front, side and oblique views of the models in an attempt to explain 
body position more comprehensively. 

The Illustrated Guide starts with a discussion of technique. The discussion 
is in thirty-six sections, of which the first eight, 'mental preparation' ( f | A ) , 
'concentration' (AES) , 'breathing' ( f l S ) , 'balance of strength' ( ^ A ) , 'the 
predraw' (31 *?), 'firmness of s t a n c e ' O ^ - ) , 'aim' (̂ Fffj) and 'moment of 
release' (#18) are 'internal techniques'. Liu points out through a rhetorical 
question that 'predraw' and 'moment of release' might be expected to be 
'external techniques', but he considers them as being based internally. 

Liu then continues with an examination of the role played by various 
parts of the body — feet, shoulders, upper arms, fingers, etc. — and follows 
with an examination of the components of the shot itself. H e then 
recommends some practice methods and describes the method for 
horseback archeiy. 

The book ends with the 'Cavalry and Infantry Archery Illustrations' 
(J§ ' i^H^.) which are reproduced below: 

T̂ r m • mmmmx - #sw»» • mmm^m • mmm% • m&m^ 

3. The whole book was reproduced in the 1940s by the Shanghai Municipal Martial Arts 
Advancement Association under the title m A f r l i s t i l r edited by the eminent martial 
arts historian. Tang Hao TMW-. 1897-1959) . Only one original copy remains. 
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There are thirteen of these illustrations of [archery] on horseback and 
on foot, all modelled on the technique of the Roya l Bodyguard. 
Everything which relates to the important [archery] methods — both 
old and new — is set out for you to see in these drawings. Their purpose 
is to provide you with a point of comparison; they are not just for 
decoration. From head to toe there is nothing [in these models] that is 
not in accordance with the conect method; nothing which is not of use. 
You must carefully observe every position and grasp what underlies each 
action. Then you go in front of the mirror or under the light of a lamp 
and try to mimic them, and try to get the position of your whole body 
exactly like theirs. Once you are set in the mould, you would not have 
been able to do better even talking face to face with a knowledgeable 
master. 

Ik? VI 

^mm- s a w s >XM&&•m^AAmm>TAT*• 
Setting up Stance and Grasping the B o w 

Pay attention to his internal alignment and external straightness. He is 
natural and relaxed. His whole state of mind is based primarily on not 
making a show of his internalized skill; second to this is his grip on the 
bow, which is dignified and reserved. This demeanour also has an air of 
expansiveness which you cannot afford not to learn. 
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Km 

SttfcmM" • ASAltPHifli . P&JLAAMB • ?**AAAf»* • 

Fixing the Aim and Finding the Nock 

Note his dignified and still appearance, his concentration as he studies 
the target without the faintest trace of emotion. As to grasping the bow 
like embracing the moon, handling the nock as if plucking a star', these are just 
fashions in the capital and you need only note the general elements, but 
you can gain a little extra skill by learning them. 

• EMM 

itt#S#lfkffiAAr«T{£ • ffiJftTffTffi . K*Sm • fflAJIA^ ° ®W 

B# • AA.^B& • aie^jse • 

Setting the Bow and Controlling Breathing 

In this illustration, note the following points: how he holds his arms — 
not too high and not too low; his ribcage not too expanded and not 
too twisted; he has spread at the hips and is expanding at the waist to 
inhale deeply; he is facing directly on to the target and his shoulders are 
level. Nevertheless, these are all external features and you can see them 
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easily; it is the control of his breathing which is the most difficult [to 
portray]: you have to look carefully at the point by his navel where he 
is inhahng, then you can see the skill in it. This is the stage [in the whole 
procedure] where you control your breath, and you must not overlook 
it. Remember that! 

inn 

nt^n^m > #jEfiufi, • Mmfan • w - -WAM&m^AA • Afti t tM 
m ' Mj^R^tt > WA-M > KAt£ > MAffl > *Ji*MS . IfÂ HfrAE > ^ 
AAA^Pitt • S f̂cMfc > i04f m$k ° 

Drawing Together the Hips and Drawing the String to the Chest 

This illustration is taken obliquely, not directly from the side. Observe 
how he has managed to fully apply tension to his shoulders, elbows and 
back. This is all vital at this juncture. As for his hips not being tense, his 
bot tom not sticking out, his belly not protruding, his pulse-points not 
bent: although you are looking from the outside and his internal stance 
is not visible, you cannot set your form other than in this way. If you 
get this wrong, it is an enor of form. 
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First Adding Tension Evenly, then Gaining Strength All R o u n d 

Look at the illustration and see how, after drawing the bow to 80—90%, 
he redoubles his breathing control and marshals his strength so that he 
gains even tension in his chest, stomach, hips and elbows. Once he has 
done that, he can spread his shoulders and compress his dorsal muscles: 
this is the task that comes before the full draw. You must work hard on 
imitating this model then you will have sufficient strength remaining for 
the full draw. 

9i3Ait# 

imnTEw. > &x&wm • w&wwn®. • A AM • M A S M • wm 

A . mma. m • mus/it > m^mmz^. sitgA -

Bringing the B o w to Full Draw 

This illustration is taken directly from the side, so you cannot see how 
the bow is drawn close in to the chest. Note how his chest is opened 
out and his left and right shoulders together with his elbows are as straight 
as the arms of a balance. Like that, his dorsal muscles are sure to be 
compressed. This is the correct way to come to full draw. The student 
needs to go in stages and he will attain the skill properly. As for taking 
the strain with the bow-arm and the string-arm reverting to the [conect] 
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position, and the waist and stomach being held tense: these all have the 
advantage of supporting each other, so you should pay special attention 
to them. 

it^mm A A » A « E • nmmm •• Am i - i i * • AitA* 

%±%. . MX^A^ -> -ftftJi^JR • AASfl • 

Effective Use o f Hands at the Release 

In this illustration, note how his bow-arm remains immobile. This is 
the final point in the process and is the last task to be undertaken. It is 
just like the ancient method: 'The bow-hand releases the shot and the 
string-hand does not react.' As for letting the string-hand extend straight 
out, this is just ensuring that the shot goes absolutely straight. But if you 
do it too violently, that will also be an enor. Both of these points are of 
importance and should not be overlooked. 

itt»a#fftA^A* • Affi#w • Til Aft • mmmitM ° A I ^ U T A • 
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Frontal V i e w o f the A i m 

In this illustration, note how he has the bow held level with his target, 
neither tilted nor canted, with b o w - and string-hands pointing in a 
straight line. This is a vital thing to work on: no other stance can equate 
with this one. 

iit^smimr-m >M*»t> A AS • A*f#snt»%m - m - n - m -

Taking the Strain on the Draw-Arm Elbow 

In this illustration, note how his elbows are not loose, the shoulder is 
not hunched, the arm is not hanging down: this provides the greatest 
rigidity. You also need to work on imitating his head, chest, back, waist 
and bottom positions. 
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At^mimMAm > A-IAA-HSH - S K A • » * * • * * , £ . « * 
WA > t^^lMM • 

Bringing the Horse onto the Course 

In this illustration, note how he is bringing the horse onto the course 
without nervousness or fluster. The position of his hands, arms, hips, 
knees , and feet are also correct : none of these points should be 
overlooked. 
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itm^mmmmw^n > SWMIB mmm > M^MMI& • I#AX«M 
i f W^ • lt*fflf?A • 

Normal Target Archery Practice 

In this illustration, note these important points: how he has his hips 
sideways to the target and his buttocks are immobile; he is extending 
his arms forward and his shoulders are at ease. When the bow is fully 
drawn, it is vertical. And once again, his weight is spread between his 
knees. You should observe this model carefully. 

Shoot ing D o w n at the Ball on the Ground 

In this illustration, note how he has his knees flexed and is bent forward at 
the hips; he has also raised the string to his chest to get a view of his target. 
This is the style that the Manchus are accustomed to: the stance that gives 
the facility usually to be able to hit. Learning it is easy; however, but do 
not let your right foot leave the stirrup and do not relax your grip on the 
top of the saddle with both knees. This is an important method. 
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Bringing the Horse Back in After Shooting 

In this illustration, note how he is calmly reining in the horse, both upper 
arms pressed into the ribcage, his strength distnbuted over his whole body, 
leaning neither backwards nor forward, driving forward with each step. 
Besides having the appearance of being at ease, it keeps the four hooves 
regular, thus permanently avoiding enors of shying or stumbling on the 
part of the horse. 
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%mm» > wg^*ttwji^ • M S M - **«iMi • A sawn 

The foregoing four4 mounted archery positions are all closely based on 
the style of the Royal Bodyguard. That they are extremely reliable and 
conversant [with the art] is beyond any doubt. Starting from our own 
generation, they have been selected for their excellence from among all 
candidates in the Imperial Examinations. The only thing you need is 
complete familiarity and ease with your horse and your bow. This is 
something that you can acquire on your own: it does not need to be 
covered in this volume. 

Renyan Year of Kang Xi (1722). 

T h e Illustrated Guide to Archery Method b roke some n e w ground in using 

different views of the same subject to give the reader a more complete picture 

of the co r r ec t s tance for foot and m o u n t e d archery . A n o t h e r b o o k , t h e 

Concentrating the Mind to Pierce a Flea (HU'LVfil)5 by Ji Jian ($££8) published 

in 1679 also tried something new: a diagrammatic representation of the joints. 

4. 

5. 

One of them (paragraph 13A12) is a standing position, used in practising for horseback archery. 
A reference to the story by Lie Zi, included in Chapter 7, paragraph 7L1. 
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The body position which the diagram on p. 372 is trying to achieve 
is one that is frequently depicted in Qing art showing archers in action. 

This position must have been considered graceful. It appears to reflect 
in an infantry archery stance the position that would be adopted by an 
archer on horseback. The illustration below is also from the Concentrating 
the Mind to Pierce a Flea, and the larger bow shows that training was being 
undertaken using the large, Manchu bow. Note also that the bow-hand 
index finger is extended to feel for the arrowhead, in contrast to the 
earlier Ming style in which the arrowhead was to be drawn back to the 
middle of the grip. 

The book Concentrating the Mind to Pierce a Flea also provides detailed 
illustration of the bow-hand and draw-hand positions. The use of the 
Chinese thumbring has always been a puzzle to Western archers who are 
used to the Mediterranean draw. 
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Bow-hand Position 

0\ The forefinger supports 
the arrow, feels the 
arrowhead and points 
toward the target. 

The thumb presses 
against the middle 
finger, pushing 
out (towards 
the target.) 

Middle, ring 
and little 

fingers curling 
in as if grasping 
an egg. 

Underside 
of wrist straight 

and horizontal 
pointed at target. 

* 
Right Hand Grip on the String 

Remaining fingers curled 
into a fist 

Index finger 
round the 

thumb 
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In the above illustration, I have 'improved' the original drawAig to 
show the alignment of the arrow and the string, which would both be 
obscured by the hand. 

Mnemonic Rhymes (1&I£) 

We have already met mnemonic rhymes in the Han Dynasty's Romance of 
Wu and Yue and in Tang Dynasty Wangju 's Archery Manual. But both of 
them fail to give a proper picture of how pervasive rhymes were in Chinese 
martial arts teaching. Nearly every school had rhymes associated with its 
style of martial arts. 

The rhymes varied from doggerel to quite pretty verses. They 
frequently drew from the better-known classics. Mostly they comprised a 
number of lines of seven-character couplets with a rhyme. In contrast to 
classical Chinese poetry, the rhymes usually reflected current colloquial 
pronunciation rather than the 'established' rhyme groups (IP.) used among 
the literati, which were based on the dialect of Chang An (-{13c) in the 
Tang Dynasty. O n the other hand, they often had rhymes which were 
only apparent to speakers of particular dialects. 

These rhymes also followed a regular grammatical pattern: the sense 
groups were seven characters each with the subject in the first four 
characters and the predicate or a dependent phrase in the last three. The 
effect is quite like rap. 

Clearly the rhymes were intended to help the illiterate to remember 
the main features of their school of archery. Often they were treated as 
secrets (l&tfe), and students were initiated into higher and higher levels (as 
represented by more and more 'secret' rhymes). N o doubt a suitable fee 
or services to the teacher was involved. In this way, the rhymes were 
handed down from generation to generation. Needless to say, they mutated 
in the process so that numerous versions existed of the same basic rhymes, 
perhaps reflecting attempts to adapt rhymes to suit different dialects. 

O n their own, the rhymes were of little use: they represented only 
snapshots of movements or fragments of technique. So a whole subclass 
of textbooks set out to analyse popular rhymes, explain their meaning in 
detail and show the relationship between them. The 1860 work, Collected 
and Expanded Archery Rhymes (MWlMtati by Chen Wangmu (8fL3:i£) is an 
example. But many archery manuals from the Ming Dynasty on approached 
their subject through analysis of popular rhymes. 

Here are two examples taken from the A Bridge to Skill in Archery (ft 
t!f$l£) by Shi Dewei (&&&} published in 1868. I have not risen to the 
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challenge of rendering these rhymes in elegant English verse; the Chinese 
language is better suited to rendering technical detail elegantly in verse 
than English. 

As^Attftg.^mm#m&m° 
mmffltmmw > ummmw ° 
mmn&mmm > S A - P ^ ^ A -

Rhymes on Stance 

When you stand [to shoot] the position is like squatting on an eagle,7 

neither bent, nor rigidly upright, your body must be properly aligned. 
The heart steady, the breathing regular, the mind concentrated through 
the eyes; make your chest expand, your body firm and still. Before you 
look at the target, get your rear foot at right-angles to it; and with your 
mind make out every detail of it.8 Glance at the nock as you nock the 
anow9 and bring the arrow gently to the string; raise the arms and draw 
the bow and you are sure of hitting the middle of the target. 

# W * * 4 f r t t l £ 
^#S)Aril 'U># 

mm^mAnm 

H5>fflA7A!M = 

!5ffl#lPM«E*flJffl • 

Rhymes on Marksmanship 

The origin of good marksmanship can be told, but one can only tell of 

6. Perhaps this should be m . 
7. That is to say, as if riding on an eagle's wings: a fast and unstable thing. This suggests a 

stance like surfing. 

8. There was a recognized shooting error called 'big eye' (By ABSA) , in which the archer 
let his eye waiver around a large target rather than distinguishing a particular spot on it 

(MirW. 
9. Note how this contradicts earlier admonitions, i.e. never to look at the arrow while 

nocking it. 
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the body positions: the technique you learn on your own. The strength 
of your whole body has its start in the mind; the ease of your draw and 
release is found in both hands. Your mind must be still, your eyebrows 
level and your neck must not lean on one side. The two arms must come 
apart as a pair, their strength must be firm. If the strength in extending 
your dorsal muscles is even you can bring them apart. Hold in the ribcage, 
spread your legs at the crotch and bring the shoulders out and down. 
Settle your breathing, get your chest level and make sure your bow is 
fully drawn. Carefully check the distance of the target and adjust your 
anowhead for it. 

mmAAmwm • m&mmA* ° 
HAASHUA^ > Ammth^m^ • 
mmttwrnAn > Mimmm^m • 
mmmmmm^ > mmwm^® • 
The left hand grasps the bow with a broad grip; the right hand fingers 
release the anow: we prize speed and lightness. If the grip of the bow-
hand is powerful while that of the draw-hand light and loose, then the 
string moves away from the face as the arrow goes off and you will 
risk missing the target. If the draw-hand applies force while the bow-
hand is weak, as the arrows are fired many will fall all over the place. 
The bow- and draw-hand must part clearly and the force applied must 
be equal. The secret skill lies in pushing out from the inside [of the 
bow] while embracing from the outside. Spread-draw-grip-release: this 
is the conect sequence. Every arrow will hit its target without any 
spread. 

1 U » V 1 

^AiCftBAfi • AAH»afl5rB>1 • 

#A«A*w» > aasiiff A« • 
If you are short of strength, the only thing for it is to use a soft bow. 
And the length of the a n o w has to match with the length of your arms. 
If the bow is heavy and your strength not up to it, it is hard to control 
your shots; too hard and the bow will injure you; the soft bow is the 
better choice. The bow and the anows need to match your own strength: 
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the 'five levels' and 'three proximities'10 need your close attention. The 
real secret lies in stilling your heart; the principles of shooting are to be 
found in the 'eighteen refinements'. Getting the mind and the hands into 
shape is a marvellous skill: the skill to pierce a flea or cleave a willow 
leave will be yours without a doubt. 

Discursive Texts 

Most of the works already translated in the present and previous chapters 
were in the discursive form. Some represented a combination of forms 
— with mnemonic rhymes and illustrations. Further examples of this form 
of writing are not strictly necessary. 

However, this chapter is on the Qing Dynasty, which was founded 
by the Manchus — a people from the north-eastern part of China. Their 
ancestors, the Ruzhen, had previously ruled north China under the title 
of the Jin Dynasty (ik$3). In the early part of the seventeenth century, 
the Manchus developed a script for their language based on Mongolian. 
Their script was purely phonetic and very easy to learn. (Later, it was 
expanded and used successfully as a standard phonetic alphabet for rendering 
the pronunciation of all the minority languages under Manchu rule.) Once 
they had a simple tool for writing their language down, the Manchus set 
about translating a large portion of Chinese literary, historical and scientific 
heritage, so as to be able to match up to the Chinese intellectually and to 
have a good basis in Chinese courtly ritual and Confucian ethics with 
which to legitimize their rule. 

Although they thought so highly of archery, they seemed to have 
written little of their own ideas about it. Their ideas were very much 
influenced by Chinese style and thinking. One interesting work, written 
in Manchu with Chinese parallel text, is Shooting the Target (MW)) by Naran 
Changgiun (SPUK'nti^) . Here is a short extract which deals with the 
relationship between archery and the practice of one set from a well-known 
set of qigong exercises, the 'Eight-Part Brocade' (AUK!) . 

10. According to 'Bndge to the Art of Archery (mfmW^) . the 'five levels' are: (1) eyebrows, 
(2) nipples, (3) chest, (4) back and (5) arms. The 'Three Proximities' are (1) string close to 
the chest, (2) the nocking point touching the arrow and (3) the arrow touching the face. In 
Chapter 79 of the Qing Novel A Fleeting Encounter (Mltfgfc) by Li Ruzhen t^'ttt^), they 
are given more plausibly as follows. 'Five levels' are: two shoulders, two elbows plus the 
bow-hand wrist all level. 'Three proximities' are: (1) fletching at the side of the mouth, 
(2) the string close in to the body and (3) the ear close in ('listening') to the string. 
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m • mm - m)wm&%®m •• mm 
xsnzkM.% > mnmxhMM^z^ # * s ^ mmm%MM > 

ABf . ^#*i± • ÎfiAX . ffiAJ&iJJl£fdsp^JiCA'45£ • 
A person's body is imbued with strength through qi, and the diaphragm 
(dantian) is the place where qi returns and settles . . . A person skilled in 
the control of qi will not fritter it away with pursuit of enjoyment, and 
will not damage it through sadness or anger. His intake of breath is 
natural and exhalation is measured; then it imbues his whole body and 
penetrates to his four limbs. When it comes to the point of using qi in 
conjunction with shooting, it has penetrated throughout his whole body, 
all his joints are limber and his strength and proficiency are invigorated 
within his qi. 

mm 
jTOTAhAft • n-s • ^*« WA - sift • wmzmmfo ° #*# - A 
MHrn^m. mm^mm^-m • sA^fi^ - *n3&K. A&zm > xw 
mm < -n%%$ • 
O n Practice 

Proficiency in martial skills is no exception to the need for a fixed 
technique . Body technique, arm technique, finger technique , eye 
technique are all parts of the criteria forjudging martial skills. The good 
student does not need to slave incessantly with a bow and arrows, 
thinking about it day and night without pause. He can practise the actions 
of holding the bow and nocking the arrow empty-handed, and when 
he has managed to do it consistently for some time he can go on to 
practise the action of releasing just as if he were shooting for real. 

E.&z&.im& > yinmz • m^&T-mmnhmA > m*mmi& • mim 

In the qigong practice described in Daoist texts, there is descnbed a method 
of 'using both hands as if pulling a heavy bow ' prescribed to cure 
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rheumatism. This is what the method was originally intended for. 
However, if applying it to drawing a bow, it has a double benefit. First, 
pulling without the bow is good exercise for the upper arms and lateral 
muscles; although you cannot release, you still draw back with the string, 
and pull back the dorsal muscles. Moreover, the proper technique for 
your hands must not be neglected. The best thing is to draw without 
the bow, and after a pause, you perform the action involved in releasing. 
After a time, you will become accustomed to it and when it comes to 
real shooting, your skill will come from familiarity. 

The Demise of Chinese Archery 

The proud Manchu military class, who managed to control the whole of 
the Chinese Empire, and expanded significantly into Mongolia, Turkestan 
and Tibet, ultimately fell to the same fate as the Mongols in the Yuan 
Dynasty. Once they had succeeded in their campaigns, they were retained 
on a state subsidy but were badly underemployed. On a journey in western 
China with the American consul to Amoy, Edward Alsworth Ross 
observed:11 

When, in the days of Cromwell, the Manchu Tartan overpowered China, 
they placed Tartar garrisons in the chief cities. These 'bannermen' living 

11. Ross, Edward Alsworth. The Changing Chinese: The Conflict of Oriental and Western Cultures 

in China. New York: Century, 1912. 
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a privileged class in their own fortified quarter and fed by government 
rice, have vegetated and multiplied for generations. In Sianfu12 the Tartar 
quarter is a dismal picture of crumbling walls, decay, indolence and 
squalor. On the big drill-grounds, you see the runways along which the 
horseman gallops and shoots arrows at a target while the Tartar military 
mandarins look on.13 These lazy bannermen were tried in the new army, 
but proved flabby and good-for-nothing; they would break down on 
an ordinary twenty-mile march. Battening on their hereditary pensions, 
they have given themselves up to sloth and vice, and their poor chest-
development, small weak muscles, and diminishing families foreshadow 
the early dying out of the stock . . . 

The Manchu Qing Government turned more and more in on itself. 
The more they saw of aggressive foreign powers, the less they wished to 
emulate them. And yet without some degree of effort to copy foreign ideas, 
they were at the mercy of the more effective organization and mature 
military technology which foreign aggressors brought to bear on the them. 

Finding no enthusiasm for trade among the Qing bureaucracy, foreign 
traders dealt directly with the population, and found a lucrative commerce 
in many commodi t i e s inc lud ing w o o l c loth and o p i u m . W h e n 
unsanctioned trade was opposed by the Qing Court, foreign powers did 
not hold back from using military force to continue and further it. Through 
the enlightenment of the Meiji period, Japan thoroughly modernized its 
government institutions and military. When foreign powers realized that 
China had been weakened beyond effective resistance, Japan joined with 
the United States, England, France, Russia and Germany to compete for 
terntorial concessions and trade benefits in Chinese territory. 

Apart from increasing population and economic pressure, China was 
severely weakened by an uprising by the Taiping rebels and northern 
Muslims between 1850 and 1873. The Taipings held quasi-Christian 
beliefs and sought to forcefully evict the Manchus. At first, they had 
some successes. Ultimately, the Qing government was able to suppress 
the Taiping rebellion under the military leadership of Zeng Guofan (ft BI 
M) — something which was achieved at the expense of an enormous loss 
of fife. 

Following the suppression of the Taipings and a number of other 
outbreaks of rebellion which followed, China attempted to modernize its 
army and equip a fleet with modern, western weapons. They instituted a 

12. Sianfu (W:£JfJ) is today's Xi An. 
13. It is unclear whether this practice had continued after the examinations were scrapped in 

1901. 
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'new army' and employed foreign tutors to provide instruction. But in a 
war against Japan in 1876, they were ignominiously defeated and much 
of the fleet was sunk. Not long after, another rebel group, the Boxers, 
who aimed to rid China of foreign interference, caused terrible damage 
in China and threatened the foreign legations. At first, the Empress 
Dowager, Ci Xi (MW (1835-1908), who had put herself in the position 
of virtual ruler by totally controlling two young emperors from 1868 until 
her death in 1908, was inclined to sympathize with their anti-foreign 
sentiments. But once again, they were finally bloodily suppressed with 
foreign assistance. This time, China was forced to pay reparations for harm 
done to foreign concessions. 

In 1898, the Qing Emperor Guang Xu (5fc£tf) was for a short few 
months able to rule China without the immediate supervision of the 
Empress Dowager, Ci Xi. Kang Youwei (Ut4¥M) was at the time in Beijing. 
Seeing an opportunity to influence the Chinese court, he wrote several 
essays and submitted them to Guang Xu. Kang had for the previous ten 
years been advocating reform such as abolition of foot-binding and 
modernizing the examination system. He was also a strong advocate of 
absorbing more foreign ideas, although he also saw Confucianism as the 
ultimate answer to China's needs. 

In 1898, Kang wrote in the following terms about the Chinese 
examination system: 

rbttAfi > ittJEIftl^AAtl > £f«^A# • iaAJinJJIgAWSA > M 
AAMffiA > vmmmmA- ? \>MB& - A - Gmmik+wz&mfeMfc 
wz&mmmxA- ? wm&m& i 
The whole military examination system started out in the Tang Dynasty 
in the time of Wu Zetian, 1200 years ago. That was even before the 
appearance of Charlemagne in Germany. It is a real museum-piece 
suitable for archaeologists. Does anyone imagine that in this day and age 
we are going to throw enormous rocks at people, fight with great halberds 
or frighten each other with the whistle of long anows? Are we going to 
go into battle with these bows, halberds and rocks against the rifle bullets 
and bombardment of the Krupp guns which would open up after a few 
shots? Obviously not! . . . 
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W f £ * . #TAgE5a« ; WAHft • IOA^*KflM ° £ T $ 
m > f¥A^ - A • A • A A S ^ S « I ^ S ^ A # > a£Stl iSll*S • 

Apphed to mihtary affairs, this is amusing ourselves with antiques. Applied 
to state strategy, it amounts to abandoning our people and squandering 
our wealth . . . Please issue a proclamation to stop the examination with 
bows, halberds, infantry archery and lifting rocks, as well as archery 
practice for the bannermen, and in addition set up military academies 
around the country. 

Miisth M*.z'-:[i°: :.~ .- i-ro.'- ffe-*.7MM* :.-ilufokc.tti 2lrh\t~ . '. irr 

_ Oue je suis ionc factit d'aroir innate la pouiir 

' H o w it annoys m e n o w that we invented gunpowder!' 
French political cartoon, i 856 
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Emperor Guang Xu might well have taken the advice of Kang Youwei 
immediately had not the Empress Dowager intervened to put an end to 
the ' O n e Hundred Days of Re fo rm ' and suppressed the reformist 
movement. Kang Youwei fled to Japan, and other less fortunate members 
of his reform school were captured, imprisoned and executed. Nevertheless, 
the scene was set, and in 1901, Emperor Guang Xu issued the following 
proclamation:14 

&m - AfAdf-j&A*^ • * A A B > ftmmm • HJSSAA-IH > A * * 

m • mm&tA&^m&mm - # M . mv-Wytmw± • 

The whole military examination process was originally adopted after the 
old Ming system. It has been kept up for a very long time and is riddled 
with malpractice. Furthermore, the training with bows, halberds, rocks, 
and mounted and infantry archery have no application in mihtary affairs. 
To continue them in the present day is useless. We must try to bring 
about change and strive for what is practical. Hereinafter, the whole 
system of examining elementary candidates, as well as the graduate and 
postgraduate examination, are to be abolished permanently. 

The military examination system was the mainstay of business for 
China's bowyers. In his Study Report on Bow-Making in Chengdu carried 
out in the mid-1940s, Tan Danjiong reports on his interviews with one 
of China's last remaining bowyers A He recounted that: 

Chang Xing Bow-maker's fame spread far and wide, and in those years 
they sometimes couldn't make enough bows to meet all their orders, 
and the hostel rooms (which they rented out to candidates for the military 
examinations and their tutors) had to be booked well in advance. But 
unfortunately the heyday didn't last long. At the end of the Guang Xu 
reign period, the examinations were abolished and the bow-
manufactunng industry went into a deep collapse. The younger son of 
the master-bowyer, Wu Zhengfu, was unwilling to continue with his 
apprenticeship and gave up half-way, preferring to do business in the 
town of Jiading. So the legacy was taken over by the elder son, Hongxing, 
who passed it on to the grandson, who is the owner of the current 
business. 

i4. pmm • m • mxmmn • S * E > • 
is. m a s : mmmmms^} i * A : ̂ AWfL&rmAmm^m • mi) 
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Production stopped for some time; but after the revolution in 1911, 
the state-sponsored Martial Arts Association of Chengdu established a 
'Archery for Virtue Club' (fr^SH"), and this revived a limited interest in 
archery. The bowyer restarted his shop in 1925 with an injection of capital 
from the Martial Arts Association. Frequently, business was too slow to 
be economical and they would have to seek further assistance from the 
association. They supplemented income by helping to give archery lessons 
on Saturdays in the city. By the time the Tan's Report was being prepared, 
business was dying out. 

Ideas for maintaining China's archery tradition surfaced from time to 
time. In 1940, the lawyer and martial arts scholar Tang Hao (JtfH:, 1897— 
1959), edited a collection of Qing archeiy manuals under the auspices of 
the Shanghai City Martial Arts Advancement Association16 with the idea 
that the principles of archery were not basically different from rifle shooting, 
and the military could benefit from the practice without wasting valuable 
ammunition — something which China was not in a position to afford. 

However, interest in traditional archery did not survive the Anti-
Japanese War, despite occasional reports of peasants resisting the Japanese 
with bows and anows. Some remnants of traditional bow-making remained 
in Beijing. In 1955, Mongolian traditional archers found that they could 
not obtain enough bows from local suppliers and were able to obtain about 
500 bows on a visit there. 

The People's Republic of China was founded in 1949 in a China 
ravaged by war and famine. Mao Zedong's government inherited a new 
China from which Chinese archery and b o w - m a k i n g had almost 
disappeared, and the communist ideological struggle against feudalism and 
traditional Confucian thinking was unlikely to provide a sympathetic 
environment in which it might be revived. The former Chinese national 
archery coach, Xu Kaicai (^IHT'), served in the People's Liberation Army 
in the 1950s, and developed his interest in archery from watching archery 
competitions among China's national minorities in Mongolia and the 
north-east. He went on to find an old archery master of the Manchu period 
and started to learn with him. However, the old traditional insistence of 
standing for long hours with arms outstretched to loosen the shoulder joints, 
and practising qigong to develop breathing seemed to Xu at odds with the 
needs of modern competitive archery. He and the Chinese archeiy team 
sought modern recurve bows, which were once again coming into fashion 
in the West and adopted the Western method.17 

16. i t * : « J i t f W « » » <±fcttjHffiia$i# • 1940) • 
17. Despite which, Mr Xu has offered great encouragement and support in the writing of 

this book, and has been generous with his time and materials. 
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In the 1930s, traditional bowyer, Yang Wentong (HIXM) followed his 
father, Yang Ruilin (t#Jffi#) into the family business, Ju Yuan Hao (Mlt 
liit), in the traditional bow-makers' quarter of Beijing. In 1957, they were 
allowed to convert to an industrial co-operative, and continued to make 
bows, pellet-bows and pellet crossbows — especially for traditional 
Mongolian and Tibetan archers in Inner Mongolia, Qinghai and Tibet. 
But at the start of the Cultural Revolution in 1966, their profession was 
denounced by the R e d Guards as bourgeois and father and son were 
ordered to turn their skills to carpentry. Recently retired from his carpentry, 
Yang Wentong, aged over 70, is now slowly starting once again to build 
traditional Chinese bows. A three-thousand-year-old tradition is today held 
in the hands of one man. 





To shoot with upright mind and stance is best, 
Your breath draw deep and long to fill your chest; 

With five points level, three points close, you draw, 
Your feet as if to bear ten tons or more. 

Bring back the string with ease, your mind at peace, 
And calmly pause for thought before release. 
Tlie 'phoenix eye' for draw-hand style is fit; 
A full and steady draw ensures you'll hit. 

A Chance Encounter (<Ciait^))) Chapter 79 
by Li Ruzhen (££&&) (c. 1763 - c. 1830) 

Calligraphy by Zhang Guoying ('jHH^) 



Epilogue 

I apologize. I have dragged you through three thousand years of Chinese 
history, across battlefields, through philosophers' backyards, over thickets 
of Chinese characters. Here you are, bruised and scratched, dragged 
backwards through half-a-dozen different styles and fashions of archery — 
mostly inconsistent with each other (and some not even consistent with 
themselves). Yet I have still not shown you how to shoot in the Chinese 
style, or any other style for that matter. 

You have every right to be bitter. 
At one point, I had thought of concluding this book with my own 

synthesis of Chinese archeiy: a nice series of drawings or photographs (of 
me, of course), clearly explaining every movement and finer point of 
technique. 

Had I done so, I would have been defrauding you on two counts. 
First, we have already encountered several styles and theories of archery 

at different times and different places. Who am I to say which one is right? 
In the thick of battle, with the sky black with dust from the hooves of 
horses and the air ringing of the thunder of drums and cymbals, which 
style would I pin my life to? The answer is 'none'. I'd run away. 

Second, I am a rotten shot. If I had the cheek to teach any method, I 
would be encouraging high expectations about my own level skill. My 
fraudulence would very quickly be unmasked. 

So what are we to do? I hate to leave you dissatisfied. Somehow, we 
need to listen to a proper Chinese archery lesson given by a good teacher. 
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Impossible? Nearly! 
Let me introduce you to a young woman, Su Alan, an archery teacher 

and poet in the best tradition. 
Alan is also fictional. In fact, she is a character in the Qing Dynasty 

novel A Chance Encounter written in about 1820 by Li Ruzhen.' The novel 
is set in the Tang Dynasty in a period when the Empress Wu Zetian, 
founder of the Chinese imperial examination system, overthrew the 
Emperor and set herself up as China's one-and-only female Empress with 
her own dynasty, the Zhou (Ji]) Dynasty. (That part is true: she did so from 
690—705). But from this point on, Li Ruzhen takes us on a fantasy in which 
W u Zetian allows women to compete in the Imperial Examinations, and 
one hundred 'talented women' (in fact incarnations of flower sprits released 
after a drunken prayer uttered by the Empress Mother of the West) pass 
the examination with flying colours. 

In the author's fantasy, the women celebrate their success by throwing 
a series of parties and taking part in other sports and pastimes normally 
reserved for men.2 In each activity, the author displays his breadth and 
depth of knowledge of Chinese sports as they existed in his own time, 
the early nineteenth century.3 

So here is your archery lesson from your very capable instructor, Alan. 
What could be better than to have three thousand years' worth of male-
dominated Chinese experience in archeiy elegantly distilled by a woman. 

Good shooting! 

1EM1 

fit • ***at«*>8-t;+rt,H 
ABffi#3cT • mmmrift > 'ifciit^tmmr > mmm-^ • ma-?-

Tm& > »£ATt#*. m •• "mm^mmm > wmsmammmm • $m 

i. m&® •• mmm • 
2. Li was no great feminist, although he did have some ideals of equal opportunities in the 

examinations and abolishing foot-binding. He still saw the world exclusively through a 
man's eyes. 

3. Many readers associate A Chance Encounter with tales of a visit by one of the women to 
numerous strange countries from Chinese mythology. That indeed is the plot of the first 
fifty chapters. Here I am talking about the second half. 
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A Chance Encounter by Li Ruzhen , Chapter 79 

The next day, after they had handed in their assignments, they went one-
by-one over to the Bians' residence. They exchanged the drafts of their 
poems and did a critique of each other's efforts. Then they had some 
noodles for breakfast and went out for a walk in the grounds of the house. 
After a long walk, they ambled together around the fish pond under the 
shade of the willows. As they walked a few steps further, Zizhi pointed 
off to one side and said, 'There's an archery range over there, just over 
the other way from where Yuchan is walking. Do you girls want to come 
and have a look?' 

mmmm •• "istmi.^%m%tnmm.Am > mmAmm • " - ^ A J I - « 
MÂ ft* • i m t f ^ i • mmmm-imm • mmnn-im 
m. Mfo%~A&&m' m&mm •• "mmrnvtmrnm-mmA > ±m 
ummm ? " # « t = "Ag • ^ a & a s ^ i r F f f i > M I * * > wt&m. 
m$t®mm. - Tmrmfc > mmmt&m °" 

'This must be the place where Teacher goes to do some archery to relax,' 
said Zhang Fengchu, 'Let's go and take a look.' So they went in together. 
Inside were five spacious pavilions and on a rack there were several sets 
of bows and anows. In front was a long, long archery range leading to a 
very high canopy inside which was hung a five-coloured leather target 
face. 

Su Alan said, 'The canopy stretches all the way from this pavilion: 
it must be to provide cover from rain, nght?' 

Xiangyun said, 'That's right. Often when it's cloudy or rainy and 
there's not much happening in the Magistracy, father shoots off a few 
rounds from here at the target for relaxation. He doesn't want to get 
the fletching wet so he put up this canopy.' 

ion 
^ftmfftJrJlfT^M • At fe* • B£H5±JR7-3g/b3 > HI7-IS • T 
mm • "fflffljfcifT^s ? " * « « : "ABSiifflii: &mmm&xM • 
mums. ° mAgimm - im^m • ' W J I = "WA&^^m nn 
m ° mm^\5iAmmmm\m$fffi% rn.im •• "mm&mimm 
AW • &mmmm&m^MT ?"&mm. • "mA^mmmmm - EUHI 
mm • &MAm - Mw^a#*f • fijJt+umgmi-- . imtmt3.m 
m • 4*A4^##. fflAtrtix^ix ° "Mn.m. •• "snitts/A - "iummA 
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Zhang Fengchu saw all the bows and arrows up on the racks and felt a 
sudden urge to get some exercise; so she took down a small bow and 
drew it. Yuchan said, 'You look pretty professional to me!' 

'I won ' t make a secret of it, ' answered Fengchu, 'Although our 
relatives on my mother's side are literary people, they're dead keen on 
archery. I'm always going shooting with them, so I know a little bit about 
it.' 

T often go for a spot of shooting with my uncle too, ' Zizhi said. 
'Why don' t we and Yuchan shoot off a couple of rounds to give our 
joints a bit of a stretch?' 

Qingzhi said, ' In the Su family, uncle has served as a military 
commander, so Alan must be a crackshot too, aren't you?" 

'Although I learned when I was little, I was weak and short on energy 
so I didn't dare to shoot too much. ' Alan replied. 'But if we are just 
discussing it here, I know enough about it. If you all think it would be 
fun, I could stand on the sidelines to watch and give you one or two 
tips.' 

'That would be great!' Zizhi said. Then Zizhi, Yuchan and Fengchu 
each shot off a round of three arrows. Zizhi scored a hit with all three 
of hers, while Yuchan and Fengchu scored two hits each. 

MLiXM 

n^mm%m > m^nm.: "4-A+7 • im<p%mm%%mmm • 
MJ*7f£*l f Amm • A&iiJ!0fBM > &MmZ& > Sftl&W4? • A 
tsrjt^ftAiM. mztmzm • RftAjiitift. -S7JHA7 - tmmt • 

Grinning broadly, Zizhi turned to Alan and said, 'OK, so I can score 
some hits! But let's hear from the expert what mistakes I made when I 
was doing it. Actually, I've never employed a trainer. They say archery 
is good for stretching the muscles; but after shooting, my ribs and 
shoulders are aching like mad. And they say shooting is good for keeping 
down your heart rate; but all I feel after shooting is my heart racing. I 
must have done something wrong in the way I expended my energy to 
feel like this. I'm sure you know what the problem is.' 

MEflra: "Am • mm^immmmA • -mm&M-%m?htt • **&» 
7 • mww^mM^ > S T J W I • m^imm • " » « t : "mtmp • mm 

£ H # W ' ^ * i & t t 7 - t ' i 8 T t U i ' At*lCA#jrA ?i : 'Afgf£7 
mm > A * # l t ; A!* > WRIWhfT • ' $&K±&mm ~ 
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•jfJIJ&**]E • £8T£«F» • 
AAAH^Sg? • AAAAAS • 
M&&WK& ' &®r?1gf£$ » 
mmmm&'&m > «»Af^# ^ • • 

Alan said, 'You just have to look at the style Yuchan and Fengchu used 
to shoot just now to know that that they were doing it properly. But as 
for you, you made quite a few mistakes. If you don' t mind, I can tell 
you about them." 

'That would be great,' said Liiyun. 'Go on, Sister, tell us all about 
it. Then we can be good students when we try. Actually, we'll get a lot 
out of this!' 

'When I was learning,' said Alan. T had a go at writing a poem in 
the Xi Jiang Yue style.4 After I'd written it, Father said, " N o one should 
talk of being able to shoot without using these verses; and if they don' t 
they'll be no more than amateurs!" This is how it goes: 

To shoot with upright mind and stance is best, 
Your breath draw deep and long to Jill your chest; 
With five points level, three points close, you draw, 
Your feet as if to bear ten tons or more. 
Bring back the string with ease, your mind at peace, 
And calmly pause for thought before release. 
The "phoenix eye" for draw-hand style is fit; 
A full and steady draw ensures you'll hit.' 

IE III 

'•»A«si*«iT«j^§$- • \ixm-WAft' m&% • mmmmmm • m.w 

M > U t t T A : £-ft5fcit*&7 -" 

'The form Zizhi used when she was shooting a moment ago could be 
criticized from every angle, if you look at it from the point of view of 
that Xi Jiang Yue poem. You've asked me to explain, so I hope you don't 
take it badly. Take the first line for example, "To shoot with upright mind 
and stance is best," what do you know? — her body was bent and her 
head wasn't level: so she fell at the first hurdle!' 

4. A form of poem which onginated in the Tang Dynasty. It had a total of fifty words without 
a rigid rhyming scheme. 

file:///ixm-WAft'
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" M ! F § - ^ : 'fclTFftSflft • ' flbSPjf#P8^ > MATS! ° IS BEAT - N 

'Then as for the second line, "Your breath draw deep and long to fill your 

chest", she stood straight upright to shoot and didn't come down at the 
hips. If she doesn't come down at the hips, how can she expand her 
chest? If she doesn't expand her chest, how can her breath get down 
into her diaphragm? So when she had shot off all three arrows, that's 
why she was panting away: no wonder her heart was racing.' 

' ! £ £ ] : TfHiMMm •• MM - mm - Am > m^AA ° ttzm -E 
A ' ; mitnm - 3&JM" - A^is&: itzm •=*' • m^nAA&H& 
W - W E f f f i i . ftkWAJff A: E,?i5/**-*!& > AJrtSPXTH . S I ^ A ^ A 
ffi . S A ^ A ^ M • WHJSifnffc. ttft$7ft* • ^g j t f f i j t t * > ^m®. 
* j £ # . / j f fm3&* *S i I > A ^ T £ - f t > JP^St6«g ? H » f i ^ A 

'Then the third line, "With five points level, three points close, you draw." 

Her two shoulders, two elbows and the point between her eyebrows all 
have to be level. That's the "five points level". Then the fletching has 
to be close in to the mouth, the string close in to the body and the ear 
close, " l is tening" to the string: that's the " three points near". It 's 
absolutely vital to remember them. But from the point of view of the 
"five points level", her left shoulder was all hunched up and then her 
right elbow drooped down, and the left side of her head was higher than 
the right, so she short-changed herself on the "five points level". And 
then in the "three points close", the fletching wasn't anywhere near her 
mouth; the bow was straight at the draw and straight at the release. The 
limbs of the bow weren' t close in to her body, so the string was much 
too far from her chest and her ear was tilted over to one side, so how 
could she be "listening" to the string? So we were short on the "three 
points close" as well.' 

Ar5ra^J : ' A S A / f A B ' • f*yfiWAA > f ! ; i a f r5MM¥f«# i . )ft£ 
T#Hf •" 

'The fourth line was: "Your feet as if to bear ten tons or more. " Her stance 
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wasn't firm — that's an error we all make in our women's dormitory, 
needless to say.'3 

IEHU 

"m£^: *s??APA«r • sfejs?2j*#M*jt7 • mtftLm^ft > A 

£ » ^iPftAf^FIA^ . ffiAA'A - A t M A • AAfeij • g^AAff l t t 
fttHA . i ^ M S A S • #&££#§£ > ftJinii • A » # 7 •" 

'The fifth line is: "Bring back the string with ease, your mind at peace. " Well, 
just now there was nothing peaceful or easy about Zizhi's draw. When 
she started to draw the bow, she pushed it out forward first, then hauled 
the string back with her right hand. That wasn't "drawing" the bow; 
that was "wrenching" the bow. "Drawing" means drawing the bow and 
string apart with both hands like opening a sliding door, with both hands 
moving apart at the same time. That 's the only way to get the draw 
symmetrical, then you don' t need to expend so much energy on it. If 
you let your right hand use a wrenching action, naturally your elbow is 
going to droop down, then it'll look like the handle of a teapot: hardly 
an attractive position — rather ugly really.' 

"if?A£j: 'tmmm& • mmmmm^Am > wm-km-n •• 

fi^fflf5! ; - & # ) * > icTJiT • StAlf « A t # = RIFPiSS-tt^ > 
BfsfM. i&ifAAiiA > w-wmtmA• « * I I A • mat-7 - %m& 
* ! - ¥ • fa^MmM > 3J2TB&B&ff m • HBPft7tUA . fsjtriSIS^^ ?" 

'The sixth line is: "And calmly pause for thought before release. "Just now I 
saw that when you released, you didn't fling your arm back; you just 
lifted your index finger and let the a n o w slip out. A very small release 
is not a serious enor , but what happens is that the a n o w leaves without 
enough power. It doesn't look as good either. More than anything, 
shooting needs a smooth release, but if the string gets hooked behind 
the thumbring, you won ' t achieve one. And a big release doesn't take 
that much effort to learn either; all you have to do is to get hold of a 
bow with a light draw-weight when you normally practise and keep on 
releasing with it. Actually, you don't even have to hold a bow — you 

5. This is a reference to the foot-binding demanded by the masters of Chinese households 
in the Qing Dynasty. Li Ruzhen was very opposed to the custom. 
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could just pretend to do it and after releasing time and again you'll get 
the knack of it. As for a pause for thought, she brought the bow to full 
draw without any pause at all — just drew and released. How can that 
be called "calm"?' 

"%AA] •. -mmimw&wA > «*&&**»& > upswung ? MM 
mmm > &^mm > &m*# • HJIIASMMTAT °" 
'The seventh line is: "The phoenix eye for draw-hand style is fit. " But she 
didn't bring up her thumb, so what sort of "phoenix eye" was that? Well 
. . . she had a bit of a "phoenix eye" but it didn't face her chest and the 
string didn't get a twist put on it. That made her draw-arm shoulder 
even less level.' 

• EMU 

AiA^ : 'asAtgff*' . wtRmb}> ^^nww^m ° H»1#$5 • 
itfAtiifi. mxt^jmm • imm^A • mmmw* - ife^wsfii -" 
'The eighth line is: "A full and steady draw ensures you'll hit." This is the 
only one that Zizhi managed to get more-or-less right. She got the bow 
drawn fully and her bow-hand was quite steady, so two of her hits can 
be put down to that. But shooting the way she did, even though she 
could get all three arrows onto the target, you shouldn't do it like that 
yourself 

IPMEI 

t £ n : "fflffliftir. » 7 * « K ! ^unmAmmARwrnm > Ait 
f t 7 . #m«RHE7 : 'AAiPft^LLi . ATAnffiUS' JtffiA > « te i * 
£°w%mn%M&m%?" 
T really admire what you just said!' said Zizhi. 'Those days, when I was 
learning, everybody said, "When you do target shooting, all you need 
is accuracy: you don ' t need to fuss about how you look ." So all I 
remembered was the two phrases: "Left hand like propping up Mount 
Tai; right hand like cradling a baby." Otherwise, I just shoot however I 
like. Who 'd have guessed all this other stuff is so important?' 

I EMU 

EMU : "*ft : im^& AAARttHiAil^ • XJiWAAS ! HtBA 
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» f @ 'i&f?-fS#' • &®m®W¥ > tt*T» • ?±tt#f£A^ • « » A 

ftUL : 'AA^RttlAU' AA • £«fflAfflA# • AKitc.^ . ftA£& 
- * > ttWafiSftfll? • it^SuTTffliTMA • fl^AAMft • IfPINf A 
AA o " 

'Sister, that saying you just mentioned: "The left hand like propping up 
Mount Tai" has really caused people a lot of harm in the past,' said Alan. 
'In those days, no one could have guessed what a load of trouble it would 
cause in the future. Suddenly you come across this word, "prop up" , 
and a beginner won' t know that it will lead you into a major shooting 
enor. It's really hornble!' 

'If it's like that, Sister, why don't you just use another word instead 
of "prop up"?' Qingzhi asked. 

'In my humble opinion,' answered Alan, 'we'd be better off throwing 
the whole of "the left hand like propping up Moun t Tai" out of the 
w indow. If you insist on keeping it and replacing "prop u p " wi th 
something else, then I suppose "grasp" would be best, though I don ' t 
see how you could "grasp" Mount Tai. But if you're talking about the 
left hand, then "grasp" is the only word which will do. ' 

Arî fflffiA • <AMA»ftcrJ ; A»J»tt > A f t ^ - l f ft i Aflffi* > M 
fJAJIAiTiia > JHifeB2.M£ • *£**££ > M&M7 • IH l^T ; mm 
* . AflftAA* > MtlAf&flA > 0'M731AJSA • » * £ ? » - £ » 
itt! fAglflTH^ . TAcA^AA > S IRMfc^lJiJ * > «TM® > ^tH 
13- • 52tflfH« . *im%Mffi ' 5 * 0 * » & • mjaffiAffilWi^ °" 

'If you make the mistake of using "propping up" , your hand is bound 
to push forward to prop something up. As soon as you push forward to 
prop up something the back of your hand is bound to be bent and when 
that happens, the elbow will turn in as a consequence and it follows that 
your shoulder will be strained. All this "propping" will leave you ending 
up with your elbow bent, too, and your shoulder will come up. In the 
end, not only will your arrows get less accurate, but you'll stop being 
able to hold the bow properly. You'll actually turn into a sharp-shooting 
cripple! That's what would come of leaving that word "prop up" in the 
end. If you use "grasp", the back of the hand has to be straight and level 
— level from the wrist all the way to the shoulder. You don' t have to 
strain at it at all: the bow-tips will come together easily, the string will 
be close in to your chest, and you won't just be permanently enor-free, 
you'll actually get better and better the more you do it. That's far better 
than having your form ruined by "propping up". ' 
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I EMU 

Amm. •• "ftTtiiajiiittfAAS° ^mmmzm . * j ^ w ^ n • SPA 
SttA-^ »"^«5i: "WWAM^ •• Rmnmm > ®>m%^A • #m* 
* ?"sMji: "fiffl5ii£i&7 • ffirLA*itrf'/H5t • wmmm^ • ftESi 
HUM • A W » £ - nHUiiH:-^ > HAWsSW • S A f S ^ T . SPMJA 
t ^ f t f t a l z A ^ ' l • SPfflih^ ' MI^-BfUM > S-5 l t i tAHA . JPUrffi 
teAJ? ° i l A A K ' A T S - —J&;frS[£*t)»$r . AMAZ » AflHi>wA 

m> A#iiiA. m^&mmm. . #biMSS7 •" 
T was afraid there was something wrong with the word "prop u p " as 
well, ' said Yuchan. 'Hearing what you said about it has really cleared 
up the mystery for me. From now on, everyone will be much better 
off' 

T still think it's all down to accuracy,' said Liiyun. 'Who needs all 
this fuss about form? It's just a waste of time, isn't it?' 

'No , Sister, you've got that wrong, ' Alan replied. 'All along people 
have been doing archery for relaxation, to stretch their muscles and joints 
and improve their circulation. It can keep away chronic illness and 
increase your appetite. It's healthy. But if you ignore proper form, like 
Zizhi just now wrenching the bow instead of drawing it, you might not 
come to any harm at first; but if you keep wrenching away for a few 
days your elbows and shoulders will ache all over. If you don't get your 
hips down, then you can't get your breath down to your diaphragm 
either, and the air pressure will build up at the front of your chest cavity. 
Then after a while, you'll start panting and your heart will race and you'll 
get a stitch in your chest, too. In the end, you finish up with a strain 
injury. Add the word "propping up" on top of all that, you'll get a bent 
elbow and strained shoulder to boot, and then all sorts of injuries will 
crop up. Instead of learning archery for relaxation, you' l l end up 
sentencing yourself to punishment.' 

• EMU 

3S»it5i : "f f l f f i tst i t i . K A » # '*ftf£$f •" 

Zhang Fengchu said, 'This theory of yours is really a sort of "Key to 
Archery" .' 
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detailed procedure for the 54-59 
shooting 

p u n i s h m e n t for u n c o m p l i a n t 
officials 19 

shooting at heaven ( I t A) 38 
shooting line 

used in the Shire Archery Ritual 63 
shoulder 

need to keep b o w - a r m shoulder 
down 327, 342 

Shuo Wen j i e Zi(MXM^¥) 31 
sighting mechanism 

calibration of 166 
Silk Route 225 
Sima Qian ( f A l S ) 10 
six arrows ritual 

male a rche ry r i tual in anc ien t 
times 52 

six skills (AM) 

r i tua l , mus ic , a rchery , char io t 
driving, writing and arithmetic 
52 

skills 

interrelationship between 315 
social system 

ancient Chinese 49 
solar eclipse 

archery to deflect evil during 37 
Song (5fc) Dynasty 239 
Song Wei Zi (TfAtA) 39 
Song Yingxing ( A S M ) 311 
sound 

shooting at the source of a 184 
specific gravity 

used to determine plane of arrow 
spine 104 

Spring and Autumn Period (^fX) 70 
stance 294 

impor tance of correct stance in 
ntual archery 63 

Ming Dynasty 299 
straw d o g ( | t ^ $ ) ) 

shooting the 262 
strength 

archery as test of 250 
Su Shi (M&.) 

Su Dongbo (Spj€i&) 256 
submission 

ritual archery as an expression of 
77 

Sui (rf) Dynasty 192 
Sun Quan (^ r f ) 185 
sunspots 

possible connect ion with ancient 
folklore 24 

suppression 

of books and publications in the 
Qing Dynasty 345 

tactics 

changes to a rchery in the 
Warring States period 173 

Han archery and crossbow 
against the Huns 175 

Tang (it) Dynasty 193 
Tang Hao ( i f * ) 385 
Tang Jingquan (iSffil J11) 276 
target 

construction of 106—110 

no fixed size for 110 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n for t h e Q i n g 

examination system 355 
symbolism of 80, 111 

target range 

practising with 285 
technical manuals 

Han Dynasty 119 
Ming Dynasty 276 
Qing Dynasty 321,360 

technique 

contrast between bow and crossbow 
166 
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crossbow 164 
early l i t e r a tu re as an accura te 

reflection of 119 

early technique reflected in the 
Shire Archery Ritual 59-61 

transcending 148 
Terracotta Army 

Qin Shi Huang's 168 
thumbnng 301-302 

used in the Shire Archery Ritual 
60 

Tian Gong K a i W u (ATPf1%) 311 
touhu (SIS) 

drinking game of 113 

symbolism of 43 
training 

of Song rural militia 257 

of the Song army in archery 242 
W a n g J u ( I J g ) 

Archery Manual of 196, 197-210 
d o u b t s expressed o n va lue of 

Archery Manual of 241 
Wang Yangming (TUHfj) 277 
warfare 

demise of ritual conduct in 153 
ritual conduct in 128, 144 

Waning States Period (HcBD 
characterization of the 70 

willow 

shooting game of the Khitan and 
Mongols 233 

Willow Bow Archery (fll'f ItfH) 
Japanese game of 224 

wine 
role of drinking wine in the archery 
ritual 82 

Wokou zhanzhengffSiSlic^-) 275 
women 

active part icipation in sports by 
225 

archers 187 

role in ancient Chinese society 80 

suppression of freedoms in the Song 
Dynasty 252 

unwelcome as rulers 195 

wood 

choice of w o o d for bow-s taves 
100 

word-play 

on the mean ing of (f?l) ( target / 
feudal lord) 81 

wounds 

arrow 238 
writing 

how Chinese is wntten 30-33 
wu (!$/) 63 
W u B e i Y a o L u e f S f i ^ B t r ) 276 
W u Bei Zhi (srjf A) 276 
W u Bian ( f f^ ) 276 
wu ping san kao ( E A H j | ) 394 
wu she (Al t ) 52, 219-224 
WuYifJSZ.) 38 
Wu Zetian (5&UJ A) 390 

founder of the military examination 
system 195 

Wujing shexue zhengzong ( f f t S l t ^ A 

m) ' 

Gao Ying (MM) 322-336 
Xi Jiang Yue (ffivTFt) 393 
Xia Dynasty ( J ) 20 
xiang (J$) 54 
xiang c h i ( * R ) 222 
xiaojia(A^g) 294 
Xiongnu (^Jft) 174 
Xixia ( B E ) 238 
xu (ff) 54, 66 
XuShen(fF'K) 31 
X u n K u a n g ( ^ ? £ ) 49 
Yan Archery Ritual (&M 50 
yanzhu (M&) 222 
Yang Guifei ( H A © 224 
Yang Youji ( # i S ) 129 
Yangsui Niao (fWMM) 23 
Yi(5?) 13,181 

as a category of archery officials 
28-29 

legend of 17 
yi (A) 180-181 
Y i J i n g ( ^ S ) 42 
Yi Li (Hfl) 53 

file:///iMMM~
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YiXiCKSHJ*) 
reference to invention of the bow 

and arrow in 11 
Yi, Duke of Youqiong (Wf! Jfj # ) 20 
Yu Dayou (&Ai[) 276 
Yuan (A) (Mongol) Dynasty 261 
Yue Fei (£ft) 258 
Zhan Guo Ce (iJcHD 41 
Zhao Kuangyin (ffiSJID 240 
Zhao Wuling Wang ( I S I I ) 174 

Zhou (JI) Dynasty 47 
military organization in the 51 

Zhou (M) 40 
ZhouLi(JijfS) 90 
zhu pi (±/£) 76 
Z h u X i ( A S ) 251 
Zhu Yuanzhang (%.^M) 267 
Zuo Zhuan (A1%) 129, 135, 136-143 

reference to Duke Yi of Youqiong 
in 21 
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